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FOREWORD

Ever since the American colonies broke away from the British Crown,

the created nation has been inspired by the doctrine that no man is above

the law. Engraved above the portico of the marble Supreme Court build-

ing in Washington is the promise: “Equal Justice under Law.”

When the highly esteemed Associate Justice Robert M. Jackson took

temporary leave of the Supreme Court to serve as U.S. chief prosecutor

at the Nuremberg war crimes trials following World War II, he repeat-

edly made clear that law must apply equally to everyone. “To pass

these defendants a poisoned chalice,” he said, “is to put it to our own

lips as well.” His successor as chief of counsel for another dozen war

crimes trials at Nuremberg, Brigadier General Telford Taylor, a

Harvard Law School graduate who later became a professor of law at

Columbia University and Cardozo Law School, put it more succinctly:

“Law is not a one-way street.”

These guiding juridical principles of our nation, which earned world-

wide respect for our country, are being tested today. When, in his cou-

rageous book George W. Bush, War Criminal?, Professor Dr. Michael

Haas dares to challenge the legality of many deeds by the current Bush

administration, he is acting in the finest traditions of our democratic

nation. His book deserves respectful and careful consideration.

The compendium of 269 war crimes attributed to the Bush adminis-

tration is impressive. Dr. Haas acknowledges that the factual and legal

arguments he has meticulously assembled are derived from other



published materials. Indeed, the publication of the secret “Downing

Street Memo” in the Sunday Times of London on July 23, 2003, blew

the whistle that the Bush administration had already decided to invade

Iraq and was engaged in a campaign of public deception to gain support

for the war. The UN Charter, which legally binds all nations, prohibits

the use of armed force except in very limited conditions of self-defense,

which were inapplicable. Without UN Security Council authorization, a

good argument could be made that the U.S. invasion of Iraq was

unlawful.

In addition to the crimes of aggression, which the International Mili-

tary Tribunal at Nuremberg and Justice Jackson described as “the

supreme international crime,” Haas identifies a host of specific crimes

committed in the conduct of war, as well as the illegal mistreatment of

prisoners and failure to hold accountable those who violated standards

designed to protect military personnel of all nations. Several appendices

outline and list sources for each of the crimes attributable to various

members of the Bush administration.

It is the declared goal of the author, writing as a scholar, to draw

attention to the enormity of injustices and illegalities that must be

addressed before America’s tarnished reputation in the world can be

restored. It must be recalled that a fundamental tenet of our system of

justice under law is to insist that all accused are presumed innocent and

no one can be convicted of crime without proof of guilt beyond reason-

able doubt. Certainly these rights belong to the president of the United

States and those who serve him. However, there is also an obligation on

the part of the president in a democracy to make all of the relevant facts

available to the public. The Bush administration has thus far failed to

do so. Haas suggests that Congress appoint a “truth commission”: to as-

certain the sworn and verified truth. Until that is done, it will be

unavoidable that suspicions will remain and that criminal allegations

and civil lawsuits against the suspected parties will inevitably continue.

Our nation must reassert its traditional respect for the rule of law, as

articulated at Nuremberg, to regain its stature as a moral leader in the

world. The reputation of the United States has been soiled by its

staunch opposition to the International Criminal Court and to allowing

any international or foreign tribunal to try American nationals for

aggression or any other war crimes. In June 2008, Congressman Dennis

Kucinich of Ohio introduced a comprehensive House Resolution to

impeach President George W. Bush. This book by Professor Haas pro-

vides additional information and moves in the right direction. It will be

xii FOREWORD



up to the public to demand that the elected leaders comply with the

existing laws and the great American traditions that Professor Haas,

Congressman Kucinich, and many other patriotic Americans seek to

uphold.

Benjamin B. Ferencz, J.D.
Harvard Law School, 1943

Nuremberg Military Tribunals

“The Einsatzgruppen Case”
New Rochelle, New York

www.benferencz.org
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PREFACE

While I was writing the chapter on war crimes for my International
Human Rights: A Comprehensive Introduction (2008), I reviewed the

texts of the Hague and Geneva Conventions and many other interna-

tional agreements. What astonished me most were the war crimes that

were then being committed by the United States around the world in

the aftermath of the attack on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon

on 9/11. Although news reports focused mostly on mistreatment of pris-

oners, I became curious about how many provisions in the various inter-

national legal documents were also being violated with impunity. The

result of my research is the present volume.

As a political scientist, not a lawyer, I interpret the legal agreements

as a delineation of specific war crimes. I have sought to identify each

offense from a careful reading of the texts, while wording each war

crime in a manner that would be intelligible for the ordinary reader. I

have done little investigative research but instead have mined existing

writing on the subject by eyewitnesses, government officials, journal-

ists, lawyers, and other observers. I have engaged in what is literally

known as “research”—that is, I have looked back at what has been

recorded in order to sort firsthand and secondhand statements into a

comprehensive listing of war crimes.

When I first drafted the title for chapter 1, I knew that almost the

entire top rank of lawyers in the Department of Justice, including one-

time Attorney General Ashcroft, had at one time threatened to resign



over legal shenanigans being concocted at the White House. I was then

unaware of a comment made in 2004 by James Comey, Deputy Director

of the Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Counsel, about a memo

by John Yoo, Comey’s predecessor, at the White House. In the presence

of David Addington, Chief of Staff to Vice President Dick Cheney,

according to a New York Times article by Scott Shane, David Johnson,

and James Risen, Comey confidently asserted that “no lawyer” would

ever endorse Yoo’s analysis. In response to Addington’s riposte—that

he was a lawyer, and he found the analysis convincing—Comey is sup-

posed to have blurted out, “No good lawyer.” Clearly, we were thinking

along similar lines.

Likewise, I was the first to propose a truth commission to sort out the

war crimes of the Bush administration. A few weeks after circulating a

draft of my book in New York and Washington, a well-respected jour-

nalist proposed such a body in print.

The present volume offers little new factual information, preferring

instead to link information gathered by others to specific crimes derived

from legal texts. Although some journalists and writers make that con-

nection, most do not. The result is that readers around the world view

barbarous events in emotional and moral terms but do not fully under-

stand the juridical and political implications. For today the globe is being

transformed into an unchecked superpower playpen where might appears

to make right. Hundreds of years of human rights progress are in serious

jeopardy as long as governmental war criminals live blissfully in the

knowledge that they will never be accountable for their crimes. Insofar

as decision makers feel free to violate well-established norms of proper

conduct, terrorists have been emboldened and have easily attracted volun-

teers. The surreal symbiosis between war criminals in Washington and

terrorists around the world makes everyone less secure.

One value of an encyclopedic enumeration of war crimes and rele-

vant evidence is to present an informal codification of war crimes so

that readers will realize the legal significance of daily reports in the

press. Ideally, journalists will sharpen their reporting of incidents when

they know whether what is happening may be a war crime. The more

the public observes reference in the news to possible war crimes viola-

tions, the more decision makers will be accountable. Otherwise, the im-

punity of high Bush administration officials for the immense violations

documented in the pages below threatens to turn back the clock on

human progress by shredding the Magna Carta, the American Constitu-

tion, the Universal Declaration of Human Rights, the Hague and
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Geneva Conventions, and similar agreements that have advanced

humanity from barbarism toward civilized behavior.

The Sources section contains abbreviated citations for each war

crime. Full citations appear in the References section, which also lists

sources for statements in the narratives outside the discussion of spe-

cific war crimes. Nevertheless, keyword Internet search engines can

locate the various references much faster than old-fashioned footnote

hunting. Because some citations for war crimes may perhaps contain

questionable information, I provide corroborated references so that the

thesis of the volume—that war crimes have been amply documented—

will be thickly rather than thinly supported. Those who may object that

I have cherrypicked evidence should reflect that prosecutions of crimi-

nals do just that. Nevertheless, I welcome criticism and challenge

detractors to consider all the independently collected evidence.

The task of assembling a compendium of war crimes of the Bush

administration has been daunting and demanding. Accordingly, I have

asked for assistance along the way. I am particularly grateful to e-mail

responses to queries from fellow political scientist Eric Herring, law

professor Herbert Margulies, Reprieve attorney Clive Stafford Smith,

and journalist Carol Williams. In presenting papers based on some of

the chapters at various academic conferences, I have benefited from the

feedback. Robert Hutchinson, Praeger’s senior acquisitions editor,

deserves particular credit for backing me throughout the final months of

the project. Indefatigable literary agent Charlotte Gusay, in addition to

supplying many marketing ideas and support for the project, provided a

timely Internet article. My longtime friend Geoffrey Commons, an at-

torney, has also assisted by assuring me that my opinions and state-

ments are “not even close to being causes for potential legal action.” I

invite controversy and disagreement, and I certainly have no intention

to impugn the integrity or reputation of those whose sincere actions and

beliefs I question.

Because I felt that the completed publication should be available

before George W. Bush leaves office, I quit my position as a college in-

structor to devote full time to the project at my Hollywood Hills home.

I now await considered responses.

Michael Haas
Los Angeles, California

www.USwarcrimes.com
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Part I

INTRODUCTION

A specter is haunting the world—the specter of war crimes. Civilized

people of the world agree on the need to exorcise this specter, including

the Pope and UN Secretary-General, conservative FBI agents and ultra-

liberal democrats, French radicals and German Jewish Nazi survivors.

And many others.

Where are those in opposition to war crimes who have been decried

as “soft on terrorism” by their opponents in power? Where is the oppo-

sition that has hurled back the branding reproach of “war criminals”?

Two things result from these facts:

1. War crimes are already acknowledged by civilized peoples to have

been committed by George W. Bush and his fellow conspirators on

behalf of the United States.

2. It is high time that those who believe that war crimes should be prose-

cuted must openly, in the face of the whole world, publish their evi-

dence and meet this specter of war crimes with a thorough indictment

of all the offenses that have been committed so that those responsible

can be brought to justice.

To this end, good people of many nationalities call out for action.

They do so in a manner far more openly than when similar words

appeared 160 years ago on behalf of an ideology that has been long

since discredited. And now, in the pages below, the evidence of 269

war crimes will be presented.
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Chapter 1

A PRESIDENT WITHOUT
A GOOD LAWYER

The attacks on September 11, 2001, were monstrous, unprovoked

crimes, clearly violating domestic and international law because of the

indiscriminate use of violence against innocent civilians. Congress and

the President felt vulnerable, believing that additional attack waves

might be imminent. When Bush asked Congress to grant him almost

unlimited emergency powers, the Senate rejected his proposal on

September 14. Instead, Congress adopted the USA Patriot Act on

October 25, and the president signed the law on October 26.

Meanwhile, rather than negotiating with Congress for more latitude,

Bush swallowed the conclusion in a secret Justice Department memo

dated September 25 that he had the authority to take “any means neces-

sary, anywhere, against any enemy as long as the [country] was at war.”

Advised that Congress could do nothing to impede the president in war-

time, Bush then proceeded to take action that might later be judged as

illegal. His advisers felt that in time of war the need to provide national

security trumped constitutional, legal, and international restrictions on

presidential conduct. Thus, the Bush presidency may be viewed as a

watershed in which the White House attempted to reinvent the Constitu-

tion in order to eliminate the checks and balances so carefully crafted

by James Madison and others in Philadelphia during 1787.

Soon the United States attacked Afghanistan and Iraq, thousands of

suspected terrorists were arrested around the world, and American res-

idents at home were under a wide dragnet of surveillance. In the

process, the Bush administration unnecessarily violated American

statutes and international requirements in treaties that establish the

law of warfare.



THE SUPREME COURT RULES: A WAR CRIME

HAS BEEN COMMITTED

Vice President Dick Cheney, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, and

others in the Bush administration believed that international law placed

unrealistic restrictions on the need for the United States to defend

itself. On September 11, 2001, Bush is quoted by former head of the

National Security Counter-Terrorism Group Richard Clarke as saying,

“I don’t care what the international lawyers say. We are going to kick

some ass.”

On January 25, 2002, as prisoners were being sent from Afghanistan

to Guant�anamo, Counsel to the President Alberto Gonzales issued

a memorandum agreeing with Justice Department officials that the

Geneva Conventions were “quaint” and “outmoded,” and therefore

inapplicable to suspected terrorists being collected and imprisoned by

the United States. In the opinion of Jack Goldsmith, who later headed

the Justice Department’s Office of Legal Counsel, the January 25 memo

constituted a “conspiracy to commit a war crime.”

Bush’s first defeats in the Supreme Court came in 2004. In Rasul v
Bush and Hamdi v Rumsfeld, the court ruled that those held in an

American prison, including Guant�anamo, had the right to contest their

detentions by filing a writ of habeas corpus. Shafiq Rasul was a British

citizen, Yaser Hamdi an American. Only one justice sided with Bush

in both cases. Justice Sandra Day O’Connor, in the majority opinion

in Hamdi, declared that a “state of war is not a blank check for the

President.”

In 2006, the Supreme Court of the United States ruled in Hamdan v
Rumsfeld that Donald Rumsfeld, then Secretary of Defense, had vio-

lated Article 3 of all four Geneva Conventions of 1949. The offense

was refusing to allow a prisoner under the custody of the U.S. military

to be tried in a regularly constituted court. In so doing, the justices by

implication identified George W. Bush—the author of the executive

order of November 13, 2001, which established the unconstitutional

court—as a potential war criminal. The court also reminded Bush that

he did not have a “blank check” from Congress.

Neither Bush nor Rumsfeld was on trial in either case, since the role

of the Supreme Court was, as usual, to clarify principles to be applied

at the trial court level. However, anyone cited by the Supreme Court

for violating a provision of the Geneva Conventions might subsequently

be sued as a war criminal. Indeed, as documented later in this volume,
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269 war crimes were committed during the era of the Bush administra-

tion. Many bear Bush’s personal fingerprints.

Under American and international law, heads of government cannot

be hauled into court for criminal offenses while in office. When they

leave office, however, they can be prosecuted.

January 20, 2009, is the last day of Bush’s presidency. Among his

legacies is the fact that the United States lost world leadership on

human rights. One reason is the widely publicized abuses committed at

Abu Ghraib and Guant�anamo. From that day in January, lawsuits can

be filed against Bush. In fact, several plaintiffs sued Bush and Rumsfeld

before that date.

BUSH’S LEGAL ADVICE

George W. Bush does not have a law degree, so he relied on legal

advice. When legal opinions differed, he counted on his own judgment.

Bush is fully aware that he and others in his administration may have

committed one or more war crimes. Bush could have had the best possi-

ble legal advice in the world. As president, he was in a position to hire

the cream of the crop. However, presidents who value loyalty over

competence avoid employing persons with independent judgment.

Those who dissented from the White House consensus were marginal-

ized from the decision-making process.

Among his legal advisers (Table 1.1), Alberto Gonzales and Harriet

Miers had no previous experience with international law. John Ashcroft

and James Comey quit after their legal opinions were not accepted.

Colin Powell also resigned, having been repeatedly ignored about the

need to affirm the Geneva Conventions. Jack Goldsmith, who withdrew

legal opinions written by Jay Bybee and John Yoo for conflating com-

mon law with international law in badly crafted memos, also quit when

he realized that his advice was unwelcome in the White House. Coali-

tion Provisional Authority administrator for Iraq, J. Paul Bremer III,

accepted Douglas Feith’s legal opinion in firing hundreds of thousands

of Iraqis, thereby providing many with a motive for joining the insur-

gency. Michael Mukasey, Bush’s last Attorney General, engaged in

sophistry before Congress in trying to avoid admitting that Bush had

broken the law when he authorized torture.

In 2004, perceptive journalist Anthony Lewis characterized Bush’s

legal advice as similar to that of a “mob lawyer to a mafia don on how

to skirt the law and stay out of prison.” According to international

5A PRESIDENT WITHOUT A GOOD LAWYER



Table 1.1
Bush’s Lawyers and Advisers

Name

Position During Critical Years of the Bush

Administration

David S. Addington Legal Counsel to the Vice President, 2001–2005;

Chief of Staff to the Vice President, 2005–2009

John D. Ashcroft Attorney General, 2001–2005

Diane E. Beaver Lieutenant Colonel and Staff Judge Advocate,

Guant�anamo Naval Base, 2002–2003

J. Paul Bremer III Coalition Provisional Authority Administrator,

2003–2004

Jay S. Bybee Assistant Attorney General, 2001–2003

Richard B. Cheney Vice President, 2001–2009

James B. Comey Deputy Attorney General, 2004–2005

Lieutenant General

Bantz J. Craddock

Commander, U.S. Southern Command, 2004–2006

Robert J. Delahunty Special Counsel, Office of Legal Counsel,

Department of Justice, 2001–2004

Daniel J. Dell’Orto Principal Deputy General Counsel, Department of

Defense, 2000–2009

Major General Michael

E. Dunlavey

Commander, Joint Task Force, Guant�anamo, 2002

Douglas J. Feith Undersecretary of Defense for Policy, 2001–2005

Timothy E. Flanigan Deputy Counsel to the President, 2001–2002

Jack Goldsmith Director, Office of Legal Counsel, Department of

Justice, 2003–2004

Alberto R. Gonzales Counsel to the President, 2001–2005; Attorney

General, 2005–2007

William J. Haynes II General Counsel, Department of Defense,

2001–2008

General James T. Hill Commander, Southern Command, 2002–2004

Harriet E. Miers White House Counsel, 2005-2007

Major General Geoffrey

D. Miller

Commander, Joint Task Force, Guant�anamo,

2002–2003; Deputy Commanding General for

Detainee Operations for Multinational Forces in

Iraq, 2003–2004

Michael B. Mukasey Attorney General, 2007–2009

General Richard

B. Myers

Chairman, Joint Chiefs of Staff, 2001–2005

Lieutenant Colonel

Jerald Phifer

Director, J2, Department of Defense, Joint Task

Force, Guant�anamo, 2002–2003

(continued)
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lawyer Philippe Sands, the conspiracy among some of Bush’s lawyers

calls to mind the clique of judges whose legal opinions were cited to

convict them of war crimes at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials in

1948, a trial that inspired the film Judgment at Nuremberg (1961).

In the panic after 9/11, Bush and his entourage received considerable

public support in the quest to prevent further terrorist attacks. Although

the sense of hysteria dissipated in time, the Department of Homeland

Security nevertheless tried to hype the sense of danger by changing var-

ious color codes, the latter a feature familiar to viewers of the zany tele-

vision series Get Smart. Some fantastic plots, we now know, were

fabricated by suspected terrorist leaders who were being tortured and

wanted the cruelty to end.

In any case, Congress and the public expected that President Bush

would exercise careful judgment in following the Constitution and the

law, despite the sui generis situation of a country under potential cata-

strophic attack from unknown persons. Americans wanted to prevent

future terrorist attacks while their government preserved a long tradition

as the foremost advocate of human rights. Americans expected a judi-

cious balance between liberty and security.

Today, nearly a decade later, the threat of terrorism seems much

less imminent. Bush’s violations of the Constitution as well as domes-

tic and international law have besmirched the reputation of the United

States. In so doing, they have accomplished a goal of which the al-

Qaeda terrorists only dreamed—to transform the United States into a

rogue nation feared by the rest of the world and loved by almost

none.

Table 1.1 (continued)

Name

Position During Critical Years of the Bush

Administration

Patrick J. Philbin Deputy Assistant Attorney General, 2003–2005

General Colin L. Powell Secretary of State, 2001–2005

Condoleezza Rice National Security Adviser, 2001–2005; Secretary

of State, 2005–2009

Donald H. Rumsfeld Secretary of Defense, 2001–2006

George J. Tenet Director, Central Intelligence Agency, 1997–2004

Paul D. Wolfowitz Deputy Secretary of Defense, 2001–2005

John C. Yoo Deputy Assistant Attorney General, 2001–2003

7A PRESIDENT WITHOUT A GOOD LAWYER



THE BUSH DOCTRINE

“History begins today,” said George Bush on September 12, 2001,

perhaps imagining that his role resembled those in Paris who declared

that the first year of the French Revolution was Year One. He was

perhaps unaware that he was also aping the proclamation of the geno-

cidal Khmer Rouge in Cambodia that its first year of rule was Year

Zero.

Based on bad legal advice, Bush launched a comprehensive reinter-

pretation of American international policies. At the domestic level,

Bush ignored the Declaration of Independence, the Constitution, and

American domestic laws.

As carefully prepared by Thomas Jefferson, a major portion of the

Declaration of Independence attacked King George III for unjust deci-

sions, yet George W. Bush reenacted some of those very grievances:

In particular, President Bush authorized mistreatment of aliens on

American soil, established military commissions without Congressional

approval, dispatched “swarms of officers” (in the words of the Declara-

tion) to harass American residents, made the military supreme over ci-

vilian methods of dealing with terrorism, deprived detainees of trial by

jury, engaged in extraordinary rendition, ignored American law and

Congress, hired mercenaries for military roles, and otherwise refused to

address grievances based on the rule of law. For many Americans, Bush

betrayed the principles of the American Revolution. For others, he was

fighting valiantly to defend the country.

At the international level, before 9/11 Bush had already embarked on

a unilateralist withdrawal from interest in several international treaties

and disregarded international law, which the United States had spon-

sored for more than two centuries. The “new paradigm,” known as the

“war on terror,” was to be fought with new rules, which are collectively

known as the Bush Doctrine (Table 1.2).

The formulation of the Bush Doctrine began with the initial view

that the 9/11 attack was an “act of war” to which the appropriate

response was to take preemptive action, including war against Afghan-

istan and later Iraq. Over time, the Bush Doctrine developed more

complexity. Bush soon claimed that he could identify anyone as an

“enemy,” that his designation would be conclusive, and that no court

had authority to review his decision. Accordingly, questionable execu-

tive orders and legal opinions were issued to authorize torture of

Americans as well as foreigners (Appendix 1.1). Bush gave such wide

8 INTRODUCTION



Table 1.2
The Bush Doctrine and Successful Court Challenges

Elements of the Bush Doctrine

Successful Court

Challenges

Countries allowing terrorist organizations on their

soil may be attacked.

Hostile countries with weapons of mass destruction

may be attacked preemptively.

Bold, unilateral action deters terrorism.

The United States must refuse to talk to countries

that follow “bad policies.”

Democracy must be exported abroad.

The United States must ignore international bodies

that respond slowly to emerging threats.

Important presidential decisions may be kept

secret.

The president has the right to violate previous

executive orders.

The president does not have to disclose any

violation of executive orders or laws.

The president may ignore provisions in

congressional laws by issuing signing statements

that qualify their applicability or meaning.

The president has “blank check” authority to

determine what his powers are in wartime and

cannot be questioned by Congress or the courts

on his actions.

Hamdi v Rumsfeld
(2004); Hamdan
v Rumsfeld (2006)

The president’s legal opinions must guide all

members of the executive branch.

Department of Justice legal opinions exonerate

presidents from prosecution.

The president has the authority to arrest anyone in

the world and torture them for information, even

American citizens.

The president can authorize the assassination of

any suspected terrorist.

Executive conversations and documents do not

have to be disclosed to Congress.

Judiciary Committee
v Miers (2008)

The United States may extend unlimited

communication surveillance over the entire

world, including domestically.

(continued )
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Table 1.2 (continued )

Elements of the Bush Doctrine

Successful Court

Challenges

Terrorist suspects abroad are “unlawful enemy

combatants,” unprotected by the Geneva

Conventions.

Hamdan v Rumsfeld
(2006)

Alien terrorist suspects may be abducted and flown

to secret prisons for torture.

Aliens have few, if any, rights in American courts. Zadvydas v Davis
(2001)

Alien terrorist suspects may be held indefinitely

until the “war on terror” ends.

Rasul v Bush (2004)

Alien terrorist suspects lack the right of writ of

habeas corpus.

Rasul v Bush (2004);

Boumediene v Bush
(2008)

Alien terrorist suspects lack the right of counsel. Hamdi v Rumsfeld
(2004)

Lawyers for foreign detainees may be denied

private conversations with clients.

Bismullah v Gates
(2007)

Terrorist suspects may be confined secretly. Associated Press v
Dept. of Defense
(2006)

Terrorist suspects may be confined indefinitely. Hamdi v Rumsfeld
(2004)

Terrorist suspects may be tried in secret. Hamdan v Rumsfeld
(2006)

Terrorist suspects may be tried with evidence

based on hearsay.

Terrorist suspects may be tried with evidence

extracted from torture.

In re Guant�anamo
Detainees (2005)

Terrorist suspects enjoy no attorney-client

privileges.

Al-Odah v U.S. (2004)

To gain release, a prisoner must first sign a

statement indicating satisfaction with the

treatment during confinement.

The state secrets doctrine bars judges from

receiving evidence that might either convict or

exonerate defendants.

Associated Press
v Dept. of Defense
(2006)

Resident aliens can be deported from the United

States without a hearing, even for minor offenses

or casual associations.

El-Maghraby v Ashcroft
(2005); Lopez v
Gonzales (2007)

(continued)
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latitude to subordinates that presidential authorization in many cases

may be considered to have been pre-approved for those who acted on

his behalf.

The concept of the “war on terror” was itself an odd neologism, as

war is ordinarily considered to be armed aggression between opposing

militarized forces. Accordingly, the term appears in quotation marks

throughout the following pages.

The Bush Doctrine, insofar as it was at variance with established domes-

tic and international law, was soon challenged in court. In some cases,

Bush prevailed. In June 2006, the Supreme Court’s ruling in Hamdan v
Rumsfeld came as a shock, telling Bush that he had authorized war crimes.

Table 1.2 (continued)

Elements of the Bush Doctrine

Successful Court

Challenges

Nonresident aliens have no rights under American

law.

Rasul v Bush (2004)

E-mailing a website of a suspected “terrorist

group” is illegal.

Al-Hussayen v U.S.
(2004)

Facilitating the receipt of cable TV channels

operated by terrorist groups is illegal.

Organizations may be designated “terrorist groups”

without administrative or legal challenge.

Humanitarian Law
Project v Dept. of the
Treasury (2006)

Assets of “terrorist groups” may be confiscated

without administrative or legal challenge.

Humanitarian Law
Project v Dept. of the
Treasury (2006)

Assets of persons alleged to support terrorism may

be confiscated without administrative or legal

challenge.

Humanitarian Law
Project v Dept. of the
Treasury (2006)

The military may arrest its own citizens abroad,

torture them, and either detain them indefinitely

in an American-run prison or turn them over to a

foreign court.

The government can conduct searches for records

without a warrant.

The government can demand American agencies,

organizations, and residents to surrender records

without a warrant or benefit of legal advice.

Doe v Gonzales (2005)
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On September 6, 2006, President Bush expressed such concern

that he and other administration officials were guilty of war crimes

that he asked Congress to amend the War Crimes Act of 1996 in

order to decriminalize certain acts, even retroactively. Among the

war crimes that he thereby implicitly admitted authorizing in the

past were disappearances, extrajudicial imprisonment, torture, trans-

porting prisoners between countries, and denying the International

Committee of the Red Cross access to prisoners. Foolishly, he asked

Congress to change the law in order to exempt members of the mili-

tary from prosecution, but they were already subject to possible

courts-martial and were never covered by the War Crimes Act in the

first place.

On the same day, Bush ordered that fourteen persons detained in se-

cret prisons be flown to Guant�anamo for trial. He thereby admitted that

he had been supporting American gulags overseas. On July 20, 2007,

Bush also backtracked on treatment of prisoners in an executive order

that banned sexual abuse and required conformity with many Geneva

Convention standards at Guant�anamo.

Bush thus was fully aware that international law imposed constraints

which, if exceeded, might result in his prosecution. He felt that the

American people wanted a commander-in-chief who would place pro-

tection from another 9/11 attack as a higher goal than conformity to

what his advisers perceived as a minefield of vague domestic and inter-

national legal restrictions. His lawyers exploited what they thought were

gray areas in the law, and Bush took the regal approach in believing

that he had considerable latitude to do whatever he felt necessary.

As a result, President Bush was unable to give clear direction to sub-

ordinates in order to avoid war crimes. Warlords in Afghanistan

rounded up hundreds of persons on the flimsiest of evidence, and Amer-

ican military personnel placed them in various prisons for an indefinite

period and even abused them. Lieutenant General Raymond Odierno

reportedly sanctioned middle-of-the-night roundups of hundreds of

innocent Iraqis with marginal justification and had them sent to Abu

Ghraib. Bush dispatched J. Paul Bremer III to head the Coalition Provi-

sional Authority in Baghdad without any legal basis—neither an execu-

tive order nor an act of Congress—and Bremer then proceeded to brush

aside Geneva Convention requirements governing the postwar occupa-

tion of Iraq.

Bush indicated the desirability of closing Guant�anamo after the world

learned that his subordinates mistreated prisoners, but he never followed
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through. A half dozen military attorneys resigned rather than continuing

their roles in what they perceived as Guant�anamo’s “kangaroo court,”

as Bush had already pronounced the prisoners guilty before a trial and

his judgment was heard down the chain of command.

There is considerable evidence to suggest that Bush’s culpability for

war crimes was intentional. Although several military personnel have

been disciplined for misconduct, some observers believe that those

accused thus far were merely scapegoats so that the misconduct of sen-

ior officials would not be investigated. In some cases, military person-

nel have received light sentences, albeit appropriately, but skeptics

interpret lax accountability to mean tacit approval of their offenses from

much higher up the civilian and military hierarchy.

OUTLINE OF THE BOOK

The purpose of this volume is to ascertain whether George W. Bush

and members of his administration could be charged and convicted as

war criminals. Accordingly, the four chapters in Part II delineate 269

war crimes, citing documentary sources. The two chapters in Part III

indicate which tribunals might place those accused on trial, who might

be tried, and whether war crimes trials are desirable.
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Part II

IDENTIFICATION OF WAR
CRIMES

There are four basic war crimes, as I define them. They focus on:

(1) the legality of war, (2) the conduct of war, (3) treatment of prisoners,

and (4) the conduct of the postwar occupation. I have merged “crimes

against humanity” and “crimes against peace” into the single concept of

“war crimes.” Several international agreements govern each category of

war crimes. Within each category, there are many specific offenses.

During 2001, the terrorist group al-Qaeda clearly violated interna-

tional norms by first plotting and then, on September 11, carrying out

indiscriminate attacks on innocent persons. Many of the plotters have

been arrested though not yet convicted of war crimes and remain ac-

countable for their actions, as they should be within a legal framework

that has developed for more than a century.

George W. Bush, as commander-in-chief, launched two wars. Judged

by the same standards, he is accountable for the wars that he commanded

in Afghanistan and Iraq and related actions inside and outside both coun-

tries. Although previous studies have decried war crimes of earlier Amer-

ican administrations, what is different here are the crimes committed in

mistreating thousands of prisoners and in occupying two countries.

In the next four chapters, all four types of war crimes that may be

attributed to Bush, directly or indirectly, are identified with reference to

various agreements. There could be several counts for each crime; that

is, separate incidents relevant to each category. Nevertheless, the enu-

meration herein is of types of crimes rather than a count based on

incidents.

For example, waging aggression in Afghanistan and Iraq constitutes a

single war crime rather than being counted separately as two war



crimes. Whereas 269 war crimes are identified in the next four chapters,

the count would be much higher if perpetrators of each specific incident

were cited as distinct war criminals. Millions of victims of the crimes

may nevertheless come forward to seek justice based on what George W.

Bush and his subordinates have brazenly done to violate the international

law of warfare.

Evidence for each specific war crime, as identified in the following

four chapters and cited in the appended Sources, comes from several

books, court cases, monographs, newspaper accounts, and photographs.

The References section has full citations, occasionally annotated.
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Chapter 2

CRIMES OF AGGRESSION

George W. Bush begins Cabinet and other meetings with prayer, asking

for divine guidance and support. One might therefore expect that he

would listen to Judaeo-Christian teachings relevant to matters of foreign

policy, which include the Mosaic prohibition “Thou shalt not kill!” Af-

ter Moses, Bush should know, theologians have critiqued various justifi-

cations for war to develop the doctrine of “just war.”

THE CONCEPT OF “JUST WAR”

According to fifth-century theologian St. Augustine, “A just war…

avenges wrongs, when a nation or state has to be punished, for refusing

to make amends for the wrongs inflicted by its subjects, or to restore

what it has seized unjustly.” When the objective of a war is to punish

on a false pretext, the war is unjust according to St. Augustine.

Thirteenth-century Christian philosopher Thomas Aquinas derived

four principles from Augustine’s doctrine, and seventeenth-century

legal philosopher Hugo Grotius further developed a set of criteria for

evaluating whether war could be justly waged (Table 2.1). Their ideas

inform debates on whether the reasons for the wars in Afghanistan and

Iraq were just.

INTERNATIONAL LAW OF WARFARE

“Just war” notions of Augustine, Aquinas, and Grotius first began to be

encoded into international law in 1648, when the Thirty Years’ War

ended in two treaties known as the Peace of Westphalia. Since wars that

had engulfed Europe from 1618 to 1648 were principally fought



between rulers who tried to impose Catholic or Protestant state churches

on their populations, the Peace of Westphalia outlawed war waged on

the basis of how a ruler governed his or her subjects. Today, however,

we live in a post-Westphalian world in which the world community

might approve a war to stop ongoing genocide.

A more ordinary prohibition came in 1814, when a treaty was drawn

up after the end of the Napoleonic Wars. Leaders of Britain, France, Prus-

sia, and Russia agreed in the Final Act of the Congress of Vienna that

France improperly violated the Treaty of Tilsit of 1807, which guaranteed

peace with Russia, when Napol�eon’s troops marched into Russia in 1812.

In other words, international law disallows war in violation of a treaty.

In 1899, during the administration of President William McKinley, the

first of several treaties adopted at the International Peace Conference

at The Hague established the option of having international conflicts

Table 2.1
Principles of Just War Theory

Theorist Principle Explication

Thomas

Aquinas

(1225–1274)

Just authority Only rulers have the power to start a

war, since they are required to

maintain order. Private warfare is

outlawed.

Just cause or

rightful intention

There is a right to stop gross evil and

to promote good.

Military necessity The use of force should be a response

to an aggressor, whose actions are

certain, grave, and lasting.

Last resort Efforts to resolve a conflict must

exhaust all peaceful means before

contemplating war.

Hugo

Grotius

(1583–1645)

Defense Wars are just when they defend the

national interest.

Indemnity Wars are just if they recover damages

inflicted by another state.

Punishment Wars are just if they stop a gross,

ongoing injustice.

Last resort Wars are just only if peaceful

methods fail to resolve an interstate

conflict based on the preceding

three pretexts.
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between two countries resolved peacefully through the intervention of

third parties, but without any mandatory requirement. President Theo-

dore Roosevelt was particularly active in having the Hague conference

reconvene in 1907, when the 1899 treaty was strengthened by having

countries agree in principle to accept third-party intervention.

Aggressive war was first declared to be illegal in the General Act for

the Renunciation of War, a multilateral treaty negotiated in 1928 by

American Secretary of State Frank Kellogg and French Foreign Minister

Aristide Briand during the administration of President Calvin Coolidge.

Aggression was also outlawed in the United Nations Charter in 1945 as

well as in the charters governing war crimes trials at Nuremberg in 1945

and Tokyo in 1946 while Harry Truman was president. The International

Criminal Court was established in 1998, while Bill Clinton was presi-

dent, as a permanent war crimes tribunal (Appendix 2.1).

RIGHT OF REPRISAL AND RIGHT OF SELF-DEFENSE

International law allows a right of reprisal and a right of self-defense.

After the wanton attacks on 9/11, which may qualify as war crimes,

both measures were contemplated.

For self-defense to be justified, however, a state must obtain permis-

sion from the United Nations Security Council. The permission must be

explicit, not implicit, and only when an attack is demonstrably immi-

nent, leaving no time for negotiations.

For a reprisal to be lawful, the injured state must first give notice of

displeasure and request compensation or cessation of ongoing harmful

action. When the hostile party makes no response, an act of redress is ac-

ceptable, provided that the response is proportionate to the injury suffered.

Since President Bush did not consider bombing empty al-Qaeda train-

ing camps in Afghanistan to be a proportionate reprisal, he wanted stron-

ger action. He declared the existence of the “war on terror.” But the 9/11

attack did not involve an invasion force or ground troops, and the attack

did not immediately emanate from a military base that could be bombed.

Instead, the 9/11 attack was an isolated incident within a larger game

plan, not the first wave in a series of attacks. The Bush administration,

nevertheless, was fearful of future aggression by unknown persons in

unexpected locations. The degree of hysteria was most visible in the

appearance of David Addington, Cheney’s Chief of Staff, before Con-

gress in mid-2008, when he was clearly unable to countenance any alter-

native to allowing the end to justify the illegal means.
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Those who flew into the World Trade Center towers and the Pentagon

committed criminal acts that could have been prosecuted in civilian

courts, but they were dead. Although most of the 9/11 conspirators

never entered the United States, Zacarias Moussaoui was arrested in

Minnesota on August 16, 2001, for immigration violations and indicted

on December 11, 2001, for a role in the 9/11 plot. Convicted in a fed-

eral criminal court, he was sentenced to life in prison. He is the only

foreigner thus far to face judgment in a federal court for an offense

related to 9/11, though other foreigners (Uzair Paracha and Richard

Reid, for example) have been convicted of terror-related offenses. One

might, therefore, ask why those arrested in the “war on terror” outside

the United States were not processed for violations of federal crimes?

The Federal Bureau of Investigation (FBI), having been blamed for not

preventing the attacks, was assigned a lesser role and has arrested very

few suspected terrorists in the United States. Instead, the military option

advanced by the Department of Defense (DOD) and the Central Intelli-

gence Agency (CIA) prevailed when Bush considered the 9/11 attacks to

be salvos in his “war on terror” and asked the military to respond.

On September 17, 2001, George W. Bush claimed the right to have

the CIA arrest anyone in the world, deposit them in a secret prison, and

torture them on his personal order as long as he wanted, just on suspi-

cion that the person was a member of an Islamic terrorist organization,

not just al-Qaeda. The claim is in a secret directive that was later

exposed by Human Rights Watch.

Even in 2008, a Senate report indicated that Bush had filled only two

of twenty-four critically needed FBI senior intelligence officer positions

authorized by Congress, and the FBI reported vacancies in one-third of

its counterterrorism positions. Many FBI agents originally assigned to

work alongside the CIA and DOD intelligence agents objected to the

CIA interrogation methods, which involved torture. FBI officials then

withdrew from their assignments.

Instead of a criminal justice approach, which might focus on trying

terrorists, Bush placed a military template over the tragic events and

declared the 9/11 attack to be an “act of war.” One reason may be that

Osama Bin Laden had been quoted as having declared war on the United

States in 1996, followed up by various violent incidents on American

property overseas—notably, on U.S. embassies in two African countries

during 1998 and on the U.S.S. Cole during the year 2000.

However, those who planted a car bomb in the basement of the

World Trade Center during 1993 were tried and found guilty in federal
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court. In 2003, Spanish judge Baltazar Garz�on indicted three 9/11

accomplices along with thirty-two other al-Qaeda operatives, including

Osama bin Laden. In 2005, when most were convicted of terrorist

offenses in a Spanish court, the prosecutor told the press that the pro-

ceedings proved the superiority of the legal approach to “wars and

detention camps,” obviously commenting on Bush’s military approach

to the same terrorist threat. Indeed, a RAND Corporation study, based

on terrorism cases over the years, concluded that militarization of coun-

terterrorism is counterproductive.

In accordance with the criminal justice approach, Ahmad Ghailani

was indicted in federal court for his role in the American embassy

bombing in Tanzania during 1998. But after he was captured in Paki-

stan during 2004, he was sent to a secret prison to be tortured and then

flown in 2006 to Guant�anamo to be tried by a military commission

rather than by the court in New York that had original jurisdiction.

Having taken a military approach, beyond the international law deal-

ing with reprisal, Bush opened himself to the possibility that he would

commit war crimes. In a press briefing on February 13, 2004, Deputy

Assistant Secretary of Defense Paul Butler curiously opined that “the

law of armed conflict governs what we’re doing.”

THE BASIC WAR CRIME: AGGRESSION

International law imposes definite restrictions on the use of military

force. Accordingly, the discussion below identifies crimes under inter-

national law associated with the decisions to go to war in Afghanistan

and in Iraq. Texts of relevant agreements are highlighted to provide

the legal context. Sources of information are primarily from accounts

by former White House Press Secretary Scott McClellan as well as

journalists Tom Ricks, Ron Suskind, Bob Woodward, and many

others.

Kellogg-Briand Pact, 1928, Art. I. The High Contracting Parties solemnly
declare in the names of their respective peoples that they condemn
recourse to war for the solution of international controversies, and
renounce it, as an instrument of national policy in their relations with one
another. Art. II. The High Contracting Parties agree that the settlement or
solution of all disputes or conflicts of whatever nature or of whatever origin
they may be, which may arise among them, shall never be sought except
by pacific means.
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War Crime #1. Waging Aggressive War. War with Afghanistan

began on October 7, 2001. War with Iraq started on March 19, 2003.

When Bush publicly contemplated war with Afghanistan, the Taliban

authorities in Kabul reportedly offered to hand over Osama Bin Laden,

the leader of al-Qaeda, for trial, since the foreign, Arabic-speaking al-

Qaeda enjoyed little support among the Pushtu-speaking Taliban.

Because the Taliban first required proof from Washington that Bin Laden

was responsible for the 9/11 attacks, Bush deemed the response insuffi-

cient and considered the government in Kabul to be a “failed state” that

lacked the power to cooperate with the American reprisal against al-

Qaeda. Later, Saddam Hussein offered to resign his position and leave

Iraq in exchange for a $1 billion payment, but Bush was unimpressed.

The United States attacked both countries without adequately seeking an

alternative or peaceful way to resolve differences. In the case of Afghani-

stan, the war came quickly after 9/11, and the UN was not given a proper

role. As for Iraq, which had no connection with 9/11, the Security Coun-

cil might have authorized a no-fly zone over the entire country, thereby

grounding Saddam Hussein’s aerial defenses against domestic efforts to

topple his regime, but Bush was impatient.

In both cases, Bush claimed the right to engage in “preemptive war.”

His justification came from a memo written by Justice Department offi-

cial John Yoo on September 25, 2001. Bush believed that the United

States could lawfully launch a preemptive war against any hostile coun-

try in the world without UN approval. Yet some six decades earlier, the

Nuremberg War Crimes Tribunal disapproved of Germany’s attacks on

Denmark and Norway, which the Nazi regime had argued were neces-

sary to prevent the two countries from serving as Allied launching pads

for invading Germany.

Neither Afghanistan nor Iraq attacked the United States, so neither

war was based on self-defense. Preemptive war is not an accepted form

of self-defense under international law.

Al-Qaeda, based in Afghanistan, planned the 9/11 attack on the

United States. Because the ruling Taliban harbored al-Qaeda, Bush

arrogated to himself the right to topple the entire Afghan government,

despite the reported willingness of the Kabul government to hand over

Osama Bin Laden.

A justification for the war in Iraq, the failure of Saddam Hussein to com-

ply with UN resolutions over the years, evaporated when Bush decided not

to ask the Security Council for approval to go to war on that or any other

basis. Indeed, a German court in 2005 ruled that the Iraq War was illegal
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under international and German law. First Lieutenant Ehren Watada made

the same claim in refusing to serve the United States in Iraq. Although a

military court refused to accept his claim as a legitimate defense, his case

ended when the judge declared a mistrial on procedural grounds.

Convention on Duties and Rights of States in the Event of Civil Strife,
1928, Art. 1. The Contracting States bind themselves to observe the follow-
ing rules . . . To forbid the traffic in arms and war material, except when
intended for the Government, while the belligerency of the rebels has not
been recognized, in which latter case the rules of neutrality shall be applied.

War Crime #2. Aiding Rebels in a Civil War. American support

for the Northern Alliance in Afghanistan was clearly aid to one side of

a civil war. And millions were paid to persuade warlords in the south to

attack the Taliban with Bush’s specific approval.

Civil war in Iraq was a goal as early as 1998, during the presidency

of Bill Clinton, and President George W. Bush agreed to continue fund-

ing rebel groups when he took office. Yet Bush did not sponsor Iraqi

armed units to drive Saddam Hussein from power in 2003.

By 2004, civil war broke out between Shi‘ite and Sunni groups in

Iraq. Nevertheless, the American military was continuing to train and

equip the Iraqi national army, then composed primarily of Kurds and

Shi‘ites, in order to fight Sunni insurgents.

In 2006, the United States secretly supported one faction in the civil

war in Somalia on the basis of intelligence that the country harbored al-

Qaeda members. Later, the United States approved an invasion of that

country by Ethiopian troops.

In August 2007 and spring 2008, American helicopters targeted mem-

bers of Muqtada al-Sadr’s Mahdi Army, one of the major militias in the

ongoing intrasectarian civil war in Iraq, thereby benefiting the Badr fac-

tion of Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki. Nevertheless, the Iraqi army and

police, which the United States had been training and arming, was infil-

trated by members of the Mahdi Army, many of whom refused to par-

ticipate in attacks on Sadr’s militia. In May, Major General Kevin

Bergner claimed that American attacks were targeted at criminals, not

Sadrists, though al-Sadr had declared war on American troops in April,

so Bergner’s statement was not easy to accept.

In 2008, the United States was accused of backing the People’s Muja-

hadin of Iran as a counterterrorist force. The Iraq government had
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branded the group, which was confined to Camp Ashraf by the Ameri-

can military, as terrorist and wanted to expel its members from the coun-

try. Once again, Washington backed one faction over another in Iraq.

Some of the above may rise to the level of war crimes. There has

been no outcry against American actions because the opponents were

not held in high repute.

UN Charter, 1945, Art. 2(4). All Members shall refrain in their international
relations from the threat or use of force against the territorial integrity or po-
litical independence of any state, or in any other manner inconsistent with
the Purposes of the United Nations. Art. 39. The Security Council shall deter-
mine the existence of any threat to the peace, breach of the peace, or act of
aggression and shall make recommendations, or decide what measures shall
be taken . . . to maintain or restore international peace and security. Art. 51
Nothing in the present Charter shall impair the inherent right of individual or
collective self-defense if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the
United Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures necessary
to maintain international peace and security. Measures taken by Members
in the exercise of this right of self-defense shall be immediately reported to
the Security Council and shall not in any way affect the authority and
responsibility of the Security Council under the present Charter to take at
any time such action as it deems necessary in order to maintain or restore
international peace and security.

War Crime #3. Threatening Aggressive War. A long-standing prin-

ciple of international law is that any country can undertake a reprisal

against an individual hostile action, so the American bombing of a pre-

sumed al-Qaeda training camp in 1998 was doubtless an appropriate

response to the embassy attacks in Africa earlier that year. Two full-

scale wars is clearly an overreaction to 9/11.

No UN approval was granted for either war. On September 15, 2004,

UN Secretary General Kofi Annan declared that the Iraq War, because in

violation of the UN Charter, was illegal. Former President Jimmy Carter

subsequently agreed with that judgment. Policy deliberations in the White

House, according to journalist Bob Woodward’s Bush at War, never

mentioned international law, the UN Charter, or any of its provisions.

Although the General Act for the Renunciation of War of 1928 out-

lawed war itself, the UN Charter goes beyond by providing an institu-

tional channel and a set of procedures for resolving conflicts peacefully.

Article 51 of the Charter, for example, permits countries to engage in
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immediate self-defense in response to an ongoing armed attack before

approaching the UN Security Council. Instead, the United States made

demands on the rulers of Afghanistan and Iraq, threatening war if cer-

tain conditions were not met. The United States asked the Afghan gov-

ernment to close all terrorist training camps and to hand over every

terrorist to “appropriate authorities.” President Saddam Hussein was

asked to resign and leave the country.

Neither Afghanistan nor Iraq posed imminent threats to the United

States. Under the right of reprisal, the United States could have applied

a measured response to the 9/11 attack. But a claim to prevent war by

threatening war is contrary to the UN Charter when there is no immi-

nent threat.

On January 29, 2002, in his State of the Union address, Bush claimed

the right to make war on any country “while dangers gather”—that is, on

any country deemed hostile to the United States. Since the United Nations

did not authorize the war with Afghanistan or Iraq, Bush thereby became

an international outlaw defying international law. His repeated references

to military options in dealing with Iran also qualify as war crimes.

Nuremberg Charter, 1945. Crimes against peace: namely, planning,
preparation, initiation or waging of a war of aggression, or a war in viola-
tion of international treaties, agreements or assurances, or participation
in a common plan or conspiracy for the accomplishment of any of the
foregoing . . .

War Crime #4. Planning and Preparing for a War of Aggression.

After 9/11, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld said, referring to the

Muslim world, “We have a choice—either to change the way we live,

which is unacceptable, or to change the way that they live, and we

chose the latter.” Bush considered the attack on September 11, 2001, as

a pretext for attacking Afghanistan. CIA operatives were inside the

country before 9/11, and their numbers increased shortly afterward. One

day after Bush issued an ultimatum to the Taliban government in

Kabul, he talked to General Tommy Franks about war plans to invade

Afghanistan.

According to former Treasury Secretary Paul O’Neill, preparations

for war on Iraq had been undertaken at the first National Security Coun-

cil meeting on January 30, 2001. Indeed, as a candidate for president,

George W. Bush in May 1999 intimated that he was interested in
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invading Iraq if he became president. He requested an Iraq war plan

from Rumsfeld on November 21, 2001. Bush first declared the

“preemption doctrine” on September 12, 2002, whereby the United

States would attack Iraq sooner to prevent an Iraqi attack later.

In the opinion of Senator Robert Byrd, war with Iraq was being con-

sidered “not as a last resort but as a first resort.” Indeed, several Bush

advisers immediately blamed the 9/11 attack on Saddam Hussein, lack-

ing as they did an understanding of the existence of al-Qaeda. Privately,

Bush decided on war with Iraq on January 13, 2003. The rush to war in

Iraq without proper military planning was opposed by many military

officers as “amateurish.” Indeed, several military units were withdrawn

from Afghanistan while al-Qaeda was still on the run and could have

been cornered. The same units were redeployed to Iraq.

War Crime #5. Conspiracy to Wage War. Plotting among several

persons to wage war constitutes conspiracy. Secretly shifting $700 mil-

lion appropriated by Congress for the Afghan War to the forthcoming

war in Iraq is more evidence of conspiracy.

Another way to define “conspiracy” is illegal action taken in concert

with more than one country. The plot to invade Iraq was conceived by

Britain and the United States. President George W. Bush and Prime

Minister Tony Blair jointly planned the war by July 2002, according to

notes in what has become known as the Downing Street Memo. London

was prepared to join Washington in waging war on Iraq regardless of

the outcome of international diplomacy in the United Nations.

Other countries were also involved. Troops entering Afghanistan

came from Uzbekistan, and those marching into Iraq started from Ku-

wait. A dozen countries allowed American warplanes to enter their air-

space, and American warships docked at the ports of Qatar and other

countries. The air war was directed from Saudi Arabia. Turkey, how-

ever, refused access.

A later conspiracy dates from November 5, 2007, when President

Bush promised Turkish Prime Minister Recep Tayyip Erdogan that the

United States would assist Turkey in fighting Kurdish rebels inside Iraq.

Then on December 1, on the basis of American intelligence, Turkish

fighter jets bombed villages containing Kurdish rebels in northern Iraq.

Another counterinsurgency bombing on December 16 was described by

one reporter as “the largest known cross-border attack since the Ameri-

can invasion in 2003.”

On December 17, 2007, despite a condemnation of the aerial cam-

paign by the parliament in Baghdad, there was an incursion by some
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300 Turkish ground forces. More attacks followed in the spring over

the objections of the Iraqi government. They could only have been

launched with the permission of the United States, which controlled

Iraqi airspace and was the occupying military power. Indeed, American

military intelligence was provided before and during the December

operation. Nevertheless, on February 27, 2008, the United States urged

Turkey to end the offensive quickly, and the Iraqi and Turkish govern-

ments finally agreed to cooperate in July 2008.

Civil & Political Rights Covenant, 1966, Art. 20(1). Any propaganda for
war shall be prohibited by law.

War Crime #6. Propaganda for War. War advocacy based on

falsehoods was evidenced by the constant drumbeat from Washington

about weapons of mass destruction that Saddam Hussein supposedly

possessed. The Pentagon recruited retired military officers, some with

ties to future contractors, to offer themselves as military experts on tele-

vision news programs as part of what former Deputy Press Secretary

Scott McClellan has characterized as a “propaganda” campaign. I, for

one, was suspicious of the monotonous rhetorical drumbeat.

Two nonprofit journalism organizations have counted at least 935

false statements that were issued by President Bush and officials in his

administration from September 11, 2001, to September 11, 2003,

including 259 by Bush personally. Most statements alleged that Iraq

had links to al-Qaeda or had weapons of mass destruction. The most fa-

mous are the “axis of evil” speech to Congress on January 29, 2002, and

the West Point speech of June 1, 2002. According to journalist Bob

Woodward, Bush was well aware that claims about weapons of mass

destruction were exaggerated. Jeremy Greenstock, former British For-

eign Secretary, attests that Bush knew that there was no truth to a nu-

clear threat from Saddam Hussein. On October 1, 2002, a confidential

CIA report assured that Saddam Hussein did not pose a military threat

to the United States. When the document was summarized for public

release on October 4, that reference was deleted. Then on October 7,

Bush’s speech identified Saddam as posing a serious military threat,

clearly contradicting the intelligence on which he pretended to rely.

Also, on October 7, while Bush loudly proclaimed that Iraq posed a seri-

ous security threat to the United States, CIA Director George Tenet said

the opposite in a letter to the Senate Intelligence Committee.
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Since the rhetoric was not only inaccurate but deliberately false, by

having “intelligence and facts…fixed around the policy” rather than the

reverse (in the words of the Downing Street Memo), the inference is

that speeches by Bush constituted official propaganda rather than rea-

soned judgments based on solid evidence. A record of a conversation

between Bush and Spanish Prime Minister Jos�e Marı́a Aznar on No-

vember 22, 2002, known as the Crawford Memo, further demonstrates

that the president was engaging in propaganda to shape public opinion,

that is, to manufacture consent for a war in Iraq that otherwise would

not have been supported by Congress.

Although the attack on Afghanistan was premised on changing the re-

gime harboring al-Qaeda, many observers wonder about the real reason

for the war in Iraq, as so many discredited pretexts were offered. Bush,

however, megalomaniacally confided to Bob Woodward in Bush at
War, “I’m the commander…see, I don’t need to explain. I do not need

to explain why I say things. That’s the interesting thing about being the

president. Maybe somebody needs to explain to me why they say some-

thing, but I don’t feel like I owe anybody an explanation.” But he does.

In support of the view that the motive instead was to ensure American

and Western control of Iraq’s oil, Paul O’Neill reports that, while Secre-

tary of the Treasury, he saw a secret document dated March 5, 2001, with

the title “Plan for Post-Saddam Iraq and Foreign Suitors of Iraqi Oilfield

Contracts.” The document, made public by Judicial Watch after a Free-

dom-of-Information Act request, listed oil companies of thirty countries

that might gain concessions over various Iraqi oilfields. In January 2008,

Bush’s signing statement of the military appropriations bill states that he

would not obey that law’s prohibition against “United States control of

the oil resources of Iraq.” Regarding Afghanistan, an alternative view is

that a gas pipeline through the country had been blocked by the Taliban.

A prominent explanation for the two wars is that Bush at first listened

to conflicting arguments among his advisers and agreed to give priority

to a war in Afghanistan because that is where al-Qaeda was located. The

decision to go to war with Iraq, according to one narrative, was made af-

ter Bush took sides in a turf battle between the caution of Secretary of

State Colin Powell and the aggressive advocacy of Vice President Dick

Cheney and Secretary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld. Indeed, within hours

of the 9/11 attacks, Cheney and Rumsfeld were speculating that Saddam

Hussein, not al-Qaeda, was responsible. Later, they tried to connect Sad-

dam Hussein to al-Qaeda and used the claim about Saddam’s supposed

weapons of mass destruction to trump Powell’s caution.
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According to Scott McClellan, then Bush’s press spokesperson, the

official explanations were the “gathering danger” of Saddam Hussein’s

alleged weapons of mass destruction and the supposed linkage of Hus-

sein with al-Qaeda. Privately, he says, Bush accepted the naı̈ve scenario

that a future democratic Iraq would serve as a model for a transformed

Middle East.

Bush also gave the following explanation to Palestinian Prime Minister

Mahmoud Abbas, as quoted on June 24, 2003, in the Israeli newspaper

Ha’aretz: “God told me to strike at Al Qaeda and I struck them, and then

he instructed me to strike at Saddam, which I did.” And in July 16, 2004,

the Lancaster New Era reports that Bush confided to an Amish group:

“God speaks through me. Without that, I couldn’t do my job.”

Bush and his advisers occasionally pointed to human rights justifica-

tions for the two wars—the mistreatment of women by the Taliban and

the massacres of Kurds and Shi‘ites by Saddam Hussein in Iraq. How

ironic it is that the person most responsible for making Saddam Hussein’s

execution possible is now himself accused of war crimes. According to

Paul Wolfowitz, human rights concerns did not enter into Bush’s thinking

in the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq. In Afghanistan, the fundamen-

talist Taliban was simply replaced by the fundamentalist Northern Alli-

ance and various fundamentalist Pushtu warlords in the south.

Whatever the motive, Bush sought the toppling of governments in

Afghanistan and Iraq. Chasing Osama Bin Laden evidently was of sec-

ondary importance, as General Tommy Franks refused a lower-level

request for firepower to block exit trails to Pakistan.

CONCLUSION

Congress voted to approve the “war on terror” but was largely silent

from 2001 as the above six war crimes were committed. Deference to

the president’s objective of rooting out terrorism prevailed in the inva-

sion of Afghanistan. The Iraq War was marketed to the American peo-

ple without a genuine public debate based on the facts. Other countries,

however, saw things differently.

Whereas Bush believed fervently in a best-case scenario about

bringing democracy to the Middle East, he discounted the worst-case

scenario of endless tribal insurgency. The result was a lack of contem-

plation—in other words, self-delusion.

Then scandalous photographs from the American-run Abu Ghraib

prison in Iraq were revealed in 2004. Ever since, the news media and
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political officeholders have provided such lengthy celluloid and paper

trails to document so many varied war crimes that the press and the

public have lost track of their enormity. The following chapters, accord-

ingly, provide a comprehensive delineation of war crimes committed in

the conduct of war, in the treatment of prisoners, and in the occupation

of Afghanistan and Iraq.
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Chapter 3

CRIMES COMMITTED IN THE
CONDUCT OF WAR

When Chinese President Hu Jintao visited George W. Bush in 2006, he

bestowed a gift of Sun-Tzu’s The Art of War, a classic written 1,600

years ago. If Bush had carefully read the book, he would have learned

that “shock and awe” destruction violated the principle that violence

used in war should be no more than what is necessary to win.

Indeed, theorists have long argued that wars must be waged

humanely. The Hindu Code of Manu (200 BC) prohibited the killing of

innocent civilians and surrendering soldiers, destruction of towns, and

the use of certain loathsome weapons.

In the seventh century, the prophet Mohammed counseled warriors

not to harm innocent women and children and not to destroy the homes

and livelihoods of those who are conquered. In 643, Abu Bakr, the first

Muslim caliph, banned the slaying of older persons, urging those in bat-

tle to be merciful. When the Crusaders violated these principles four

centuries later, Muslims were shocked, as they are today by what

Bush’s wars have wrought in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Aquinas and Grotius, who developed “just war” theory, also proposed

principles for determining when armed aggression crossed the line into

unacceptable barbarism (Table 3.1). For example, Grotius proposed a

ban on all warfare conducted on the high seas so that international com-

merce would be immune from violence.

In 989, a Catholic synod sought to prohibit attacks on children, clergy,

merchants, peasants, and women. In 1027, a Catholic council banned war-

fare on religious holidays. Another council banned the crossbow in 1139.

Richard II of England proclaimed in 1386 that the death penalty

would be invoked on those who would in wartime attack women and



unarmed priests, burn houses, and desecrate churches. Similar provi-

sions were adopted by King Ferdinand of Hungary in 1526. King Gus-

tavus II of Sweden in 1621 decreed in the country’s Articles of War a

ban on killing women, children, the clergy, the elderly, and female

servants.

The first treaty regulating warfare was signed in 1675 between France

and Germany (then called the Holy Roman Empire). Known as the

Strasbourg Agreement, the two countries agreed never to use poison or

toxic bullets. Subsequently, international law on the conduct of war

grew considerably (Appendix 3.1), with the United States in the fore-

front of that legal development.

The Constitution of the United States, as written in 1787, gives Con-

gress the power to “define and punish piracies and felonies committed

Table 3.1
Principles of Just Means of War

Theorist Principle Explication

Thomas

Aquinas

(1225–1274)

Humanity There should be no

unnecessary violence;

prisoners should be

captured and humanely

treated.

Chivalry The use of defensive force

should not involve

dishonorable means,

expedients, or conduct; no

war should produce evils

greater than those provid-

ing the pretext to war.

Proportionality Violence should be only

enough to stop an evil

and end in peace.

Hugo

Grotius

(1583–1645)

Discrimination Combat should not be

directed at civilians.

Humanity Enemy soldiers should be

captured respectfully.

Proportionality The scope of the war

should be minimal,

calibrated only to the end

sought.
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on the high seas and offences against the law of nations” (Article I,

Section 8). Pirates, the terrorists of the day, were interrupting shipping

from the Caribbean to North Africa and beyond. At first, the American

government paid tribute to the Barbary States to stop attacks by the

pirates, but from 1801 to 1815 Congress authorized military campaigns

to root out the pirates as war criminals.

During the American Civil War (1861–1865), President Abraham

Lincoln asked Professor Francis Lieber of Columbia University to draw

up a guide for the humane conduct of warfare so that he could legiti-

mate the role of the North as the Union army fought the South and

established martial law over the territory increasingly occupied. In

1863, Lincoln issued Instructions for the Government of Armies of the
United States in the Field, known as the Lieber Code, which covered

nearly all aspects of warfare. Based on international custom, that is,

practices accepted by civilized nations, a major concept was the princi-

ple of “military necessity,” that is, that no more force should be

employed than necessary in war. The Lieber Code is the foundation for

the Army Field Manual.

Subsequently, the Red Cross was formed, the Hague and Geneva con-

ventions were adopted, and other agreements have established crimes

under international law to govern the conduct of war. The aim is to pro-

vide everyone some protection in time of war by placing limits on

human suffering and by preventing the chaotic devastation resulting

from modern methods of warfare. Topics range from the treatment of

the wounded to prohibited weapons to a ban on killing innocent civil-

ians to prohibiting mercenaries.

MANAGEMENT OF THE AFGHANISTAN

AND IRAQ WARS

The war in Afghanistan began on October 7, 2002. Following a some-

what ordinary war plan, the American military assisted the Northern

Alliance of anti-Taliban warlords to prevail over the Taliban-controlled

government.

The war in Iraq began on March 20, 2003, primarily with massive

“shock and awe” bombing. The Kurds were not allowed to open a

northern front, and Turkey did not allow passage of American troops,

so the primarily Anglo-American invasion began from Kuwait.

In both cases, the capital cities were seized as a sign of victory. The

first resistance came in the form of guerrilla-type activities. After
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Baghdad fell, an insurgency arose in which Ba’athists, Saddamists, Sun-

nis, and later al-Qaeda supporters launched attacks. Saddam Hussein

had previously distributed videotapes of Black Hawk Down (2001) to

demonstrate how to defeat an American invasion force. He and al-

Qaeda also relied on their external networks to finance the insurgency.

At first, Rumsfeld denied the existence of the insurgency, but in time

counterinsurgency operations were mounted. In 2004, the most signifi-

cant counterinsurgency offensive occurred when the American military

conducted two campaigns against Falluja in Iraq. Aerial bombardments

and a ground campaign left the city in ruins and hundreds of innocent

civilians dead.

In 2006, the insurgent strategy changed. By leaving fingerprints of

the insurgent Sunni on the destruction of the Shi‘ite Samara Mosque,

al-Qaeda fomented a civil war. While Bush at first denied the existence

of the civil war, calls for withdrawal from Iraq were legion. The mili-

tary, under the capable leadership of General David Petraeus, then

embarked in 2007 on the “surge,” an escalation of American military

forces to stop ethnic cleansing, while offering funds to Sunni tribal

leaders to drive out the forces of “al-Qaeda in Iraq.” Military opera-

tions, in short, have presented challenges in a messy situation, for which

restraint based on the Geneva Conventions was not always viewed

favorably in the White House.

Throughout both wars, Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld acted as

micromanager, to the chagrin of many senior military officers. Rums-

feld thereby implicated himself and his immediate superior, President

Bush, as possible war criminals for violations of the international laws

governing warfare that are detailed below.

The basic principle of humane warfare, avoidance of unnecessary

destruction to persons and property, has been repeatedly violated. One

reason is that insufficient troops have been augmented by airstrikes, and

the aerial warfare has repeatedly hit civilian targets. The aim has been

to minimize American military casualties, but the result has been to

maximize Afghan and Iraqi civilian casualties.

The analysis below categorizes crimes in the conduct of war in terms

of prohibited targets and weapons, misconduct by soldiers and their

commanders, and unlawful uses of mercenaries. Relevant events are the

initial invasions as well as subsequent military campaigns in dealing

with insurgent forces. Sources of information come primarily from the

accounts of journalists Rajiv Chandrasekaran, Seymour Hersh, Tom
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Ricks, and Bob Woodward as well as nongovernmental organizations

Human Rights First, Human Rights Watch, and the Red Cross.

PROHIBITED TARGETS

The laws of warfare limit death and destruction to certain targets. The

principle is that certain persons and places should be neutral, left out-

side the scope of combat. Using high-altitude aircraft and Cruise mis-

siles located on warships has meant few American casualties but

imprecision in targeting.

Red Cross Convention, 1864, Art. 1. Ambulances and military hospitals
shall be acknowledged to be neutral, and, as such, shall be protected and
respected by belligerents so long as any sick or wounded may be therein.

War Crime #7. Failure to Observe the Neutrality of a Hospital.

In 2001, the children’s hospital in Kabul was bombed, and the hospital

in Herat was targeted, resulting in about one hundred deaths. The al-

Nouman Hospital in Baghdad was hit in the initial bombing in 2003,

resulting in the deaths of five persons. A tank shell destroyed the gener-

ator of the Yarmouk Hospital in Baghdad. Central Health Center was

bombed during the assault on Falluja in November 2004, killing thirty-

five patients and twenty-four hospital employees. The Nazzal Emer-

gency Hospital in Falluja, run by a Saudi Arabian Islamic charity, was

reduced to rubble. The incidents certainly gave new meaning to the

term “surgical strike.” American troops ordered the evacuation of hospi-

tals in Falluja just when they were urgently needed.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 25. The attack or bombardment of towns, villages,
habitations or buildings which are not defended, is prohibited.

War Crime #8. Destruction of Undefended Targets. Both in Af-

ghanistan and Iraq, high-explosive bombs were dropped in crowded

urban areas. The Falluja assault that began on April 4, 2004, devastated

a city of at least 250,000 inhabitants. Some 700 airstrikes damaged or

destroyed 18,000 of Falluja’s 39,000 buildings. In 2007, airstrikes in

Iraq increased sevenfold over 2006, including 500-pound bombs
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dropped in neighborhoods where insurgents blended in with residents,

resulting in the destruction of many homes and shops.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 27. In sieges and bombardments all necessary steps
should be taken to spare as far as possible edifices devoted to religion,
art, science, and charity, hospitals, and places where the sick and
wounded are collected, provided they are not used at the same time for
military purposes.

War Crime #9. Bombing of Edifices Devoted to Art, Charity,

Religion, and Science. “Shock and awe” bombing, as approved by

Rumsfeld, razed the museum in Tikrit during 2003. In 2004, a fireball

ripped through the al-Hassan Mosque in Falluja, reportedly killing four

theology students, and forty worshippers were killed when a 500-pound

bomb demolished the Abdul-Aziz al-Samarrai Mosque. At least sixty

mosques have been destroyed by American forces in Iraq.

Hague IV, 1907, Art. 3. A belligerent party which violates the provisions
of the said Regulations shall, if the case demands, be liable to pay com-
pensation. It shall be responsible for all acts committed by persons form-
ing part of its armed forces.

War Crime #10. Failure to Compensate. Approximately 75 percent

of Iraqi compensation claims have been rejected. Only $1.5 million has

been paid for civilian deaths and property damage out of an estimated

billions of dollars of destruction of prohibited targets. Civilians have

been told that their claims are unfounded because they heedlessly

remained in locations of military action, though the action was most of-

ten carried out without warning.

Hague IX, 1907, Art. 1. The bombardment by naval forces of undefended
ports, towns, villages, dwellings, or buildings is forbidden.

War Crime #11. Naval Bombardment of Undefended Buildings,

Dwellings, Towns, and Villages. In Afghanistan, an estimated 70 per-

cent of the bombing was by naval aircraft. Part of the “shock and awe”

strategy involved firing 400 Cruise missiles on Iraq targets on each of
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the first two days of the war. Many civilians died in the attacks on al-

Dura Farm, which were explicitly approved by Bush, as well as the

districts of al-Karrada and al-Mansur in Baghdad and the al-Tuwaisi

district of Basra.

Hague V, 1907, Art. 1. The territory of neutral powers is inviolable.

War Crime #12. Bombing of Neutral Countries. So-called preci-

sion bombs landed on both Iran and Turkey during March 2003.

Although the attack on Turkey, an ally, may have been inadvertent, the

bombing of an Iranian Oil Ministry building may have been deliberate.

There is no record of apologies to either country.

Iran’s charge that the United States supports attacks launched from

northern Iraq has been denied in Washington, yet in 2005 rules of engage-

ment permitted attacks on Iran as well as Syria by the American military.

Unmanned airstrikes, to eliminate supposed members of al-Qaeda in Bush’s

larger “war on terror,” have hit Pakistan and Somalia as well.

Pakistan President Pervez Musharraf believed that Deputy Secretary

of State Richard Armitage threatened him in the following terms: “Be

prepared to be bombed. Be prepared to go back to the Stone Age,” a

threat that Armitage has denied. Yet Pakistan is an American ally.

Although Musharraf granted permission for aircraft to bomb Osama

Bin Laden inside Pakistan, the government has consistently protested

deliberate bombing in recent years, aimed at eliminating al-Qaeda mem-

bers hiding out across the border from Afghanistan. At least a dozen

civilians died in bombing on January 12, 2006, whereupon protests were

widespread throughout the country. Other incidents occurred in 2007

and 2008, when at least one hundred civilians and eleven paramilitary

personnel were killed by bombing inside Pakistan. Decisions to drop

bombs at specific targets in recent years, which appear to have been

made at the highest levels of the American government, recall the events

of 1965, when American troops widened the war by crossing from Viet-

nam into Cambodia, which served to accelerate the rise of the Khmer

Rouge to power. On June 22, 2008, some of the dissidents in Pakistan

began firing rockets back at NATO bases, doubtless with the support of

many Pakistanis who resent incursions into their country. In July, Bush

secretly authorized American ground attacks inside Pakistan. After the

first such offensive on September 3, the Islamabad government con-

demned the raids and ordered counterattacks.
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Geneva Convention, 1929, Art. 9. The personnel engaged exclusively in
the collection, transport and treatment of the wounded and sick, and in
the administration of medical formations and establishments, and chap-
lains attached to armies, shall be respected and protected under all cir-
cumstances. If they fall into the hands of the enemy, they shall not be
treated as prisoners of war.

War Crime #13. Failure to Observe the Neutrality of Hospital

Employees. During the Falluja Massacre of 2004, American soldiers

entered the city’s General Hospital, forced all hospital employees and

patients to lie on the ground, and tied their hands behind their backs. In

addition, snipers reportedly targeted medical personnel.

Geneva Convention, 1929, Art. 10. The personnel of Voluntary Aid Soci-
eties, duly recognized and authorized by their Government, who may be
employed on the same duties as those of the personnel mentioned in the
first paragraph of Article 9, are placed on the same footing as the person-
nel contemplated in that paragraph . . .

War Crime #14. Failure to Respect the Neutrality of a Voluntary

Aid Society. Clearly marked Red Cross warehouses were bombed on

three occasions in the Afghan War during October 2001. Leaflets

dropped during the war warned that cooperation with al-Qaeda and the

Taliban would jeopardize the continuation of international aid, which

led M�edecins Sans Fronti�eres to object that their neutrality was compro-

mised. During the siege of Falluja in November 2004, the American

military refused to allow members of the Red Cross and the Red Cres-

cent Society access to the city.

Cultural Property Convention, 1954, Art. 4(1). The High Contracting
Parties undertake to respect cultural property situated within their own
territory as well as within the territory of other High Contracting Parties
by refraining from any use of the property and its immediate surround-
ings or of the appliances in use for its protection for purposes which are
likely to expose it to destruction or damage in the event of armed con-
flict; and by refraining from any act of hostility, directed against such
property.
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War Crime #15. Hostile Acts on the Ground Directed at a Mu-

seum. While taking control of Baghdad, American troops broke down

the door to the Iraqi National Museum in Baghdad rather than securing

the structure from Iraqi looters. Afterward, the museum was allowed to

burn, and soldiers were not ordered to put out the fire.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 51(4). Indiscriminate attacks are prohibited. Indis-
criminate attacks are: (a) those which are not directed at a specific mili-
tary objective; (b) those which employ a method or means of combat
which cannot be directed at a specific military objective; or (c) those
which employ a method or means of combat the effects of which cannot
be limited as required by this Protocol; and consequently, in each such
case, are of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians or civilian
objects without distinction. (5) Among others, the following types of
attacks are to be considered as indiscriminate: (a) an attack by bombard-
ment by any methods or means which treats as a single military objective
a number of clearly separated and distinct military objectives located in a
city, town, village or other area containing a similar concentration of civil-
ians or civilian objects . . .

War Crime #16. Indiscriminate Attacks Against Civilians. During

the 2001 offensive in Afghanistan, at least 1,000 civilians died, many

from carpet bombing. During 2008, aerial bombing once again resulted

in killing innocent civilians and destroying several houses. More civil-

ians have been killed by American forces in Afghanistan than during

the reign of the Taliban.

The strategic decision to employ the “shock and awe” strategy in Iraq

was the brainchild of Rumsfeld and approved by Bush. However, members

of the military did not want to be put on trial later as war criminals for

killing civilians without authorization. Bush and Rumsfeld therefore agreed

to approve personally targets with high levels of “collateral damage” (the

euphemism for civilian casualties), after they had been vetted by military

lawyers. The threshold was thirty or more civilian deaths.

The first “shock and awe” on Baghdad during 2003 consisted of

1,000 Cruise missiles, a Hiroshima-sized attack. At least 10,000 were

killed during the initial invasion. Later, casualties mounted. The Iraq

Body Count group estimates that 85,000 Iraqi civilians died from the

beginning of “shock and awe” hostilities until midyear 2008.

During the early phase of the insurgency in Iraq, the standard operat-

ing procedure for responding to a single hostile incident in a town,
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known as Operation Iron Hammer, was bombing, nighttime raids, and

mass arrests. Rules of engagement permit shooting first whenever there

is positive identification that a target either has hostile intent or has

committed a hostile act, but according to one observer, “indiscriminate

tactics had become the norm.” Instead of responding to discrete threats

in a village, attacks on entire villages resulted in massacres, notably in

Haditha, Ishaqi, Karandeeb, Mahmoudiya, Nasariya, and (in Afghani-

stan) at Nangahar and Shinwar.

Outrage over the savage killing of four American civilian contractors

in Falluja on March 31, 2004, eclipses the fact that the four were killed

in retaliation for the slaughter of about a dozen Iraqi civilians. Among

the 600 civilians killed during the American attack on Falluja the fol-

lowing week, half were women and children, including peaceful dem-

onstrators. Their dead bodies were shown on Al-Jazeera Television

throughout the Arabic-speaking world.

Checkpoints around Baghdad, with or without makeshift signs in

English, have asked Iraqis to stop vehicles for inspection. Startled Iraqis

have often been shot as a result of the confusion. One estimate is that

10,000 have been killed by nervous American soldiers, though only

1,000 ever fired back.

Airstrikes in Iraq killed more than one hundred innocent civilians from

November 2007 to July 2008 during the “surge.” In several cases, none

of the increased American ground troops were spared to go to the loca-

tions of the targets, some of which were civilian checkpoints where Iraqis

were being paid $10 per day each to screen vehicles as they traveled

along a road. As a result, many civilians abandoned the checkpoints.

In April 2008, President Hamid Karzai complained that too many civil-

ians were dying in the continuing American aerial effort to root out resur-

gent members of the Taliban. In July 2008 alone, 78 civilians died, more

than half of whom were bombed at a wedding party in Nangahar.

Although the aerial command center for Afghanistan and Iraq posted

legal representatives from Judge Advocate General staff on twenty-four-

hour duty, discretion still remained in the hands of field commanders.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 52(3). In case of doubt whether an object which is
normally dedicated to civilian purposes, such as a place of worship, a
house or other dwelling or a school, is being used to make an effective con-
tribution to military action, it shall be presumed not to be so used. Art. 53.

continued
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Protection of cultural objects and of places of worship without prejudice
to the provisions of the Hague Convention for the Protection of Cultural
Property in the Event of Armed Conflict of 14 May 1954, and of other
relevant international instruments, it is prohibited: (a) to commit any
acts of hostility directed against the historic monuments, works of art or
places of worship which constitute the cultural or spiritual heritage of
peoples . . .

War Crime #17. Failure to Protect Cultural Property. In April

2003, after American troops broke into the locked doors of the National

Museum, they stood by while Iraqis looted the museum. At least thirty-

three major pieces and 15,000 artifacts were stolen. According to Abdul

Zahra Talaqani, media director for the Iraqi Ministry for Tourism and

Archaeology, “The American forces, when they entered…protected all

the oil wells…but…paid no attention to Iraq’s heritage.” One month

later, Interpol sponsored an international conference to assess the

losses.

PROHIBITED WEAPONS

Because some weapons cause horrific injury to combatants and non-

combatants, they have been banned. The planet itself might be in jeop-

ardy if nuclear bombs were dropped, but that has happened only twice.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 23. Besides the prohibitions provided by special
Conventions, it is especially prohibited: . . . To employ arms, projectiles, or
material of a nature to cause superfluous injury . . .

War Crime #18. Use of Arms and Projectiles to Cause Superflu-

ous Injury. During the invasion of Iraq, airplanes and artillery dropped

an estimated 10,782 cluster bombs, that is, canisters the size of automo-

biles containing dozens or hundreds of small explosives that can spread

out to the length of two football fields. Subsequently, they exploded on

many civilians, killing or maiming them; one estimate is that 372 Iraqi

civilians died as a result. Even American military personnel on the

ground have been wounded whenever they have encountered unex-

ploded ordnance from cluster bombs. Cluster bombs were also used to

combat the Iraq insurgency in areas where civilians live. A treaty spe-

cifically banning cluster bombs was signed on May 30, 2008.
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Also in Iraq, airplanes dropped at least eleven 15,000-pound “daisy

cutters,” projectiles that obliterate the ground and thereby clear space

for helicopter landing strips. Bullets that expand inside the body were

also used.

Both cluster bombs and daisy cutters were also used in Afghanistan. The

top brass (admirals and generals) are likely to have approved the weapons.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 55(1). Care shall be taken in warfare to protect the
natural environment against widespread, long-term and severe damage.
This protection includes a prohibition of the use of methods or means of
warfare which are intended or may be expected to cause such damage to
the natural environment and thereby to prejudice the health or survival of
the population.

War Crime #19. Use of Napalm. A hill outside Basra was napalmed

during the initial invasion of Iraq. So were two bridges south of Baghdad.

Incendiary Weapons Protocol, 1980, Art. 2(1). It is prohibited in all circum-
stances to make the civilian population as such, individual civilians or civilian
objects the object of attack by incendiary weapons. (2). It is prohibited in all
circumstances to make any military objective located within a concentration
of civilians the object of attack by air-delivered incendiary weapons.

War Crime #20. Use of White Phosphorous. During November

2004, white phosphorous, a chemical that can cause serious burns, was

used as an antipersonnel airborne weapon in Falluja, according to sev-

eral American military officers. General Peter Pace, who headed the

Joint Chiefs of Staff, defended the use of white phosphorous to illumi-

nate targets at night but denied any war crimes violation.

Radioactive Waste Convention, 1997, Art. 11. Each Contracting Party
shall take the appropriate steps to ensure that at all stages of radioactive
waste management individuals, society and the environment are
adequately protected against radiological and other hazards.

War Crime #21. Use of Depleted Uranium Weapons. Some 2,000

tons of depleted uranium bullets and shells, which can combust into a
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ball of fire measuring 10,000 centigrade degrees, were utilized in the

invasion of Iraq. At least 200 tons were used after the invasion.

MISCONDUCT BY FIELD SOLDIERS

While in combat, conscientious soldiers may act barbarously. Rules of

warfare seek to restrain their often difficult split-second decisions on

the battlefield. Yet their battlefield commanders evidently did not stress

the international law of warfare because Bush and Rumsfeld told them

to ignore the Geneva Conventions.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 23. Besides the prohibitions provided by special
Conventions, it is especially prohibited: . . .To kill or wound treacherously
individuals belonging to the hostile nation or army . . .

War Crime #22. Killing or Wounding Civilians Treacherously.

When fifteen-year-old Omar Khadr was first picked up from a battle-

field in Afghanistan during 2002, he had two bullets in his back. He

had been shot by an American soldier and was nearly executed when a

Special Forces soldier told the soldier to stop firing at the boy.

Several Iraqis have been shot after capture because they tried to

escape. The likely way for that to happen, as at Thathar Lake in May

2006, is for guards deliberately to allow them to escape so that they can

be shot in pursuit.

In spring 2007, three Iraqis were killed in an apparent “baiting” pro-

gram in which American soldiers planted weapons and other material

on a street and then shot those who tried to pick them up. An AK-47

rifle was planted on one dead man’s body to cover up a murder. In a

trial of an army sniper, accused of the shooting, the Army refused to

allow classified evidence on his behalf, thus suggesting that the program

was sanctioned much higher up the chain of command.

War Crime #23. Failure to Accept the Surrender of Combatants.

During the war in Afghanistan, low-level members of al-Qaeda who

decided to surrender were executed on the spot by American soldiers,

possibly following what they supposed was the subtext of Bush’s “dead

or alive” injunction stated September 17, 2001. Perhaps the most extra-

ordinary blunder of the Iraq war was the refusal to accept a surrender

offer from 500 Sunni insurgents in early 2004.
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Hague II, 1899, Art. 47. Pillage is formally prohibited.

War Crime #24. Pillage. Residents of Baghdad looted museums,

offices, and universities during the fall of Baghdad in 2003. What is less

well understood is that American troops, in plain view, took cash, print-

ing presses, weapons, and other objects from some buildings before

allowing Iraqis to seize whatever they wanted.

During the high point of the insurgency in Iraq, soldiers who searched

houses sometimes took cash that they saw lying around. Lieutenant

General Ricardo Sanchez, the commanding officer, never apologized

for or returned what was stolen. Indeed, the problem of looting was

summarily dismissed by Defense Secretary Rumsfeld.

Saad Eskander, director of the Iraq National Library and Archive, has

recently sought the return of thousands of documents that he believes

were illegally shipped to the United States. Although the Department of

State has officially denied responsibility, the files are now located at the

Hoover Institution at Stanford University.

Geneva I, 1949, Art. 3(2). . . .The wounded and sick shall be collected
and cared for.

War Crime #25. Failure to Attend to the Wounded. On March 4,

2007, Marines at Jalalabad, Afghanistan, left the battlefield without

attending to those whom they had wounded. Similarly, on October 23,

2007, a helicopter fired on a group of persons who were carrying a

wounded insurgent in a town near Tikrit, Iraq, thereby killing not only

the man but also several women and children. In July 2008, American

soldiers blocked Afghan villagers from rescuing wounded civilians so

that they could go to a nearby hospital.

Geneva I, 1949, Art. 17. Parties to the conflict shall ensure . . . that the
dead are honorably interred, if possible according to the rites of the reli-
gion to which they belonged . . .

War Crime #26. Failure to Provide Proper Burials to Enemy

Soldiers Killed in Combat. In November 2001, Northern Alliance
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commander Abdul Rashid Dostum captured some 35,000 persons who

had peacefully surrendered at Konduz, Afghanistan. Offered $5,000 per

head by American military forces, Northern Alliance forces stashed and

shipped them in container lorries that were sealed and left to stand in the

sun for many days. Those who survived benefited from machine-gunned

holes in the metal exterior. When they were carted to Sherberghan Prison

after a trip of eighty miles, most had died of asphyxiation and thirst, as

portrayed in Jamie Doran’s film Afghan Massacre: Convoy of Death
(2002). American soldiers then dumped the dead into ditches.

On October 1, 2005, the bodies of two Afghan insurgents were burned

by two American soldiers, contrary to the Muslim custom of burial. A

few hours later, two psychological operation officers broadcast a message

over a loudspeaker in which they challenged the Taliban to bury their

dead and fight in the open. Subsequently, they received a reprimand, not

a court-martial, for committing war crimes. In 2007, Marines reportedly

fled after a battle at Jalalabad without burying dead Afghans.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 51(4). Indiscriminate attacks are prohibited. Indis-
criminate attacks are: (a) those which are not directed at a specific mili-
tary objective; (b) those which employ a method or means of combat
which cannot be directed at a specific military objective; or (c) those which
employ a method or means of combat the effects of which cannot be lim-
ited as required by this Protocol; and consequently, in each such case,
are of a nature to strike military objectives and civilians or civilian objects
without distinction. (5). Among others, the following types of attacks are to
be considered as indiscriminate: . . . (b) an attack which may be expected
to cause incidental loss of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian
objects, or a combination thereof, which would be excessive in relation to
the concrete and direct military advantage anticipated.

War Crime #27. Excessive Targeting of Civilians. Bombing or raid-

ing a house to kill a single enemy combatant while massacring innocent

women and children in the process has been repeated on several occa-

sions. A recent occurrence was in Ghazni, Afghanistan, where one civil-

ian and nine Afghan police were killed by American ground and air

troops on January 24, 2008. The Afghan police officers, who were look-

ing for insurgents, were killed because American soldiers assumed incor-

rectly that they were forces of the Taliban. Subsequently, 200 villagers

protested the raid by blocking the route to the nearby airport.
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On May 11, 2008, thousands of Afghans blocked a road after an

overnight raid killed three civilians. To clear the road, American troops

killed two more civilians and wounded seven.

Soldiers on the ground also have been known to use hand grenades

on an indiscriminate basis, such as to clear a room in a house before

entry. A British officer complained that “American troops do shoot first

and ask questions later.” In Iraq, “shock and awe” bombing was far

from a series of “surgical” strikes.

MISCONDUCT BY COMMANDERS

Field soldiers can receive unlawful orders. Thus, they can be disciplined

either for obedience or disobedience. Under the principle of “command

responsibility,” high-ranking officers are required to restrain themselves

and their subordinates from committing war crimes.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 26. The Commander of an attacking force, before
commencing a bombardment, except in the case of an assault, should do
all he can to warn the authorities.

War Crime #28. Failure to Notify Authorities of Bombardments.

At the beginning of both the Afghanistan and Iraq wars, there were no

warnings to the governments about bombing targets by American mili-

tary commanders. Recent airstrikes have not always been approved by

the friendly Afghan, Pakistani, and Iraqi governments.

Hague IX, 1907, Art. 5. In bombardments by naval forces all the necessary
measures must be taken by the commander to spare as far as possible sa-
cred edifices, buildings used for artistic, scientific, or charitable purposes, his-
toric monuments, hospitals, and places where the sick or wounded are
collected, on the understanding that they are not used at the same time for
military purposes.

War Crime #29. Indiscriminate Naval Bombardments. “Shock and

awe” was so massive that sites previously identified as off limits were

destroyed. Twenty “high collateral damage” targets were hit in Iraq,

some from American ships at sea. All targets with considerable civilian

casualties were reportedly approved in advance by President Bush.
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Hague IX, 1907, Art. 6. The commander of the attacking naval force,
before commencing the bombardment, must do his utmost to warn the
authorities.

War Crime #30. Naval Bombardments Without Warning. Leaf-

lets dropped in eastern Afghanistan on January 8, 2002, warned of

bombing wherever Taliban weapons were visible but did not give infor-

mation about the location of sanctuaries to avoid being hit. In Iraq,

some leaflets dropped in Iraq did warn of specific locations to be tar-

geted, but no such announcements were feasible during initial “shock

and awe” bombing.

Civil and Political Rights Covenant, 1967, Art. 6. No one shall be arbi-
trarily deprived of his life . . .Art. 14(2). Everyone charged with a criminal
offense shall have the right to be presumed innocent until proved guilty
according to law.

War Crime #31. Extrajudicial Executions. According to the Intelli-

gence Authorization Act of 1991, the president must specifically author-

ize covert operations. Bush’s effort to kill high-ranking civilian officials

of the Afghan and Iraqi governments, including Osama Bin Laden and

Saddam Hussein personally, is well known. Military intelligence esti-

mates of their exact locations guided airstrikes, but intelligence was

incorrect, resulting in unnecessary civilian casualties.

On November 3, 2002, a Hellfire missile from an unmanned Predator

drone operated by the CIA reportedly killed senior al-Qaeda plotter

Qaeda Senyan al-Harthi. The same type of executions continued una-

bated through 2008.

One war aim was to “decapitate” both regimes, leaving no govern-

ment in place to surrender. President Bush specifically authorized

bombing of Dora Farms, a location where intelligence information indi-

cated that Saddam Hussein was present. Bombing as a substitute for tra-

ditional military action on the ground has accounted for about two

dozen planned extrajudicial executions since 9/11, with few persons

eliminated.

In the early stage of American occupation of Iraq, the “deck of cards”

manhunt program was designed as a gimmick for capturing more than

fifty Ba’athist leaders. Airstrikes of locations where they were presumed
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to gather proved fruitless. After the arrival of John Negroponte, onetime

American ambassador to Honduras, the manhunt was organized in the

form of death squads.

In December 2006, in Public Committee Against Torture in Israel v
Government of Israel, the Israeli Supreme Court ruled that targeted

assassinations of terrorist suspects are contrary to international law. The

exceptions are when information is reliable, the subject is actively

engaging in hostilities, and a normal arrest is too risky. Few if any of

the American decapitation airstrikes have met that test.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 51(6). Attacks against the civilian population or
civilians by way of reprisals are prohibited.

War Crime #32. Reprisals Against Innocent Civilians. Journalists

Hersh and Woodward trace various “dead or alive” campaigns directly

to President Bush’s desire to retaliate against the terrorist attacks on

9/11. In Afghanistan, an estimated 800 members of the Taliban were

killed immediately after capture. From 2003 to 2005, 94 percent of all

“pacification operations” in Iraq were in retaliation for imagined or per-

ceived threats of future insurgent attacks.

Praised by many as the voice of a free press in the Middle East, Al-

Jazeera’s coverage of the Iraq War and playing of videotapes from

Osama Bin Laden were not appreciated by the White House, which said

so numerous times. Bush’s hostility to the television network is consist-

ent with the bombing of the Al-Jazeera television headquarters in Kabul

on November 12, 2001, and in Baghdad on April 8, 2003. Indeed, Al-

Jazeera gave the coordinates of its broadcast facility in Iraq to Ameri-

can military authorities just before the war to avoid any mistake. One

Al-Jazeera reporter died, and others were wounded in the latter attack.

The house of a prominent Al-Jazeera journalist was apparently bombed

after unfavorable coverage of the Falluja Massacre in 2004.

During the early days of the Iraq insurgency, civilian homes were

demolished. In one village, a commanding officer ordered the bulldozing

of date palms and fruit trees, contrary to a basic Islamic and Judaic

principle of warfare, after residents failed to inform on the identities of

insurgents. The doctrine of preemptive aggression, in other words,

devolved into preemptive assault merely on suspicion.

On March 31, 2004, four unarmed workers of the private contractor

company Blackwater were ambushed in Falluja while delivering kitchen
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equipment. Two of their bodies were burned, and the other two corpses

were dragged through the streets and hung from a bridge over the

Euphrates River. Marines were sent into the city to retaliate on April 4,

2004, resulting in what has become known as the Falluja Massacre. The

massacre forced thousands from their homes and resulted in the deaths

of at least 600 civilians but only 184 of an estimated 400 insurgents. In

response, Minister of Human Rights Abd El-Basit Turki resigned in

protest. The murderers of the Blackwater guards were never found.

The Falluja retaliation, characterized by UN representative Lakhdar

Brahimi as “collective punishment,” was planned as a reprisal at the

highest level. President Bush demanded a quick response, saying, “Kick

ass!… If somebody tries to stop the march to democracy, we will seek

them out and kill them! We must be tougher than hell!” When Ameri-

can forces assaulted Falluja in November, they destroyed half the

homes in the quest to root out insurgents.

The Afghan Independent Human Rights Commission protested the

firing of machine-gun rounds along a ten-mile route near Jalalabad on

March 4, 2007. The incident was a reprisal after a car bomb attack at a

particular point along a route, but firing at least 200 machine-run rounds

for the next ten miles went far beyond a return of alleged enemy fire.

As a result, nineteen Afghan civilians died and thirty-three were injured

in what is known as the Shinwar Massacre.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 54(1). Starvation of civilians as a method of warfare
is prohibited. (2) It is prohibited to attack, destroy, remove or render useless
objects indispensable to the survival of the civilian population, such as food-
stuffs, agricultural areas for the production of foodstuffs, crops, livestock,
drinking water installations and supplies and irrigation works, for the specific
purpose of denying them for their sustenance value to the civilian popula-
tion or to the adverse Party, whatever the motive, whether in order to starve
out civilians, to cause them to move away, or for any other motive.

War Crime #33. Depriving Civilians of Food and Drinking

Water. The United States ignored pleas from Mary Robinson, UN High

Commissioner for Human Rights, for a pause in bombing so that

Afghans could receive food packets during the initial Afghan War. Prior

to attacks on Falluja, Najaf, Samarra, and Tall Afar in 2004, electricity

and running water facilities were cut to the civilian population. Water

was also denied to civilians as they fled Falluja and Tall Afar.
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Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 57(2). With respect to attacks, the following pre-
cautions shall be taken: (a) those who plan or decide upon an attack
shall: (i) do everything feasible to verify that the objectives to be
attacked are neither civilians nor civilian objects and are not subject to
special protection but are military objectives . . ., and that it is not prohib-
ited by the provisions of this Protocol to attack them; (ii) take all feasible
precautions in the choice of means and methods of attack with a view to
avoiding, and in any event to minimizing, incidental loss of civilian life,
injury to civilians and damage to civilian objects; (iii) refrain from decid-
ing to launch any attack which may be expected to cause incidental loss
of civilian life, injury to civilians, damage to civilian objects, or a combi-
nation thereof, which would be excessive in relation to the concrete and
direct military advantage anticipated . . .

War Crime #34. Excessive Military Force. The initial carpet bomb-

ing in Afghanistan and the “shock and awe” bombardment of Baghdad

were disproportionate to the extent of military resistance. Bombing at

high altitudes obviously diminishes target accuracy.

Attacks on Falluja in 2004 were clearly excessive in relation to the

military objective. On one occasion, after residents were told to evacu-

ate, an entire high-rise building was razed to eliminate a single sniper.

During 2006, eighteen Iraqi cities were struck by warplanes, causing

hundreds of civilian casualties.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 82. The High Contracting Parties at all times, and
the Parties to the conflict in time of armed conflict, shall ensure that legal
advisers are available, when necessary, to advise military commanders at
the appropriate level on the application of the Conventions and this Proto-
col and on the appropriate instruction to be given to the armed forces on
this subject.

War Crime #35. Failure to Provide Battlefield Officers with

Appropriate Legal Advice. Bush’s advice has been to ignore the

Geneva Conventions, which the military have been trained to uphold.

Although Lieutenant General Ricardo Sanchez asked for legal advisers

so that he would not deviate from Geneva Convention standards, his

request was denied. The commanding officers cited for dereliction of

duty in the next five war crimes evidently received appropriate legal

advice only after mistakes were made.
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Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 86(1). . . .Parties to the conflict shall repress
grave breaches, and take measures necessary to suppress all other
breaches, of the Conventions or of this Protocol which result from a
failure to act when under a duty to do so. (2). The fact that a breach
of the Conventions or of this Protocol was committed by a subordinate
does not absolve his superiors from penal or disciplinary responsibility,
as the case may be, if they knew, or had information which should
have enabled them to conclude in the circumstances at the time, that
he was committing or was going to commit such a breach and if they
did not take all feasible measures within their power to prevent or
repress the breach.

War Crime #36. Failure to Prosecute Commanding Officers for

Failure to Stop Battlefield Offenses. On December 31, 2007, the

Marines dropped the charge of unpremeditated murder against Staff

Sergeant Frank Wuterich for failing to stop the squad under his command

while a massacre was ongoing in the town of Haditha. Instead, Wuter-

ich’s offense was reduced to involuntary manslaughter. His principal

defense was that he was following rules of engagement established by

superior officers. Few charges have been filed after the various massa-

cres. After all, forensic evidence is rarely available in a battle zone.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 87(1). . . .Parties to the conflict shall require mili-
tary commanders, with respect to members of the armed forces under
their command and other persons under their control, to prevent and,
where necessary, to suppress and to report to competent authorities
breaches of the Conventions and of this Protocol.

War Crime #37. Failure of Commanding Officers to Report Bat-

tlefield Offenses to Their Superiors. On November 19, 2005, after an

improvised explosive device caused the death of Lance Corporal

Miguel Terrazas, members of his Marine unit killed at least fifteen

unarmed Iraqis in Haditha, including eleven women and children. Some

unarmed civilians were shot in a nearby vehicle. Marines went inside

nearby houses without any clear evidence that they were connected to

the bomb and gunned down the occupants. Pictures were taken of the

Iraqis killed at Haditha, but battalion intelligence officer First Lieuten-

ant Andrew Grayson reportedly ordered a subordinate to destroy the
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photos. Subsequent requests to report and investigate the deaths

were rejected by superior officers. Because a subordinate eventually

came forward to testify, Grayson was charged with making false official

statements and obstruction of justice but later acquitted. One general

and two colonels were reprimanded for failing to investigate the inci-

dent. Others were initially indicted for the killings, but charges against

most had been dropped by early 2008.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 87(2). In order to prevent and suppress breaches . . .
Parties to the conflict shall require that, commensurate with their level of
responsibility, commanders ensure that members of the armed forces
under their command are aware of their obligations under the Conven-
tions and this Protocol.

War Crime #38. Failure of Commanding Officers to Ensure That

Subordinates Understand Geneva Convention Obligations Regarding

the Conduct of Warfare. Staff Sergeant Wuterich evidently did not

inform his squad at or before the Haditha Massacre that retaliatory action

against innocent civilians would be a war crime. Instead of investigating

first and shooting later, he believed the opposite after he heard gunfire

that he thought emanated from a nearby house and led the entry into

the house. Because he failed to consider the matter to be isolated gunfire,

Wuterich was charged with leading an attack that would have been more

appropriate had considerable and sustained gunfire come from the house.

But Bush and Rumsfeld spread confusing signals about the relevance

of the Geneva Conventions. As a result, Wuterich and others have

relied on surreal exculpatory defenses.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 87(3). The High Contracting Parties and Parties to the
conflict shall require any commander who is aware that subordinates or other
persons under his control are going to commit or have committed a breach of
the Conventions or of this Protocol, to initiate such steps as are necessary to
prevent such violations of the Conventions or this Protocol, and, where
appropriate, to initiate disciplinary or penal action against violators thereof.

War Crime #39. Failure of Commanding Officers to Prevent Sub-

ordinates from Plotting War Crimes on the Battlefield. In addition

to a manslaughter charge, Wuterich was accused of dereliction of duty
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for not forbidding his squad from taking retaliatory action. Instead, he

allegedly led them to take action that resulted in civilian deaths.

War Crime #40. Failure of Commanding Officers to Discipline or

Prosecute Subordinates Who Commit War Crimes on the Battle-

field. Civilian deaths were rarely investigated until April 2006, when

the word went out that investigations were required whenever American

military operations injured or killed Iraqis or damaged property worth

more than $10,000. Neither apologies nor compensation have been

offered in most cases. Of sixty-nine soldiers charged with killing Iraqi

civilians in combat by early 2008, twenty-two were convicted of mur-

der, negligent homicide, or voluntary manslaughter.

Deaths of civilians have been reported up the chain of command but have

rarely resulted in timely courts-martial. Lieutenant Colonel Jeffrey Ches-

sani, battalion commander at the time of the Haditha Massacre, was charged

with failing to order a war crimes investigation. When he cited evidence

that his failure resulted from political pressure from General James Mattis,

his commanding officer, his charges were dismissed. A two-star general and

two colonels received letters of censure for not investigating the incident.

Investigation began in early 2008 for those involved in the Shinwar

Massacre. Six Marines were granted immunity to testify. Their testi-

mony served to exonerate those not granted immunity, thereby infuriat-

ing Afghanistan’s human rights commission.

PROHIBITED COMBATANTS

The law of warfare bans the use of mercenaries, that is, paid civilian

combatants who are not members of regular armed forces. As of early

2007, the 180,000 civilian contractors in Iraq, which outnumbered the

160,000 troops in uniform, performed such functions as providing arma-

ments, food, laundry, logistical support, reconstruction, security, and

translation. An estimated 48,000 civilians from various countries have

worked as military police, thereby replacing soldiers in uniform who

could then be assigned to other tasks. Chilean mercenaries, many trained

during the era of dictator Augusto Pinochet, have been assigned to guard

the Baghdad airport, a defensive role. But the problem has been that

civilian contractors have been employed in offensive military roles.

Mercenaries Convention, 1993, Art. 5(1). States Parties shall not
recruit, use, finance or train mercenaries and shall prohibit such activities.
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War Crime #41. Funding War Mercenaries. The first use of mer-

cenaries was in Afghanistan. Funds went to the Northern Alliance, and

various warlords were given CIA bribes to defect from support for the

Taliban. Subsequently, CIA payments were made to warlords in

Afghanistan, including to Hazrat Ali, for the capture of Osama Bin

Laden. Reportedly, Ali was one of the warlords who helped him escape,

as al-Qaeda apparently offered even more bribe money.

Civilian contractors operate independently of military authorities,

answerable only to the Departments of Defense and State in Washing-

ton, D.C., which hire but do not supervise them. Civilian contractors

working in Abu Ghraib were implicated in the abuse and torture of pris-

oners, but the military exercised no supervision over them.

Some security personnel have been paid from $500 to $1,500 per

day. From 2003 to 2004, the Defense Department paid $2.7 billion for

private security, the State Department $2.4 billion. In Iraq, the CIA’s

Scorpions unit consisted of four Iraqis who were paid to engage in sab-

otaging the insurgents. The United States has also paid Iraqis $10 per

day to serve in security roles, including the operation of checkpoints.

From 2007, Sunnis have been paid to fight al-Qaeda. While Iraq is beset

with militias that its government wants to disband, the United States sup-

ported the largest militia of all—the 90,000 Sunnis known as the Sons of

Iraq. The legal way, to provide funds so that the Iraqi government could

put them on the official payroll, was not pursued until September 2008.

Mercenaries Convention, 1993, Art. 3(1). A mercenary . . . who partici-
pates directly in hostilities or in a concerted act of violence, as the case
may be, commits an offence for the purposes of the Convention.

War Crime #42. Mercenaries Have Engaged in Combat. Armed

mercenaries have on several occasions engaged in combat even before

being fired upon. On April 4, 2004, Blackwater forces were the sole

forces engaged in combat with insurgents near Kut, and they com-

manded regular army troops during the Battle of Najaf.

Some contractors have died in combat. By one account, Blackwater

acted offensively during 163 out of 195 firings on civilians (84 percent

of the time) from 2005 to mid-September 2007. Crescent Security

reportedly has continued to fire preemptively while passing through a

town north of Baghdad because, once upon a time, that was the location

of a roadside bomb. Other civilian contractors, armed with machine
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guns, have been reported to open fire, as if in an amusement park, while

en route on highways where there is not a single sign of resistance.

According to one observer, “Western contractors fire at or into Iraqi

vehicles on a regular basis,” though only 10 percent of the Iraqis have

ever shot back, thereby indicating that the shootings have been unpro-

voked. The American ambassador in Baghdad has whisked away from

Iraq some contractors responsible for wanton attacks on civilians.

In September 2007, a videotape filmed Blackwater contractors firing

machine guns for no apparent reason in al-Nisoor Square, Baghdad,

resulting in the deaths of eleven civilians and injuries to twelve others.

When the tape was played on television, there was an outcry. Although

the Interior Ministry demanded that Blackwater should submit those re-

sponsible for trial in an Iraqi court, under suspected pressure from

Washington, Prime Minister Nuri al-Maliki countermanded the request.

Families, after being offered $3,000 in compensation payments by the

American Embassy in 2008, refused what they considered “blood mon-

ey.” They wanted an apology first.

When asked whether private military contractors were regulated by

American law, Defense Secretary Rumsfeld expressed the belief that

the Iraq government had full jurisdiction, whereas the Defense Depart-

ment’s Office of General Counsel issued an opinion that the contractors

were covered by American law. To clear up the ambiguity, in Novem-

ber 2006 Congress passed a law that placed civilian contractors under

the Uniform Code of Military Justice, which means that they are

immune from prosecution in civilian courts and can only be tried in

military tribunals. The first such case, involving a Canadian contractor

who stabbed a fellow contractor, was resolved in June 2008 when he

pled guilty to stealing and disposing of the knife as well as lying about

the incident. Nevertheless, an American woman claiming that she was

raped by a civilian contractor in Iraq was permitted to file a lawsuit in

federal court during 2008.

After the role of Blackwater in murdering Iraqi civilians generated

much publicity in fall 2007, similar problems in Afghanistan came to

light. Civilians have been killed by mercenaries in several combined

aerial and ground campaigns in recent years.

CONCLUSION

The wars in Afghanistan and Iraq were conducted with insufficient

troops to accomplish the basic goal of warfare—to seek and vanquish
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the enemy. Rather than using ground forces to oppose troops on a bat-

tlefield with air and naval support, bombing campaigns were launched

to shock enemies into ceasing resistance. In other words, the initial wars

were conceived largely as aerial campaigns, sometimes using weapons

banned by international treaties. When military intelligence was wrong,

as was too often the case, civilians died needlessly.

The goal of decapitating both regimes precluded the possibility of

orderly surrender. The streets of Baghdad lacked police to stop lawless-

ness when civilian Iraqi authorities abandoned the city in fear of their

lives. Looting occurred unabated, followed by insurgency and ethnic

cleansing as the conflict spun out of control.

When the insurgency emerged in Iraq, a military approach was fol-

lowed rather than a “hearts and minds” campaign to legitimate the role

of foreign personnel. Soldiers, not trained for careful police work,

clumsily and sometimes brutally interfered with the lives of innocent

people until General Petraeus provided new leadership.

Mercenaries imported to fill the gap in military personnel were not

subject to strict military discipline. Paying Iraqi militias from 2007 of-

ten meant that the United States was financing further killing in a civil

war. Meanwhile, terrorists from Europe and elsewhere went to Iraq for

military action and training.

From a larger perspective, Bush rejected the concept of a peace proc-

ess to end any of the wars that he waged. There has been no peace con-

ference involving adversaries, friends, and neutrals, and there has been

a consistent refusal to negotiate. Instead, the wars have dragged on with

an endless militarization of every issue.

In sum, Bush’s aggression in Afghanistan and Iraq maximized the

possibility of war crimes. Civilian deaths in the tens or hundreds of

thousands compare with fewer than five thousand American deaths.

American soldiers tragically sought to do their duty, sometimes heroi-

cally, in conflicts that were badly conceived. The future safety of Amer-

ican troops can no longer be assumed, if captured, due to the impact of

the torture and other abuses meted out to prisoners collected by Ameri-

can forces, as described in the following chapter.
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Chapter 4

CRIMES COMMITTED IN THE
TREATMENT OF PRISONERS

Prisoners captured in war should be treated humanely during war and

released at the end of war, according to the Hindu Code of Manu. The

principle of chivalry, cited by Aquinas, is that noncombatants should not

be harmed. Grotius’s principle of humanity is that the sick and wounded

should be cared for, and prisoners should be treated respectfully.

A major event in the American effort to develop international law

occurred on December 25, 1775, when General George Washington

insisted that mercenaries (Hessian prisoners) captured during the Battle

of Trenton should be treated “with humanity.” His goal, to win over the

loyalty of the Hessians to the American cause, was successful.

Later, the Lieber Code of 1863 codified principles to govern treat-

ment of captured persons during America’s Civil War that were subse-

quently adopted by many countries in Europe. A significant advance in

international law regarding the treatment of prisoners was the Red

Cross Convention of 1864, which was adopted after nurse Florence

Nightingale visited the battlefield in the Crimean War (1853–1856) and

reported with horror that wounded soldiers were usually left unattended

to die on the battlefield. Many international treaties have updated the

1864 treaty (Appendix 4.1).

APPLICABILITY OF THE GENEVA CONVENTIONS

Confusion exists over which laws cover prisoners in American-run pris-

ons outside the United States after 9/11. The Third Geneva Convention

applies to those picked up on battlefields while war is ongoing. The

Fourth Geneva Convention focuses on those arrested by occupation



authorities after war concludes. However, military operations have con-

tinued in Afghanistan and Iraq to the present, the United States has pro-

vided occupation forces in both countries, and the “war on terror” has

not ended.

General Tommy Franks, who headed Central Command and thus

oversaw the invasions of Afghanistan and Iraq, ordered his subordi-

nates on October 17, 2001, to follow the Geneva Conventions in deal-

ing with prisoners while war was ongoing. After initial fighting ended,

and the regime in Kabul was toppled, Franks was countermanded by

executive orders on November 13 from President George W. Bush,

who accepted various legal opinions that classified some persons as

“enemy combatants,” not prisoners of war—in other words, outside

the scope of the Geneva Conventions. Bush evidently hoped that Sec-

retary of Defense Donald Rumsfeld and those in uniform might be

shielded from criminality under domestic and international law for the

way in which CIA and Special Operations military personnel were

planning to treat prisoners.

In mid-2003, when the insurgency emerged in Iraq, Lieutenant Gen-

eral Ricardo Sanchez authorized mass arrests to obtain intelligence.

Prisoners captured from insurgent attacks were then mixed together

with civilians suspected of complicity in the Baghdad prison known as

Abu Ghraib. Interrogation officials were unsure how to proceed when

most Iraqis professed no knowledge about the insurgency.

On three grounds, all flawed, Bush accepted the premise that the

Geneva Conventions were inapplicable. He listened to his closest advisers,

some of whom tried to shout down dissent rather than having a serious

debate on how to treat prisoners.

First, Bush asserted, because those detained were not in uniform, they

were not covered by the Third Geneva Convention. But the document

confers no such immunity from coverage. All those not taking an active

part in hostilities, including those captured or surrendered in war, are

initially protected (Article 3).

Second, Bush claimed an exemption because terrorists, both individu-

ally and collectively, have not ratified the Geneva Conventions and thus

cannot claim protection. Nevertheless, there is no such reciprocity

requirement. All signatories to the Conventions are unilaterally bound

by the provisions (Article 2).

Third, Bush’s lawyers argued that Article 5 of the Fourth Geneva

Convention had a loophole, namely, that provisions were inapplicable

“while the armed conflict continues” and where “absolute military
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security so requires.” However, the exception is only intended to be

“applied in individual cases of an exceptional nature.” Instead, thou-

sands were indiscriminately rounded up in Afghanistan and later Iraq.

Some were not even screened for months.

Bush hoped that five types of prisoners were outside Geneva Conven-

tion protections:

(A) persons arrested on the battlefield fighting for the Taliban or mem-

bers of the Taliban;

(B) those turned over to American authorities by bounty hunters in

Afghanistan, Pakistan, and elsewhere as suspected members of

al-Qaeda or affiliated terrorist organizations;

(C) persons captured around the world by the CIA as possible members

of al-Qaeda;

(D) high-ranking members of the former regime of Saddam Hussein; and

(E) belligerents in the postwar Iraqi insurgency.

Guant�anamo received some persons in categories A and B. Those in cat-

egory C ended up in secret prisons. Some members of category D, who

remained in Iraq, have been tried for war crimes, notably Saddam Hussein.

That left category E as one to which Geneva Convention requirements

might apply; accordingly, few Iraqis were sent to Guant�anamo.

Although Bush declared on January 18, 2002, that belligerents in the

Afghan War were covered by the Geneva Conventions, he insisted contra-

dictorily that members of al-Qaeda and the Taliban were not to be treated

as prisoners of war. Presumably, Taliban detainees were to stay in Af-

ghanistan, while al-Qaeda suspects were shipped to Guant�anamo, but the

line was blurred. Bush also declared that the Geneva Conventions applied

to Iraq, but Rumsfeld ignored him by authorizing extraordinary interroga-

tion techniques in memos that he sent down the chain of command to

Special Operations officers with Bush’s authorization (Appendix 1.1).

What Bush’s advisers failed to tell him was that Article 5 of the

Third Geneva Convention considers all detainees from war initially to

be prisoners of war (POWs) until lawful hearings are held to determine

their status—hearings not held at Guant�anamo until 2007, using proce-

dures that are still in dispute.

Those collected from places other than battlefields would ordinarily

have been tried for criminal acts, outside the scope of the Geneva Con-

ventions, but none were at that time. Instead, Bush suspected all detain-

ees of being enemies in the “war on terror.” He considered the
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“battlefield” to be everywhere. Hoisted by his own petard, he should

have considered all detainees as potential POWs until hearings man-

dated by the Geneva Conventions proved them to be participants in his

self-proclaimed “war on terror.” But he did not.

Bush openly disparaged Geneva Convention protections. Accord-

ingly, subordinates assumed that no prisoners had any rights. But the

Supreme Court has yet to confirm that anyone imprisoned at Abu

Ghraib, Guant�anamo, or elsewhere by the United States has been law-

fully processed.

COLLECTING PRISONERS

Soon after 9/11, more than 200 suspected terrorists were rounded up by

the CIA from more than forty countries around the world and held in

secret locations, an effort that continued throughout the Bush adminis-

tration. Journalist Ronald Kessler claims that some 5,000 suspected ter-

rorists were eventually seized.

In Afghanistan, from as early as 2002, Deputy Secretary of Defense

Paul Butler has admitted that some 10,000 persons were picked up,

either as government soldiers fighting for the Taliban or as suspected

members of al-Qaeda. Most were captured by warlords, who were paid

by the American authorities from $50 to $25,000 for each person cap-

tured, with $15,000 the going rate for Afghans, and $25,000 the incen-

tive price for those from Arabic-speaking countries. Some of those

seized were Afghans whom the warlords disliked. Others were consid-

ered suspicious simply because they spoke Arabic.

Pakistani authorities likewise turned over suspicious foreigners,

mostly from Arabic-speaking countries in the same price range, though

$500,000 was paid for Abdullah Khadr, $5 million for Abu Talha al-

Sudani, and $25 million for Abu Zubaydah. Pakistan President Pervez

Musharraf boasted in his autobiography that bounties brought tens of

millions of dollars to his country. Soufian al-Hawari and three others

were sold by members of the Russian Mafia in Georgia for $100,000.

When those captured were sorted out, nearly 800 were sent to the

American-held facility at Guant�anamo Bay, Cuba, starting on January

11, 2002. The rest have remained at various sites in Afghanistan, were

placed in secret prisons, or were released.

After American soldiers entered Baghdad in spring 2003, there was a

manhunt for loyalists of Saddam Hussein. When the insurgency began

in Iraq during midsummer 2003, the army arrested thousands more,
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some on the basis of $1,000 bounties, in order to gain information about

the insurgents. At least 600 were considered “security detainees,” alleg-

edly playing a role in the insurgency. Although the conditions of their

arrest—without a warrant from a civilian authority—are analyzed as

violations of their rights under military occupation in chapter 5, their

treatment in prison after arrest applies to the present chapter.

In the initial phases of their capture, the prisoners should have been

interrogated carefully to determine whether they were indeed “enemies”

of the United States. If not, they should have been released promptly. If

determined to have knowledge about the insurgents, they might have

been interrogated to determine whether they had knowledge of future

hostile operations. Warriors on the opposite sides of a battlefield, after

all, are expected to have committed hostile acts in accordance with a

coherent battle plan. Following timely interrogation regarding plans

afoot, those captured would ordinarily be held until the end of the war

or, if warranted, they could be tried for war crimes, that is, for conduct

not permitted on the battlefield under international law. But there was

no such orderly process.

Abdurahman Khadr, who agreed to be a spy and mingled with

Guant�anamo detainees to gather information for the Americans, con-

cluded in an April 21, 2004, public television Frontline interview, only

“10 percent of the people…are really dangerous.” The Red Cross has

said the same. Erik Saar, who was a military translator from December

2002 to June 2003, estimated on 60 Minutes on May 1, 2005, that only

a “few dozen” at Guant�anamo had any connection with terrorism. Major

General Michael Dunlavey, who was in charge of the interrogation pro-

gram when prisoners first arrived at Guant�anamo, estimated that half of

the detainees had no intelligence value. The Denbeaux study at Seton

Hall University, which examined charges against prisoners at

Guant�anamo, concluded that 95 percent had been picked up by bounty

hunters, not by American soldiers in the field. A taxi driver named Dila-

war, charged with setting off a bomb that killed American soldiers, was

discovered by documentary filmmaker Alex Gibney to have been

handed over to American authorities by the very persons who were re-

sponsible for the bomb!

One of many puzzles surrounds the Chinese Muslims at Guant�anamo.

Known as Uighurs or Turkestanis, they are members of a movement to

achieve freedom from China for a province that has long sought inde-

pendence. They had escaped to Afghanistan, where bounty hunters

picked them up. Rather than granting them asylum, American military
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authorities sent them to Guant�anamo, though they were never alleged to

have committed any offenses against the United States. The patently

false pretext was that their separatist group is affiliated with al-Qaeda.

Two, who petitioned a federal court to grant a writ of habeas corpus,

were released to Albania in 2006 just three days before the court was to

hear their case. Albania accepted three others, but the remaining seven-

teen were still at Guant�anamo in mid-2008.

Some 774 persons ended up in Guant�anamo. When those captured

were determined not to be enemy personnel, about 500 were released.

Of 60 who may be tried, 20 have been charged and are slated for trial.

Some 70 are eligible for release, leaving the rest in limbo as of mid-

2008. In Boumediene v Bush (2008), the Supreme Court agreed that the

rest (possibly 144) can file habeas corpus petitions, whereupon the gov-

ernment would have to file charges or release them.

The Bush administration decided to use six main detention facilities—

two in Afghanistan, three in Iraq, and the one at Guant�anamo Bay. Esti-

mates of those held in American-run prisons in Afghanistan range from

1,300 to 2,000. Journalist Nir Rosen estimated in March 2008 that some

24,000 were being held in American-run prisons in Iraq without charges.

Together with the 274 at Guant�anamo, the total worldwide was about

27,000 during mid-2008.

In addition, there have been at least eleven secret prisons run by the

CIA. As of August 25, 2006, some 14,000 persons were being held

secretly in detention worldwide, though 14 were sent to Guant�anamo in

2007. The current number is unknown.

GUIDELINES FOR TREATING PRISONERS

Because of the lengthy detention of many prisoners, some entirely inno-

cent of any hostile act or suspect association, considerable attention has

been directed toward the mishandling of prisoners during interrogation

and confinement. In the mid-1970s, when Britain attempted to hold sus-

pected members of the Irish Republican Army (IRA) indefinitely, the

very practice of indefinite detention served as a recruitment tool for the

IRA. Bush was evidently unmindful of that lesson as well as the fact

that Israel has never operated any parallel to Guant�anamo after decades

of coping with terrorism.

The FBI’s standard procedures for interrogation involve psychological

methods to obtain information from those arrested, consistent with Amer-

ican law. Nearly a thousand FBI agents were dispatched to Afghanistan,
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Guant�anamo, and Iraq and to various secret prisons from 2001 to 2004.

The Army’s field manual Intelligence Interrogation (1992) also provides

a standard set of interrogation procedures after prisoners held have been

deemed to possess valuable information (Appendix 4.2), incorporating

Geneva Convention constraints. Prior to 9/11, the Army’s procedures

had been demonstrated to be 95 percent effective in extracting informa-

tion from prisoners. But the Bush administration sought to blur the dis-

tinction between army intelligence gathering and the CIA’s methods of

interrogation.

The CIA, not under the jurisdiction of the Department of Defense,

has a manual entitled Counterintelligence Interrogation, which princi-

pally focuses on psychological torture but does not follow Geneva Con-

vention standards. Whereas the FBI and the armed forces have manuals

that require Geneva Convention compliance so that untainted informa-

tion can be used in court, the CIA’s techniques can render a prisoner’s

statements inadmissible and therefore will serve to prevent a successful

prosecution for war crimes and other offenses.

In 2002, Bush advanced the term “enemy combatant,” a neologism

with no status under either American or international law. One immedi-

ate aim was to obtain information about future terrorist acts through

interrogations outside the Army and CIA manuals. The term was not

defined until July 7, 2004, when Deputy Defense Secretary Paul Wolfo-

witz issued an administrative order.

Green lights for violating Geneva Convention standards regarding

treatment of prisoners were found in memos issued by Bush and his sub-

ordinates, who in turn issued corresponding directives (Appendix 1.1).

When American military police in Afghanistan were surprised in mid-

November 2001 that Bush did not want to apply the Geneva Conventions

to prisoners under their control, they awaited new military-established

guidelines for handling prisoners, including interrogation methods. Simi-

larly, Brigadier General Rick Baccus sought to apply Geneva Conven-

tions standards to the first batch of prisoners at Guant�anamo, but he was

later relieved of his command.

While a debate about new guidelines took place in Washington, mili-

tary intelligence officers thought that they could ignore the regulations

explained during their military training, which evidently no longer

applied, and do almost anything they wanted to obtain information

about terrorist personnel and plots. It is an important legal principle that

those in command who fail to provide clear orders are negligent and

legally responsible for the acts of their subordinates.
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Some of Bush’s subordinates were pressured to deliver important rev-

elations from the interrogations that were not immediately forthcoming.

The first memos authorizing torture (Appendix 1.1) were written while

anticipated information was not being extracted through normal inter-

rogation. Captain Carolyn Wood, who was in charge of interrogations

in Afghanistan from July 2002, decided to expand procedures to include

barking dogs, prolonged nudity, and shackling in stress positions.

Major General Michael Dunlavey, commanding officer of the prison

at Guant�anamo, sent a memo on October 11, 2002, proposing four cate-

gories of techniques (Table 4.1). Whereas his memo appears to be a

request to upgrade the harshness of interrogation, international lawyer

Philippe Sands infers that he was pressured to author the document by

those higher up the chain of command. In November, Major General

Geoffrey Miller replaced Dunlavey and proceeded to try new techni-

ques to extract information from prisoners, most of whom had nothing

useful to disclose.

On December 2, 2002, Rumsfeld approved Dunlavey’s Category 1

(deceiving and harassing inmates), Category 2 (forced stress positions)

with the modification that standing could be for longer than four hours,

and mild physical contact from Category 3 (threats of extreme pain).

Techniques employed at Guant�anamo with Rumsfeld’s approval were

also adopted for use in Afghanistan, though others were applied without

Table 4.1
Brigadier General Michael Dunlavey’s Proposed Interrogation Techniques

Category Examples

1 Yelling and deceiving inmates

2 Various forms of stress (standing for up to four hours, isolation

up to 30 days, hooding during transportation and questioning,

20-hour interrogations, removal of religious items, forced nudity

and grooming, and manipulating phobias, such as fear of dogs)

3 Threatening extreme pain or death of inmates or their families,

hypothermia brought on by exposure to cold weather or cold

water, waterboarding (using a wet towel and dripping water

on a blindfolded prisoner to suggest drowning), and mild

physical contact (grabbing, poking in the chest with the

finger, and light pushing)

4 Extraordinary rendition

Source: Margulies, Guant�anamo and the Abuse of Presidential Power, 97–99
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authorization. Category 4 (extraordinary renditions), meanwhile, was

kept secret and implemented entirely by the CIA outside Guant�anamo.

Admiral Alberto Mora, then the Navy’s General Counsel, expressed

serious reservations, stopped the torture of Mohammed al-Qahtani at

Guant�anamo from proceeding beyond fifty-four days, and complained

to Rumsfeld about Geneva Convention violations. On January 15, 2003,

Rumsfeld changed his mind and rescinded the use of Categories 2 and

3. Enforced nudity, which Rumsfeld had approved on December 2, was

thus disallowed six weeks later in a memo, but word of the change

apparently did not get through to soldiers in detention facilities.

Rumsfeld then appointed members of a working group to study the

issue further. Meanwhile, Lieutenant General Dan McNeill, commander

of American forces in Afghanistan, dropped five of the unauthorized

techniques on February 27, 2003, after learning that their use had

resulted in two deaths at Bagram Air Force Base, Afghanistan.

On March 6, 2003, Rumsfeld’s working group issued a report recom-

mending thirty-five techniques from the Army field manual plus some

techniques previously banned. On April 16, 2003, Rumsfeld accepted

twenty-four of the thirty-five techniques recommended by his working

group, though he never revealed which were dropped. Several revisions

of interrogation procedures followed.

In August 2003, Miller was transferred to Abu Ghraib, where he met

Wood, who also took up a new assignment there that month. She pro-

ceeded to post a list of interrogation procedures used in Afghanistan,

most of which were from the Army field manual, but she also included

others (Table 4.2), clearly with approval from Rumsfeld, whose signa-

ture appeared at the bottom. At the top, in the same Rumsfeldian

scrawl, appeared the words, “Make sure this happens!”

Upon arrival in Baghdad, Miller asked Lieutenant General Ricardo

Sanchez, commanding officer of American troops in Iraq, for an updated

Table 4.2
Posted Extraordinary Interrogation Procedures at Abu Ghraib

Technique Duration

Isolation Longer than 30 days

Presence of military working dogs No minimum or maximum

Sensory deprivation 72 hours maximum

Stress positions 45 minutes maximum

Source: Miles, Oath Betrayed, 52
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list of techniques. Sanchez quickly obliged with guidelines based on the

Geneva Conventions, but modified them in September and October 2003.

According to the investigative report of Major General George Fay, sub-

ordinates at Abu Ghraib believed Sanchez’s guidance to be ambiguous,

thereby giving them considerable discretion in handling prisoners.

Both the Army and the CIA assumed incorrectly that those under-

going interrogation had already been identified as possessing important

information. There were insufficient military personnel to screen those

captured in order to identify candidates for special interrogation techni-

ques, so hundreds languished in detention facilities without knowing

why they were there.

In Chain of Command, journalist Seymour Hersh reveals that Rumsfeld

operated a special interrogation program under the specific authority of

President Bush, who reauthorized the program monthly. That program,

which operated in Afghanistan and Abu Ghraib outside the normal mili-

tary command structure, ordered military police to play rough in prepar-

ing detainees for interrogation without providing clear guidelines. The

prison commander at Abu Ghraib, Brigadier General Janis Karpinski, had

no authority over interrogations and claimed to be unaware that intelli-

gence officers were improperly giving orders to her prison guards.

Methods used by Army interrogators and the CIA were useless on

those with no information to provide. When individuals in custody did

not provide useful information, abuses were employed. When author-

ized types of abuse did not work, unauthorized techniques were tried.

Whereas Sanchez had originally ordered the military to comply with

the Geneva Conventions, he had no authority over interrogations by the

CIA or Special Operations personnel supplied by Rumsfeld. Neverthe-

less, Sanchez loaned some of his interrogators to the CIA and the Spe-

cial Operations team for a week or two. When Sanchez’s interrogators

returned to his command, they had been exposed to techniques contrary

to the Geneva Conventions and began to import them into how they

handled prisoners at Abu Ghraib. As a result, the unauthorized “enhanced

techniques” were applied to more and more prisoners. Inevitably, prison-

ers either provided false confessions to stop unbearable treatment or were

punished for supposed noncooperation.

THE ABU GHRAIB SCANDAL

On April 28, 2004, grisly photographs from prisons in Iraq were dis-

played on the television program 60 Minutes. Most snapshots came from
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Abu Ghraib, though some may also have been taken at Camp Bucca, near

Basra, or Camp Cropper near Baghdad. Testimony from various prison-

ers, including some who were sent home from Guant�anamo and from se-

cret prisons, also provided personal accounts about the use of strange

techniques (Appendix 4.3). Soon there was an outcry around the world. A

democratic country that had long criticized dictatorships for violating

human rights lost its innocence and was charged with being a terrorist

nation.

Several official investigations were then conducted at Abu Ghraib and

Guant�anamo. Some were whitewashes. Others had details about possible

Geneva Convention violations by American personnel. Interrogation tech-

niques were again revised, and disciplinary action was taken against

some of those responsible at the lowest levels of the chain of command,

though no one was ever specifically charged with torture at either loca-

tion. (Two persons were convicted of torture at Bagram Air Force Base,

however.) Abu Ghraib was transferred to Iraqi control in 2006.

The most controversial procedures, characterized as “torture,” are

prohibited in the Army field manual as well as by the Constitution, in

American law, and in many legal precedents. Bush, despite saying,

“We do not torture,” never defined what he meant.

Congress, in response to the Abu Ghraib scandal, passed the Detainee

Treatment Act of 2005, banning torture by the military but not the CIA.

President Bush’s signing statement indicated that he might authorize a

violation of the law whenever he wanted. A secret memo written at the

time by Attorney General Alberto Gonzales was rumored to have

approved specific techniques, including waterboarding.

Bush’s executive order on July 20, 2007, appeared to require the

CIA to adhere to the interrogation techniques in the Army field man-

ual. In so doing he implicitly admitted that he had condoned treatment

outside the bounds of the manual right up until he signed the execu-

tive order.

On February 6, 2008, White House press secretary Tony Fratto stated

that there were procedures in place to permit Bush to authorize the CIA

to torture a detainee whenever there was a strong belief of an imminent

attack. He argued that some waterboarding was not torture if conducted

only for a few seconds. He was trying to stop Congress from passing a

law that would explicitly ban waterboarding, but Congress passed the

law anyway. On March 8, Bush vetoed that law, thereby assuming per-

sonal culpability for one of the most obvious war crimes. On April 11,

he admitted that earlier he had approved torture.
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MILITARY COMMISSIONS

Bush wanted to place those responsible for 9/11 and future terrorist

plots on trial for war crimes. But incriminating information derived

though the use of torture must be excluded from evidence in trials

under American constitutional law. Lacking solid evidence, Bush

sought show trials that could be conducted without customary safe-

guards. Accordingly, Bush authorized tribunals that would make up new

rules, that is, would ignore American and international legal precedents.

The new rules were designed without legislative or judicial approval, so

the hastily improvised extrajudicial system was bound to offend Congress

and the courts.

A series of unfavorable court rulings resulted. In 2004, the Supreme

Court in Rasul v Bush said that Guant�anamo was within its jurisdic-

tion and that prisoners had the right of habeas corpus to appeal their

detention. Bush authorized arraignments by military commissions

through an executive order, and several pretrial hearings of prisoners

were held, though procedures for the commissions were made up on

the fly, therefore vulnerable to court challenge. In Hamdan v Rums-
feld (2006), the Supreme Court came close to calling Bush a war

criminal for authorizing trials in military commissions without Con-

gressional authorization.

Congress responded by passing the Military Commissions Act of

2006, which had several provisions limiting the rights of “alien enemy

combatants”: (1) They cannot invoke protections under the Geneva

Conventions or other international legal standards. (2) They cannot

obtain counsel of their own choosing. (3) They can be denied access to

secret information used against them. (4) Proceedings can be kept

secret. Moreover, they can be detained indefinitely until they either con-

fess to a crime, are put on trial, or die in confinement.

The constitutionality of the Military Commissions Act was immedi-

ately challenged. Once again, the Supreme Court became the body to

clarify the rights of prisoners before the newly authorized military com-

missions while the Bush administration was in denial about human

rights violations at Guant�anamo and elsewhere. Although the act origi-

nally banned habeas corpus challenges, some 200 of which had been

filed after Rasul, the Supreme Court ruled that provision unconstitu-

tional in Boumediene v Bush (2008), boilerplated from Rasul. As a

result, the military had the choice of either charging all the Guant�anamo

prisoners or releasing them.
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WAR CRIMES REGARDING TREATMENT

OF PRISONERS

Having provided some background regarding the treatment of prisoners,

the following discussion identifies specific war crimes violations organ-

ized into categories similar to those used in the Third Geneva Convention.

Provisions in earlier and later international treaties, of course, also apply.

The earliest provisions are listed first, and later treaties are quoted when

they have new provisions or embellish upon earlier standards. When

Alberto Gonzales argued that the Geneva Conventions were “outmoded,”

he did not make a similar determination of the Hague Conventions or

many international agreements adopted after the Geneva Conventions.

The names of several prisoners are treated with some prominence in

the present chapter because some have become celebrities. Alex Gib-

ney’s documentary Taxi to the Dark Side (2008) focuses on Dilawar, an

Afghan taxi driver who is the second prisoner to die due to conditions of

confinement. The rest have achieved fame from their experience at

Guant�anamo. David Hicks, an Australian, was the first prisoner to con-

fess that he committed a “war crime” and the first to be sentenced; he is

now free in Australia. Canadian Omar Khadr is the first juvenile ever

accused of a “war crime.” Afghan Mohammed Jawad, another juvenile

charged for an alleged offense committed when he was 16 or 17, is the

first alleged criminal to wear leg shackles in court. British nationals

known as the Tipton Three (Ruhal Ahmed, Asif Iqbal, and Shafiq Rasul)

were depicted in Michael Winterbottom’s docudrama The Road to
Guant�anamo (2006). Salim Ahmed Hamdan is the Yemini who was the

first to be tried at Guant�anamo in 2008, but for violating American crimi-

nal law, not for “war crimes.”

Others have become famous because their surnames have appeared in

lawsuits filed pro bono by patriotic attorneys who have been attempting

to rescue the rights of their clients as well as the reputation of the

United States. The more anonymous inmates of Abu Ghraib in Baghdad

and in orange jumpsuits at Guant�anamo have also achieved fame

because of strange photographs that have been displayed around the

world. In his book The Guant�anamo Files, historian Andy Worthington

tracks down in what circumstances most of the detainees were appre-

hended and subsequently processed at Guant�anamo.

Former Captain James Yee, the Muslim chaplain at Guant�anamo

from November 2002 to September 2003, has supplied some of the

most detailed eyewitness observations on prison conditions. So has Erik
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Saar, an Arabic-language translator at Guant�anamo from December

2002 to June 2005. The reports of Lieutenant General Anthony Jones

and Major General Antonio Taguba relied on sworn statements of

soldiers at Abu Ghraib. A similar report by Lieutenant General Paul

Mikolashek covered prisons in both Afghanistan and Iraq. Lieutenant

General Randall Schmidt submitted a report on Guant�anamo. More in-

formation has come to light as prisoners have been released.

War crimes about prisoners focus on how those in confinement have

been mistreated. General standards of decency have been offended.

Methods of interrogation have exceeded what is permissible. Living

conditions have been substandard. Health and safety measures have

been inadequate. Inmates have been overly restricted on what they can

do. Transfers in and out of facilities have not met Geneva Convention

requirements. Children, the elderly, ethnosectarian groups, and women

have been treated improperly. And some detainees have disappeared as

a result of extraordinary renditions. According to the Detainee Abuse

and Accountability Project, at least 460 prisoners have suffered various

forms of abuse, yet only 80 are scheduled for trial at Guant�anamo.

I describe the inmates as “prisoners” because most have not been

lawfully processed in accordance with Article 5 of the Third Geneva

Convention to determine whether they are instead “security detainees.”

The following chapter deals in part with the procedures under which

Afghans, Iraqis, and others have been rounded up for detention,

whereas the present chapter deals with how they have been treated dur-

ing confinement.

VIOLATING STANDARDS OF DECENCY

The treatment of civilian prisoners by Nazi Germany and military pris-

oners by Imperial Japan weighed heavily on the minds of those drafting

the Third Geneva Convention. Those responsible for American-run pris-

ons evidently forgot important lessons. Even in time of civil unrest and

war, the International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights bans cruel

and inhumane treatment (Article 7).

Hague II, 1899, Art. 4. Prisoners of war are in the power of the hostile
Government, but not in that of the individuals or corps who captured
them. They must be humanely treated. All their personal belongings,
except arms, horses, and military papers remain their property.
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War Crime #43. Inhumane Treatment. To be “inhumane” means

to treat someone as less than human—as a lowly animal. Former Assist-

ant Defense Secretary Lawrence Wilkerson has said that Bush in private

conversation condoned the inhumane treatment. Captain Carolyn Wood,

who designed her own unique set of weird procedures for mishandling

prisoners in Afghanistan that were later applied to Abu Ghraib, was

eventually awarded a Bronze Star for her efforts.

The degrading treatment began in Afghanistan, where one detainee

described his quarters at Bagram Air Force Base as similar to a cage at the

zoo in Karachi, Pakistan. Another prisoner at Bagram recalled being forced

to fish for plastic bottle caps in a drum of excrement mixed with water. Ait

Idr’s face was forced into a toilet that was repeatedly flushed. After Martin

Mubanga was refused the use of a toilet and then wet himself, a prison of-

ficial used Mubanga’s body as a mop to collect the liquid. The conditions

in the prisons were so shocking that Canadian forces in Afghanistan

stopped sending prisoners to the American-run prisons at the end of 2005,

preferring to send them to facilities run by the Afghan government.

At Abu Ghraib, spitting on prisoners and hooding them for up to three

days were some of the ways to treat prisoners as subhuman. Reports indi-

cate that a guard rubbed fecal material onto one prisoner’s body. Another

had his face pushed into urine. Others were forced to drink urine.

Prisoners arriving at Guant�anamo were first held in statuesque stress

positions on the dirt for hours. Flies swarmed around those who passed

out and fell onto the ground. They were then moved to wire-mesh open-

air cages, exposed to the hot sun, rain, spiders, and snakes in twenty-

three-hour isolation, deprived of human contact. One estimate is that

one-fourth of the prisoners were subjected to isolation. For meals, they

were not allowed table implements and had to eat “like an animal,”

according to Shafiq Rasul. (Forks were already used during the apogee of

Arabic civilization, while Europeans were still eating with their hands.)

Guant�anamo inmate Mohammed al-Qahtani, who was led around on

a leash, was told that “he was less than human and that animals had

more freedom and love than he does.” He was then taken outside to see

banana rats running free. When compared unfavorably to the rats, he

began to cry. Later, he was called a pig and forced to do dog tricks.

A common dehumanizing and demasculinizing method has been to

shave a person’s head. Some had their eyebrows shaved off. Face and

beard shaving, of course, are initiation rites in the armed services that

are supposed to produce compliance and conformity, but they are con-

trary to the mores of many prisoners.
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Upon assuming command at Guant�anamo under the specific order of

Defense Secretary Rumsfeld, Major General Geoffrey Miller urged sub-

ordinates to treat detainees “like dogs.” Indeed, his subordinate Colonel

Mike Baumgartner, who was in charge of the prison for a time, stated

that every prisoner was in his opinion “nothing short of a damn ani-

mal.” Prisoners were forced to crawl like animals. While crawling, their

bodies were beaten, ridden, and spat and urinated upon.

War Crime #44. Depriving Prisoners of Their Property. On sev-

eral occasions, clothes of prisoners were cut from their bodies upon

capture or before being transferred to a place of detention. Some were

chained naked to the ceiling, the cell doors, and the floor at Abu

Ghraib, in Afghanistan, and at Guant�anamo.

During the arrest of several Iraqis in 2004, American soldiers looted

them of cash, according to their attorney, Talal al-Dawody. The Red

Cross estimated that at least $36,000, several cars, wedding rings, and

other property had been looted because receipts were not issued to Iraqi

prisoners. One prisoner at Guant�anamo complained that his briefcase,

which contained an unspecified amount of cash, had been taken from

him and never returned.

Hague IV, 1907, Art. 18. Prisoners of war shall enjoy complete liberty in
the exercise of their religion, including attendance at the services of what-
ever church they may belong to, on the sole condition that they comply
with the measures of order and police issued by the military authorities.

War Crime #45. Religious Mistreatment. Perhaps the most serious

verbal abuse has been to force prisoners to deny their faith. At Kandahar,

prison guards dropped the Qur’an into toilet buckets, put obscene words

on its pages, and even tore pages out to clean toilet buckets. Initially,

prisoners at Abu Ghraib and Guant�anamo were not allowed to have

copies of the Qur’an, or possess prayer beads, caps, and oils. When

prisoners substituted sheets for caps at Guant�anamo, they were pun-

ished. When one Abu Ghraib inmate initially asked permission to pray,

he was chained to the bars of his cell window for nearly five hours with

his feet dangling off the floor.

Later, only cooperative inmates at Guant�anamo were allowed to have

beads, caps, and oils. Instead of prayer rugs, they were issued thin plas-

tic sheets to place on the dirt floor in their cells. After being stripped

naked for a few days, they were issued short pants so small that guards
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could see their genitals while they prayed on their knees. Calls to prayer

were not always broadcast five times a day, and not with the correct Ar-

abic words. Guards tried to disrupt prayers by making loud sounds,

playing loud music, or bringing dogs into the cells. One prisoner’s arm

was broken by guards to stop him from praying. Some interrogations

were deliberately held during prayer time.

After the Qur’an was supplied at Guanat�anamo, prisoners were at first

denied cloth to keep their Qur’ans clean and off the floor. Some guards

have defaced, kicked, smashed, stomped on, or torn pages from the sa-

cred book or have dropped the book on the floor. The Tipton Three

recall that one guard threw a Qur’an into a toilet bucket. One pasted a

picture of a prisoner whose knowledge of Islam was greatly respected

among prisoners in a Qur’an with the label “hypocrite” in Arabic. A

guard even allowed a dog to carry the Qur’an in its mouth. The most

frequent cause of prison riots appears to be the guards’ deliberate and

repeated disrespect to the Qur’an.

Bush’s frequent references to “Islamic extremists” or “Islamofascism”

suggest that Islam is the problem. His subliminal message, which cannot

fail to be heard down the chain of command, implies the demonization of

a religion. Yet Muslims overwhelmingly oppose terrorism, some American

allies in the Middle East could be said to run their governments in a fascist

manner, and the Hamburg cell responsible for 9/11 consisted of Muslims

alienated outside their homeland with little understanding of Islam.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 2. Prisoners of war are in the power of the
hostile Power, but not of the individuals or corps who have captured
them. They must at all times be humanely treated and protected, particu-
larly against acts of violence, insults and public curiosity. . . .Art. 3. Pris-
oners of war have the right to have their person and their honor
respected.

War Crime #46. Displaying Prisoners. In 2003, five American sol-

diers captured by Iraqi insurgents were displayed on Iraqi television.

Rumsfeld then complained, “It is against the Geneva Convention to

show photographs of prisoners of war in a manner that is humiliating

for them.” But the year before, when the first batch of Guant�anamo

prisoners were filmed kneeling in stress positions, he did not object.

Then in 2004 photographs of sexual abuse at Abu Ghraib amply

documented violations of the privacy of prisoners. Specialist Sabrina
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Harman, who took most of the snapshots, and her friend Charles

Grainor were among the few punished for “embarrassing the military.”

Grainor had been ordered by an intelligence officer in one case to make

a prisoner’s “life a living hell for the next three days,” leaving him to

figure out what the order meant. Harman, who had ambitions of being a

forensic police photographer, used her camera to record the appalling

treatment on film.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 76. Belligerents shall see that prisoners of
war dying in captivity are honorably buried and that the graves bear all
due information, are respected and properly maintained.

War Crime #47. Denial of Decent Burial of Prisoners. In Oath
Betrayed, Dr. Steven Miles presents considerable evidence of the failure

to bury prisoners properly. In a particularly noteworthy case, a “ghost”

prisoner had died during a CIA interrogation, whereupon his mutilated

body was dumped at Abu Ghraib, packed into a body bag with ice for

about twenty-four hours, and photographed. Later, his remains were

transferred to the Baghdad morgue. He remained unclaimed because his

family was not notified of his whereabouts, and his body was buried in

an unmarked grave.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 3. In the case of armed conflict not of an interna-
tional character occurring in the territory of one of the High Contracting
Parties, each Party to the conflict shall be bound to apply, as a minimum,
the following provisions: (1) Persons taking no active part in the hostilities,
including members of armed forces who have laid down their arms and
those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any
other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without any
adverse distinction founded on race, color, religion or faith, sex, birth or
wealth, or any other similar criteria. To this end, the following acts are
and shall remain prohibited at any time and in any place whatsoever with
respect to the above-mentioned persons: (a) violence to life and person, in
particular . . . cruel treatment and . . . (c) outrages upon personal dignity, in
particular humiliating and degrading treatment . . .

War Crime #48. Cruel Treatment. “Cruelty” implies abuse under-

taken for no purpose at all except to inflict suffering short of torture.

Some at Abu Ghraib were immobilized by chains connected to the
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doors and bunk beds of their cells. Others were without food or sleep

for up to forty-eight hours with their hands bound behind their backs,

blindfolded. One member of the military police at Abu Ghraib has been

quoted instructing a prison guard with a new prisoner, “I don’t give a

fuck what you do to him. Just don’t kill him.”

Exposure to the cold has been a common complaint. Salah Hassan,

an Al-Jazeera photojournalist, was forced to stand naked for eleven

hours in the cold autumn night. The next morning he was released for

lack of evidence against him onto the streets of Baghdad in a jumpsuit

covered with vomit.

More brutally, five Iraqi generals were beaten until blood covered

their bodies. Others were doused with cold water while naked or shoved

to the ground and stepped on. Some guards at Abu Ghraib removed

mattresses from cells, dropped water on the floor, and ordered prisoners

to sleep on their stomachs on the floor.

At Guant�anamo, many were greeted with the words, “We can do any-

thing we want.” When prisoners were allowed to ambulate, the standard

practice was to “frogmarch” them with chains on their legs in and out

of their cells.

Sleep deprivation involved locking up prisoners in cells or interroga-

tion rooms with continuous neon or strobe lights and loud music

twenty-four hours a day for as long as forty-five days. Orders to do so

came in the form of directives from Rumsfeld.

At Guant�anamo, the cruelest procedure is EFRing (for Emergency

Response Force), sometimes known as IRFing (for Immediate Response

Force). The procedure involves a team of eight who don riot gear, pep-

per spray a prisoner, open the cell door, force him to the ground with

fists or shields, then hold him down with their bodies and shields, tie up

his ankles and wrists, and drag him out of the cell and down the hall.

Rather than a distasteful assignment, on one occasion guards boasted of

the brutality to Sergeant Heather Cerveny, an assistant to a military

lawyer. Former prisoners Shafiq Rasul and Asif Iqbal describe the IRF

in April 2002 of Jummah al-Dousari, who had become psychologically

disturbed, in the following words:

They stamped on his neck, kicked him in the stomach even though he

had metal rods there as a result of an operation, and they picked up his

head and smashed his face into the floor. One female officer was ordered

to go into the cell and kick him and beat him, which she did, in his

stomach.
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In a practice run, platoon leader Specialist Sean Baker volunteered to

be IRF’d. As a result, he sustained brain damage, had seizures, and said,

“I don’t want this to happen to anyone else.” The Detainee Treatment

Act of 2005 may prevent him from suing for damages. Some meting

out the cruelty realized that most detainees had no information to dis-

close, but they were ordered to continue, knowing that the abuse served

no purpose whatsoever.

War Crime #49. Outrages upon Personal Dignity. The term

“outrage,” when linked to “personal dignity,” clearly refers to sexual

abuse and related bizarre practices. For Middle Eastern Muslim men, nu-

dity is an outrage, even when other men are present. Forcing prisoners to

wear women’s underwear or go naked have been common complaints in

American penitentiaries from which some of the prison guards have been

drawn, and those trained at Fort Lee were briefed on the utility of the

techniques before being assigned to Abu Ghraib and elsewhere.

Many prisoners were stripped on arrival and left naked for up to three

months in Abu Ghraib, Bagram, and Guant�anamo. Prisoners have fre-

quently been strip searched, including body cavities, even though there

was no possible way for contraband to be in their possession. In addi-

tion, some prison personnel fondled, grabbed, or kicked genitals. Such

words as “shithead” were inscribed on their blindfolds or foreheads. Na-

ked pyramids and sodomy first occurred at Kandahar and later migrated

to Abu Ghraib. Some men were photographed wearing women’s under-

garments on their heads, a practice subsequently held to be acceptable

“standard operating procedure.” David Hicks and others have com-

plained of anal penetration by various objects, including enemas, a

nightstick, and a phosphoric light, while blindfolded and shackled. Some

prisoners have said that they would rather have electrodes placed on

their private parts than have fingers placed up their anus to inspect them.

One Abu Ghraib prisoner reported being forced to bend over, spreading

his buttocks. Another was forced to masturbate or be whipped.

While interpreter Erik Saar was present, Mamdouh Habib was told

that the fake blood being smeared on his body by a female interrogator

was menstrual. One woman even stripped, pretended to masturbate, and

forced an inmate to rub her breasts and genitalia. Rather than securing

cooperation, prisoners have responded by reciting the Qur’an.

After the most sensational photographs of mistreatment emerged in

2004, President Bush apologized. Rumsfeld, who appeared graciously

to accept responsibility, had been actually briefed nightly on the pro-

gress of the interrogations.
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Nevertheless, on September 16, 2006, Bush expressed himself on the

subject, as follows: “The Geneva Convention…says that there will be

no outrages upon human dignity. It’s very vague. What does that mean,

‘outrages upon human dignity’? That’s a statement that is wide open to

interpretation.” He recommended that Congress define the term more

precisely.

But Congress had already done so in passing the Detainee Treatment

Act in 2005, which Bush repudiated in his signing statement. Indeed, a

careful reading of The Terror Presidency by Jack Goldsmith, the former

head of the Department of Justice’s Office of Legal Council, reveals

very little dismay or shock over the indignities but instead a sense of

chagrin, as Bush stated, over the inconvenience that “the Geneva Con-

vention…standards are so vague that our professionals won’t be able to

carry forward the program, because they don’t want to be tried as war

criminals.” But they can.

In 2008, Senator Don Wyden sought further clarification. He was

informed by Deputy Assistant Attorney General Brian Benczkowski

that some outrages would be permitted if the information to be

extracted was thought to be considerable. Thus, there are no apparent

limits to what self-proclaimed mindreaders might do.

INTERROGATION METHODS

One reason for the adoption of the Third Geneva Convention was a

revulsion against German-run interrogation camps during World War II.

President Bush’s order to set up interrogation camps in Afghanistan,

Iraq, Guant�anamo, and other secret locations is a clear violation.

Detailed commentaries on interrogation methods have been written by

Guant�anamo inmates and their attorneys, but none match the details in

former interrogator Tony Lagouramis’ Fear Up Harsh. Videotapes, not
yet fully accessible to the public, were made of some interrogation ses-

sions. Initially, interrogators followed Geneva Convention restrictions in

Afghanistan, but the brutal treatment within the prison cells was soon

mirrored in the interrogation rooms for thousands of prisoners.

One military intelligence official boasted to journalists Dana Priest

and Barton Gellman, “If you don’t violate someone’s human rights

some of the time, you probably aren’t doing your job.” Prisoners with

no useful information to provide had to undergo as many as two hun-

dred interrogation sessions. One reason for excessive questioning is that

several agencies were competing—the CIA, FBI, military intelligence,
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and a private contractor company. When a prisoner was suspected of

having valuable information but did not divulge anything to an FBI

interrogator, a rival agency sometimes took over, using different meth-

ods. For example, Salim Hamdan had been talking freely with an FBI

interrogator for several days when he was suddenly transferred to soli-

tary and went mute.

Erik Saar, military interpreter at Guant�anamo, has noted that in one

session a prisoner was asked the location of a Taliban “safe house” in

Afghanistan, yet at the time the Taliban had been chased out of the

country and the “safe house” would not have existed. The session

seemed pointless to him. But that was only one of thousands of inter-

rogations conducted by the United States after 9/11.

The entire range of unusual interrogation techniques at Guant�anamo

has been traced to the highest levels in Washington in The Torture
Team by British attorney Philippe Sands. When prisoners at

Guant�anamo initially failed to provide useful intelligence, David

Addington, Alberto Gonzales, and William Haynes went there, wit-

nessed some interrogations, and returned to Washington to seek a legal

justification for harsher techniques. As senior attorneys respectively for

the Vice President, President, and Secretary of Defense, they prevailed

on the Justice Department to issue what has become known as the

“Torture Memo” and related legal statements. The Guant�anamo inter-

rogators, in short, were following orders from the White House based

on Bush’s executive order of February 7, 2002. Through executive

orders, signing statements, and vetoes of Congressional legislation,

Bush authorized torture and other harsh forms of interrogation through-

out his presidency.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 2. Prisoners of war are in the power of the
hostile Power, but not of the individuals or corps who have captured
them. . . .Measures of reprisal against them are prohibited.

War Crime #50. Reprisals Against Prisoners. Even before interrog-

ation, guards beat prisoners, most of whom were innocent, as a retalia-

tion for the 9/11 attacks. During and following unproductive

interrogations, various forms of reprisals were administered against

prisoners, notably spitting, starving a prisoner for more than a week,

severe beatings, or being shackled in extremely cold rooms. Deprivation

of toilet facilities while handcuffed during interrogation, for example,
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resulted in soiling clothes that were not allowed to be changed for days.

Reports indicate that more than half the prisoners have been beaten,

even those who were cooperative.

According to Lieutenant General Sanchez, the naked pyramid, use of

dogs, and other improper methods were reprisals against those who had

engaged in a prison riot. The reason for the riot was that they had been

confined for some time and had never been interrogated.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 5. Every prisoner of war is bound to give, if
he is questioned on the subject, his true name and rank, or else his regi-
mental number. . . .No coercion may be used on prisoners to secure infor-
mation to the condition of their army or country. Prisoners who refuse to
answer may not be threatened, insulted, or exposed to unpleasant or dis-
advantageous treatment of any kind whatever.

War Crime #51. Interrogation Beyond Name, Rank, and Serial

Number. Extended and repeated interrogations are contrary to basic

principles governing prisoner of war camps. When guidelines were for-

mally approved, Category 1 procedures from Rumsfeld’s playbook were

tried first. When information was not forthcoming, Category 2 proce-

dures were followed, with Category 3 in reserve. Whereas FBI agent

Ali Soufan followed standard practice in informing prisoners that they

had a right of non-self-incrimination and could remain silent at any

American-controlled prison in the world, he was ordered not to do so at

Guant�anamo. Bush was fully aware that the interrogation methods went

beyond normal questioning.

War Crime #52. Coercive Techniques. Law Professor Joseph Mar-

gulies interprets “coercive” to mean the exploiting of physical and

psychological vulnerabilities, such as the “sleeping bag technique” in

which claustrophobic fears are produced by stuffing a prisoner head-

first into a sleeping bag. The “gloves are coming off” were the words

disseminated from Rumsfeld’s office to those interrogating prisoners

in December 2001.

With Bush’s approval, the techniques used in Afghanistan,

Guant�anamo, Iraq, and various secret prisons went far beyond those in

the Army field manual, exploiting the fear of dogs showing their teeth

and any phobias that could be determined. Wisam Ahmed recalls hear-

ing the noise of an electric saw outside his cell in Afghanistan as a

warning of what might happen to him. When Army interrogation
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techniques were revised in 2007, presumably to be in conformity with

the Geneva Conventions, the CIA was still allowed to use more coer-

cive measures than the military.

Guant�anamo inmates report that before interrogation they were

injected with an unknown substance that made them groggy, presum-

ably a “truth serum.” When they awakened, they began to talk, even

agreeing to sign confessions that they did not fully understand. Although

“confessions” emerged, without corroborating evidence they have no

probative value.

War Crime #53. Threats and Unpleasant Treatment. Military

intelligence, under orders from Rumsfeld, gave the codename Copper

Green to a special unit preauthorized to engage in extraordinary techni-

ques. The unit consisted of CIA and high-ranking officials from Delta

Force and Navy Seals, but some CIA personnel soon withdrew from the

unit when their lawyers realized that the harsh treatment went far

beyond what they were allowed by their own manual. Bush gave the

green light, according to journalist Seymour Hersh.

A frequent threat was to kill an uncooperative prisoner or to hold a mock

execution. One of the most heinous was the threat to harm the seven-year-

old son and nine-year-old daughter of Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, the

admitted mastermind of the 9/11 plot. Nevertheless, he was not impressed,

saying that they would join Allah in a better place. Moazzam Begg was

falsely told that female screams were those of his wife.

At Guant�anamo, threats to deprive prisoners of clothes, “comfort

items,” exercise, food, medicines, and showers have been common.

Indeed, to gain cooperation from prisoners in Iraq, they were warned

that they might be sent to Guant�anamo.

Shafiq Rasul was told that failure to provide information would result

in solitary confinement of up to one year. Others were threatened with

dogs. Some interrogators threatened to rape a prisoner, male or female,

or to rape members of their families in their homelands.

Regarding unpleasant treatment, in Afghanistan, Mohammed Ahmed

Said Haidel was hit with his arms tied behind his back to the point that

his head began to bleed. Ahmed Darabi was hung by his arms and

repeatedly beaten, though he survived—unlike taxicab driver Dilawar,

who died from the same treatment. Some prisoners at Abu Ghraib were

shackled or forced to keep their arms suspended for hours. In perhaps

the most famous of the photographs, Abdou Hussain Saad Faleh was

told that he would be electrocuted if he moved while standing with

arms outstretched.
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The Schmidt Report identified many examples of unpleasant treat-

ment at Guant�anamo, where prisoners were shackled naked to the bot-

tom of the interrogation room and defecated or urinated on themselves

in sessions as long as twenty-four hours while the air conditioner was

turned down to an uncomfortable temperature. Some were forced to

kneel. Others had to squat—for hours at a time while chains cut into

their flesh. Prisoners grew so weary of repeated questions in session

after session that they became mute, silently praying.

War Crime #54. Systematic Insults. One technique has been to

question a prisoner’s masculinity after stripping him of all his clothes.

One photograph suggests that a female prison official, Specialist Sab-

rina Harman, is making fun of a prisoner’s penis. According to the

Schmidt Report, a prisoner was accused of being gay and told that other

inmates knew of his supposed sexual orientation. One internee was told

that his mother and sisters had become whores. Namecalling has been

common.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 3. . . .The following . . .shall remain prohibited at any
time and in any place whatsoever . . . : (a) violence to life and person, in
particular . . . torture; (b) taking of hostages . . .

War Crime #55. Torture. The concept of “torture” is defined in

Article 1 of the Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman

or Degrading Treatment or Punishment as “any act by which severe

pain or suffering, whether physical or mental, is intentionally inflicted

on a person [except for] pain and suffering arising only from, inherent

in or incidental to lawful sanctions.” The International Covenant on

Civil and Political Rights also bans the use of torture, even in wartime

(Article 7). Rather than following approved guidelines laid down for

decades, many policymakers and field operatives were fascinating by

the creativity employed in the television series 24.
The so-called Torture Memo of August 1, 2002 (Appendix 1.1),

defined physical “torture” as action intentionally resulting in “organ

failure, impairment of bodily function, or even death” and mental tor-

ture as intentional only if continued for “months.” What happened is

that a program designed defensively to train combat soldiers to with-

stand torture was turned into an offensive program against suspected

terrorists. The memo, written hastily after both forms of torture had al-

ready occurred, was designed to provide a legal basis for continuation
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of the same methods, but was withdrawn on December 30, 2004, with

no apparent modification in prisoner treatment.

The most common form of torture used by American interrogators

has consisted of beatings for several minutes, resulting in bleeding, bro-

ken bones, unconsciousness, or even death. In 2002, detainee Dilawar

was struck more than 100 times in a twenty-four-hour period during his

confinement in Afghanistan and eventually died. Another prisoner was

hung from his handcuffs by a soldier who was referred to as the “King

of Torture.” Also at Bagram, Omar al-Faruq’s hands and feet were

bound for three months; while deprived of sleep, he was subjected to

temperature extremes of 10 and 100 degrees. Qadir Khandan reports

being forced to stand twenty-four hours for twenty days by American

soldiers at a prison in Khost, Afghanistan.

A former FBI officer has reported that he derived considerable useful

intelligence from Ibn Sheik al-Libi by using normal interrogation techni-

ques. In January 2002, however, the CIA took control of him, torture was

employed, and genuine cooperation ceased. Instead, he made up the story

that interrogators wanted him to say—that Saddam Hussein was cozy

with Osama Bin Laden. Later, in January 2004, al-Libi recanted. FBI

Director J. Michael McConnell has certified that normal intelligence tech-

niques are more effective than “enhanced” techniques, noting for exam-

ple that valuable information was extracted from Saddam Hussein after

he was captured. CIA Director George Tenet and FBI agent Dan Coleman

agree that torture produced little if anything of value.

When Colonel Stuart Herrington (Retired) arrived at Abu Ghraib in

December 2003, he found to his astonishment that it was “routine and

acceptable to beat prisoners.” That year, scorpions were reportedly

placed on nude bodies of prisoners at Camp Bucca, Iraq. An FBI

report in 2004 described torture during interrogations at Guant�anamo

as chaining detainees to the floor in fetal positions, first in a room so

cold that the prisoners were shaking and then left in the unventilated

room without air conditioning wherein the temperature exceeded

100 degrees.

According to the UN High Commissioner for Human Rights, lengthy

interrogation that deprives a prisoner of sleep and is aimed at break-

ing the will of a prisoner “may in some cases constitute torture.” The

European Court of Human Rights came to a similar conclusion in

Ireland v United Kingdom (1978). The State Department denounced

sleep deprivation as an interrogation technique in its 2001 annual human

rights report. Nevertheless, sleep deprivation has been used extensively,
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notably on Mohammed Jawad, who claims that he was shifted from one

cell to another 112 times during two weeks in May 2004.

During the Tokyo War Crimes Trials, eight Japanese officers were

convicted and executed for waterboarding. Rumors that the same proce-

dure was used by the CIA after 9/11 prompted considerable contro-

versy. Abu Zubaydah, the first high-level member of al-Qaeda to be

captured, posed an early challenge. Field operatives were so nervous

about how to interrogate him that they contacted CIA headquarters for

authorization of specific techniques. CIA Director George Tenet then

relayed their requests to the National Security Council, chaired by Con-

doleezza Rice, in the White House basement. In addition to Rice and

Tenet, those micromanaging harsh treatment and torture then included

Attorney General John Ashcroft, Vice President Dick Cheney, and Sec-

retary of State Colin Powell. Bush was apprised of their meetings and

admitted on April 11, 2008, that he approved. His Cabinet, according to

former Admiral Alberto Mora, consented to the cruelty. John Kiriakou,

a CIA officer present at Zubaydah’s interrogation, has provided details

about his waterboarding, which involved placing a plastic sheet over

the subject’s face, risking the possibility of asphyxiation. Zubaydah

identified that Khalid Sheikh Mohammed was the mastermind behind

9/11, but evidently during normal rather than “enhanced” interrogation

methods, according to New York Times journalist Scott Shane. In the

Hamdan case, a physician attested that his “confession” came after

more than fifty days of sleep deprivation, when he was promised that

he would not be prosecuted for what he said.

CIA Director Michael Hayden admitted on February 5, 2008, that the

CIA waterboarded three persons—Abd al-Rahim al-Nashiri, Khalid

Sheik Mohammed, and Abu Zubaydah. The torture stopped when they

articulated confessions about nonexistent and past plots and named

names, some of whom were later cleared. Khalid Sheik Mohammed

suffered a variety of “enhanced techniques” on 100 or so occasions dur-

ing a two-week period at a secret prison in Poland, though he admitted

his key role in 9/11 on Al-Jazeera television. The CIA was satisfied that

waterboarding worked in thirty-five seconds, though the information

was only obtained when Deuce Martinez, a “good cop” interrogator,

was in charge. Although there are two sides to the debate on the effec-

tiveness of torture techniques, there is no dispute that rapport-building

interrogation has yielded more information.

Over a period of seventeen weeks, Mohammed al-Qahtani suffered a

variety of enhanced interrogation techniques in Guant�anamo. Cumulatively,
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they may be considered torture, according to an analysis of his interrog-

ation log by Dr. Abigail Seltzer, a British National Health Service phy-

sician who deals with trauma patients. Susan Crawford, supervisor of

the trials, evidently agreed on May 14, 2008, by dismissing charges

against him, though her reasons were not made public.

Philippe Sands notes that the British use of torture during 1971–1972

on suspected members of the Irish Republic Army so infuriated Catholics

in Northern Ireland that the conflict was extended fifteen to twenty years.

Nazi Germany considered torture illegal against anyone but an “enemy of

the state.” A permanent exhibit of the torture inflicted by the United States

after 9/11 will doubtless be called the George W. Bush Museum of Tor-

ture, given his persistent refusal to rule out cruel methods of interrogation.

War Crime #56. Taking Hostages. According to testimony before

Congress by Army Specialist Samuel Provance, kidnapping was system-

atically used to coerce the confession or surrender of suspects who

might have important information about the insurgency in Iraq. For

example, a woman in Tarmiya, Iraq, was captured during a planned

assault on a house on May 9, 2004, as a ploy to get her husband to sur-

render. The incident was reported as a war crime to a superior officer in

a memorandum dated June 10 by a Defense Intelligence Agency officer

who objected in advance to the plan.

Secretary Rumsfeld, according to his December 2002 memorandum,

refused to rule out such tactics. Colonel David Hogg publicly defended

the practice seven months later.

Torture Convention, 1985, Art. 2(1). Each State Party shall take effec-
tive legislative, administrative, judicial or other measures to prevent acts
of torture in any territory under its jurisdiction.

War Crime #57. Failure to Prevent Torture. The record is replete

with efforts to justify torture, beginning with the so-called Torture

Memo of August 1, 2002. In 2002, key members of Congress were

briefed on the harsh CIA techniques, but objections raised by Senator

Jay Rockefeller and Representative Jane Harman were ignored. Khalid

Sheikh Mohammed’s “good cop” interrogator failed to report his fellow

“bad cop” torturer associates for investigation.

Murat Kurnaz alleges that in 2005, while hung from a rack by ropes

and cuffs with his arms above his head, Guant�anamo physicians pulled

him down every five to six hours. After checking his eyes and heart,
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they returned him to his position, thereby allowing his treatment to con-

tinue. Kurnaz’s case is not unique.

Torture Convention, Art. 4. Each State Party shall ensure that all acts
of torture are offences under its criminal law. The same shall apply to an
attempt to commit torture and to an act by any person which constitutes
complicity or participation in torture.

War Crime #58. Complicity or Participation in Torture. FBI offi-

cials and medical personnel have been aware of CIA and military inter-

rogators who have engaged in torture. They were complicit even if

nonparticipants.

The extraordinary rendition program, as specifically authorized by

Bush, was designed to outsource torture to other countries. As former

Attorney General Alberto Gonzales conceded, “We can’t fully control

what that country might do.” Sending a prisoner to a country that prac-

tices torture is complicity though not participation in torture, as contrac-

tors are liable for what subcontractors do. Bush’s February 7, 2002,

executive order, which authorizes torture, has never been revoked.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 13. Prisoners of war must at all times . . . be pro-
tected, particularly against acts of violence or intimidation . . .

War Crime #59. Failure to Protect Prisoners from Intimidation. Phys-

ical threats have been made during interrogation in order to force confes-

sions. But there has been no effort to protect prisoners from coercive threats,

and no personnel were authorized to stop ongoing abuse because the rule-

book was thrown out when Bush said that the Geneva Conventions did not

apply. Those with qualms of conscience have been told to shut up. Accord-

ingly, Peter Jemley went AWOL in 2008 and applied for asylum in Canada.

In 2005, after the United States boasted that Libya had given up plans

to develop weapons of mass destruction, a delegation from Tripoli

arrived at Guant�anamo to meet all prisoners of Libyan ancestry. One of

the meetings was with British citizen Omar Deghayes, who had been

cleared of involvement in terrorism. Nevertheless, the Libyans threat-

ened to kill him if he chose to return to his country of origin. One infer-

ence is that American authorities brought the delegation to Guant�anamo

in order to intimidate prisoners of Libyan nationality.
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Geneva III, 1949, Art. 42. The use of weapons against prisoners of war,
especially against those who are escaping or attempting to escape, shall
constitute an extreme measure, which shall always be preceded by warn-
ings appropriate to the circumstances. . . .

War Crime #60. Use of Weapons Against Prisoners. In Afghani-

stan, Moazzam Begg, David Hicks, and the Tipton Three had pistols

pointed at their heads or even discharged next to their heads while

being questioned on their knees in chains. Others have had rifle butts

slammed into their bodies. One prisoner was forced to hold a smoke

grenade after the pin had been removed. At Abu Ghraib, weapons were

discharged excessively to control riots.

UNACCEPTABLE LIVING CONDITIONS

Among the sources of information about living conditions are the Inter-

national Committee of the Red Cross and remarks made by prisoners

during and after their confinement. According to military translator Erik

Saar, Guant�anamo was presented as a Potemkin village to most out-

siders. But because of so many complaints, conditions improved over

time for some, albeit not all, prisoners. Responsibility apparently rests

with the generals assigned to maintain the prisons.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 7. The Government into whose hands prisoners of
war have fallen is bound to maintain them. Failing a special agreement
between the belligerents, prisoners of war shall be treated as regards
food, quarters, and clothing, on the same footing as the troops of the
Government which has captured them.

War Crime #61. Inadequate Food. Food at the “dark prison” in Af-

ghanistan, where prisoners have no access to light, has been regarded as

rotten. According to Dr. Miles, the meal system at Abu Ghraib was cha-

otic and inadequate, hardly on a par with soldiers in the Green Zone.

One prisoner reported consuming only a scrap of bread and a glass of

milk three times daily.

Lieutenant General Sanchez allegedly authorized diet alteration at

Abu Ghraib to increase the likelihood of obtaining useful information

during interrogation. Contractors supplying food often provided inferior,
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even filthy, rations. One guard threw food rations into a toilet one day

and said, “Go take it and eat it!”

At Guant�anamo, food was withheld from prisoners on days when they

were interrogated. Poor food quality has served as one reason for hun-

ger strikes. Attorney Clive Stafford Smith once decided to consume

some of the prisoner’s lunches, and downed “slimy boiled tinned okra,

dry undercooked rice and some rancid fish.” For an encore he had

“mashed tinned potatoes, tinned peas and kidney beans, washed down

with iced tea.” His comment, shared by prisoners, is that the meals were

“revolting.”

War Crime #62. Inadequate Clothing. Some prisoners have worn

the same clothes for more than two months. At Guant�anamo, they are

furnished orange jumpsuits despite the fact that the color traditionally is

associated with those on death row in Arabic-speaking countries. Pris-

oners have been forced to go naked for days or months.

War Crime #63. Inadequate Shelter. Tents have been pitched for

prisoners at Abu Ghraib and Bagram. Many cells at American-run pris-

ons in Afghanistan lack windows and adequate ventilation. When

Guant�anamo opened, open-air cages for prisoners originally had dirt

floors or concrete with little protection from the 110� sun and intense

humidity. Later, some cooperative prisoners were allowed air condition-

ing in their cells. While American soldiers live in relative luxury, many

prisoners have been housed in pigsties.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 10. Prisoners of war shall be lodged in
buildings or in barracks. . . .With regard to dormitories the total surface,
minimum cubic amount of air, arrangement and material of bedding—the
conditions shall be the same as for the troops at base camps of the
detaining Power.

War Crime #64. Cramped Housing. One of the reasons that so

many prisoners were sent from Afghanistan to Guant�anamo was over-

crowding at the prisons. But even in mid-2008, some 630 prisoners

were confined at Bagram, a number so far over capacity that a new fa-

cility was under construction. Some at Bagram live in wire-mesh pens

surrounded by razor-wire coils with very little space for bathrooms.

Abu Ghraib was originally designed to hold far fewer prisoners than

the 7,500 that were incarcerated in 2003. The main reason was that Iraqis

were rounded up on flimsy pretexts, such as those who had cell phones.
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Lieutenant General Raymond Odierno, in particular, authorized mass

arrests based on minimal or no evidence. Although prison commander

Brigadier General Janis Karpinski recommended the release of prisoners

determined to have no intelligence value, chief intelligence officer Major

General Barbara Fast insisted on keeping a surplus of prisoners.

At Guant�anamo, the stench of body odor initially wafted through the

cramped cages. As prisoners were released, conditions improved for

some of those remaining.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 21. The Detaining Power may subject prisoners of
war to internment. . . .Subject to the provisions of the present Convention
relative to penal and disciplinary sanctions, prisoners of war may not be
held in close confinement except where necessary to safeguard their
health and then only during the continuation of the circumstances which
make such confinement necessary.

War Crime #65. Close Confinement. “Close confinement” refers to

the use of individual cells to accommodate single prisoners. According

to the Geneva Conventions, cells can only be assigned when prisoners

have committed a violation of prison rules. Thus, the initial use of indi-

vidual cells is a prima facie violation of the Geneva Conventions,

regardless of their size, as those who have watched the television series

Hogan’s Heroes will recall.
Prisoners at Guant�anamo were first placed in 40 by 60 cages and later

60 by 100. They measured 60 by 120 at Mosul and 60 by 90 at Bagram. In

quarters about the size of a king-sized bed, cots or sleeping pads were

considerably smaller. Some cells in American-run prisons in Iraq have

been so small that prisoners for months could neither lie down nor stand

up. As of 2008, most prisoners at Bagram were still crammed eight to a

cell, but some cages housed sixteen prisoners forbidden to look at and

talk to one another.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 22. Prisoners of war may be interned only in prem-
ises located on land . . . and shall not be interned in penitentiaries.

War Crime #66. Internment on Ships at Sea. At least eight prison-

ers, including Martin Mubanda, have been held on the U.S.S. Peleliu, a
warship. The amphibious assault ship U.S.S. Bataan housed Ibn Sheik
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al-Libi on January 8, 2002. The nongovernmental organization Reprieve

is investigating a dozen other American vessels that may have been

used as prisons.

After being held on board, prisoners have been flown to Guant�anamo

or to secret prisons. However, some may still be on board. Such intern-

ment and transfers would have to have been authorized at the highest

levels.

War Crime #67. Internment in Penitentiaries. Abu Ghraib, used as

a prison by Saddam Hussein, was utilized by the United States Army

for internment and interrogation. The various “black sites” for extraor-

dinary renditions in Poland and Romania were later revealed to have

been former Soviet prisons. Guant�anamo, in effect, serves as a peniten-

tiary for those presumed guilty of offenses without trials.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 25. Prisoners of war shall be quartered under con-
ditions as favorable as those for the forces of the Detaining Power who
are billeted in the same area. . . .The premises provided for the use of pris-
oners of war individually or collectively, shall be entirely protected from
dampness and adequately heated and lighted, in particular between dusk
and lights out. All precautions must be taken against the danger of fire.

War Crime #68. Inadequate Heating. Lacking heat during cold

weather in Afghanistan and Iraq, some prisoners have died. At

Guant�anamo, most prisoners have been allowed no relief from the high

humidity and intense tropical heat. Guant�anamo prisoners complain of

being left for five hours or more in a severely chilled interrogation room

but never questioned.

War Crime #69. Inadequate Lighting. Those at the “dark prison” in

Afghanistan have been subjected to twenty-four-hour darkness.

Guant�anamo prisoners complain of constant lighting for up to twenty-

four hours daily.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 26. . . .Account shall . . . be taken of the habitual diet
of the prisoners. . . .Prisoners of war shall, as far as possible, be associ-
ated with the preparation of their meals; they may be employed for that
purpose in the kitchens. Furthermore, they shall be given the means of
preparing, themselves, the additional food in their possession. Adequate
premises shall be provided for messing. . . .
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War Crime #70. Habitual Diet Ignored. Muslims have on occasion

been served or forced to eat pork and drink liquor. Since one complaint

was that the food was tasteless, Guant�anamo later responded by sup-

plying a minipacket of hot sauce with food, but that was a short-lived

palliative.

War Crime #71. Prisoners Disallowed from Food Preparation.

Although food preparation has been a bonanza for various private

contractors, prisoners have not been allowed a role in preparing

meals. Thanks to suggestions from attorney Clive Stafford Smith,

Muslims from China at Guant�anamo have planted seeds from the

food that they consume. Of seven planter boxes allowed, one plant

has thus far survived irrigation with the yellowish water that prison-

ers must drink.

War Crime #72. Solitary Confinement. Some have been held for

years in solitary confinement in Afghanistan and Guant�anamo. Salim

Ahmed Hamdan was allowed to exchange messages with fellow prison-

ers for the first time on May 1, 2008, when the judge at his trial in

Guant�anamo accepted a motion from his defense attorney so that he

could obtain corroboration for his contention that he was not guilty of

charges filed against him. According to a Human Rights Watch report

in 2008, 185 prisoners at Guant�anamo are alone in small cells for

twenty-two hours daily; the other two hours consist of solitary exercise

in small cells. The Uighurs of China’s East Turkestan, whom American

authorities considered eligible for release in 2004, were not allowed to

congregate together until 2008.

War Crime #73. Prisoners Not Allowed to Eat Together. Most

Guant�anamo prisoners have eaten alone rather than together. Although

one camp at the facility was originally designed for common messing,

the construction was later modified. Nevertheless, prisoners considered

“cooperative” have been allowed to eat together.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 28. Canteens shall be installed in all camps, where
prisoners of war may procure foodstuffs, soap and tobacco and ordinary
articles in daily use.

War Crime #74. Lack of Prison Canteens. No such facilities have

existed. Soap is not sold by Bush’s specific order, as explained in the

White House fact sheet of February 7, 2002.
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Geneva III, 1949, Art. 59. Cash which was taken from prisoners of war,
in accordance with Article 18, at the time of their capture, and which is in
the currency of the Detaining Power, shall be placed to their separate
accounts. Art. 60. The Detaining Power shall grant all prisoners of war a
monthly advance of pay. Art. 63. Prisoners of war shall be permitted to
receive remittances of money addressed to them individually or collectively.
. . .Art. 64. The Detaining Power shall hold an account for each prisoner of
war. . . .

War Crime #75. Prisoners Not Allowed to Receive Funds to Pur-

chase Personal Items. Despite generous payments to bounty hunters to

collect prisoners, American-run prisons have followed none of the Ge-

neva Convention guidelines regarding prisoner accounts. Instead, pris-

oners have paid in blood.

HEALTH ASPECTS

The Red Cross Convention of 1864 was devoted to ameliorating the

health conditions of wounded soldiers on the battlefield. Later, the same

concern was extended to prison conditions. Translator Erik Saar

observed that physicians have often displayed little interest in the health

of prisoners. Saifullah Paracha, asking a physician at Guant�anamo

whether he saw him more as a patient or as an enemy, was informed

“enemy.” Funding to maintain the health of prisoners must be requested

by the president, so shortages can be traced to Bush. The shocking in-

formation for the following war crimes comes from Dr. Steven Miles,

Physicians for Human Rights, and the Red Cross.

Red Cross Convention, 1864, Art. 6. Wounded or sick soldiers shall be
entertained and taken care of, to whatever nation they may belong.

War Crime #76. Mistreatment of Wounded Prisoners. Photo-

graphs from Abu Ghraib include one in which a soldier is lying on the

back of an inmate while blood is flowing from the latter’s leg after a

dogbite. In 2003, Ameen Sa’eed al-Sheik’s wounded leg was beaten with

a baton, yet the prison physician refused to show concern. Dr. Miles pro-

vides many other horrific examples of medical neglect of prisoners in

American prisons from Afghanistan to Iraq to Guant�anamo.
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Hague II, 1899, Art. 23. Besides the prohibitions provided by special
Conventions, it is especially prohibited: . . . [t]o kill or wound treacherously
individuals belonging to the hostile nation or army . . .

War Crime #77. Killing and Wounding Prisoners Treacherously.

To be “treacherous,” a prisoner must be tricked into doing something or

lied to. The extent of duplicity is difficult to document, since so many

deaths and injuries have been inaccurately reported.

At Guant�anamo, former Chaplain Yee reports that a guard once left a

prison cell unlocked and dared the man to come out “if you’re a man.”

When he did, he was beaten up so severely that his head was split open and

he was hospitalized with blood still soaking up pieces of flesh in his cell.

The Red Cross Report of 2004 provides more details of similar problems.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 10. Prisoners of war shall be lodged in
buildings or in barracks affording all possible guarantees of hygiene. . . .The
quarters must be fully protected from dampness . . .

War Crime #78. Unhygienic Housing. Outdoor tents have handled the

overflow of prisoners at Abu Ghraib and Bagram. While at Kandahar,

journalist Sami al-Hajj was not allowed to wash for about 100 days while

his body was covered with lice, which can be a seedbed for typhus. Even

today, prisoners at Bagram Air Force Base are exposed to asbestos and

heavy metals from machinery for repairing aircraft. Prisoners in Afghani-

stan describe the water provided to them as “dirty.” Instead of toilets, cells

at Bagram and Guant�anamo originally had buckets, seldom emptied.

Conditions at Abu Ghraib were described as “filthy.” Some bleeding

prisoners were forced to lie on the ground, naked. One of the scandal-

ous photographs shows a prison guard appearing to urinate in a cell.

At Guant�anamo, rats have roamed free in the cells. Prisoners have

also observed guards spitting into their food.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 11. . . .Sufficiency of potable water shall be
furnished. . . .

War Crime #79. Water Deprivation. Denying water has been one

technique used to extract information from prisoners. Cells in Afghanistan
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and at Abu Ghraib have lacked running water. Some Guant�anamo prison-

ers, who abhor the sulphuric yellow-colored water made available to

them, have even been denied that fluid from time to time.

One prisoner, desperately requesting water during an interrogation at

Guant�anamo, was presented with a water bottle after the bottom was

punctured. As his fingers, numb from being suspended overhead,

fumbled to open the top, all the water gushed out onto the floor.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 13. Belligerents shall be bound to take all
sanitary measures necessary to assure the cleanliness and healthfulness
of camps and to prevent epidemics. Prisoners of war shall have at their
disposal, day and night, installations conforming to sanitary rules and con-
stantly maintained in a state of cleanliness. Furthermore, and without
prejudice to baths and showers of which the camp shall be as well pro-
vided as possible, prisoners shall be furnished a sufficient quantity of
water for the care of their own bodily cleanliness. . . .

War Crime #80. Unhealthful Incarceration. Disease has spread

easily, and mental health care has been largely unavailable. Showers in

the sticky climate of Guant�anamo and summertime heat in Baghdad

have been permitted only twice weekly, if then. Karama Kahmisan

reports being allowed only one use of the shower and toilet while kept

in isolation naked for twenty-five days.

Shaker Aamer has made perhaps the most eloquent statement about

the health of Guant�anamo prisoners. He dictated the following to his at-

torney, Clive Stafford Smith, in 2005:

I have got kidney problems from the filthy yellow water. I have lung

problems from the chemicals they spread all over the floor. I am already

arthritic at forty because I sleep on a steel bed and they use freezing air

condition as part of the interrogation process. I have eyes that are ruined

from the permanent, twenty-four-hours-a-day fluorescent lights. I have

tinnitus in my ears from the perpetual noise. I have skin diseases from

chemicals and never being allowed out to see the sun. I have ulcers and

almost permanent constipation from the food.

Guant�anamo prisoners are only allowed a toothbrush as a privilege at

six-week intervals, though the length of the instrument appears insuffi-

cient to keep gums healthy. Toilet paper is yet another “privilege.”

Red Cross visitors to Guant�anamo have commented that prisoners

have been extremely frightened about their situation. They correctly
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predicted that mental health problems would emerge from the environ-

ment of trepidation that began when Major General Miller was in

charge. Translator Erik Saar, who observed one suicide attempt per

week during 2004, reports that many prisoners began hallucinating. As

of mid-2007, four detainees at Guant�anamo had committed suicide.

There was a mass suicide protest on June 10, 2006.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 3. . . . the following acts are and shall remain pro-
hibited . . . (a) violence to life and person, in particular murder of all kinds,
mutilation, . . .

War Crime #81. Murder. At least 160 prisoners died in custody

from 2002 to 2007, of which at least 45 are confirmed homicides. Murat

Kurnaz reports that at least eight were tortured to death.

The first two confirmed homicides by American prison officials were

in Afghanistan, where two Afghans were beaten to death. Dilawar,

whose cries of agony prompted soldiers to silence him through repeated

beatings, died from the flogging. Mohammed Jawad, who was sent from

Afghanistan to Guant�anamo in 2002, claims that he saw Americans

murdering inmates, something that even the Taliban never did.

Journalist Hersh reported that an Iraqi prisoner with mortal wounds

was left to die without medical treatment. Lieutenant General Sanchez

admitted to him that the neglect was an act of “execution.”

In June 2003, a Marine reservist was accused of beating a prisoner to

death at a detention facility outside Nasiriyah. In 2007, Jermaine Nelson

and former Marine Jos�e Luis Nazario, Jr., were charged with killing

two bound prisoners in Falluja in November 2004 under orders from

their commanding officer. While on the phone, the commanding officer

asked Nazario if his prisoners were dead. When Nazario allegedly

answered in the negative, the order was “Make it happen.” After he left

the army, Nazario was acquitted in federal court when the judge refused

to compel Nelson to testify, though charges against him had already

been dropped.

Four prisoners were shot dead during a prison riot at Abu Ghraib

involving stone throwing on February 5, 2005. Shortly thereafter, Iraqi

government officials protested the action.

War Crime #82. Mutilation. Some prisoners, according to Abu Ghraib

photographs and prison hospital records, have suffered facial lacerations

at the hands of American prison officials. The Schmidt Report documents
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a case of lower lip edema and head laceration. The Taguba Report identi-

fies an ear that was ripped. The penis of Binyam Mohamed was repeat-

edly cut while he was in detention in Morocco, where the CIA sent him,

knowing that the authorities might engage in extreme forms of torture.

Before he left Morocco, the mutilation was photographed, but his attorney

has been refused a copy of the snapshots. Ha’il al-Maythali’s testicles

were permanently disfigured from torture. During 2008, acid was poured

on some Afghan prisoners on the point of capture.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 13. Prisoners of war must at all times be humanely
treated. Any unlawful act or omission by the Detaining Power causing
death or seriously endangering the health of a prisoner of war in its custody
is prohibited. . . . In particular, no prisoner of war may be subjected
to . . .medical or scientific experiments. . . .

War Crime #83. Reckless Endangerment of Health in Prison. Sev-

eral prisoners have suffered bleeding, blindness, broken bones, burns

from boiling water or cigarettes or phosphoric liquid, hypothermia, per-

manent scars, or even have been left to die while in their cells or during

interrogation. Beatings have resulted in unconsciousness or even death.

CIA Director George Tenet admitted flying a trauma physician to a

secret prison during March 2002 in order to revive Abu Zubaydah, who

had collapsed due to torture during interrogation. A “high-value”

detainee thought to possess valuable information about al-Qaeda,

Zubaydah’s life was saved as physicians fiendishly treated him with the

objective of returning him to more torment. No such extraordinary

attention has been documented with any other prisoner, though medical

personnel have been summoned on some occasions when prisoners have

collapsed due to harsh interrogation measures.

After a beating of a prisoner at Bagram, a physician recommended a

knee support, but security guards refused to allow tiny rods in an elastic

band to protect him, so he was so wobbly that he later fell, and another

tendon was severed. Now, he can hardly walk.

At Abu Ghraib, a man named Jamadi was brought into the prison by

the CIA with blood over his face due to injuries, but hidden beneath a

hood. During interrogation, he fell dead. His injuries and general health

condition had been ignored.

Sadiq Zoman, who on July 21, 2003, entered American custody in

full health, ended up in an Iraqi hospital in a coma one month later with
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burn marks on his skin, a broken thumb, electric burns on the soles of

his feet and genitalia, whipmarks on his back, and marks of blunt

instruments on the back of his head. The family commented that noth-

ing had changed since the regime of Saddam Hussein.

Although Guant�anamo authorities pride themselves on their medical

team, short shackling has crippled at least one detainee for life. Shackles

and rope have been so tight that skin has come off or bled. After guards

broke two vertebrae of Sami al-Lithi, he was denied medical attention

that would have saved him from permanent paralysis. Saifullah Paracha,

denied proper cardiology treatment, suffered a double heart attack.

The Red Cross raised early concern over the reckless endangerment

of mental health at Guant�anamo. A common diagnosis has been post-

traumatic stress disorder along with suicidal thoughts and behavior.

Mohammed al-Qahtani, who entered in fit mental condition, was driven

to a point where he began to hear voices in his isolation cell and to

cower in the corner, covering himself with a sheet. Agoraphobia now

disturbs the post-Guant�anamo life of an Algerian. In 2008, the Center

for Constitutional Rights sued the Pentagon over suicide deaths of two

Guant�anamo inmates to obtain compensation for their families.

War Crime #84. Involuntary Experimentation. Defense Secretary

Rumsfeld authorized psychiatrists and psychologists to devise new

forms of harsh interrogation in order to gain information. After consult-

ing private medical records to find vulnerabilities, the prisoners’ pho-

bias and sensitivities were exploited to force prisoners to disclose

information. The program, contrary to Hippocratic Oath and American

Psychological Association standards, had never been tried before and

therefore may be called an experiment—to see whether a prisoner will

succumb and confess. The use of dogs to threaten prisoners was indeed

based on a previous experimental trial. The Bush administration illogi-

cally credits the experiment to torture in innovative ways as a success,

since no terrorist attacks have occurred in the United States since 9/11.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 47. Sick or wounded prisoners of war shall not be
transferred as long as their recovery may be endangered by the journey,
unless their safety imperatively demands it.

War Crime #85. Reckless Endangerment of Health During Trans-

fers. Prisoners transported from one prison to another in Afghanistan

were bound so tightly that one reported an inability to move his hands
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for six months and that shackles dug into his sides. Some were thrown

to the ground from helicopters and badly injured. Others died while

stuffed into sealed cargo containers.

Some prisoners arrived at Abu Ghraib after being tied to the hoods of

military vehicles in the blazing hot sun. When they arrived, their bodies

had serious burns.

Prisoners, shipped to Guant�anamo on lengthy flights, suffered from

lack of needed medical attention before and during their transfers to

Guant�anamo. They were denied food and water for about thirty-six

hours, of which twenty hours was in the air, with shackles so tight on

ankles that skin was torn. One prisoner suffocated and even died during

transit. Shafiq Rasul, chained to the floor with no backrests, was in pain

during the flight and lost feeling in his hands for the next six months.

Hamdan’s previous injury was inflamed by the cruel transfer methods.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 15. The Power detaining prisoners of war shall be
bound to provide free of charge for their maintenance and for the medical
attention required by their state of health.

War Crime #86. Denial of Medical Care. From December 2, 2002,

to January 15, 2003, Secretary Rumsfeld even issued an order to deny

prisoners the right to see a physician. Whereas American troops suffer-

ing serious injuries in Afghanistan and Iraq are flown to American mili-

tary bases in Dubai or Germany for treatment, prisoners under their

control are not.

Among the untreated noncommunicative maladies under American

care are asthma, cancer, dermatitis, diabetes, headaches, heart condi-

tions, hepatitis, leg wounds, and ulcers. Referral to physicians, at the

discretion of nonphysicians at Guant�anamo, has been withheld to induce

cooperation. Prison guards have failed to call medics, cautioned by their

superiors that the Red Cross would find entries in medical logbooks,

and one at Abu Ghraib even stitched a wound for the camera. Omar

Deghayes confessed to crimes that he did not commit because his

American captors in Afghanistan refused to treat his leg wound and he

feared amputation.

Medical facilities, medicines, staff, and supplies were inadequate for

the large number of prisoners at Abu Ghraib, according to the Taguba

Report. As of 2007, there were thirty-two physicians in Afghanistan

and ninety-six physicians and twenty-seven surgeons in Iraq. Earlier,
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there were only four physicians for some 8,000 detainees at Abu

Ghraib. Because no plastic surgeons are available for burn patients in

Afghanistan, medical personnel ration treatment to Afghans with burns

over more than half of their bodies.

The allocation of medical supplies and physicians from Congressional

appropriations is determined by the president of the United States. He

is thereby responsible when medical care is denied due to lack of

resources.

From December 11, 2005, prisoners on hunger strikes at Guant�anamo

had feeding tubes jammed down their throats and into their stomachs,

and then removed twice daily without anesthesia, producing sore

throats. One attorney brought throat lozenges until they were banned.

Yousef al-Shehri saw the feeding tube taken out of one prisoner and

inserted into another without proper cleaning between administrations.

Often, prisoners coughed up blood after tubes were withdrawn. A naval

physician reportedly inserted a feeding tube into the stomach of a hun-

ger striker and then moved the tube up and down until the man started

violently throwing up blood.

According to the Tokyo Declaration of 1975, physicians are not

allowed to interfere medically with those who want to stop eating.

The authorities at Guant�anamo were evidently ordered not to allow

prisoners to die lest anti-American riots would break out around the

world.

On December 30, 2007, Abdul Razzaq Hekmati died in Guant�anamo

at the age of sixty-nine of colorectal cancer. Colonoscopies of elderly

prisoners only began in October 2007, when his cancer was first

detected. Abdul Hamid al-Ghizzawi has been denied new reading

glasses since his were broken in 2007.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 17. . . .Prisoners of war who, owing to their physical
or mental condition, are unable to state their identity, shall be handed
over to the medical service.

War Crime #87. Failure to Provide Treatment for Mentally

Incompetent Prisoners. Budgeted amounts for mental health treatment,

including medicines, have been minimal in Afghanistan and Iraq. One

elderly prisoner, observed with dementia, was eating his own feces.

Rather than referring him and others for mental treatment, they were

initially treated as zoo animals to be observed as curiosities.
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The mental health unit at Guant�anamo opened in March 2003, when

many prisoners were engaging in such regressive behavior as repeatedly

singing the same children’s song to themselves. The Department of

Defense has admitted that one-fifth of the prisoners are being treated

for depression with Prozac, yet attorney requests for outside psychiatric

evaluation have been denied. The one therapy that innocent prisoners

need is to be released from confinement.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 19. Prisoners of war shall be evacuated, as soon
as possible after their capture, to camps situated in an area far enough
from the combat zone for them to be out of danger. Art. 23. No prisoner
of war may at any time be sent to or detained in areas where he may be
exposed to the fire of the combat zone . . .Prisoners of war shall have
shelters against air bombardment and other hazards of war . . .

War Crime #88. Locating a Prison in a Combat Zone. The decision to

use Abu Ghraib as an American-run prison was over the objection of the of-

ficer in charge, Brigadier General Karpinski, who noted that there were daily

bombardments of the site. The Red Cross also found three cluster bombings

at Camp Bucca. Due to the shelling, at least thirty-eight persons have died

and more than 100 have been wounded, mostly those housed in tents.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 26. The basic daily food rations shall be sufficient
in quantity, quality and variety to keep prisoners of war in good health
and to prevent loss of weight or the development of nutritional
deficiencies. . . .

War Crime #89. Inadequate Nutrition. Dr. Miles has commented

in detail on how food at Abu Ghraib was provided more at the conven-

ience of private contractors than for prisoners. The result has been not

just an inadequate amount but malnutrition. Lieutenant General Sanchez

reportedly authorized diets of bread and water.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 30. Every camp shall have an adequate infirmary
where prisoners of war may have the attention they require. . . .Prisoners
of war suffering from serious disease, or whose condition necessitates
special treatment, a surgical operation or hospital care, must be admitted

continued
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to any military or civilian medical unit where such treatment can be given,
even if their repatriation is contemplated in the near future. Special facilities
shall be afforded for the care to be given to the disabled. . . .The detaining
authorities shall, upon request, issue to every prisoner who has undergone
treatment, an official certificate indicating the nature of his illness or injury,
and the duration and kind of treatment received. A duplicate of this certifi-
cate shall be forwarded to the Central Prisoners of War Agency.

War Crime #90. Inadequate Infirmary, Surgical, and Hospital

Care. For those allowed medical care, the quality has been questionable

due to underbudgeting. Medical evaluations, according to Dr. Miles,

have been performed by untrained personnel.

Saifullah Paracha, on learning that facilities were “inadequate and

risky” at Guant�anamo, asked to be transferred to an up-to-date cardiac

unit elsewhere. Abdul Hamid al-Ghizzawi, who is slowly dying of a

liver disease and possibly AIDS, has also asked to go elsewhere for

proper diagnosis and treatment. Their requests have been denied.

A prisoner who could not move a finger due to frostbite returned

from surgery with all four fingers amputated. One prisoner at

Guant�anamo whose legs had been amputated after they froze while in

prison in Afghanistan was not allowed to have a fresh change of ban-

dages, so they were left full of blood and pus in his cell.

War Crime #91. Failure to Provide Care for the Disabled. No budg-

eted rehabilitation programs exist at any American-run prisons abroad.

Some disabilities resulted from improper interrogation techniques, and dis-

abled prisoners have been subjected to even further torture. One prisoner

with amputated legs was beaten when he tried to sit on the toilet. Blinded

in one eye, Omar Khadr has been denied sunglasses that he needs due to

hypersensitivity to light in his remaining eye, which is deteriorating.

War Crime #92. Failure to Issue Proper Medical Records. Medi-

cal recordkeeping has been inadequate. In many cases, death certificates

were not sent to next of kin because no person on the document was so

listed because of hasty intake procedures.

Physicians at Guant�anamo have reclassified suicides as “self-injurious

behavior.” Presumably, nonmedical superior officers sought to demon-

strate a reduction in suicide attempts.

Federal District Judge John Bates ruled in April 2008 that Abdul

Hamid al-Ghizzawi is not entitled to see his own medical records. His at-

torney presumed that either he is not being treated for AIDS or authorities

told him in January 2008 that he has the disease in order to mortify him.
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Geneva III, 1949, Art. 31. Medical inspections of prisoners of war shall
be held at least once a month. They shall include the checking and the re-
cording of the weight of each prisoner of war. Their purpose shall be, in
particular, to supervise the general state of health, nutrition and cleanli-
ness of prisoners and to detect contagious diseases, especially tuberculo-
sis, malaria and venereal disease. For this purpose the most efficient
methods available shall be employed, e.g. periodic mass miniature radi-
ography for the early detection of tuberculosis.

War Crime #93. Failure to Weigh Prisoners. Few prisoners, if any,

have been weighed monthly to ensure that they were not losing weight.

Malnutrition, thus, has occurred without an appropriate medical or nutri-

tional response. The only time when prisoners were weighed appears to

have been during hunger strikes at Guant�anamo, as the authorities

feared that secret hunger strikers would die, resulting in unfavorable

publicity.

War Crime #94. Failure to Detect or Treat Contagious Diseases

Properly. Some facilities have been determined to be death traps.

Tuberculosis detection has not been part of the prisoner regimen at

several prisons, and appropriate drugs have been in short supply in

Afghanistan and Iraq. In one case, a prisoner in Iraq coughed up blood,

whereupon he was treated for tuberculosis but then sent back without

medications into the general population, where he could spread the

highly contagious disease.

According to Guant�anamo’s chief medical doctor, Abdul Hamid al-

Ghizzawi arrived at the naval base in perfect health. Subsequently, he

was diagnosed with tuberculosis. His attorney suspects that he also

acquired HIV during a blood transfusion in 2004 at the prison hospital.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 68. . . . The Detaining Power will, in all cases, pro-
vide the prisoner of war concerned with a statement showing the nature
of the injury or disability, the circumstances in which it arose and particu-
lars of medical or hospital treatment given for it. This statement will be
signed by a responsible officer of the Detaining Power and the medical
particulars certified by a medical officer.

War Crime #95. Failure to Provide Appropriate Medical Records

upon Release. Some prisoners have sued, seeking compensation for mal-

treatment. Others would like to know what drugs were injected into them
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and which medicines they were forced to take. But documentation in sup-

port of their claims is often insufficient due to poor recordkeeping.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 120. . . .Death certificates in the form annexed to the
present Convention, or lists certified by a responsible officer, of all per-
sons who die as prisoners of war shall be forwarded as rapidly as possi-
ble to the Prisoner of War Information Bureau established in accordance
with . . .Art. 122. The death certificates or certified lists shall show particu-
lars of identity . . . and also the date and place of death, the cause of
death, the date and place of burial and all particulars necessary to identify
the graves. The burial or cremation of a prisoner of war shall be preceded
by a medical examination of the body with a view to confirming death and
enabling a report to be made and, where necessary, establishing
identity. . . .

War Crime #96. Failure to Properly Annotate Death Certificates.

Several death certificates have lacked the details required in one of the

annexes to the Third Geneva Convention, according to Dr. Miles. The death

of a young Afghan detainee who froze to death in 2002 was never recorded.

Dilawar had three conflicting death certificates issued on his behalf. In No-

vember 2003, after beating Abed Hamed Mowhoush to death, military per-

sonnel stated that he died of natural causes on his death certificate.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 121. Every death or serious injury of a prisoner of
war caused or suspected to have been caused by a sentry, another pris-
oner of war, or any other person, as well as any death the cause of which
is unknown, shall be immediately followed by an official enquiry by the
Detaining Power. . . .

War Crime #97. Failure to Properly Investigate Causes of Pris-

oner Deaths. Dr. Miles has faulted several homicide investigations. In

some cases, investigation have not been conducted at all or have been

delayed so long that adequate records have been compromised.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 16(2). Persons engaged in medical activities shall
not be compelled to perform acts or to carry out work contrary to the rules
of medical ethics or to other medical rules designed for the benefit of the

continued
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wounded and sick or to the provisions of the Conventions or of this Proto-
col, or to refrain from performing acts or from carrying out work required
by those rules and provisions. (3) No person engaged in medical activities
shall be compelled to give to anyone belonging either to an adverse
Party, or to his own Party except as required by the law of the latter Party,
any information concerning the wounded and sick who are, or who have
been, under his care, if such information would, in his opinion, prove
harmful to the patients concerned or to their families. Regulations for
the compulsory notification of communicable diseases shall, however, be
respected.

War Crime #98. Violating Medical Ethics. Violations are amply

documented in a 2005 issue of the New England Journal of Medicine.
Denunciations of medical workers have come from the American Medi-

cal Association and the World Medical Association.

Dr. Steven Miles has accused physicians of betraying the Hippocratic

Oath. Attorney Michael Ratner suggests that various breaches of medi-

cal ethics by physicians involve cooperating with “enhanced” interroga-

tion techniques.

Physicians and other medical personnel are required to respect the

confidentiality of medical records. However, nonmedical personnel at

Guant�anamo examined the medical files of patients to design methods

of incarceration and interrogation that would frighten prisoners, such as

exploiting fears of dogs and insects.

In addition, physicians under orders observed and assisted in interrog-

ations that produced physical and psychological harm to prisoners.

Rumsfeld rejected the Red Cross’s determination that the use of psy-

chiatrists and psychologists as resources in prisoner mistreatment is a

war crime.

Torture Convention, 1985, Art. 14(1). Each State Party shall ensure in its
legal system that the victim of an act of torture obtains redress and has an
enforceable right to . . . the means for as full rehabilitation as possible. . . .

War Crime #99. Failure to Rehabilitate Victims of Torture. The

only documented example of a rehab program occurred after one

Guant�anamo prisoner came out of a coma induced by being IRF’d.

Instead, Saudi Arabia and Yemen operate rehab programs for those

returning from Guant�anamo. The Saudi program includes religious
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reeducation, psychological counseling, furnished apartments, and even

brides. Some 56 of 117 repatriated Saudis have been involved in the

program. Although Washington might argue that the rehab program is

merely outsourced, the Torture Convention assigns responsibility to the

United States.

ACTIVITIES DISALLOWED

International standards require that inmates have opportunities for a va-

riety of normal activities. Exercise and recreational opportunities are

important aspects of humane treatment.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 11. . . .The use of tobacco shall be
permitted. . . .

War Crime #100. Tobacco Deprivation. In 1929, the use of tobacco

was considered to be one of several forms of harmless diversion. Bush’s

Executive Order of July 2, 2002, specifically denied Guant�anamo pris-

oners the following: “access to a canteen to purchase food, soap, and

tobacco.”

American soldiers, however, have openly smoked tobacco. One Abu

Ghraib guard was photographed pointing at a prisoner’s genitals while a

cigarette dangled from her mouth. There are reports of a guard who

flicked lit cigarette butts at a naked prisoner, but those are mild compared

to the bodies with actual cigarette burns. An FBI agent also reported that

a lit cigarette was placed in the ear of a detainee during an interrogation

in Iraq. At Abu Ghraib and Guant�anamo, however, prisoners have some-

times been offered cigarettes in order to loosen their tongues.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 13. . . .Prisoners of war shall . . . take physi-
cal exercise.

War Crime #101. Exercise Deprivation. Exercise has been allowed,

but reports vary on the duration. At Abu Ghraib, some detainees were

forced to jump while nude.

When prisoners first arrived at Guant�anamo, they were allowed no

exercise. Later, David Hicks reported, skin came off prisoners wearing
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tight leg shackles during “jogging.” One description of the early regi-

men at Guant�anamo is as follows:

[P]risoners would be strapped into heavy jackets, similar to straightjack-

ets, with their arms locked behind them and their legs straddled by

straps. Goggles were placed over their eyes and their heads were covered

with a hood. The prisoner was then led at midday into what looked like a

narrow fenced-in dog run…The restraints forced him to move, if he

chose to move, on his knees, bent over at a forty-five degree angle. Most

prisoners just sat and suffered in the heat.

More cooperative prisoners have more time for exercise, including

time to play soccer together. The space for exercise initially measured

120 by 160. In March 2008, the exercise area was slightly enlarged for

prisoners in isolation, though often the time allotted can be in the wee

hours of the night. Exercise time, for those allowed, has varied from

five minutes to the present minimum of two hours daily.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 38. While respecting the individual preferences of
every prisoner, the Detaining Power shall encourage the practice of intel-
lectual, educational, and recreational pursuits, sports and games amongst
prisoners, and shall take the measures necessary to ensure the exercise
thereof by providing them with adequate premises and necessary equip-
ment. Prisoners shall have opportunities for taking physical exercise,
including sports and games, and for being out of doors. Sufficient open
spaces shall be provided for this purpose in all camps.

War Crime #102. Inadequate Recreational Opportunities. Perma-

nent or long-term solitary confinement can cause serious mental and

physical deterioration, albeit slowly, especially when recreation is for-

bidden. Recreation, of course, is a broader concept than exercise.

Only cooperative prisoners have been allowed to read books or play

chess. There is a library at Guant�anamo for prisoners, but several books

and magazines are banned, such as Uncle Tom’s Cabin. Moazzam Begg

was allowed to read novels by Bront€e, Dickens, and Danielle Steele.

In January 2004, Jumah al-Dossari’s attorney, Joshua Colangelo-

Bryan, sent him three children’s books in both Arabic and English, as he

wanted to learn English. The authorities at Guant�anamo returned them

as “not cleared.” He was thereby denied the dangerous opportunity to

read Beauty and the Beast, Cinderella, and Jack and the Beanstalk.
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Inmates have complained that they are denied information, either

from newspapers or television, to keep up with world events. Their law-

yers were forbidden from spreading news of the London bombing of

July 7, 2005, though interrogators brought up the incident. In 2008,

humanities courses began to be offered, though details have not been

released.

TRANSFERS

From the point of capture, prisoners are usually transferred to an intern-

ment facility. Transportation has been unpleasant, even dangerous, as

already noted (War Crime #85).

The program known as “extraordinary rendition” was instituted to

send suspected terrorists to secret prisons. Several European countries

cooperated at the time, but there was an outcry when the program was

exposed. Movement of persons from one country to another requires ap-

proval at the highest levels of American government through diplomatic

channels.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 12. Prisoners of war may only be transferred by
the Detaining Power to a Power which is a party to the Convention and
after the Detaining Power has satisfied itself of the willingness and ability
of such transferee Power to apply the Convention. . . .Nevertheless, if that
Power fails to carry out the provisions of the Convention in any important
respect, . . . the Protecting Power . . . shall request the return of the prison-
ers of war. Such requests must be complied with.

War Crime #103. Prisoners Transferred to Countries Practicing

Torture. Under direct orders from Bush, extraordinary renditions have

removed at least fifty suspected terrorists seized in Afghanistan and else-

where to Algeria, Egypt, Libya, Jordan, Morocco, Sudan, Syria, Thailand,

Yemen, and elsewhere, where torture is very likely and heinously grue-

some. One American official involved has admitted, “We don’t kick

the shit out of them. We send them to other countries so they can kick

the shit out of them.” Bush once mysteriously boasted that 200 persons

were “no longer a problem” in his State of the Union address in 2003.

Alleged evidence of Saddam Hussein’s connection to Osama Bin

Laden was obtained through a phony confession following capture of

Ibn Sheik al-Libi by the United States in Afghanistan and his transfer to
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a torture chamber in Egypt. His transfer was specifically authorized on

September 17, 2001, by President Bush.

One of the most celebrated cases involves Maher Arar, a Canadian

who was seized at JFK airport on September 26, 2002, en route from

vacation in Tunisia to his home in Montr�eal. After a rushed hearing in

which he was denied legal counsel, he was flown to Jordan and then

Syria, where he was born, for interrogation including torture after Syr-

ian authorities supplied ambiguous assurances of fair treatment. He

went home in October 2003, when Damascus authorities were con-

vinced that he had no links to terrorism.

Videotaped threats of torture were made by interrogators visiting

from the home governments of prisoners at Guant�anamo. Rather than

using the taped statements as factors in refusing to send the prisoners to

their homelands, the American authorities destroyed the tapes and

thereby became complicit in several cases of torture when they were

repatriated. In one case, a repatriated prisoner committed suicide after

being threatened with waterboarding.

In June 2007, Abdullah Bin Omar was released from Guant�anamo to

Tunisia because he was deemed not to be a terrorist or war criminal. Upon

his arrival in Tunis, where he had already been found guilty in a trial in

absentia, he was arrested, slapped repeatedly, and threatened with rape,

but evidently had nothing incriminating to confess. His wife and daughter

were then seized and threatened with rape in his presence, whereupon he

admitted that he was a terrorist and was punished accordingly.

Nevertheless, later in 2007 the Bush administration continued to

order the release of Guant�anamo internees to North Africa as if the

coast were clear. In June, Congress successfully petitioned the State

Department to stop the planned transfer of Abu Abdul Rauf Zalita to

Libya. In August, Ahmed Relbacha asked the Supreme Court to halt his

planned shipment to Algeria. And in December a Federal District Court

stopped the impending transfer of Mohammed Abdul Rahman to Tuni-

sia. All three feared torture or even death if they returned to their home

countries.

Some in the Bush administration proposed moving all Guant�anamo

detainees to American-run facilities in Afghanistan or to prisons run by

the Afghan government. However, the Canadian government stopped

doing so in early 2008 on learning that Afghan authorities unacceptably

beat their prisoners with wires and use electric shocks.

War Crime #104. Failure to Recall Prisoners Who Have Been

Tortured After Their Transfer to Other Countries. At least twelve
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prisoners were tortured after their transfers. None have been recalled—

deliberately, according to a Bush administration official interviewed for

a Washington Post news story.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 20. The evacuation of prisoners of war shall
always be effected humanely and in conditions similar to those for the
forces of the Detaining Power in their changes of station. The Detaining
Power shall supply prisoners of war who are being evacuated with suffi-
cient food and potable water, and with the necessary clothing and medical
attention. The Detaining Power shall take all suitable precautions to
ensure their safety during evacuation, and shall establish as soon as pos-
sible a list of the prisoners of war who are evacuated.

War Crime #105. Inhumane Transfer of Prisoners. While some

transfers have recklessly endangered the health of prisoners (War Crime

#85), most have suffered from inhumane conditions. When some of the

earliest prisoners were transported to an Army base in Afghanistan, they

were beaten, kicked, and sat upon en route. Those transferred to

Guant�anamo as well as to secret prisons were often blindfolded and

bound for trips of up to twenty-two hours while soiling themselves and

being unable to move an inch. They were hit so that they were constantly

kept awake. Adel Hassan Hamad, who was released from Guant�anamo as

an innocent person after years of abuse and torture, was even handcuffed

and hooded on a military cargo flight back home to his native Sudan.

When Khalid el-Masri was released from a secret prison in Afghani-

stan after the CIA realized that he was not the man whom they sought,

he was deposited on a desolate road in the wilderness of Albania on

May 28, 2004, without funds to enable him to return home to his

adopted country, Germany. Authority for the flight, as usual, came from

the highest levels of the Bush administration.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 48. In the event of transfer, prisoners of war shall
be officially advised of their departure and of their new postal address.
Such notifications shall be given in time for them to pack their luggage
and inform their next of kin.

War Crime #106. Failure to Notify Prisoners in Advance of

Transfers. Guant�anamo houses prisoners of forty or so nationalities. In
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almost every case, they have been captured and transferred without

knowing their destination. The same has been true of victims of extra-

ordinary rendition. As a result, their families have been angst-ridden

about their whereabouts.

RELATIONS BETWEEN PRISONERS AND

AMERICAN AUTHORITIES

Everyday conditions of confinement in American-run prisons have been

unacceptable to most prisoners. Some have complained or wanted to

complain. Others have reacted negatively and have been disciplined for

various infractions of prison rules, though the punishment has been ex-

cessive. Still others have been fortunate enough to be represented by

attorneys, who in turn have filed lawsuits on their behalf. Those in

charge of prisons establish standard operating procedures for lower-

ranking soldiers, so deviations from the Geneva Conventions are pri-

marily the responsibility of the higher-ranking officers in charge.

Complaints, Representatives, and Discipline

The authority structure in American-run prisons abroad is extremely

hierarchical. The reality is far from the paradigm case of the television

comedy series Hogan’s Heroes.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 78. Prisoners of war shall have the right to make
known to the military authorities in whose power they are, their requests
regarding the conditions of captivity to which they are subjected. They
shall also have the unrestricted right to apply to the representatives of the
Protecting Powers either through their prisoners’ representative or, if they
consider it necessary, direct, in order to draw their attention to any points
on which they may have complaints to make regarding their conditions of
captivity. . . .Even if they are recognized to be unfounded, they may not
give rise to any punishment. Prisoners’ representatives may send periodic
reports on the situation in the camps and the needs of the prisoners of
war to the representatives of the Protecting Powers.

War Crime #107. Failure to Allow Prisoners to Complain About

Captivity Conditions. The main conduit for complaints has been

indirect—from the prisoners to the Red Cross, which in turn has
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recommended systemic changes, mostly in vain. Direct complaints of-

ten have resulted in punishment.

At Guant�anamo, translator Saar, Chaplain Yee, and the attorneys of the

prisoners forwarded complaints, but prison guards usually ignored them.

Guards lack identifying names or numbers sewn onto their uniforms,

making difficult the possibility of complaints about specific persons.

By default, hunger strikes have been the main form of complaint. On

July 6, 2005, a widespread hunger strike began at Guant�anamo. The

main complaint was that prisoners were being held without a proper

trial. While the hunger strike was ongoing, detainee Shaker Aamer was

suddenly approached by Colonel Mike Baumgartner, who had recently

been appointed Commander of the Joint Detention Group that was in

charge of the prison. After listening to several complaints serving as the

basis for the strike, Baumgartner promised to make appropriate adjust-

ments. When conditions improved somewhat, the strike ended on

July 28. Suddenly, the “experiment” was called off on August 6. Nine

days later, the hunger strike resumed. Aamer and others, who had set

up an informal negotiation committee, were split up and reassigned to

less favorable accommodations.

During 2006, President Bush pressured the government of Iran to

release imprisoned journalist Akbar Ganji, who was on a hunger strike

in an Iranian prison. Ganji was released in mid-March after a month of

refusing food. Meanwhile, Guant�anamo strikers were in the ninth month

of their hunger strike with no sympathy from the White House. Ulti-

mately, three committed suicide.

Torture Convention, 1985, Art. 13. Each State Party shall ensure that
any individual who alleges he has been subjected to torture in any terri-
tory under its jurisdiction has the right to complain to and to have his case
promptly and impartially examined by its competent authorities. Steps
shall be taken to ensure that the complainant and witnesses are protected
against all ill-treatment or intimidation as a consequence of his complaint
or any evidence given.

War Crime #108. Failure to Respond to Complaints of Prisoners

Alleging Torture. Although the Red Cross informed American author-

ities in Iraq about abuse at Abu Ghraib, their complaints were ignored

until investigative media reporters released grotesque photographs.

Attorneys representing tortured Guant�anamo prisoners have tried to
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obtain the release of their clients due to their torture through lawsuits,

but they have been opposed by the Bush administration.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 79. In all places where there are prisoners of war,
except in those where there are officers, the prisoners shall freely elect
by secret ballot, every six months, and also in case of vacancies, prison-
ers’ representatives entrusted with representing them before the military
authorities, the Protecting Powers, the International Committee of the
Red Cross and any other organization which may assist them. These
prisoners’ representatives shall be eligible for re-election.

War Crime #109. Failure to Allow Prisoners to Elect Representa-

tives. Prisoners have organized hunger strikes in part because the

authorities at Guant�anamo have not allowed them to elect representa-

tives who might negotiate for better prison conditions. Conditions of

confinement have been considered to be non-negotiable except during

the Baumgartner “experiment.” Shaker Aamer was not chosen in an

election but because he was regarded as having leadership abilities.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 86. No prisoner of war may be punished more than
once for the same act or on the same charge.

War Crime #110. Repeated Punishment. Beatings have been the

most frequently repeated form of punishment for various infractions,

such as talking. Guant�anamo prisoners have complained of daily beat-

ings and IRFings. Sami Laithi must hold the world’s record, having

been IRF’d three times in a single day.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 87. Prisoners of war may not be sentenced by the
military authorities and courts of the Detaining Power to any penalties
except those provided for in respect of members of the armed forces of
the said Power who have committed the same acts. . . .Collective punish-
ment for individual acts, corporal punishment, imprisonment in premises
without daylight . . . are forbidden.

War Crime #111. Punishment for Offenses Not Applied to American

Soldiers. It is unimaginable that American soldiers would ever be
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chastised for writing “Have a nice day” on a polystyrene cup or for try-

ing to use a toilet in private, but a double standard has been applied.

The punishment at Guant�anamo has been IRFing.

War Crime #112. Corporal Punishment. Beatings and IRFings can

be triggered by nothing more than holding up a sheet so that a camera

in a cell cannot see a prisoner defecate in private. Some beatings have

been videotaped and presumably are available for viewing to members

of Congress, according to attorney Michael Ratner. An interpreter, Erik

Saar observed IRFing of prisoners several cells away from the one caus-

ing a disturbance, thereby warning prisoners that they might become

unpopular with others for repeated “misconduct.”

War Crime #113. Confinement Without Daylight. Many detainees

have been assigned to windowless cells at the various American-run

prisons. For example, Walid al-Qadasi was confined for three months in

total darkness. At Guant�anamo, Moazzam Begg waited nine months before

seeing the sun.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 88. . . .Prisoners of war who have served disciplinary
or judicial sentences may not be treated differently from other prisoners
of war.

War Crime #114. Unequal Treatment of Disciplined Prisoners.

Detainees have been segregated on the basis of levels of “cooperation.”

At Guant�anamo, the most cooperative wear white jumpsuits. The worst

are clad in orange. Brown is the color for those in between the two cat-

egories. The various camps—Iguana, Romeo, X-Ray, and so forth—

segregate prisoners on the basis of “privileges” allowed, such as

whether a prisoner could escape from twenty-four-hour lighting in his

cell. One of Shaker Aamer’s complaints was to abolish the distinctions,

but nothing was done.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 90. The duration of any single punishment shall in
no case exceed thirty days. . . .

War Crime #115. Punishment Exceeding Thirty Days. Solitary

confinement in the various American-run prisons beyond thirty days has

been administered to “high-profile” detainees as well as to the innocent

Uighurs. Moazzam Begg was held incommunicado for eighteen months.
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Because of his role in negotiating an end to the hunger strike at the in-

vitation of Colonel Baumgartner, Shaker Aamer was placed in solitary

confinement for a year.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 96. . . .Before any disciplinary award is pro-
nounced, the accused shall be given precise information regarding the
offenses of which he is accused, and given an opportunity of explaining
his conduct and of defending himself . . .

War Crime #116. Discipline Without Following Procedures. No

due process hearings are held before imposing punishment, which is of-

ten meted out to prepare prisoners for interrogation. At Guant�anamo, the

decision to IRF has been made on the spur of the moment, even in hospi-

tals. Claims that those in solitary confinement have broken the rules are

suspect, since there is no discipline proceeding, no regular review proc-

ess, and no guidelines for punishment. Prisoners being punished profess

ignorance, unaware of any rules that they may have violated.

Juridical Elements

Those captured as “enemy combatants,” according to Bush, were

exempt from international law as well as domestic criminal law. In

other words, no law was applicable, so something had to be invented.

At first, President Bush sought to try prisoners at Guant�anamo by using

ad hoc military commissions with few procedural guarantees, so he set

them up by an executive order. In Rasul v Bush (2004), the Supreme

Court scolded him, ruling that prisoners had a right to be represented in

court by attorneys in order to challenge their charges before trial, so

several habeas corpus petitions were filed.

Accordingly, Bush authorized a system of Combatant Status Review

Tribunals (CSRTs) to determine charges to be filed before trials by

Military Commissions. At the end of 2004, Bush also authorized an

Administrative Review Board (ARB), similar to a parole board, with

the power to determine annually whether prisoners should be released

or held. In Afghanistan, a parallel body was set up, the Enemy Combat-

ant Status Board (ECSB). In Iraq, the corresponding unit was the Com-

bined Review and Release Board (CRRB). ARB decisions to authorize

the release of a prisoner can be overruled by the Designated Civilian

Official, an individual appointed by the president. In 2005, Congress
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passed the Detainee Treatment Act, which sought in part to quash pend-

ing habeas corpus petitions authorized by Rasul.
When prisoners were processed by CSRTs, attorneys immediately chal-

lenged their legality. In Hamdam v Rumsfeld the Supreme Court declared

in 2006 that the CSRTs and military commissions violated Article 3,

common to all four Geneva Conventions, which requires proceedings in

regularly constituted courts. Both bodies were also unconstitutional

because not authorized by Congress, which must approve new tribunals

before they are constituted, as the American Constitution requires.

At the end of 2006, despite the opposition of the top lawyers (known

as Judge Advocates General) of all four military services, Congress

passed the Military Commissions Act to reconstitute and legalize

CSRTs and Military Commissions. The law denied prisoners many

rights that they would have enjoyed in a federal criminal court: (a)

Someone involuntarily serving as a cook for al-Qaeda can fall within

the definition of “illegal enemy combatant.” (b) The prosecution can

introduce unchallenged hearsay evidence. (c) No independent civilian

defense lawyers are allowed to speak. (d) Coerced self-incriminating

confessions, derived from torture, may be used. (e) Those charged are

denied the right to examine or cross-examine secret evidence used

against them. (f) The Geneva Conventions cannot be invoked in any

proceeding. Although the law originally (g) banned habeas corpus

appeals, that provision was struck down by the Supreme Court in Bou-
mediene v Bush (2008).

Subsequently, every prisoner screened by a CSRT was found to be an

“illegal enemy combatant.” Military Commissions were again being

challenged in court. UN High Commissioner for Human Rights Louise

Arbour commented in 2008 that procedures still fell short of interna-

tional standards.

In the first trial at Guant�anamo, U.S. v Hamdan, two charges were

made: Hamdan was accused of conspiracy and support for terrorism.

Yet both offenses were based on American criminal laws, thus contra-

dicting the original basis for a setting up trials outside federal courts.

His seven-year ordeal, in short, was unnecessary, as he could have been

convicted by a regularly constituted court six years earlier, and his

conviction might even be overturned on appeal because of the well-

recognized unfairness of the military commission process.

The procedures for Military Commissions are fivefold. First comes a

referral from military prosecution attorneys to the Convening Author-

ity, Judge Susan Crawford. Upon receipt of the charges, she reviews
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them and decides whether they warrant a trial and whether a death pen-

alty is appropriate. Within thirty days, an arraignment is held in which

defense attorneys are appointed by the military. Within 120 days, a trial
is supposed to begin. A guilty verdict requires agreement among four of

five or six jurors in a non-capital case and unanimity among all twelve

jurors in a capital case. A three-fourths vote is required to impose sen-

tences beyond ten years. Verdicts can be appealed to the Court of Mili-

tary Commissions Review, then to the U.S. Court of Appeals for the

District of Columbia, and even to the Supreme Court. Yet the legal

maze has been unraveling as deviations from normal judicial process

have been challenged both at proceedings of the Military Commissions

and in federal courts.

Attorneys Joseph Margulies, Michael Ratner, Clive Stafford Smith,

and others have provided authoritative accounts of the procedures

involved, for which Bush is ultimately responsible. Their perspectives

principally inform the discussion below.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 3. The armed forces of the belligerent parties may
consist of combatants and non-combatants. In case of capture by the
enemy both have a right to be treated as prisoners of war.

War Crime #117. Failure to Treat Captured Belligerents as Pris-

oners of War. Those captured on the battlefields in Afghanistan and

Iraq were not treated as prisoners of war under provisions of the cen-

tury-old Hague Convention or under Article 3 common to the Geneva

Conventions of 1949. Similar misclassifications occurred at Guant�anamo.

CSRTs are now supposed to serve that function.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 14. A Bureau for information relative to prisoners of
war is instituted, on the commencement of hostilities . . . to answer all
inquiries about prisoners of war, and is furnished by the various services
concerned with all the necessary information to enable it to keep an indi-
vidual return for each prisoner of war. It is kept informed of internments
and changes, as well as of admissions into hospital and deaths.

War Crime #118. Secret Detainees. Over the years, an estimated

53,000 prisoners have been secretly held at one time or another.

“Ghost” detainees are in prisons with known locations but unregistered,
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incompletely registered on prisoner logs, or have been shifted around

during Red Cross visits to elude discovery, as Rumsfeld desired. Others

have been held in secret prisons, a practice criticized in the Taguba

Report as contrary to international law.

The identities of prisoners at Guant�anamo were not revealed until af-

ter a court order in 2006, but no list has ever been made public of those

detained in Afghanistan or Iraq. When 2008 began, the whereabouts of

nineteen were unknown.

In October 2003, CIA Director George Tenet asked Defense Secre-

tary Donald Rumsfeld to have an Iraqi prisoner secretly detained at

Camp Cropper so that the Red Cross would not know of his existence.

His request for a “ghost” detainee was granted in November after ap-

proval by General Richard Myers, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of

Staff; then by General John Abizaid, Commander of American forces in

the Middle East; and finally by Lieutenant General Ricardo Sanchez,

the ground commander in Iraq. The stated reason for secrecy was to

confuse al-Qaeda’s command structure!

On September 6, 2007, at the suggestion of Secretary of State Condo-

leezza Rice and over the objections of Vice President Dick Cheney,

President Bush made the extraordinary announcement that he had or-

dered the transfer of fourteen persons from secret prisons to confinement

in Guant�anamo. When they arrived, their specific whereabouts were

unknown to nearly all prison officials. In March 2008, Muhammad

Rahim was deposited in the same undisclosed compound at Guant�anamo

after being arrested in Pakistan and detained secretly for six months.

At least sixteen of those secretly imprisoned were later released.

Khalid el-Masri, a German citizen interrogated in a secret location for

five months, returned home to Germany.

Amnesty International reported that even in early 2007, when Abu

Ghraib was formally under Iraqi control but with supervision by

American military personnel, the practice of holding thousands of

“ghost” detainees for as long as two years without disclosing their

identities continued.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 62. The prisoner of war shall be entitled to
assistance by a qualified counsel of his choice, and, if necessary, to have
recourse to the services of a competent interpreter. He shall be advised
of his right by the detaining Power, in due time before the trial. In default

continued
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of a choice by the prisoner, the protecting Power may obtain a counsel for
him. The detaining Power shall deliver to the protecting Power, on its
request, a list of persons qualified to present the defense. Representatives
of the protecting Power shall be entitled to attend the trial of the case.

War Crime #119. Failure to Advise Prisoners of Their Right to

Counsel. Upon arrival at Guant�anamo and elsewhere, prisoners were

told that they had no rights. To mortify them at Guant�anamo, they were

told that nobody cared about them, including their family and their gov-

ernment. When lawyers first arrived at Guant�anamo in 2004, in

response to Rasul, prisoners were initially incredulous.

War Crime #120. Denial of Right to Counsel. Prisoners at

Guant�anamo did not obtain the services of lawyers until 2004. Then the

military selected attorneys for each defendant without consulting them,

though none had prior experience in death penalty cases. Pro bono law-

yers who arrived to assist specific prisoners were not initially allowed

to function formally as legal representatives.

Since he had no choice in selecting his military-appointed attorney,

Binyam Mohamed decided to represent himself. During his perform-

ance, he referred to the body as a “con-mission,” that is, a con game

with denial of justice as the clear mission.

By early 2008, half of prisoners at Guant�anamo had not seen an at-

torney. The supply of defendants exceeds the number of assigned and

pro bono attorneys. When preliminary hearings began that year, there

were thirty-one prosecution attorneys and only nine military defense

attorneys. American Bar Association rules require two attorneys for

each military defendant in a capital case, so there were insufficient

lawyers to handle the six rumored to be charged with the death pen-

alty. However, the Military Commission senior staff quietly adopted

a new rule, allowing pro bono attorneys to join the military defense

attorneys, whereupon the American Civil Liberties Union and the

National Association of Criminal Defense Lawyers raised $8.5 mil-

lion to defray costs for some of the top lawyers in the United States,

including former Attorney General Janet Reno, on behalf of the

defense.

Legal representation has also been denied prisoners of American-run

prisons in Afghanistan and Iraq. Nevertheless, Saddam Hussein was

represented by attorneys on war crimes charges in an Iraqi court while

confined in an American-run prison.
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Geneva III, 1949, Art. 3. . . .The following acts are and shall remain pro-
hibited: . . . (d) the passing of sentences and the carrying out of executions
without previous judgment pronounced by a regularly constituted court,
affording all the judicial guarantees which are recognized as indispensa-
ble by civilized peoples.

War Crime #121. Failure to Try Accused Prisoners in a Regularly

Constituted Court. In 1996, the United States complained when Per�u
used a military commission with limited rights to try American citizen

Lori Berenson, who is still imprisoned there. Yet in 2002, Bush author-

ized military commissions by executive order. Disallowed by the Supreme

Court in Hamdan v Rumsfeld (2006), Congress passed the Military Com-

missions Act of 2006 to provide a statutory basis for the tribunals.

In 2007, the United States offered to transfer prisoners held at

Bagram or even Guant�anamo to an Afghan government facility, pro-

vided that Afghanistan would duplicate the Guant�anamo procedures.

Rather than accepting the flawed system of commissions, President

Hamid Karzai accepted the transferees for trial in Afghan courts, which

have not been upgraded since the Soviet-era days before Taliban rule.

Subsequently, thirty-two were flown back from Guant�anamo and 220

were transferred from Bagram into an American-run wing of an Afghan

prison. Although eighty-three have been tried, with a conviction rate of

80 percent, the rest have been held without charge or trial for months.

War Crime #122. Sentencing Without Having a Regularly Consti-

tuted Court. David Hicks, an Australian, was the first prisoner sen-

tenced at Guant�anamo. After pleading guilty of material support for

terrorism, based on his admission under duress of training with al-

Qaeda, he was returned to Australia in 2007. Whether his sentencing

was by a “regularly constituted court” is moot, since his processing has

ended, but the nongovernmental Australian Law Council has character-

ized the circumstances of Hicks’s guilty plea as contrary to the rule of

law. In January 2008, the Red Cross declared that Bush’s military com-

missions were unacceptable under international law, a judgment that

could inform an appeal of Hamdan’s sentence.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 5. . . .Persons, having committed a belligerent act
and having fallen into the hands of the enemy, . . . shall enjoy the

continued
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protection of the present Convention until such time as their status has
been determined by a competent tribunal.

War Crime #123. Failure to Use a Competent Tribunal to Deter-

mine Whether to Detain Prisoners. Article 5 of the Third Geneva

Convention requires a timely hearing of those captured on the battle-

field to determine whether they are indeed enemy personnel. In the

early years, the Red Cross repeatedly complained that there was no

such procedure in place at any of the American-run prisons overseas.

On August 24, 2004, Salim Ahmed Hamdan was among the first to have

a hearing by a Military Commission. In Hamdan v Rumsfeld (2006) the

Supreme Court declared that the commission procedure violated the Ge-

neva Conventions. Thus, Rumsfeld, acting in accordance with an executive

order by President Bush, was cited for several counts of a single war crime.

Several in Afghanistan were detained because they wore Casio

watches, similar to the timepieces worn by the 9/11 hijackers. Abdul

Razzaq Hekmati, the only prisoner to have died of natural causes while

at Guant�anamo, was turned in to the Americans by the governor of Hel-

mand Province, whose corruption Hekmati had reported to the current

government in Kabul.

Following passage of the Military Commissions Act of 2006, Bush

reauthorized Combatant Status Review Tribunals at Guant�anamo, super-

ficially resembling Geneva Convention requirements. However, the pro-

cedures have many limitations and have not been applied to American-

run prisons in Afghanistan or Iraq.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 7. Prisoners of war may in no circumstances
renounce in part or in entirety the rights secured to them by the present
Convention . . .

War Crime #124. Prisoners Have Been Forced to Renounce Their

Rights. Before their release, some prisoners have been forced to sign

statements saying that they have not been tortured or otherwise mis-

treated. The statements, of course, are designed to refute later claims of

torture that might be lodged in court. Yaser Hamdi, an American citizen

first sent to Guant�anamo and later confined at the naval brig in Charles-

ton, was forced to renounce his American citizenship before he could

be released to his native Saudi Arabia.
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Under the terms of the Military Commissions Act of 2006, prisoners at

Guant�anamo have been given a choice between pleading guilty and

thereby having a military attorney represent them speedily before a mili-

tary commission or pleading not guilty and being held indefinitely until or

even after they face a trial. Accordingly, Australia’s David Hicks entered

a guilty plea in 2007, was sentenced to the five years when he already

occupied a cell at Guant�anamo, and returned to his home in Australia.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 18. At no time should prisoners of war be without
identity documents.

War Crime #125. Depriving Prisoners of Identity Documents. By

enforcing nudity, sometimes for days, prisoners clearly have been with-

out identity documents. Binyam Mohamed, during his Military Com-

mission hearing at Guant�anamo in early 2006, pointed out that the

military had no documentary proof that he was who they said he was.

Mistaken identity has indeed occurred. Chicken farmer Abdur Sayed
Rahman, for example, was mistaken for Taliban Foreign Minister Abdur

Zahid Rahman and abused before prison officials realized their error.

Khalid el-Masri, who was also tortured, was assumed to be Khalid al-
Masri. Omar Deghayes was held at Guant�anamo on the basis of his re-

semblance to a Chechen terrorist whom his captors did not know was

already dead. Ahmed Errachidi, a cook at the Westbury Hotel in Lon-

don who was arrested while on vacation, was accused by Afghan

bounty hunters of being at an al-Qaeda training camp. Deghayes and

Errachidi returned home to England in December 2007 after five years

in limbo.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 39. Every prisoner of war camp shall be put
under the immediate authority of a responsible commissioned officer
belonging to the regular armed forces of the Detaining Power. Such offi-
cer shall have in his possession a copy of the present Convention; he
shall ensure that its provisions are known to the camp staff and the
guard and shall be responsible, under the direction of his government,
for its application.

War Crime #126. Failure to Disseminate Geneva Convention Pro-

visions. Massive violations occurred in part because prison personnel
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from military reserve units were evidently not trained about the Geneva

Conventions. Few, if any, copies of the Geneva Conventions were sup-

plied to military personnel. After all, President Bush openly said that

they were inapplicable.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 41. In every camp the text of the present Conven-
tion and its Annexes and the contents of any special agreement . . .shall
be posted, in the prisoners’ own language, at places where all may read
them. Copies shall be supplied, on request, to the prisoners who cannot
have access to the copy which has been posted. Regulations, orders,
notices and publications of every kind relating to the conduct of prisoners
of war shall be issued to them in a language which they understand. Such
regulations, orders and publications shall be posted in the manner
described above and copies shall be handed to the prisoners’ representa-
tive. Every order and command addressed to prisoners of war individually
must likewise be given in a language which they understand.

War Crime #127. Failure to Post the Geneva Conventions. A por-

tion of the Geneva Conventions was originally posted by the Red Cross

with the approval of Brigadier General Rick Baccus at Guant�anamo,

namely, the provision limiting interrogations to name, rank, and serial

number. But signs were later removed, and Baccus was fired.

War Crime #128. Failure to Translate the Geneva Conventions

for Prisoners. Translators, such as Erik Saar, are employed in the pris-

ons. However, they have not translated Geneva Convention protections

into the many languages for the benefit of the detainees.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 69. Immediately upon prisoners of war falling into its
power, the Detaining Power shall inform them and the Powers on which
they depend, through the Protecting Power, of the measures taken to carry
out the provisions of the present Section. They shall likewise inform the
parties concerned of any subsequent modifications of such measures.

War Crime #129. Failure to Publicly State How Prisoners Are to

Be Handled. The Bush administration has kept a veil of secrecy over

how prisoners have been treated, in part because regulations were

designed on the fly. For example, Chaplain Yee was assigned to write

some of the standard operating procedures shortly after his arrival at

Guant�anamo in mid-2003.
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On September 16, 2005, Captain Ian Fishback wrote a letter to Sena-

tor John McCain, explaining that for seventeen months without success

he had sought clarification on the standards of proper treatment for

Guant�anamo prisoners from all sorts of authorities, including his battal-

ion commander and the Secretary of the Army. Heartbroken, as he put

it, he concluded his letter, “I would rather die fighting than give up

even the smallest part of the idea that is America.” His letter is credited

with the ultimate passage of the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005, which

President Bush in his signing statement claimed would not apply if he

believed that “national security” considerations were more important.

An unauthorized copy of the Guant�anamo operating manual, dated

March 2004, suddenly was leaked on the wikileaks.org website in No-

vember 2007. From February 14 to March 3, 2008, the document was

not available on the Internet, as the website had been temporarily dis-

abled under court order.

The Bush memo of July 20, 2007, on the subject of interrogation meth-

ods remains secret. The pretext for confidentiality is to avoid having

al-Qaeda operatives learn which techniques they might have to endure af-

ter capture. National Intelligence Director Mike McConnell noted on July

22, 2007, “I would not want a U.S. citizen to go through the process.”

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 77. The Detaining Powers shall provide all facilities
for the transmission, through the Protecting Power or the Central Prison-
ers of War Agency . . .of instruments, papers or documents intended for
prisoners of war or dispatched by them, especially powers of attorney
and wills. In all cases they shall facilitate the preparation and execution of
such documents on behalf of prisoners of war; in particular, they shall
allow them to consult a lawyer and shall take what measures are neces-
sary for the authentication of their signatures.

War Crime #130. Failure to Transmit Legal Documents to or

from Prisoners. Detainees were entirely unaware of various motions

filed on their behalf in court until lawyers were first allowed to fly to

see them at Guant�anamo in 2004. Most prisoners and their attorneys

have been denied the right to examine evidence to be used against them

due to “national security” considerations.

In 2007, a federal court required the Guant�anamo court to turn over all

prosecutorial evidence to the defense attorney in one case (Bismullah v
Gates), but defense attornies still are frustrated in seeking important
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evidence. In May 2008, a military commission judge who ordered the

sharing of some prosecution documents with the defense was quickly

replaced. In July, hundreds of pages of evidence relevant to the Hamdan

case were suddenly produced one week before trial. Moreover, transla-

tions have lagged significantly behind the needs of defendants in court.

Some prisoners have even been denied pencils and paper to write

motions, and prison guards have refused to transmit motions to the court.

War Crime #131. Failure to Allow Visits Between Lawyers and

Prisoners. In August 2004, soon after Rasul v Bush, Gitanjali Gutierrez
was the first pro bono attorney to arrive at Guant�anamo. Clive Stafford

Smith, who waited fifteen months because the military twice claimed to

have lost his application, made his first visit that November. Delays

have been common as new lawyers are processed for security clearance.

Attorneys were not allowed to speak to “high-value” detainees at

Guant�anamo until 2008. No lawyers have been allowed access to pris-

oners in Afghanistan, Iraq, or the various secret prisons.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 84. . . . In no circumstances whatever shall a prisoner
of war be tried by a court of any kind which does not offer the essential
guarantees of independence and impartiality . . .

War Crime #132. Failure to Put Prisoners on Trial in Impartial

Tribunals. President Bush torpedoed the presumption that Military

Commissions could provide independent judgments on the prisoners at

Guant�anamo on July 3, 2003, when an unidentified “senior defense offi-

cial” began an official press briefing with the words, “The President

determined that there is reason to believe that each of these enemy

combatants was a member of al-Qaeda or was otherwise involved in

terrorism directed against the United States.” Fourteen days later, Bush

said, “The only thing I know for certain is that these are bad people.”

In 2006, he said, “Those held at Guant�anamo include suspected bomb

makers, terrorist trainers, recruiters and facilitators, and potential sui-

cide bombers.” In other words, the commander-in-chief proclaimed

guilt before a trial. The officers serving on the Military Commissions,

who are on the chain of command that begins with the president, could

reasonably infer that they were ordered to agree with a guilty verdict

before reviewing evidence. Such trials can only be shams.

Bush originally set up a process in which the executive branch at the

highest level created the rules to be followed and appointed those who
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would interpret and carry out those rules, thereby leaving the legislative

and judicial branches of government out of the loop despite the bedrock

principle of checks and balances. Indeed, the development of proce-

dures to try “enemy combatants” has been a work in progress from

2002. Bush’s intent was to set up special military bodies with limited

procedures. Accordingly, court challenges have been filed almost con-

tinuously. In 2005, William Haynes II, Defense Department General

Counsel, who set up the legal process, allegedly ejaculated: “We can’t

have acquittals. If we’ve been holding these guys for so long, how can

we explain letting them get off? We can’t have acquittals. We’ve got to

have convictions.”

Thus far, eight military attorneys assigned to court duty in Guant�anamo

have resigned in protest. Attorney Stephen Abraham, during his six

months as a government prosecutor at Guant�anamo, discovered that

many cases “lacked even the most fundamental earmarks of objectively

credible evidence.” Lieutenant Commander Charles Swift has called the

tribunal a “kangaroo court.” Captain John Carr characterized the proceed-

ings as “rigged.” Whereas no person could serve on a jury in a federal

court who was affected by a criminal act in which defendants were

charged with playing a role, Hamdan’s jury consisted of at least two mili-

tary officers who had been impacted by the war in Afghanistan.

Colonel Morris Davis, chief prosecutor from 2005 to 2007, accused

the government of rushing to judgment in high-profile cases because

“there’s always been this mind-set that if we can knock a few of these

[cases] off and just get the 9/11 suspects into the courtroom, whoever

wins the election is not going to be able to stop it.” Haynes, whose

above-quoted sentences were reported in the press by Davis, resigned

under fire in February 2008.

Davis also exposed an assertion about the “strategic political value”

of the trials made by Air Force Brigadier General Thomas Hartmann,

the chief adviser to Susan Crawford. Hartmann has denied making the

statement, evidently referring to the 2008 election. Later, he was

removed from his position. In March 2008, Navy Lieutenant Com-

mander Brian Mizer filed a ninety-seven-page motion to dismiss the

case against Salim Ahmed Hamdan, for whom he served as the defense

attorney, on the grounds of prejudice. Those alleged to have made prej-

udicial statements are Crawford and Hartmann.

Among the major objections to military commission procedures are

the use of classified evidence in closed sessions, destroyed documents,

disappearing evidence, and hearsay reports. Another example of lack of
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basic rights is the case of six Algerians who were cleared of terrorism

charges by judges in Bosnia, whereupon they were rounded up by

American authorities for transfer to Guant�anamo. When they arrived,

they were declared enemy combatants and eligible for trials, thereby

exposing them to double jeopardy.

In March 2008, military defense lawyers petitioned the U.S. Court of

Military Commission Review to stop prosecuting attorneys from con-

tacting detainees. It is a breach of legal ethics for prosecutors to speak

directly with defendants without first obtaining permission from their

defense lawyers.

Military prosecutors have a fundamental conflict of interest between

obeying an order to find someone guilty without evidence and living up

to the ethical standards of being an attorney. At Guant�anamo, Bush is

asking lawyers to act in a manner that may cause them to be disbarred

in the states where they practice law.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 99. . . .No moral or physical coercion may be
exerted on a prisoner of war in order to induce him to admit himself guilty
of the act of which he is accused. . . .

War Crime #133. Forced Self-Incrimination. Despite the Miranda
right to remain silent during interrogation, which applies in the American

legal system, many prisoners have been tortured to confess. Under duress,

they have relinquished their non-incrimination right. Several Guant�anamo

prisoners are being held primarily because of admissions extracted under

extreme duress by the CIA, which was seeking intelligence.

Agencies that taped interrogations and then destroyed the tapes, with

or without making transcripts of the sessions, did so in violation of sev-

enteen court orders. Without the tapes, defendants who were forced to

make false confessions would not be able to defend themselves prop-

erly. Accordingly, defense attorneys believe that charges must be dis-

missed against twenty-one Guant�anamo prisoners for prosecutorial

obstruction of justice.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 103. Judicial investigations relating to a prisoner of
war shall be conducted as rapidly as circumstances permit and so that
his trial shall take place as soon as possible. A prisoner of war shall not

continued
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be confined while awaiting trial unless a member of the armed forces of
the Detaining Power would be so confined if he were accused of a similar
offence, or if it is essential to do so in the interests of national security. In
no circumstances shall this confinement exceed three months.

War Crime #134. Failure to Provide Speedy Trials. The phrase

“Justice delayed is justice denied” is a rewording often attributed to for-

mer British Prime Minister William Gladstone from one of the clauses

in the Magna Carta. Although the first prisoners arrived at Guant�anamo

in 2002, none had been tried until mid-2008. Some 24,000 persons

under American custody outside Guant�anamo have neither been

arraigned nor tried, many for more than five years.

In contrast, trials have already been held in Indonesia for the Bali

hotel attacks during 2002, in Madrid for attacks on commuter trains

during 2004, and in London for subway attacks during 2005. In 2008,

Washington turned down requests from the Yemen government to

return all their nationals from Guant�anamo so that they may be given

speedy trials.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 105. The prisoner of war shall be entitled to assis-
tance by one of his prisoner comrades, to defense by a qualified advocate
or counsel of his own choice, to the calling of witnesses and, if he deems
necessary, to the services of a competent interpreter. He shall be advised
of these rights by the Detaining Power in due time before the trial. Failing
a choice by the prisoner of war, the Protecting Power shall find him an
advocate or counsel, and shall have at least one week at its disposal for
the purpose. The Detaining Power shall deliver to the said Power, on
request, a list of persons qualified to present the defense. Failing a choice
of an advocate or counsel by the prisoner of war or the Protecting Power,
the Detaining Power shall appoint a competent advocate or counsel to
conduct the defense. The advocate or counsel conducting the defense on
behalf of the prisoner of war shall have at his disposal a period of two
weeks at least before the opening of the trial, as well as the necessary
facilities to prepare the defense of the accused. He may, in particular,
freely visit the accused and interview him in private. He may also confer
with any witnesses for the defense, including prisoners of war. He shall
have the benefit of these facilities until the term of appeal or petition has
expired. Particulars of the charge or charges on which the prisoner of war
is to be arraigned, as well as the documents which are generally

continued
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communicated to the accused by virtue of the laws in force in the armed
forces of the Detaining Power, shall be communicated to the accused pris-
oner of war in a language which he understands, and in good time before
the opening of the trial. The same communication in the same circumstan-
ces shall be made to the advocate or counsel conducting the defense on
behalf of the prisoner of war. The representatives of the Protecting Power
shall be entitled to attend the trial of the case, unless, exceptionally, this is
held in camera in the interest of State security. In such a case the Detain-
ing Power shall advise the Protecting Power accordingly.

War Crime #135. Denial of the Right to Call Witnesses. Up to

2008, no witnesses had ever been called in Guant�anamo proceedings.

Some were scheduled to be flown in by the prosecution for the trial of

Salim Hamdan. As originally proposed, Military Commissions would

not even have allowed those accused to be witnesses at their own trials.

The Department of Defense has claimed that defense attorneys have no

authority to compel CIA or other personnel to testify whether they

obtained evidence from torture. Guant�anamo authorities have refused to

make telephone calls in order to obtain information that might exoner-

ate prisoners. Their attorneys have done so instead.

Abdul Razzaq Hekmati was an anti-Taliban war hero in Afghanistan.

During his CSRT hearing, he requested witnesses, both from a fellow

detainee and from two current Afghan government officials who pleaded

in vain with the American ambassador in Kabul on Hekmati’s behalf.

His requests were denied, and he died in 2008 while still a prisoner.

Defendant Salim Ahmed Hamdan and other “high-value” detainees

were refused the right to call witnesses at their CSRTs in 2007. How-

ever, in early 2008 Captain Keith Allred, the military commission judge

in his trial, granted him the right to obtain written answers to questions

put to some of the high-value detainees at Guant�anamo with whom

Hamdan is alleged to have been a co-conspirator, and defense witnesses

flew to testify at his trial.

War Crime #136. Failure to Advise Prisoners of Geneva Conven-

tion Rights. Most prisoners were not told about their Geneva Conven-

tion rights until their attorneys appeared at Guant�anamo in 2004. When

Feroz Ali Abbusi tried to invoke Geneva Conventions protections at a

hearing later that year, the tribunal president retorted as follows:

“[I]nternational law does not matter here. Geneva Conventions does

[sic] not matter here.… I don’t care about international law. I don’t
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want to hear the words ‘international law’ again. We are not concerned

with international law.”

War Crime #137. Failure to Facilitate Selection by Prisoners of

Their Attorneys. In 2004, prisoners were first informed of their right to

be represented by lawyers, thanks to Rasul v Bush. Lieutenant Com-

mander Charles Swift, who vigorously defended Hamdan in military

proceedings that the Supreme Court called unconstitutional, was denied

a promotion and summarily replaced by another military lawyer.

To compromise the ability of lawyers to represent their clients, prison

officials have masqueraded as lawyers at Guant�anamo, providing phony

information about themselves. To further discredit them, Muslim pris-

oners have been told that their lawyers are Jews.

Several prisoners called into the courtroom in 2008 have refused

court-appointed attorneys, insisting that they will boycott the proceed-

ings, which they regard as bogus. In 2005, Ali Hamza Ahmad Suliman

al-Bahlul petitioned the Guant�anamo commission to allow an attorney

from his native Yemen. His request was denied. Only American lawyers

can participate in proceedings.

War Crime #138. Failure to Allow the United Nations to Provide

Attorneys for Prisoners. UN personnel have not been welcomed at

American-run prisons. They have consistently objected to the proceedings.

War Crime #139. Failure to Provide Attorneys Free Access to Pris-

oners. Although some lawyers finally saw prisoners whom they represent

at Guant�anamo in 2004, conditions for their visits are at the discretion of

and in accordance with rules established by those running the facility. Even

when a lawyer arrives for an appointment, a visit could be capriciously

denied or arbitrarily postponed for a day. Attorney Clive Stafford Smith’s

visits at Guant�anamo have been limited to ten days every six weeks.

When lawyers take notes on their conversations with their clients, the

notes cannot be taken out. They must be submitted for declassification

(censorship) and must later be picked up in Washington, DC. The ear-

liest pickup time is two weeks. Attorneys cannot discuss cases with one

another and cannot discuss classified evidence with their clients.

War Crime #140. Failure to Provide Privacy During Visits

Between Attorneys and Prisoners. Cameras and microphones have

recorded everything said between detainees and their lawyers. Due to

warrantless monitoring of all telephone calls in and out of the United

States, eavesdropping has occurred. Moreover, there is no secure place

to view and discuss secret intelligence documents. In Al-Odah v
United States (2004), a court ordered that attorney-client privacy
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rights must be observed at Guant�anamo, but the ruling has not affected

all Guant�anamo prisoners.

War Crime #141. Failure to Translate Legal Documents for Pris-

oners. Translations are not provided on a timely basis to facilitate dis-

cussions between lawyers and their clients. Defense attorneys must

even bring and pay for their own translators to Guant�anamo.

War Crime #142. No Right of Appeal. As originally established by

Bush, Military Commissions would not have honored the right to

appeal. ARBs and CSRTs, established later, do not allow appeals. After

Congress passed the Military Commissions Act of 2006, the Court of

Military Commission Review was set up as an appeal body. In a recent

court case, a federal court judge ruled that he could review judgments

from Military Commissions but not the procedures used. However,

under the American system of checks and balances, courts ordinarily

review decisions by the executive and legislative branches.

War Crime #143. Failure to Inform Prisoners Promptly of

Charges Against Them. Thousands of prisoners have been held in

American-run prisons worldwide without knowledge of charges against

them, many for more than five years. What is being denied is the right

of habeas corpus—the right of a prisoner to be represented in court in

order to learn the reason for incarceration.

The right was first established by the Habeas Corpus Act of 1679 in

response to the existence of secret prisons in various island locations

within the British Isles. Indeed, the right of habeas corpus was not

among the abuses of power delineated in the Declaration of Independ-

ence of 1776 because Britain recognized that right. The Supreme Court

has insisted on the right of habeas corpus in Rasul v Bush (2004) and

Boumediene v Bush (2008).

War Crime #144. Failure to Inform Prisoners’ Attorneys of

Charges Against Prisoners Whom They Represent. Paul Gardephe,

who represents photographer Bilal Hussein, is one of several attorneys

who sought the release of their clients without knowing why they were

held. He even produced a forty-six-page exculpatory report on his cli-

ent’s behalf, but to no avail.

War Crime #145. Secrecy in Judicial Proceedings. Bush’s original

plan was for secret trials at Guant�anamo. Lawsuits from 2004 have

gradually opened various aspects of the proceedings to greater scrutiny,

but defense lawyers in 2008 were still barred from accessing a classified

database containing evidence to be presented against their clients

because no declassification unit exists there.
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ARBs, which decide whether inmates should continue to be held, are

still conducted in secret—as are similar bodies in Afghanistan and Iraq.

Only military detention officials, none of them lawyers, have been

allowed at the CSRTs of high-value detainees. Sometimes rulings are

not made public until a determination is made that their release would

not harm national security.

In preparation for Omar Khadr’s trial, the CSRT’s decision whether

to allow cross-examination of prosecution witnesses was made in cam-

era. His civilian attorney, Joseph Margulies, remarked that “the govern-

ment is trying to keep the secrecy of the proceeding a secret itself.”

On January 31, 2005, District Court Joyce Hens Green ruled (In re
Guant�anamo Detainee Cases) that Guant�anamo proceedings were ille-

gal under American and international law. But the full text of her ruling

was kept secret on the basis of the state secrets doctrine.

On February 23, 2006, a federal judge ordered the release of uncen-

sored transcripts of all detainee hearings in Associated Press v Depart-
ment of Defense. The ruling required submission of all evidence, without

exception, to federal judges so that they could determine whether detain-

ees were legitimately classified as illegal enemy combatants.

In 2007, after a three-judge panel headed by Colonel Morris Davis

ruled that a Guant�anamo inmate was not an enemy combatant, a second

tribunal overruled the decision of the first. Davis, unaware of the exis-

tence of the second proceeding until the later decision was etched in

stone, then resigned his position.

Some testimony in Hamdan’s trial in 2008 was heard in secret. That

is, the defendant lacked the rights both to confront his accuser and to

hear those testifying on his behalf.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 121. Every death or serious injury of a prisoner of
war caused or suspected to have been caused by a sentry, another pris-
oner of war, or any other person, as well as any death the cause of which
is unknown, shall be immediately followed by an official enquiry by the
Detaining Power. . . .Statements shall be taken from witnesses, especially
from those who are prisoners of war. . . . If the enquiry indicates the guilt of
one or more persons, the Detaining Power shall take all measures for the
prosecution of the person or persons responsible.

War Crime #146. Failure to Prosecute Those Responsible for

Prisoner Deaths. Detainee Habibulla, while in captivity in Afghanistan
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during 2002, died after being left for days with his arms shackled and

tied to a ceiling beam. He was the first to die in American confinement

abroad after 9/11. The following week, Afghan taxi driver Dilawar was

the second to die; he was beaten and left to die in custody, also at

Bagram.

Although investigations were conducted over the two deaths, no pros-

ecutions resulted, though the methods used were then banned. Captain

Wood, who was in command of the interrogator while both men were

prisoners, was transferred to Abu Ghraib, where she instituted the same

interrogation methods that were prohibited after her departure from

Bagram.

Of at least forty-five detainee murders while in American custody,

only twelve thus far have resulted in punishment of those involved. The

highest-ranking soldier punished judicially for the death of a detainee is

Major Clarke Paulus, who was dismissed from the service. Despite

questionable shoot-to-kill methods of riot control at Iraqi prisons, com-

manding officers did not prosecute anyone.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 130. Grave breaches . . . shall be those involving any
of the following acts, if committed against persons or property protected by
the Convention: . . . torture or inhuman treatment . . .willfully causing great
suffering or serious injury to body or health, [or] compelling a prisoner of
war to serve in the forces of the hostile Power. . . .Art. 131. No High Con-
tracting Party shall be allowed to absolve itself or any other High Contract-
ing Party of any liability incurred by itself or by another High Contracting
Party in respect of breaches referred to in the preceding Article.

War Crime #147. Absolving Liability for Redress. During the Gulf

War of 1991, several Americans were captured when Iraq attacked

Kuwait and then were tortured (beatings, electric shocks, starvation,

threats of amputation and dismemberment and death) and forced to

serve as human shields during combat. After survivors returned to the

United States, they became aware that they were entitled to compensa-

tion for their suffering, and a judge in 2002 ruled that they were entitled

to $959 million from the Iraqi government. While Saddam Hussein

ruled the country, no such payments were forthcoming. When Iraq

finances came under American control in 2003, seventeen claimants

asked the Bush administration to effect the compensation. While Ameri-

can and Korean corporations were able to obtain billions in
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compensation for commercial debts, no such payments went to the sev-

enteen, and in 2005 they were unable to persuade the Supreme Court in

Acree v Iraq to order compensation payments from frozen Iraqi assets.

Meanwhile, the Bush administration barred compensation payments

from the Iraqi government to American citizens on the pretext that Iraq

needed the funds for reconstruction and no longer supported terrorism.

Although President Bush was not responsible for the mistreatment in

1991, he was in violation of the Geneva Conventions for blocking pay-

ments while in office, yet another war crime.

In 2007, Congress required the compensation from Iraqi funds within

the military appropriation act, but Bush vetoed the law because of that

provision. In June 2008, Representative Bruce Braley proposed compro-

mise legislation that would use American funds to pay claims at $415

million. There the matter rests.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 45(4)(g). Anyone charged with an offence shall
have the right to examine, or have examined, the witnesses against him
and to obtain the attendance and examination of witnesses on his behalf
under the same conditions as witnesses against him . . .

War Crime #148. Refusal to Allow Cross-Examinations. The Mili-

tary Commissions Act of 2006 denies defendants the right of cross-ex-

amination, particularly secret testimony. Exculpatory documentary

evidence has also been denied on “national security” grounds or

because files have been “lost.” The Military Commissions Act also

allows the prosecution to introduce hearsay evidence, which cannot be

challenged.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 82. The High Contracting Parties at all times, and
the Parties to the conflict in time of armed conflict, shall ensure that legal
advisers are available, when necessary, to advise military commanders at
the appropriate level on the application of the Conventions and this Proto-
col and on the appropriate instruction to be given to the armed forces on
this subject.

War Crime #149. Failure to Provide Appropriate Legal Advice to

Military Commanders Regarding Prisoners. Ordinarily, members of

the Judge Advocate General Corps are present at places of detention
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and interrogation. That rule, however, has been violated. Lieutenant

Colonel Thomas Berg, who investigated the deaths of Dilawar and Hab-

ibulla, noted that normal guidelines were inapplicable after Bush said

that the Geneva Conventions did not apply. Lieutenant General San-

chez’s request for a military attorney in Iraq was denied.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 86(1) . . .Parties to the conflict shall repress grave
breaches, and take measures necessary to suppress all other breaches,
of the Conventions or of this Protocol which result from a failure to act
when under a duty to do so. (2) The fact that a breach of the Conventions
or of this Protocol was committed by a subordinate does not absolve his
superiors from penal or disciplinary responsibility, as the case may be, if
they knew, or had information which should have enabled them to con-
clude in the circumstances at the time, that he was committing or was
going to commit such a breach and if they did not take all feasible meas-
ures within their power to prevent or repress the breach.

War Crime #150. Failure to Prosecute Commanding Officers for

Taking No Action to Stop Abuse against Prisoners. Prisoners at

Bagram observed senior military officers touring the facility, observing

prisoners chained to the ceiling and otherwise abused. But no orders

were given to stop the offenses.

Thus far, military attorneys have failed to present the doctrine of

command responsibility in a court-martial in order to find any superior

officer responsible for the abuse and torture meted out to prisoners at

Abu Ghraib or elsewhere. A Pentagon official has reported that Gener-

als Abizaid and Sanchez kept the offenses at Abu Ghraib quiet until the

lid blew off in the media. Bush has neither admitted nor denied that his

secret executive order assigns him as ultimately culpable.

The Detainee Assessment Branch at Abu Ghraib received reports of

detainee abuse long before sensational photographs were released. The

branch then relayed the incidents to the top military intelligence officer

in Iraq, Major General Barbara Fast, who was never prosecuted. Her

immediate subordinate at Abu Ghraib, Lieutenant Colonel Steven Jor-

dan, was cleared of any responsibility by a court-martial in 2007 despite

the Fay/Jones Report assigning him culpability.

Seven subordinate military police were disciplined for the offenses at

Abu Ghraib, based on the Uniform Code of Military Justice, which their

superiors at the time told them was inapplicable. Only two lower-ranking
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intelligence officers who influenced the military police were convicted of

any related offense. Most military intelligence officers instructed guards

to humiliate prisoners sexually, according to Army Specialist Samuel

Provance, who in turn was disciplined for whistleblowing. Indeed, Major

General Taguba was prohibited from investigating upward in the chain of

command.

The Schmidt Report resulted from complaints by FBI officials that

military intelligence was using improper interrogation techniques at

Guant�anamo. After review of more than 24,000 interrogation logs for a

period of more than three years, the only disciplinary action taken in response

was a single reprimand (for pretending that red ink was menstrual blood) and

a verbal admonishment (for using duct tape over a prisoner’s mouth).

In February 2008, CIA Director Michael McConnell, admitting that

waterboarding had been used in previous years, interpreted the Detainee

Treatment Act of 2005 and the 2006 Supreme Court decision in Hamdan
v Rumsfeld as banning waterboarding as well as “outrages upon personal

dignity” and “humiliating and degrading treatment.” However, during the

same week Attorney General Michael Mukasey told Congress that he

would not prosecute those who approved or previously engaged in water-

boarding. Bush, who admitted approving torture on April 11, 2008, is the

commanding officer who has not been prosecuted.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 87(1) . . .Parties to the conflict shall require military
commanders, with respect to members of the armed forces under their
command and other persons under their control, to prevent and, where
necessary, to suppress and to report to competent authorities breaches
of the Conventions and of this Protocol.

War Crime #151. Failure of Commanding Officers to Report

Offenses Against Prisoners to Superiors. Lieutenant General Sanchez

was aware of abuses at Abu Ghraib, which had been reported to him by

Retired Colonel Stuart Herrington, Brigadier General Janis Karpinski,

and the Red Cross in 2003. His superior, General Abizaid, was also

aware. There is no record that Abizaid reported the matter to his superi-

ors in Washington until the matter became public, though Sanchez

assumed they were reported to the Pentagon. Moreover, the FBI failed

to instruct field agents in Iraq and elsewhere to make systematic, regu-

lar reports on abusive interrogations after closing a “War Crimes File”

in 2002.
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The Schmidt Report recommended that Major General Geoffrey

Miller should be reprimanded for excesses at Guant�anamo, in particular

for the lengthy and intense interrogation of Mohammed al-Qahtani. But

Miller’s superior, General Bantz Craddock, disagreed with Schmidt,

claiming that there was no violation of American policy.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 87(2). In order to prevent and suppress breaches,
. . .Parties to the conflict shall require that, commensurate with their level
of responsibility, commanders ensure that members of the armed forces
under their command are aware of their obligations under the Conven-
tions and this Protocol.

War Crime #152. Failure of Commanding Officers to Ensure

That Subordinates Understand Geneva Convention Obligations

Regarding Prisoners. Instead of relying on training guidelines that

included Geneva Convention requirements, interrogators in Afghanistan

and at Abu Ghraib were instructed to use Captain Wood’s improvised

set of techniques on prisoners. Later, Lieutenant General Sanchez

issued ambiguous directives for Abu Ghraib.

In December 2002, military translator Erik Saar attended what

he considered to be a surreal briefing at Guant�anamo that explained the

inapplicability of the Third and Fourth Geneva Conventions. The

National Security Council is responsible for closing the FBI’s file of

war crimes abuses at Guant�anamo. In 2005, when Captain Ian Fishback

conscientiously tried to determine which Geneva Convention standards

applied at Guant�anamo in the treatment of prisoners, he was repeatedly

told to “consider your career” instead. He considered his country

instead by blowing the whistle.

In August 2007, Reserve Lieutenant Colonel Steven Jordan was acquit-

ted of criminally failing to train Abu Ghraib jailers properly, but he was

reprimanded for whistleblowing. Human Rights Watch, accordingly,

assigns blame for the mistreatment of prisoners directly to the obfuscation

of standards by President Bush and Secretary Rumsfeld that went down

the chain of command as a puzzle to be solved at an individual level.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 87(3). The High Contracting Parties and Parties to
the conflict shall require any commander who is aware that subordinates or

continued
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other persons under his control are going to commit or have committed a
breach of the Conventions or of this Protocol, to initiate such steps as are
necessary to prevent such violations of the Conventions or this Protocol,
and, where appropriate, to initiate disciplinary or penal action against vio-
lators thereof.

War Crime #153. Failure of Commanding Officers to Prevent or

Stop Subordinates from Mistreating Prisoners. The FBI was

informed in 2002 at the highest level that CIA and military intelligence

officers were mistreating prisoners, so the decision was made to stop

participating when questionable techniques were used. However, no

countervailing FBI action was taken to stop the abuse until the Abu

Ghraib scandal of 2004.

Red Cross complaints about abuse at Abu Ghraib were presented to

Lieutenant General Sanchez. Brigadier General Karpinski, who had inde-

pendently reported the abuse to her superiors to little avail, was demoted

to colonel and resigned in 2005, though she had no control over the secret

unit sent by Rumsfeld to conduct abusive interrogations at the prison or

the regular military intelligence unit commanded by Major General Fast.

Indeed, Fast was evidently aware of abuses, which continued in 2004,

when Karpinski was replaced by Major General Miller under whose com-

mand more of the abuses occurred. When Chief Warrant Officer Lewis

Welshofer, Jr., was prosecuted for the murder of an Iraqi general at Abu

Ghraib, he tried to defend himself by saying that his company commander

and Lieutenant General Sanchez approved his action in stuffing the man

into a sleeping bag, where he died from asphyxiation.

Although head slapping was banned by the Detainee Treatment Act of

2005, a secret memo written by Attorney General Gonzales authorized the

technique on the basis of Bush’s signing statement of that law in which

the president claimed an exemption whenever warranted by national secu-

rity considerations at his discretion. The Schmidt Report concluded that

commanding officers were at fault for failing to monitor interrogations,

but did not identify Bush as the principal commanding officer.

Admiral Alberto Mora objected strenuously to the harsh treatment at

Guant�anamo, particularly to the cruel interrogation of al-Qahtani, and

said so. Rumsfeld then suspended the extraordinary procedures, but

only temporarily. Thus, Rumsfeld assumed responsibility.

War Crime #154. Failure of Commanding Officers to Discipline

or Prosecute Subordinates Who Mistreat Prisoners. Although more
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than 600 investigations of abuse have been conducted over the years,

the Geneva Conventions have not been the basis for any prosecutions.

Mistreatment has been prosecuted at Abu Ghraib and Bagram but not at

Guant�anamo. The usual discipline has been demotion in rank. Only

fifty-four of 600 Americans accused of abuse have been convicted of

any offense.

In one case, during 2004, a Defense Intelligence Agency official

observed an interrogator unnecessarily slapping a prisoner who was pro-

viding useful information. When the official reported the incident as a

“war crime,” he was ignored.

Although FBI Director Robert Mueller and Attorney General John

Ashcroft both knew about torture of prisoners, neither ordered prosecu-

tions of the offenders. In 2007, Lieutenant Colonel Jordan was prose-

cuted for abuse at Abu Ghraib, but found not guilty. In 2008, the

accusation against him was expunged. The remaining twenty-six mili-

tary intelligence officers and soldiers identified by the Fay/Jones Report

for misconduct at Abu Ghraib have escaped prosecution. Instead, the

official line is that there were a few bad apples and isolated incidents—

“Animal House on the night shift,” according to the Schlesinger Report.

But that description perhaps better fits the Situation Room at the White

House during the early micromanaging of torture. The abuse in Afghan-

istan and Iraq has been systematic and widespread.

Karpinski, who reported sexual abuse at Abu Ghraib to her superiors,

characterized the response as “light-hearted.” Later, eleven persons were

officially disciplined for the abuses, receiving only reprimands, but none

for torture. Journalist Thomas Ricks reports that Major General Raymond

Odierno, instead of prosecuting a soldier in Iraq for shooting a hand-

cuffed prisoner, merely had him discharged from service.

Colonel Thomas Pappas, who admitted that he authorized the use of

dogs at Abu Ghraib, was granted immunity of prosecution so that he

could testify against those who handled the dogs. According to several

sworn statements, Major General Miller initially recommended the use

of dogs, but he was allowed to refuse to testify against himself and qui-

etly retired in 2006. Never disciplined, Miller was later awarded the

Distinguished Service Medal.

Torture Convention, 1985, Art. 2(1). Each State Party shall take effec-
tive legislative, administrative, judicial or other measures to prevent acts

continued
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of torture in any territory under its jurisdiction. (2) No exceptional circum-
stances whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal po-
litical instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a
justification of torture. (3) An order from a superior officer or a public
authority may not be invoked as a justification of torture.

War Crime #155. Attempting to Justify Torture. Bush’s statement

accompanying his signature on the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005

says,

The executive branch shall construe…the Act, relating to detainees, in a

manner consistent with the constitutional authority of the President to

supervise the unitary executive branch and as Commander in Chief and

consistent with the constitutional limitations on the judicial power…

In short, Bush reserved the right to justify torture in an emergency

situation. Interrogators, in turn, have been led to believe that the

Detainee Treatment Act immunizes them from possible prosecution.

The text of the “Torture Memo” was accepted by Bush until rescinded

by the Department of Justice nine months later, but the spirit of the

memo continued to guide interrogators who were given “immunity in

advance” in accordance with Rumsfeld’s memo of December 2, 2002.

Douglas Feith, who testified before Congress in July 2008, even attrib-

uted to Attorney General Ashcroft the view that useful intelligence

could not be derived by following Geneva Convention guidelines. One

Kafkaesque defense articulated by an interrogator is that torture is justi-

fied as self-defense, that is, defense of the United States!

During the first half of 2008, the White House began a public campaign

to argue that some waterboarding was torture but some was not. Attorney

Philippe Sands, who interviewed top lawyers in the Bush administration,

reveals that none expressed any contrition or regrets about the mistreatment

of prisoners. Nevertheless, the CIA claims to have last used the practice in

2003 and officially removed torture from its toolkit in 2005, but the agency

could waterboard anytime in the future after a new legal review.

Torture Convention, 1985, Art. 6(1). The State Party in territory under
whose jurisdiction a person alleged to have committed any offence referred
to in article 4 [namely, “an attempt to commit torture and to an act by any

continued
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person which constitutes complicity or participation in torture”] . . .shall take
him into custody . . . to enable any criminal or extradition proceedings to be
instituted. (2) Such State shall immediately make a preliminary inquiry into
the facts.

War Crime #156. Failure to Arrest and Prosecute Torturers. To

date, only one soldier, Sergeant Joshua Claus, has been arrested, prose-

cuted, sentenced, and imprisoned (for five months) because he was

involved in waterboarding. David Passaro is the only civilian official

implicated for torture, also at Bagram.

While Abu Zubaydah was undergoing interrogation in 2002, FBI per-

sonnel left the room when the CIA began waterboarding. FBI officials

informed the CIA that the procedures were illegal and “didn’t even

want to be in the room” as participants. Later, the FBI indicated that no

reliable information was derived from the torture, but they did not pro-

ceed to arrest those involved in torture for possible prosecution.

Although journalist Seymour Hersh learned that orders went out from

Washington not to investigate the role of civilian authorities or high-

ranking military personnel in the abuse, the Defense Department and

FBI referred to the Department of Justice thirty-one cases of abuse, pos-

sibly including torture, by civilian contractors in Iraq. But only two

were pursued. After Major General Taguba reported “numerous inci-

dents of sadistic, blatant, and wanton criminal abuses,” he was forced

to resign on orders emanating from Defense Secretary Rumsfeld for not

being “part of the team.”

War Crime #157. Failure to Investigate Allegations of Torture.

Whereas the Taguba Report investigated Abu Ghraib, and the Schmidt

Report covered Guant�anamo, no systematic report exists about torture

in Afghanistan. FBI personnel were aware that torture was occurring,

but there was no investigation.

Despite the existence of videotapes of Zubaydah’s torture from 2002,

which must have been known to FBI personnel, the CIA videotapes were

not subpoenaed by the FBI but instead remained in CIA possession until

they were destroyed in 2005. The tapes might have provided definitive

evidence to sue those responsible for torture or to provide exculpatory

evidence for defendants’ confessions. Some persons involved in torture

were investigated, but most were merely charged with dereliction of duty.

Prisoners secretly shipped to third countries have complained about

torture, a crime that has universal jurisdiction. However, the Bush
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administration never instituted legal proceedings against those practic-

ing torture abroad, thereby becoming complicit.

Torture Convention, 1985, Art. 9(1). States Parties shall afford one
another the greatest measure of assistance in connection with civil pro-
ceedings brought in respect of any of the offences referred to in article 4
[engaging in torture, complicity in or participation in torture], including the
supply of all evidence at their disposal necessary for the proceedings.

War Crime #158. Refusal to Cooperate in Investigations and

Prosecutions of Torturers. The CIA deliberately destroyed hours of

secret videotapes made during Abu Zubaydah’s secret interrogation,

including waterboarding, which were subsequently sought by Congress,

a federal court, and other investigative bodies in November 2005. Simi-

lar videotaped evidence of interrogations has been routinely destroyed

at Guant�anamo despite the court order.

In 2007, the “state secrets” doctrine was invoked successfully by the

Attorney General’s office to dismiss El-Masri v Tenet, in which Kalid

el-Masri sought to sue the United States for his torture in Egypt. Other

courts cases have similarly been unable to proceed when the state

secrets doctrine has been cited as the basis for failing to divulge infor-

mation, including cases filed outside the United States. Only one third

of reported cases of abuse have been investigated.

Torture Convention, 1985, Art. 14(1). Each State Party shall ensure in
its legal system that the victim of an act of torture obtains redress and
has an enforceable right to fair and adequate compensation including the
means for as full rehabilitation as possible. . . .

War Crime #159. Failure to Compensate Victims of Torture. Af-

ter returning home to Montr�eal in 2003 from nearly one year of torture

in Syria, Maher Arar filed suit in federal court for compensation.

Although he had been cleared of terrorism charges, the American gov-

ernment refused to remove his name from the terrorism watch list,

thereby ensuring that the lawsuit would be quashed under the state

secrets doctrine. Instead, in 2007, he received from the Canadian gov-

ernment an official apology and C$11.5 million in compensation. Con-

gress apologized to Arar during his testimony before a joint session by
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satellite television later that year. In June 2008, subcommittee chair

Jerrold Nadler called for an independent prosecutor to charge those

involved in “a deliberate plot to abuse the procedures so they could rail-

road Arar to Syria, where they knew he would be tortured.” In addition,

lawyers representing ten Iraqis brutalized by British soldiers sued under

provisions of the European Convention for the Protection of Human

Rights and Fundamental Freedoms. They obtained £2.83 for their cli-

ents in 2008.

Although some of those wrongly detained in Iraq have left prison

with as much as $1,500 in compensation, Salim Mahmud Adam and

Adel Hassan Hamad, Sudanese released from Guant�anamo in December

2007, are among the many who have not been compensated. Their at-

torney has filed suit in an American court. While in confinement, Ham-

ad’s family was so impoverished that his only daughter became sick

and died, relevant factors in assessing damages.

At least thirty-eight former prisoners at Guant�anamo have been repa-

triated because they were judged not to be enemy combatants, yet none

have been compensated for their mistreatment during confinement. A

provision of the Military Commissions Act of 2006 blocks any such

action. But, of course, Bush has refused to allow compensation to

American victims of torture by Saddam Hussein (War Crime #147).

Torture Convention, 1985, Art. 15. Each State Party shall ensure that
any statement which is established to have been made as a result of tor-
ture shall not be invoked as evidence in any proceedings, except against
a person accused of torture as evidence that the statement was made.

War Crime #160. Admission of Statements Resulting from Tor-

ture into Evidence. Several detainees at Guant�anamo have been held

for prosecution based on “confessions” extracted by torture or the threat

of torture. Procedures disallow defense attorneys from raising the ques-

tion whether confessions were derived from torture, and tapes of the

interrogations were destroyed despite court orders.

Morris Davis, chief prosecutor at Guant�anamo from 2005 to 2007,

refused to use tainted evidence. When he was overruled, he resigned in

protest. In 2008, nevertheless, all charges were dropped without explana-

tion against Mohammed al-Qahtani, who clearly had been tortured. Simi-

larly, an al-Qaeda member convicted in Spain for the Madrid bombing

during 2004 was set free by an appeals court in 2008 because the
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evidence against him had been obtained at Guant�anamo, a judgment that

will apply elsewhere in Europe, thereby impeding counterterrorism efforts.

However, the judge in Hamdan’s trial at Guant�anamo ruled that any state-

ments made under “high coercive” conditions would be excluded.

During 2005, the FBI began to reinvestigate alleged war crimes

offenses of fifteen Guant�anamo detainees, hoping that they might obtain

the same confessions without torture. One aim was to derive evidence

for cases that might ultimately be tried by the Military Commissions or

in federal courts on the American mainland. Defense attorneys have

argued that any later uncoerced admissions to the FBI in an environ-

ment where torture might be expected to occur would be “fruit of a poi-

sonous tree” and therefore inadmissible and unlawful.

RELATIONS BETWEEN PRISONERS AND OUTSIDERS

The Geneva Conventions give prisoners the right to be visited by the

Red Cross and to be contacted by members of their family. When war

ends or the reasons for their confinement prove false, they should be

repatriated as soon as feasible.

Outside Organizations

The International Committee of the Red Cross and the Red Crescent

Society have been empowered by various international treaties with the

right to visit prisoners in order to verify whether their detentions accord

with international standards. They generally avoid public comments in

order to enhance their effectiveness in encouraging remedies to prob-

lems. When their quiet approach is unproductive, they can make their

observations public.

In addition, various United Nations agencies can initiate or receive

complaints, whereupon they usually request responses in writing and

sometimes request site visits. In 2006, UN Secretary-General Kofi

Annan recommended the immediate closure of Guant�anamo due to

documented reports of human rights violations.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 15. Relief Societies for prisoners of war, which are
regularly constituted in accordance with the law of the country with
the object of serving as the intermediary for charity, shall receive from the

continued
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belligerents for themselves and their duly accredited agents every facility,
within the bounds of military requirements and Administrative Regula-
tions, for the effective accomplishment of their humane task.

War Crime #161. Refusal to Allow the Red Cross Access to

Prisoners. One way to keep the identity of prisoners secret is to deny

access to the Red Cross. The orders to do so in the earlier years came from

Secretary of Defense Rumsfeld after a request by CIA Director Tenet.

Lieutenant General Sanchez specifically denied access to eight detain-

ees. After the Abu Ghraib scandal broke, the Red Cross was denied

access to the parts of the prison where the misconduct had occurred.

Although the Red Cross was later allowed to check on the medical and

social needs of the prisoners at various locations, some prisoners are

still unknown to them.

The CIA refuses to allow the Red Cross access to those held in secret

locations, including Diego Garcia. The military will not permit the Red

Cross to visit one of the prison compounds on Guant�anamo. Whenever

the Red Cross has been allowed to visit prisoners, access has not been

granted immediately but must await the interrogation and processing of

prisoners. In 2008, President Bush vetoed the intelligence budget, which

contained a provision requiring all American-run prisons to allow Red

Cross access to all prisoners.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 79. A central information agency for prison-
ers of war shall be created in a neutral country. The International Commit-
tee of the Red Cross shall propose the organization of such an agency to
the interested Powers, if it considers it necessary. The function of that
agency shall be to centralize all information respecting prisoners, which it
may obtain through official or private channels; it shall transmit it as
quickly as possible to the country of origin of the prisoners or to the
Power which they have served. These provisions must not be interpreted
as restricting the humanitarian activity of the International Committee of
the Red Cross.

War Crime #162. Failure to Establish a Central Prisoner of War

Agency. In addition to an initial failure to cooperate with the Red Cross

and Red Crescent, the United States failed to establish a neutral interna-

tional agency to keep track of prisoners. UN agencies could have

played that role.
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Geneva III, 1949, Art. 10. When prisoners of war do not benefit or cease
to benefit, no matter for what reason, by the activities of a Protecting
Power or of an organization . . . , the Detaining Power shall request . . . or
shall accept, subject to the provisions of this Article, the offer of the serv-
ices of a humanitarian organization, such as the International Committee
of the Red Cross, to assume the humanitarian functions performed by
Protecting Powers under the present Convention.

War Crime #163. Failure to Request Assistance from a Humani-

tarian Organization. American forces in Afghanistan were overloaded

with prisoners after achieving military supremacy. Similarly, Abu Ghraib

was overcrowded when American troops began to arrest hundreds as pos-

sible insurgent sympathizers. To assist, the United States as Detaining

Power was supposed to request services of a Protecting Power or a hu-

manitarian organization, such as the Red Cross or the Red Crescent. The

Bush administration failed to do so initially despite criticisms from Am-

nesty International, Human Rights Watch, and other organizations. Later,

the Red Cross and Red Crescent were admitted, but restricted.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 70. Immediately upon capture, or not more than
one week after arrival at a camp, even if it is a transit camp, likewise in
case of sickness or transfer to hospital or another camp, every prisoner of
war shall be enabled to write direct to . . . the Central Prisoners of War
Agency . . . a card . . . informing . . . of his capture, address and state of
health. The said cards shall be forwarded as rapidly as possible and may
not be delayed in any manner. Art. 71. Prisoners of war shall be allowed
to send and receive letters and cards. If the Detaining Power deems it
necessary to limit the number of letters and cards sent by each prisoner
of war, the said number shall not be less than two letters and four cards
monthly, exclusive of the capture cards provided for in Article 70, and
conforming as closely as possible to the models annexed to the present
Convention. Further limitations may be imposed only if the Protecting
Power is satisfied that it would be in the interests of the prisoners of war
concerned to do so owing to difficulties of translation caused by the
Detaining Power’s inability to find sufficient qualified linguists to carry out
the necessary censorship. If limitations must be placed on the correspon-
dence addressed to prisoners of war, they may be ordered only by the
Power on which the prisoners depend, possibly at the request of the
Detaining Power. Such letters and cards must be conveyed by the most
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rapid method at the disposal of the Detaining Power; they may not be
delayed or retained for disciplinary reasons.

War Crime #164. Prisoners Prevented from Contacting the Red

Cross and the Red Crescent Society. Those in secret American-con-

trolled prisons have been cut off from the Red Cross and Red Crescent.

When the two organizations visit nonsecret prisons, they are not always

allowed face-to-face interviews with prisoners.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 72. Prisoners of war shall be allowed to receive by
post or by any other means individual parcels or collective shipments con-
taining, in particular, foodstuffs, clothing, medical supplies and articles of
a religious, educational or recreational character which may meet their
needs, including books, devotional articles, scientific equipment, examina-
tion papers, musical instruments, sports outfits and materials allowing
prisoners of war to pursue their studies or their cultural activities.

War Crime #165. Parcels to Prisoners Disallowed. Shipments from

the Red Cross were denied to those in American-run prisons outside the

United States in the early years. Locations of the various secret prisons

around the world were not disclosed. Currently, the Iraqi Red Crescent

Society drops off food for prisoners at American-run prisons.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 78. Prisoners of war shall have the right to make
known to the military authorities in whose power they are, their requests
regarding the conditions of captivity to which they are subjected. They
shall also have the unrestricted right to apply to the representatives of the
Protecting Powers either through their prisoners’ representative or, if they
consider it necessary, direct, in order to draw their attention to any points
on which they may have complaints to make regarding their conditions of
captivity. These requests and complaints shall not be limited . . .They
must be transmitted immediately. Even if they are recognized to be
unfounded, they may not give rise to any punishment. Prisoners’ repre-
sentatives may send periodic reports on the situation in the camps and
the needs of the prisoners of war to the representatives of the Protecting
Powers.

War Crime #166. Failure to Allow Prisoners to Complain to UN

Bodies. Some prisoners have voiced complaints directly to Red Cross
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visitors. But the United Nations, established as the Protecting Power by

Security Council resolutions, has repeatedly been denied access to all

American-run prisons on the pretext that the United States is “not sub-

ject to international human rights law because of the armed conflict.”

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 121. Every death or serious injury of a prisoner of
war caused or suspected to have been caused by a sentry, another pris-
oner of war, or any other person, as well as any death the cause of which
is unknown, shall be immediately followed by an official enquiry by the
Detaining Power. A communication on this subject shall be sent immedi-
ately to the Protecting Power. Statements shall be taken from witnesses,
especially from those who are prisoners of war, and a report including
such statements shall be forwarded to the Protecting Power. . . .

War Crime #167. Failure to Share Inquest Investigations with the

UN. United Nations offices in Baghdad, Kabul, and elsewhere have not

been consulted after deaths in American-run prisons. According to

Dr. Miles, records have been improperly kept (War Crime #92).

Geneva III 1949, Art. 125. Subject to the measures which the Detaining
Powers may consider essential to ensure their security or to meet any
other reasonable need, the representatives of religious organizations,
relief societies, or any other organization assisting prisoners of war, shall
receive from the said Powers, for themselves and their duly accredited
agents, all necessary facilities for visiting the prisoners, distributing relief
supplies and material, from any source, intended for religious, educational
or recreative purposes, and for assisting them in organizing their leisure
time within the camps. Such societies or organizations may be constituted
in the territory of the Detaining Power or in any other country, or they may
have an international character.

War Crime #168. Failure to Provide Opportunities for Non-

governmental Organizations to Assist the Religious and Other Needs

of Prisoners. The only international organizations allowed inside

prisons are the Red Cross and the Red Crescent. A representative of

the Human Rights Commission of Pakistan, an independent organiza-

tion, has specifically been refused access to Pakistani prisoners at

Guant�anamo.
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Geneva III, 1949, Art. 126. Representatives or delegates of the Protect-
ing Powers shall have permission to go to all places where prisoners of
war may be, particularly to places of internment, imprisonment and
labor, and shall have access to all premises occupied by prisoners of
war; they shall also be allowed to go to the places of departure, passage
and arrival of prisoners who are being transferred. They shall be able to
interview the prisoners, and in particular the prisoners’ representatives,
without witnesses, either personally or through an interpreter. Represen-
tatives and delegates of the Protecting Powers shall have full liberty to
select the places they wish to visit. The duration and frequency of these
visits shall not be restricted. Visits may not be prohibited except for rea-
sons of imperative military necessity, and then only as an exceptional
and temporary measure. . . .

War Crime #169. Denial of Access of UN Agencies to Places of

Departure, Passage, Arrival, and Incarceration. Requests for visits

from other UN agencies have been unsuccessful. The UN Special Rap-

porteur on Torture was denied access to prisoners at Guant�anamo dur-

ing 2005 and cancelled a planned visit. The request of the UN Special

Representative for Children in Armed Conflict, to attend proceedings

related to the planned trial of Omar Khadr for alleged acts committed

while he was 15, was denied in January 2008.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 45(2). If a person who has fallen into the power of
an adverse Party is not held as a prisoner of war and is to be tried by that
Party for an offence arising out of the hostilities, he shall have the right to
assert his entitlement to prisoner-of-war status before a judicial tribunal
and to have that question adjudicated. . . .The representatives of the Pro-
tecting Power shall be entitled to attend the proceedings in which that
question is adjudicated, unless, exceptionally, the proceedings are held in
camera in the interest of State security. In such a case the detaining
Power shall advise the Protecting Power accordingly.

War Crime #170. Failure to Allow UN Officials to Attend

Arraignments. Until December 13, 2007, no UN official was allowed

to attend pre-trial hearings at Guant�anamo. On that day, a United

Nations official finally arrived for that purpose. Washington had finally

given permission.
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Repatriation

About two dozen prisoners at Guant�anamo may be found guilty of

crimes, if their convictions are not thrown out because of tainted evi-

dence. But thousands, innocent of any crimes and with no useful intelli-

gence to provide, have been held for months or even years without

being repatriated. Those repatriated appear to have been sent home pri-

marily due to diplomatic pressure by friendly governments.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 20. After the conclusion of peace, the repatriation of
prisoners of war shall take place as speedily as possible.

War Crime #171. Failure to Repatriate Prisoners Promptly. The

Afghan War wound down during summer 2002. The “mission accom-

plished” sign concerning the Iraq War was posted on the U.S.S. Lincoln
on May 1, 2003. But more prisoners were then collected, not released.

One element of the Bush Doctrine is that a state of war exists as long

as terrorist groups are hatching plots against the United States. Prison-

ers, according to Bush, may be held until the end of that war—that is,

indefinitely or until Bush’s successor says that the war is over. How-

ever, in Hamdi v Rumsfeld (2004), the Supreme Court accepted the pol-

icy of indefinite detention so long as armed combat continues.

Many prisoners have been detained though not accused of any crimes.

Indeed, the initial Guant�anamo commandant went to Afghanistan to com-

plain that too many “Mickey Mouse” prisoners were being sent. Interrog-

ators in Afghanistan agreed, but still kept questioning prisoners whom

they knew had no intelligence information. Even though the CIA

informed the White House that most prisoners at Guant�anamo were inno-

cent of any crime, Bush would not order their release or stop their abuse.

At Abu Ghraib, Major General Walter Wodjakowski reportedly told

Brigadier General Janis Karpinski in 2003, “I don’t care if we’re hold-

ing 15,000 innocent civilians.” Several who were determined to be

innocent were kept in prison on the order of Major General Barbara

Fast, even after an order had been given for their release.

Despite Defense Secretary Rumsfeld’s statement that those at

Guant�anamo were the “worst of the worst,” about half of those held at

Guant�anamo have been released, and a quarter are still being held de-

spite the assessment that they never were combatants and have no intel-

ligence to offer.
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In response to complaints that no procedures were in place, Bush in

2004 authorized the establishment of Administrative Review Boards,

which were tasked to examine each Guant�anamo inmate annually in

order to determine whether he should be held or released. Even when

some prisoners were deemed not to be enemy combatants, however, the

Boards have not always released them. For example, none of the 110

prisoners eligible for release in 2006 were repatriated.

President Bush indicated on June 14, 2006, that he wanted to close

Guant�anamo at some point, and indeed about 150 were eligible for

release when 2008 began. However, reasons for retaining innocent pris-

oners have varied from “releaseaphobia” (fear that prisoners would

become terrorists if allowed their freedom), probable mistreatment on

arrival in countries that torture (especially in North Africa), failure of

host countries to accept conditions required by the United States after

their release (initial incarceration, interrogation, and subsequent surveil-

lance), or caution among host countries over accepting former detain-

ees. Another reason for not repatriating more prisoners earlier is that

there would be a public relations disaster if a large number were

released at the same time; they were “trickled out” to avoid headlines.

The Bush administration claims that thirty-six former Guant�anamo

detainees have acted as terrorists after their release, although that figure

includes former prisoners who have merely talked to the press or writ-

ten books. Some have clearly been radicalized by their mistreatment.

Abdullah Saleh al-Ajmi, for example, was tortured into making a false

confession, detained without charges from 2001 to 2005, sent to Kuwait,

put on trial and acquitted there, but then participated in a suicide bomb-

ing on April 26, 2008. In his martyrdom audio recording before his

death, he referred to his detention at Guant�anamo as “deplorable.” His

attorney indicated that he was deeply affected by his suffering under

American confinement. Since he did not have the option of suing Bush,

he found another way to vent his protest.

A Pakistani police investigation found that al-Qaeda and Taliban

leaders organized the prisoners during exercise time or in lower-security

blocks to engage in hunger strikes or suicides. Thus, by failing to

release those mistakenly captured promptly, Bush’s policies allowed a

few hardened terrorists to brainwash and train many of the innocent to

join their cause after experiencing unjustifiably harsh treatment.

Pressure from home countries has resulted in several releases of prison-

ers from Guant�anamo to the following countries: Afghanistan, Australia,

Belgium, Britain, Denmark, France, Germany, Pakistan, Russia, Spain,
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and Sweden. Diplomatic pressure has been unsuccessful for some remain-

ing from Afghanistan (all those remaining), Britain (Binyam Mohammed),

Canada (Omar Khadr), and Yemen (eighty-five). Family members of sev-

eral dozen Yemenis submitted a petition for their release while engaging

in a sit-in in front of their country’s parliament on February 10, 2008.

Alas, the Uighurs (Turkestanis) would doubtless be mistreated if

returned to China. Five have been accepted by Albania despite Chinese

protests. Albania has also agreed to receive an Algerian, an Egyptian,

and a Russian.

After seven years at Guant�anamo, Uighur Huzaifa Parhat was ordered

released, transferred, or given a new hearing by an Appeals Court deci-

sion. Parhat v Gates, rendered on June 23, is the first such habeas cor-

pus case to be reviewed favorably. On October 7, al Uighurs were

ordered released in Kiyemba v Bush. Some 269 similar cases are

expected to be consolidated into a single ruling.

Even were a prisoner acquitted in a trial at Guant�anamo, he could be

held indefinitely. Detainees remain at the discretion of the American

government despite Geneva Convention requirements. One solution is

to grant them asylum.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 68. Belligerents shall be required to send
back to their own country, without regard to rank or numbers, after ren-
dering them in a fit condition for transport, prisoners of war who are seri-
ously ill or seriously wounded.

War Crime #172. Failure to Repatriate Seriously Ill or Wounded

Prisoners. Some persons were incarcerated despite medical problems.

Dilawar, whose legs were so badly beaten by interrogators that they

looked as if they had been run over by a truck, was kept in confinement

in Afghanistan even after his guards noticed that he was dying.

After they have become seriously ill, many prisoners have not been

sent home. Abdul Razzaq Hekmati, a Guant�anamo prisoner with terminal

colorectal cancer, died in December 2007. Fellow inmates Abdul Hamid

al-Ghizzawi and Saifulla Paracha remain despite serious illnesses.

Journalist Sami al-Hajj was flown home to Sudan on May 1, 2008,

for hospitalization due to the effects of a sixteen-month hunger strike.

Since the hunger strike ended three years earlier, the question remains

why the American government did not negotiate an earlier release with

Sudan.
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Contact with Families

When a member of a family is missing, the rest of the family agonizes,

wondering whether that person is alive or dead. Yet Bush’s authorized

roundups of thousands of persons have ignored the human suffering to

those whose cultures are more family-oriented than is the case with the

individualistic culture prevalent in much of the United States.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 8. As soon as possible, every prisoner
must be enabled to correspond with his family himself. . . .Art. 36. Within
a period of not more than one week after his arrival at the camp, and like-
wise in case of sickness, every prisoner shall be enabled to write his fam-
ily a postal card informing it of his capture and of the state of his health.
The said postal cards shall be forwarded as rapidly as possible and may
not be delayed in any manner.

War Crime #173. Denial and Delay of Correspondence Between

Prisoners and Their Families. Although the Red Cross operates a mail

delivery system on behalf of prisoners, at least 30,000 persons have

been detained for months or even years without being permitted to

inform members of the families, who have had reason to believe that

they were dead.

At Guant�anamo, prisoners were at first denied even paper and pens.

Later, outgoing mail was withheld to force prisoners to confess. Ham-

dan was not allowed to contact his wife for six months.

Khalid el-Masri’s wife indeed thought he had abandoned her when he

did not return home from a vacation in Macedonia in 2003, so she

returned to her native Lebanon. When he was released from secret con-

finement, he was shocked that she was not in their home at Neu Ulm,

Baden-W€urttemberg.

Letters in English, even when redacted, reach their destinations sooner

than those written in other languages. Interpreters are backlogged at least

four months due to censorship involving security considerations.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 71. . . .Prisoners of war who have been without
news for a long period, or who are unable to receive news from their next
of kin or to give them news by the ordinary postal route, as well as those

continued
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who are at a great distance from their homes, shall be permitted to send
telegrams, the fees being charged against the prisoners of war’s accounts
with the Detaining Power or paid in the currency at their disposal. They
shall likewise benefit by this measure in cases of urgency. As a general
rule, the correspondence of prisoners of war shall be written in their
native language. The Parties to the conflict may allow correspondence in
other languages. . . .

War Crime #174. Prisoners Have Not Been Allowed to Send Tele-

grams. In 1949, when the Geneva Conventions were adopted, telegrams

provided the most immediate form of written person-to-person contact;

telephones were still a luxury for most persons around the world.

Nowadays, when e-mails and faxes are equivalent forms of rapid trans-

fer of information, they are not available to prisoners.

Thanks to Red Cross pressure, inmates at Bagram were first allowed

videoconferences with their families in January 2008. Two months

later, Guant�anamo inmates were permitted to telephone their relatives

for hour-long conversations, privileges that are allowed once or twice

yearly or when there has been a death in the family.

Torture Convention, 1985, Art. 11(1) . . . In the event of death of the vic-
tim as a result of an act of torture, the dependents shall be entitled to
compensation.

War Crime #175. Failure to Compensate Dependents of Fatal

Victims of Torture. Some Abu Ghraib victims of torture, including the

man packed in ice, were never registered as inmates. He was obviously

tortured to death, but relatives did not know of his demise and remain

uncompensated. Although the military has paid some compensation to

Iraqis for misconduct by American soldiers, none of those abused in

prison have received compensation for mistreatment by prison officials,

suggesting that the denial has been made in Washington, not in the

field.

Regarding Guant�anamo inmates who have been released from

Guant�anamo, none have been compensated by the United States even

after court action. Instead, lawsuits are being pursued in foreign courts.

In 2008, London compensated heirs of Baha Mousa, who died from

beatings while held prisoner at a British facility near Basra. Americans
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tortured by Iraq during the Gulf War (War Crime #147) await action by

a new president.

DISCRIMINATION

Although prisoners are supposed to be treated equally, some provi-

sions allow for more delicate handling of certain types of prisoners.

The wounded, for example, are especially to be protected. The present

section deals with women, nationality, race, religion, the elderly, and

children.

Treatment of Women

Some Muslim women were incarcerated at Abu Ghraib. Rather than

respecting their rights, some were very badly handled. In mid-2008,

twelve women were confined in the American-run prisons in Iraq. How-

ever, one woman, Aafia Siddiqui, suddenly appeared in federal court in

New York on August 5, 2008, after a five-year disappearance. She was

charged with the same offense under American criminal law as Salim

Hamdan—aiding a terrorist organization. The inference is that if Ham-

dan had been a woman, he would never have been sent to Guant�anamo.

Sex discrimination can cut both ways in the topsy-turvy brave new

world of George W. Bush.

POW Convention, 1929, Art. 3. Women shall be treated with all the
regard due to their sex.

War Crime #176. Sexual Abuse of Females. On October 6, 2003, a

female Abu Ghraib detainee was tortured and ordered to take off her

clothes before interrogators. One woman at Abu Ghraib was forced to

strip in front of her nephew. A girl was sexually abused by two interroga-

tors. A videotape even shows a uniformed American soldier sodomizing

a female prisoner. Other women have alleged rape and sexual abuse.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 25. . . . In any camps in which women prisoners of
war, as well as men, are accommodated, separate dormitories shall be
provided for them.
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War Crime #177. Women Confined in the Same Prison Facility as

Men. At Abu Ghraib, women and men were in the same compound,

though not in the same cells. No women have been held at Guant�anamo.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 97. A woman internee shall not be searched
except by a woman.

War Crime #178. Women Prisoners Searched by Men. In Abu

Ghraib, women have been forced to disrobe and be searched by men.

Photographs were taken of one such woman, an alleged prostitute.

Nationality, Race, and Religion

Among those rounded up in Afghanistan and Pakistan, those from

Arabic-speaking countries were considered ipso facto to be likely mem-

bers of al-Qaeda. Bush’s antipathy toward extremist Muslims has been

loud and clear. Abusive ethnic and religious epithets have been used.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 16. . . .All prisoners of war shall be treated alike by
the Detaining Power, without any adverse distinction based on race,
nationality, religious belief or political opinions, or any other distinction
founded on similar criteria.

War Crime #179. Discrimination Based on Nationality, Race, or

Religion. American citizens accused of terrorism have been tried in

federal courts. Noncitizens are discriminatorily slated for trial under dif-

ferent procedural standards in military tribunals at Guant�anamo.

The first English word that fifteen-year-old Mohammed el-Gharani

heard was the word “nigger” from prison guards at Guant�anamo. The

same word was shouted at two prisoners in Afghanistan. Although that

utterance of prejudice may not be indicative of any overt discrimina-

tion, Ibrahim Ahmed Mahmoud Qosi believes that his Sudanese nation-

ality explains why he is still detained.

The CIA specifically encouraged authorities in Afghanistan and Paki-

stan to detain suspicious persons from Arabic-speaking countries. As a

result, Guant�anamo was filled with many persons who had nothing to

do with al-Qaeda but happened to be businesspeople, charity workers,

teachers, and other visitors from Arabic-speaking countries. Later, those
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from Afghanistan, Australia, Belgium, Britain, Denmark, France, Germany,

Pakistan, Russia, Spain, and Sweden were repatriated, leaving primarily

Arabic-speaking nationalities incarcerated.

Regarding discrimination based on religion, former Captain James Yee

experienced much hostility at Guant�anamo toward Muslim employees of

the United States compared with Christian employees. He believes that

excessive brutality was meted out to prisoners because of their religion.

In any case, Bush’s repeated references to “Islamofascism” and appa-

rently exclusive roundup of Muslims for detention give unmistakable

prima facie evidence of discrimination based on religion.

Treatment of the Elderly

There is no exact count of the total number of elderly persons who have

been locked up in all American-run facilities overseas, though about

two hundred detainees over 60 were held in American-run prisons in

Iraq during mid-2008. Most of those captured have been young men

who have survived abusive and harsh treatment.

Geneva III, 1949, Art. 45. Prisoners of war other than officers and prison-
ers of equivalent status shall be treated with the regard due to their . . . age.

War Crime #180. Elder Abuse. The Red Cross found a prisoner in

Iraq aged 61 requiring skin grafts and finger amputations due to rough

handling in prison. Regardless of the fact that one prisoner was senile,

drinking, eating, and lying in his own excrement, and another walked

with a cane, they were held nearly a year at Guant�anamo in misery. A

prisoner in his 70s with a heart condition was refused an EKG on the

pretext that he was malingering about chest pains. One incontinent pris-

oner over 90 was observed using a walker while shackled, a sight that

apparently evoked no sympathy from his captors. Mohamed Sadiq, per-

haps the oldest prisoner at Guant�anamo, finally went home to Afghani-

stan at the age of 93 after several years of confinement.

Treatment of Children

The Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC) defines a “child” as

someone under 18 who needs special protection. The American
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government considers a person aged 16 as an adult. Because of a dispute

over which persons in American custody are children, the numbers cited

below differ from those accepted by the Bush administration. In 2008,

the United States reported to the UN-assisted Committee on the Rights of

the Child that the United States from 2002 had detained 2,400 children in

Iraq and 100 in Afghanistan, though another source claims that the figure

for Afghanistan is 800. As of May 2008, there were 21 at Guant�anamo.

That month, the Committee upbraided the United States for charging

minors with war crimes instead of treating underage persons as victims

of war.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 78(1). No Party to the conflict shall arrange for the
evacuation of children, other than its own nationals, to a foreign country
except for a temporary evacuation where compelling reasons of the
health or medical treatment of the children or, except in occupied territory,
their safety, so require. Where the parents or legal guardians can be
found, their written consent to such evacuation is required. If these per-
sons cannot be found, the written consent to such evacuation of the per-
sons who by law or custom are primarily responsible for the care of the
children is required. Any such evacuation shall be supervised by the Pro-
tecting Power in agreement with the Parties concerned, namely, the Party
arranging for the evacuation, the Party receiving the children and any
Parties whose nationals are being evacuated. In each case, all Parties to
the conflict shall take all feasible precautions to avoid endangering the
evacuation.

War Crime #181. Transfer of Children from Their Home Coun-

tries. At least 800 boys, aged 10 to 15, were captured in Afghanistan

during 2002, from whom as many as sixty-four children have been sent

to Guant�anamo, some long enough to have reached adulthood. Khalid

Sheikh Mohammed’s two children, aged 7 and 9, were separately

detained to force him to confess.

War Crime #182. Failure to Obtain Permission from Parents or

Guardians for Transfer of Their Children. Transfers have occurred

without consulting or even informing parents. For example, family

members knew nothing of Hassin Bin Attash’s extraordinary rendition

experience in Jordan or Ahmad Bashir’s disappearance for two years in

a secret prison. Khalid Sheikh Mohammed, however, was painfully

aware that Americans were threatening to harm his children.
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Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 77(4). If arrested, detained or interned for reasons
related to the armed conflict, children shall be held in quarters separate
from the quarters of adults, except where families are accommodated as
family units . . .

War Crime #183. Incarceration of Children in the Same Quarters

as Adults. Children were placed in the same prison alongside adults at

Abu Ghraib, where rapes were reported of both male and female chil-

dren. Teenagers were placed in the same camp at Guant�anamo with the

other detainees, some initially in solitary confinement.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 78(2). Whenever an evacuation occurs . . . each
child’s education, including his religious and moral education as his parents
desire, shall be provided while he is away with the greatest possible
continuity.

War Crime #184. Failure to Provide Education for Imprisoned

Children. Captain James Yee left Guant�anamo on September 10, 2003.

No Muslim chaplain has ever replaced him. Since then, the boys have

not been provided appropriate religious education. From March 2003,

some boys have learned English and other subjects appropriate to their

age. American officials claim that children currently detained in

Afghanistan and Iraq are allowed age-appropriate education.

CRC, 1989, Art. 9(3). States Parties shall respect the right of the child
who is separated from one or both parents to maintain personal relations
and direct contact with both parents on a regular basis . . .

War Crime #185. Withholding Parental Contact from Child Detain-

ees. Contrary to the Convention on the Rights of the Child (CRC), Omar

Khadr was first allowed contact with his mother by means of a telephone

conversation in mid-2007, some five years after his arrest in Afghanistan,

when he was no longer a child. Mohammed Ismail Agha, aged 12 or 13,

was first allowed to write his dad after ten months of confinement at

Guant�anamo, but his letter did not reach home in Afghanistan until one year

later. Letters to parents of three young prisoners were sent in 2003, two years

after their imprisonment, but only after they learned how to read and write.
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CRC, 1989, Art. 9(4). Where such separation results from any action initi-
ated by a State Party, such as the detention . . . of the child, that State
Party shall, upon request, provide the parents, the child or, if appropriate,
another member of the family with the essential information concerning
the whereabouts of the absent member(s) of the family . . .

War Crime #186. Failure to Inform Parents of the Whereabouts

of Detained Children. In most cases, weeks or even years elapsed

before parents were informed of the imprisonment of their children.

Khalid Sheikh Mohammed never learned where his children were held.

Mohammed el-Gharani’s family learned three years after his capture

when they were contacted by his attorney, Clive Stafford Smith.

CRC, 1989, Art. 13(1). The child shall have the right to freedom to . . .
seek, receive and impart information and ideas of all kinds, regardless of
frontiers, either orally, in writing or in print . . .

War Crime #187. Refusal to Allow Child Detainees to Receive

Information. Most children were held incommunicado at Guant�anamo

until April 2003. Mohammed Jawad remains in solitary confinement.

Omar Khadr’s attorney has been forbidden to supply him Internet articles.

CRC, 1989, Art. 19(1). States Parties shall take all appropriate . . .meas-
ures to protect the child from all forms of physical or mental violence,
injury or abuse, neglect or negligent treatment, [or] maltreatment . . .

War Crime #188. Failure to Protect Child Detainees from Abuse.

Mistreatment occurred initially at Bagram and continued at Abu Ghraib

and Guant�anamo until at least 2004. American guards videotaped Iraqi

male prisoners raping young boys but took no action to stop the

offenses. Children in Abu Ghraib were deliberately frightened by dogs.

At Guant�anamo, adult prisoners protested that juveniles were kept in

solitary confinement, but their complaints were ignored. Omar Khadr

and Mohammed Jawad attest that they were treated brutally.

CRC, 1989, Art. 19(2). Such protective measures should . . . include . . . so-
cial programs to provide necessary support for the child . . . as well as for

continued
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other forms of prevention and for identification, reporting, referral, investiga-
tion, treatment and follow-up of instances of child maltreatment . . .and, as
appropriate, for judicial involvement.

War Crime #189. Failure to Provide Social Programs for Child

Detainees to Deal with Prison Abuse. Although three children at

Guant�anamo were given opportunities for education and recreation, the

rest were not. Omar Khadr has been released from solitary confinement

but not Mohammed Jawad.

War Crime #190. Failure to Establish Programs to Prevent

Prison Abuse of Child Detainees. The only “program” to stop mis-

treatment of the boys has been the termination of solitary confinement,

which remains as a matter of policy to be employed under circumstan-

ces determined by American officials.

War Crime #191. Failure to Investigate Abuse of Child Prisoners.

Army Specialist Samuel Provance testified about abuse of children at

Abu Ghraib before Congress in February 2006. In a videotape of Omar

Khadr’s interrogation by Canadian authorities, he blurted out “I was

tortured,” and he cried “Mommy!” Yet there have been no systematic

investigations of reported incidents of child abuse by the Bush adminis-

tration at any American detainment venues.

War Crime #192. Failure to Prosecute Prison Personnel Who

Abuse Child Detainees. Provance, who abused a child under orders,

was demoted, not prosecuted. The officer who ordered him to engage in

abuse was not court-martialed.

Although Omar Khadr has accused Sergeant Joshua Claus of his tor-

ture, Claus has not been charged with mistreatment. Indeed, the military

tried to keep Claus’s identity secret until a Guant�anamo judge ordered

the information to come out.

CRC, 1989, Art. 31(1). States Parties recognize the right of the child to
rest and leisure, to engage in play and recreational activities appropriate
to the age of the child . . .

War Crime #193. Failure to Provide Recreational Activities for

Child Prisoners. There is no record of recreation for the hundreds of

children detained at Bagram or at Abu Ghraib. Recreational opportuni-

ties at Guant�anamo were minimal until April 2003, when three of the

very youngest were housed together in a minimum security camp and

permitted recreation. Nevertheless, in April 2008 guards confiscated a
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copy of the screenplay of Lord of the Rings from Omar Khadr that had

been supplied by his military attorney, who was also ordered not to play

chess and dominoes with his client. Mohammed Jawad has received

promises of books to study that have not been kept.

CRC, 1989, Art. 37(1). No child shall be subjected to torture or other
cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment. Neither capital
punishment nor life imprisonment without possibility of release shall be
imposed for offences committed by persons below eighteen years of age.

War Crime #194. Inhumane Treatment of Child Detainees. Per-

haps the worst incident at Abu Ghraib involved a girl aged 12 or 13

who was stripped naked and beaten. She screamed for help to her

brother in an upper cell.

Iraqi journalist Suhaib Badr-Addin al-Baz, who heard the girl’s

screams, witnessed an ill 15-year-old who was forced to run up and

down Abu Ghraib with two heavy cans of water. When he stopped, he

was beaten. When he collapsed, guards stripped him and poured cold

water on him. Finally, a hooded man was brought in. When unhooded,

the boy realized that the man was his father, who doubtless was being

intimidated into confessing something.

While General Hamid Zabar was being questioned in Iraq, his inter-

rogators decided to arrest his frail 16-year-old son in order to produce a

confession. After soldiers found the boy, he was stripped, drenched with

mud and water, and exposed to the cold January night while driven

about in the open back of a truck. When presented naked to his father,

he was shivering due to hypothermia, clearly needing medical attention.

Considerable abuse was meted out to Mohammed Jawad and Omar

Khadr in Afghanistan. While still wounded from battle, Omar was inter-

rogated many times, sometimes while hooded with dogs barking near

him, so he confessed to stop the pain. After arriving at Guant�anamo,

Omar was shackled to the floor in stress positions until he soiled him-

self. His bound body was twice used as a mop to wipe his own urine

mixed with pine oil after which he was refused a shower and a change

of clothing. He was also administered a brutal beating while on a hun-

ger strike, threatened with rape, and denied pain medication.

War Crime #195. Indefinite Detainment of Children. Executive orders

authorized the indefinite detainment of at least 800 boys in Afghanistan. Of

those sent to Guant�anamo, nine have remained on an indefinite basis.
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CRC, 1989, Art. 37(3). Every child deprived of liberty . . .shall have the
right to maintain contact with his or her family through correspondence
and visits, save in exceptional circumstances . . .

War Crime #196. Failure to Allow Parents to Visit Child Detain-

ees. No parents have visited their sons in Guant�anamo. Such travel is

neither approved nor budgeted. Those confined in Afghanistan and Iraq

are currently allowed family visits.

CRC, 1989, Art. 37(4). Every child deprived of his or her liberty shall have
the right to prompt access to legal and other appropriate assistance, as
well as the right to challenge the legality of the deprivation of his or her
liberty before a court or other competent, independent and impartial
authority, and to a prompt decision on any such action.

War Crime #197. Failure to Allow Child Prisoners to Have Legal

Counsel. Omar Khadr, detained in 2002, was first visited by a military

defense lawyer, Lieutenant Commander William Kuebler, in 2004. By

then, Khadr was an adult. Air Force Major David Frakt was first

allowed to see his client, Mohammed Jawad, in 2008. The youngest

children at Guant�anamo were repatriated without seeing an attorney.

War Crime #198. Failure to Provide an Impartial Tribunal for

Child Prisoners. Colonel Peter Brownback, judge at the pretrial hearing

for Omar Khadr, ruled on May 8, 2008, that the prosecution must produce

all relevant documents or the case will be suspended indefinitely, where-

upon he was replaced by another judge. Among the missing documents is

the initial report by Sergeant First Class Christopher Speer, which did not

accuse him of any wrongdoing, as well as a videotape of his interroga-

tion, possibly while he was being tortured. After Speer died, his com-

manding officer changed the report to accuse Khadr of Speer’s death.

Khadr’s military attorney has been refused an interview with that superior

officer. Nevertheless, Canada’s Supreme Court has ruled that Canadian

officials violated the law by interrogating him at Guant�anamo in 2003–

2004, and a lower court in 2008 ordered the release of a taped interroga-

tion in which Khadr displayed apparent evidence of torture on his body.

During the arraignment of Mohammad Jawad in 2008, the judge

asked him if he accepted the assigned military defense attorney as his

lawyer. When he replied in the negative, the judge asked whether he
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knew another lawyer. His reply was “Since I don’t know any lawyer,

how can I have them represent me?…I should be given freedom so that

I can find a lawyer.” His request to hunt for a lawyer was then denied.

Lacking an accepted defense attorney, proceedings in his case were

postponed in view of the shortage of available military attorneys at

Guant�anamo.

War Crime #199. Failure to Provide Speedy Trials for Child Pris-

oners. The first tribunal to assess Omar Khadr’s status met in 2007 and

decided that he was an “illegal enemy combatant.” By then he was an

adult. Mohammed Jawad was a child when first imprisoned in 2002.

Their trials are pending.

CRC, 1989, Art. 39. States Parties shall take all appropriate measures to
promote physical and psychological recovery and social reintegration of a
child victim of: any form of neglect, exploitation, or abuse; torture or any
other form of cruel, inhuman or degrading treatment or punishment; or
armed conflicts. Such recovery and reintegration shall take place in an
environment which fosters the health, self-respect and dignity of the child.

War Crime #200. Failure to Provide Post-Confinement Social

Programs for Abused Child Prisoners. In 2003, Secretary of Labor

Elaine Chao gave a speech on behalf of the need to rehabilitate child

soldiers from Burundi, Colombia, El Salvador, Sierra Leone, Sri Lanka,

and Uganda. While she spoke, Mohammed Jawad and Omar Khadr

were being abused at Guant�anamo.

From 2001, the United States has provided more than $34 million for

the program of the UN Children’s Fund to rehabilitate and reintegrate

child combatants in Afghanistan, possibly some of those returning from

Guant�anamo. Not a penny has been spent on Mohammed Jawad and

Omar Khadr, who were captured in Afghanistan and have languished in

Guant�anamo, abused but not rehabilitated and not provided an opportu-

nity to live normal lives.

CRC, 1989, Art. 40(2)(b). Every child alleged as or accused of having
infringed the penal law has at least the following guarantees: (i) To be pre-
sumed innocent until proven guilty according to law; (ii) To be informed
promptly and directly of the charges against him or her, and, if appropriate,

continued
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through his or her parents or legal guardians, and to have legal or other
appropriate assistance in the preparation and presentation of his or her
defense; (iii) To have the matter determined without delay . . . in the presence
of legal or other appropriate assistance and, unless it is considered not to
be in the best interest of the child, in particular, taking into account his or
her age or situation, his or her parents or legal guardians; (iv) Not to be
compelled to give testimony or to confess guilt; to examine or have exam-
ined adverse witnesses and to obtain the participation and examination of
witnesses on his or her behalf under conditions of equality; (v) If considered
to have infringed the penal law, to have this decision and any measures
imposed in consequence thereof reviewed by a higher competent, inde-
pendent and impartial authority or judicial body according to law . . .

War Crime #201. Presumption of the Guilt of Child Prisoners

Before Trials. According to Omar Khadr’s attorney, Lieutenant Com-

mander Kuebler, the legal proceedings at Guant�anamo are “a process

that’s not designed to be fair; it’s designed to produce convic-

tions.… Instead of a presumption of innocence and of a public trial…we

start with a presumption of guilt and a secret trial.” From information

revealed thus far, Khadr is to be charged with attacking an American sol-

dier, though he claims that his action was in self-defense while injured

and under imminent attack.

War Crime #202. Failure to Promptly Inform Child Prisoners of

Charges Against Them. None of the boys transferred from Afghanistan to

Guant�anamo knew what crimes they might have committed. Omar Khadr

and Mohammed Jawal, though first interrogated in Afghanistan, waited

five years before being officially designated “illegal enemy combatants.”

War Crime #203. Forcing a Child Prisoner to Incriminate Him-

self. The basis for Omar Khadr’s imprisonment is in part what he said

during an interrogation. However, he claims that he was under duress.

War Crime #204. Failure to Allow Witnesses to Testify on Behalf

of Child Prisoners. On November 8, 2007, just thirty-six hours before

Omar Khadr’s arraignment, his defense attorney learned of an American

witness to his alleged offense who had submitted a report in 2002 with

potentially exculpatory testimony. But the witness was never summoned

in part because his name was never revealed, and the report was not

allowed to be introduced into evidence by the military panel even

though the report was accidentally seen by the press.

War Crime #205. Failure to Allow Appeals from Legal Proceed-

ings of Child Prisoners. Prior to passage of the Detainee Treatment
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Act of 2005, no right of appeal existed. There are no appeals from the

Administrative Review Board at Guant�anamo and similar boards in Af-

ghanistan and Iraq.

DISAPPEARANCES

The International Convention for the Protection of All Persons from

Enforced Disappearance was adopted in 2005 after decades of a prac-

tice, particularly in South America, of having governments arrest some-

one in the middle of the night and then dispatch that person to a secret

location, including the depths of the Atlantic Ocean, whereupon rela-

tives assumed that they were dead.

President Bill Clinton authorized a similar program, known as

“extraordinary rendition,” on the basis of Presidential Decision Direc-

tive 39, dated June 21, 1995. He approved fourteen individual cases.

After 9/11, the program was continued. What was formerly a retail

operation, however, became a wholesale roundup of suspected terrorists

in several dozen countries around the world. The treaty is relevant to

war crimes because those who disappeared have been identified as vio-

lent international criminals active in the “war on terror.”

There are two types of disappearance. Some became “ghost” detain-

ees, that is, persons whose names were not listed on the rosters of well-

known prisons. Others were secret detainees in the extraordinary rendi-

tion program, held at locations known only by CIA personnel and

others most directly involved. President Bush specifically ordered some

of the earliest detainees to be rendered. Others were rounded up in a

worldwide manhunt without much executive supervision. Either way,

hundreds have disappeared without a trace.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 1(1). No one shall
be subjected to enforced disappearance. (2). No exceptional circumstan-
ces whatsoever, whether a state of war or a threat of war, internal political
instability or any other public emergency, may be invoked as a justifica-
tion for enforced disappearance. . . .Art. 6(2). No order or instruction from
any public authority, civilian, military or other, may be invoked to justify an
offence of enforced disappearance.

War Crime #206. Extraordinary Renditions. The existence of

enforced disappearances is beyond dispute. Many airplanes transporting
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secret detainees flew from airports in Europe. When that fact was

leaked by civilian ground personnel, the Council of Europe launched an

investigation. Jeppesen Dataplan of San Jose, California, has been sued

in federal court for providing logistics for some of the flights. Attorneys

testifying before Congress on June 5, 2008, agreed that criminal prose-

cutions are warranted for the rendition of Canadian citizen Maher Arar.

About 100 “ghost” detainees were being held in Iraq according to General

Paul Kern’s testimony before Congress in 2004. Most at Guant�anamo were

“ghost detainees” until 2006, when their names were released due to a

court-enforced Freedom of Information Act request. Those presumed dead

had a second life. Nevertheless, Mustafa Naser’s whereabouts remain a

mystery today. Indicted in Spain for the Madrid bombing in 2004, Washing-

ton has refused to disclose where he is under lock and key.

War Crime #207. Issuance of Executive Orders Authorizing

Enforced Disappearances. In January 2002, Bush specifically ordered

the transfer of Ibn Sheik al-Libi from Afghanistan to Egypt, where he

was tortured. On September 6, 2006, Bush announced that fourteen vic-

tims of extraordinary rendition were being shipped from previously

undisclosed locations to Guant�anamo, where they were housed in a se-

cret compound at the naval base.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 6(1). Each State Party
shall take the necessary measures to hold criminally responsible at least: (a)
Any person who commits, orders, solicits or induces the commission of,
attempts to commit, is an accomplice to or participates in an enforced disap-
pearance; (b) A superior who: (i) Knew, or consciously disregarded informa-
tion which clearly indicated, that subordinates under his or her effective
authority and control were committing or about to commit a crime of enforced
disappearance; (ii) Exercised effective responsibility for and control over activ-
ities which were concerned with the crime of enforced disappearance; and
(iii) Failed to take all necessary and reasonable measures within his or her
power to prevent or repress the commission of an enforced disappearance or
to submit the matter to the competent authorities for investigation and prose-
cution; (c) Subparagraph (b) above is without prejudice to the higher stand-
ards of responsibility applicable under relevant international law to a military
commander or to a person effectively acting as a military commander.

War Crime #208. Failure to Prosecute Those Responsible for

Enforced Disappearances. Bush is primarily responsible but exempt

under international law from prosecution so long as he remains in
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office. The names of the operatives involved in extraordinary rendi-

tions have not been disclosed. In 2005, the Italian government issued

arrest warrants for the CIA agents who removed Abu Omar, an Italian

citizen, from a street in Milan and flew him to a secret prison in

Egypt in 2003. However, nobody has been apprehended in connection

with the extraordinary rendition of Canadian engineer Maher Arar,

who was detained at JFK airport in 2002 and flown to Syria to be

tortured.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 16(1). No State
Party shall expel, return (“refouler”), surrender or extradite a person to
another State where there are substantial grounds for believing that he or
she would be in danger of being subjected to enforced disappearance.

War Crime #209. Sending Prisoners to Countries Where

Enforced Disappearance Is Likely. Some 150 prisoners were secretly

handed over to Egypt in January 2002. Along with several other coun-

tries, they kept the names of the rendered captives a secret. Two Alger-

ians released from Guant�anamo were reported missing in 2008.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 17(3). Each State
Party shall assure the compilation and maintenance of one or more up-to-
date official registers and/or records of persons deprived of liberty, which
shall be made promptly available, upon request, to any judicial or other
competent authority or institution authorized for that purpose by the law of
the State Party concerned or any relevant international legal instrument to
which the State concerned is a party. The information contained therein
shall include, as a minimum: (a) The identity of the person deprived of lib-
erty; (b) The date, time and place where the person was deprived of lib-
erty and the identity of the authority that deprived the person of liberty; (c)
The authority that ordered the deprivation of liberty and the grounds for
the deprivation of liberty; (d) The authority responsible for supervising the
deprivation of liberty; (e) The place of deprivation of liberty, the date and
time of admission to the place of deprivation of liberty and the authority
responsible for the place of deprivation of liberty; (f) Elements relating to
the state of health of the person deprived of liberty; (g) In the event of
death during the deprivation of liberty, the circumstances and cause of
death and the destination of the remains; (h) The date and time of release
or transfer to another place of detention, the destination and the authority
responsible for the transfer.
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War Crime #210. Failure to Disclose Basic Information about

Victims of Enforced Disappearance to Appropriate Authorities.

Governments have been kept in the dark regarding their nationals who

are secret detainees. When hundreds were transported from Afghanistan

to Guant�anamo in 2002, the current Afghan government had not yet

been established.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 18(1). . . .Each State
Party shall guarantee to any person with a legitimate interest in this infor-
mation, such as relatives of the person deprived of liberty, their representa-
tives or their counsel, access to at least the following information: (a) The
authority that ordered the deprivation of liberty; (b) The date, time and
place where the person was deprived of liberty and admitted to the place
of deprivation of liberty; (c) The authority responsible for supervising the
deprivation of liberty; (d) The whereabouts of the person deprived of liberty,
including, in the event of a transfer to another place of deprivation of lib-
erty, the destination and the authority responsible for the transfer; (e) The
date, time and place of release; (f) Elements relating to the state of health
of the person deprived of liberty; (g) In the event of death during the de-
privation of liberty, the circumstances and cause of death and the destina-
tion of the remains.

War Crime #211. Failure to Disclose Basic Information about

Victims of Enforced Disappearance to Family and Legal Represen-

tatives. Families of those who disappeared knew as little as their gov-

ernments. Relatives of a young Afghan who died of hypothermia while

chained to the floor during 2002, for example, were never informed

where he was detained.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 21. Each State Party
shall take the necessary measures to ensure that persons deprived of lib-
erty are released in a manner permitting reliable verification that they have
actually been released. Each State Party shall also take the necessary
measures to assure the physical integrity of such persons and their ability
to exercise fully their rights at the time of release, without prejudice to any
obligations to which such persons may be subject under national law.

War Crime #212. Failure to Provide Verification of Release of Dis-

appeared Detainees. When Khalid el-Masri was transferred from a se-

cret prison in Egypt to the Albanian wilderness, nobody was informed,
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including his government or his spouse. When Bush disclosed that four-

teen previous secret detainees would be transferred to Guant�anamo in

2007, any remaining secret detainees remained in limbo. One secret pris-

oner was revealed six months later, another in August 2008.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 24(1). For the pur-
poses of this Convention, “victim” means the disappeared person and any
individual who has suffered harm as the direct result of an enforced dis-
appearance. (2). Each victim has the right to know the truth regarding the
circumstances of the enforced disappearance, the progress and results of
the investigation and the fate of the disappeared person. Each State
Party shall take appropriate measures in this regard.

War Crime #213. Failure to Inform Rendered Persons of the Rea-

sons for Their Disappearance, Investigation of Their Case, and Plans

for Their Future. When Shafiq Rasul arrived at Guant�anamo in 2002,

he was informed, “You are now the property of the U.S. Marine Corps.”

He and the rest of the inmates did not realize that they might be there

indefinitely. They soon learned that they had no rights and no clear future.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 24(3). Each State Party
shall take all appropriate measures to search for, locate and release disap-
peared persons and, in the event of death, to locate, respect and return their
remains.

War Crime #214. Failure to Release Disappeared Persons. Luck-

ily, Maher Arar and Khalid el-Masri went home. Others have remained

in secret confinement.

War Crime #215. Failure to Return the Bodies of Those Who Die

While Disappeared to Next of Kin. Some secret detainees appear to

have died before their identities have been either discovered or revealed

to the families. For example, the body of Jamadi was left unclaimed in

the Baghdad morgue after he died at Abu Ghraib.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 24(4). Each State
Party shall ensure in its legal system that the victims of enforced disap-
pearance have the right to obtain reparation and prompt, fair and

continued
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adequate compensation. (5). The right to obtain reparation referred to in
paragraph 4 of this article covers material and moral damages and, where
appropriate, other forms of reparation such as: (a) Restitution; (b) Reha-
bilitation; (c) Satisfaction, including restoration of dignity and reputation;
(d) Guarantees of non-repetition.

War Crime #216. Failure to Provide Reparation and Compensa-

tion to Victims of Enforced Disappearance. Professor Janessa Gans

describes the steps required to apply for compensation after confinement

as “a difficult and bureaucratic process.” Some prisoners have sued after

leaving confinement. Some cases are pending, but others have been dis-

missed in federal courts on the basis of the state secrets doctrine.

Enforced Disappearances Convention, 2005, Art. 24(7). Each State
Party shall guarantee the right to form and participate freely in organiza-
tions and associations concerned with attempting to establish the circum-
stances of enforced disappearances and the fate of disappeared persons,
and to assist victims of enforced disappearance.

War Crime #217. Failure to Cooperate with NGOs Seeking to

Rescue Victims of Enforced Disappearance. Human Rights First and

other nongovernmental organizations (NGOs) have strongly protested

the extraordinary rendition program. Bush has recalcitrantly refused to

allow any intervention in the program.

CONCLUSION

Clearly, one would not want to be a prisoner under American control

outside the United States after 9/11. The wholesale violations of inter-

national law are a disgrace for which President Bush has yet to apolo-

gize. Indeed, he has consistently refused to answer specific questions

about how prisoners are treated. Yet many commentators have had a lot

to say in condemnation. Possibly the most severe was a statement by at-

torney Theodore Sorensen that the torture that has been authorized “is

evidence of a sick mind and an uncivilized chain of command.”

Both interpreter Saar and Chaplain Yee note that those imprisoned at

Guant�anamo, some of whom were not religious before confinement,

drew strength from their religious beliefs in the face of capricious,
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vicious treatment. Evidence exists that the experience of being brutally

treated in an American-run prison outside the United States has served

to recruit many more terrorists.

Many countries have decided to emulate the well-known practices at

Abu Ghraib, Bagram, and Guant�anamo, as documented in annual

human rights reports of the Department of State. When Washington

criticized Malaysia for indefinite detention of alleged terrorists in 2003,

the response from Kuala Lumpur was that the practice was “just like

the process in Guant�anamo,” whereupon the criticism was withdrawn.

Egypt, Sudan, and Zimbabwe have also sought to justify their own

practices by explicitly referring to Guant�anamo.

On January 17, 2008, a training manual of the Canadian Foreign Min-

istry was reported in the press to have added the United States to its

watchlist of countries practicing torture along with Afghanistan, China,

Egypt, Iran, Israel, M�exico, Saudi Arabia, and Syria. The interrogation

techniques cited were “forced nudity, isolation, and sleep deprivation.”

When the report created a backlash in Washington, the Foreign Ministry

pusillanimously announced that the training manual would be revised.

Although some conditions have improved a bit due to international and

legal pressure, most war crimes involving the treatment of prisoners

remain unaddressed. Although both presidential candidates proposed to

close Guant�anamo, they were silent during the campaign on American-

run prisons elsewhere. The next president will have to cope with the fact

that more than two centuries of American moral leadership in the world

have been dumped into an Orwellian memory hole by George W. Bush.
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Chapter 5

CRIMES COMMITTED IN THE
POSTWAR OCCUPATIONS

Although victorious armies throughout history have often treated van-

quished people unjustly, benevolent occupation was considered desirable

in the laws of warfare of ancient India, which insisted that conquerors

should respect the immovable assets of the country, comfort the sick and

distressed, and respect the customs and laws of the people. The prophet

Mohammed urged his warriors to treated conquered peoples mercifully.

Similar to Moses’s only clear prohibition in warfare, Mohammed insisted

that armies should respect fruit trees.

Legal theorist Hugo Grotius stated that civilians who have been liber-

ated from oppression should have their full rights restored. The earliest

codification of the law of occupation was penned in the Lieber Code,

which insisted that military rule should be guided by principles of

“justice, honor, and humanity.” The Code, issued by President Abraham

Lincoln in 1863, authorized American officers to punish soldiers for

cruelty, plunder, and reprisals meted out to an enemy.

According to Article 42 of the Hague Convention on the Laws and

Customs of War on Land of 1899 (Hague II), foreign occupation exists

as long as foreign troops have control in a country. Article 6 of the

Geneva Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in

Time of War (Geneva IV) clarifies that occupation exists as long as

military operations continue.

American military forces have remained in Afghanistan and Iraq,

so both countries have remained under military occupation. For the

occupations to end, all foreign forces must either leave or stay on

the basis of a treaty with the sovereign states of Afghanistan and

Iraq.



Whereas international law regarding aggression, the conduct of war,

and treatment of prisoners is relatively straightforward, war crimes

related to occupation lack clarity. Eyal Benvenisti’s The International
Law of Occupation, published in 1993 and updated to 2003, provides

the most coherent explanation of the subject.

THE OCCUPATION IN AFGHANISTAN

On October 7, 2001, the United States and allies entered Afghanistan

under the banner Operation Enduring Freedom (OEF), a global effort

that also has components in the Caucasus, the Horn of Africa, the

Sahara, and the Philippines. Most Afghans, lacking newspapers or radios,

knew nothing about the war until American or Northern Alliance forces

suddenly appeared. After Kabul fell, OEF-Afghanistan forces remained

in the country, but Washington decided to rely on warlords so that troops

could be withdrawn for the war in Iraq.

The occupation of Afghanistan was at first quite orderly (Table 5.1).

Hamid Karzai, the current president of the country, was chosen to head

the Afghan Interim Administration at a conference in Bonn, Germany,

attended by thirty exiled Afghan leaders in December 2001. That same

month, when most fighting in Afghanistan subsided, UN Security Coun-

cil Resolution 1386 authorized the multinational International Security

Assistance Force (ISAF) for Afghanistan alongside OEF-Afghanistan.

ISAF was initially given responsibility for providing security so that the

new Kabul government could establish civilian rule, which emerged

when a new constitution was adopted and elections were held.

The United States is not the lead country of ISAF, as responsibility

rotates semiannually among the contributing countries involved. The

American military is supposed to train the new Afghan army, Germany

the police force. Italy is advising Kabul on legal matters. Japanese forces

are assigned the task of disarming warlord militias. Britain has responsi-

bility for eradicating the narcotics industry. But there has been little suc-

cess in fulfilling the mandate. Afghanistan has become a narco-state,

wherein both governmental and antigovernmental forces finance operations

through the opium trade. The Taliban, in particular, offers soldiers twice

as much as they would receive from the Kabul government.

In response to a resurgence of Taliban resistance, troops from the

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO), to which the United States

contributes, assumed command of ISAF in August 2003. UN Security

Council Resolution 1510 of October 13, 2003, extended ISAF’s
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mandate outside Kabul to provide “security and law and order through-

out the country.” ISAF’s mandate has been continued, most recently in

Resolution 1776, to October 13, 2008, again in cooperation with OEF-

Afghanistan and operated by NATO forces.

After taking office, President Karzai offered an amnesty to members

of the Taliban and their sympathizers. But ISAF pursued the Taliban, pro-

voking objections from Karzai in April 2008. Members of the American-

led coalition suspect that Karzai’s criticism is campaign rhetoric, as he

seeks another term in office in 2009. Meanwhile, Karzai has reportedly

Table 5.1
Milestones in the Occupation of Afghanistan

Date Event

10/7/2001 Beginning of the war

12/5/2001 Bonn Agreement reinstates the 1964 constitution, calls for

Emergency Loya Jirga

12/20/2001 UN Security Council Resolution 1386 authorizes International

Security Assistance Force

12/22/2001 Afghan Interim Authority established; Hamid Karzai selected

as Chairman of its Afghan Interim Administration

5/23/2002 Security Council Resolution 1413 extends ISAF until

12/20/2002

6/10/2002 Emergency Loya Jirga convenes

6/13/2002 Hamid Karzai selected president of the Transitional Islamic

State of Afghanistan

11/14/2002 UN Security Council Resolution 1444 extends ISAF until

12/20/2003

10/13/2003 UN Security Council Resolution 1510 extends ISAF until

10/13/2004 beyond Kabul

1/4/2004 Constitution adopted for the Islamic Republic of Afghanistan

9/17/2004 UN Security Council Resolution 1563 extends ISAF until

10/13/2005

10/9/2004 Hamid Karzai elected president of the Islamic Republic of

Afghanistan

12/8/2004 Hamid Karzai sworn in as president

9/13/2005 UN Security Council Resolution 1623 extends ISAF until

10/13/2006

9/12/2006 UN Security Council Resolution 1707 extends ISAF until

10/13/2007

9/17/2007 UN Security Council Resolution 1776 extends ISAF until

10/13/2008
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branded some of this opponents as Taliban for NATO action when in

fact they are merely his political opponents.

Mistakes in the ongoing conflict with the Taliban have already been

noted in chapter 3. The mistreatment of prisoners at American-run pris-

ons, which continues to the present, has been described in Chapter 4.

THE OCCUPATION OF IRAQ

After Congress passed the Joint Resolution to Authorize Military Force

in Iraq on October 2, 2002, the United States and allies attacked Iraq on

March 20, 2003. Bush unilaterally declared “mission accomplished” on

May 1. There was no attempt to obtain a surrender agreement with

Saddam Hussein or his government, which went into hiding when it

became clear that there would be no negotiated peace.

With the end of the Cold War, the United Nations took charge of

at least four countries that were in turmoil after negotiated ends of

violence—Angola, Bosnia, Cambodia, and Kosovo. But Washington had

no intention of allowing the UN to play such an exclusive role in Iraq

after American troops entered Baghdad on April 5, 2003. Defense Sec-

retary Donald Rumsfeld had a vague hope that countries in the multi-

country coalition would send large numbers of volunteer personnel to

assist as peacekeepers, and then most American forces would leave

when a new government was quickly installed. But the relatively short

and uncomplicated civilian occupation in Afghanistan stands in contrast

with the longer and more controversial occupation of Iraq.

Because American forces occupying Baghdad were not instructed to

negotiate with a defeated government, the Iraqi state expired without an

immediate replacement. Nevertheless, Iraqis quickly reorganized politi-

cal authority at local levels, and a self-appointed Leadership Council of

seven exile leaders convened to agree upon a provisional government

that they expected would soon be blessed by the American military

authorities. The seven did not select a nominal head, and none had a

military force of any consequence that might constitute a power base.

The Leadership Council was composed of representatives from three

main Islamic traditions. The Kurds, who speak a non-Arabic language,

live in the northern part of Iraq. In the south are Shi‘ites, who speak

Arabic and follow a more hierarchical Islamic tradition in which ayatol-

lahs are leaders. Arabic-speaking Sunnis, who live in the central part of

Iraq, have governed the country for hundreds of years. Their latest

leader was Saddam Hussein.
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One member of the Leadership Council, Ahmed Chalabi, was in the

Kurdish region of Iraq before the war ended. He had impressed Rums-

feld’s advisers as the new potential head of the country to whom the

United States could quickly entrust authority.

When Chalabi flew to southern Iraq on order of Defense Secretary

Rumsfeld in early April 2003, he tried to proclaim himself the head of

the new Iraqi government. Although a Shi‘ite, he was rebuffed in a

speech to an assembly of Iraqis in the streets. Other members of the

Leadership Council also did not trust him, in part because of his alleged

past business irregularities. To further confuse matters, Lieutenant Gen-

eral David McKiernan entered Baghdad and declared himself governor

of the city. The reestablishment of Iraqi sovereignty thereafter followed

a curious path (Table 5.2).

Before victory in Baghdad, Rumsfeld appointed Retired Lieutenant

General Jay Garner to head the Office of Reconstruction and Humani-

tarian Assistance (ORHA). Garner was not issued a formal mandate,

but after his arrival in Baghdad on April 21 he accepted the Leadership

Council of seven returning exiles and sought to reconstitute the bu-

reaucracy of the previous government in order to return the country to

normalcy. He also began to plan for elections within ninety days in the

belief that Rumsfeld had placed him in charge as temporary occupation

administrator, that is, as custodian of Iraqi sovereignty.

When Chalabi proved unacceptable to the Iraqis, he tried to under-

mine Garner, claiming that the general was empowering members of

the former ruling Ba’ath Party. Instead of installing an interim govern-

ment, President George W. Bush came up with a new plan, agreeing to

send J. Paul Bremer III to head an occupying government known as the

Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), which would be the temporary

sovereign authority for Iraq. However, Bush provided no written man-

date for the CPA, which was to be under American and nominal British

control. Accordingly, American and British UN representatives asked

the Security Council to provide a legal basis for the occupation.

Bremer, who arrived in Baghdad on May 12, claimed to have direct

authority from President Bush to establish transitional arrangements for

the return of sovereignty from the CPA to an Iraqi government while

bringing about civilian reconstruction. The CPA then absorbed Garner’s

ORHA.

Hundreds of civilians flew from the United States to work for the

CPA on three-month assignments. Well-connected to leaders in the

Republican Party, few had professional qualifications for the various
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Table 5.2
Milestones in the Occupation of Iraq

Date Event

3/20/03 Beginning of the war

4/21/2003 Retired General Jay Garner arrives in Baghdad as head

of the Office of Reconstruction and Humanitarian

Assistance

5/12/2003 L. Paul Bremer III arrives in Baghdad as Coalition

Provisional Administrator, recognizes the Iraqi Leadership

Council

5/22/2003 UN Security Council Resolution 1483 recognizes

Anglo-American occupation

5/31/2003 Garner resigns, leaves Iraq

6/2/2003 Sergio de Mello arrives as UN Special Representative for

Iraq

7/13/2003 Bremer replaces the Leadership Council with the Governing

Council

8/19/2003 De Mello is killed in an insurgent attack

10/16/2003 UN Security Council Resolution 1511 recognizes the

Coalition Provisional Authority, Governing Council, and

Multinational Force-Iraq

3/8/2004 Bremer proclaims a Transitional Administrative Law for Iraq

6/1/2004 Iraqi Governing Council dissolves, naming Iyad Allawi as

Prime Minister of the Iraqi Interim Government to replace

the CPA

6/8/2004 UN Security Council Resolution 1546 accepts June 30 as

CPA’s final day

6/28/2004 Bremer leaves Baghdad, CPA is dissolved, Interim Govern-

ment begins

1/30/2005 Elections held for a temporary National Assembly

4/28/2005 Ibrahim al-Ja’afari selected as interim Prime Minister

8/11/2005 UN Security Council Resolution 1637 extends MNF-I until

12/31/2006

10/15/2005 New constitution for the Republic of Iraq adopted by

referendum, replacing Transitional Administrative Law

12/15/2005 Elections held for the Council of Representatives

5/20/2006 Nuri al-Maliki selected as Prime Minister

11/28/2006 UN Security Council Resolution 1723 extends MNF-I until

12/31/2007

12/18/2007 UN Security Council Resolution 1790 extends MNF-I until

12/31/2008
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tasks of civilian reconstruction. Garner left in disgust on May 31,

although his assignment was supposed to expire in September.

Congress’s Joint Resolution of October 2002 authorized military

force to eliminate Iraq’s supposed military threat and to force the coun-

try to comply with UN resolutions. Both were accomplished by May 1,

2003. Accordingly, American military force no longer fulfilled the

requirements of Congressional authorization. The anomaly, which per-

sists to the present, resulted in action by the UN Security Council to

legitimize the continuing presence of non-Iraqi troops in the country.

On May 22, 2003, UN Security Council Resolution 1483 confirmed

Britain and the United States as official occupying powers. The resolu-

tion explicitly referred to responsibilities under the Hague and Geneva

Conventions but asserted an additional requirement that the occupation

must benefit the people of Iraq. The resolution permitted the replacement

of former Iraqi laws, provided that the new laws would permit the Iraqi

people “to determine their own political future and control their own

natural resources… to form a representative government based on the

rule of law that affords equal rights and justice to all Iraqi citizens with-

out regard to ethnicity, religion, or gender.” Subliminally, the occupation

was mandated to implement provisions of the International Covenant on

Political and Civil Rights as well as the International Covenant on Eco-

nomic, Social, and Cultural Rights. In effect, the United States and

Britain were to operate an informal trusteeship until sovereignty could be

returned to an Iraqi government. Britain assumed control over the south-

ern area around Basra, leaving control of the rest to the United States.

Resolution 1483 also set up the Development Fund for Iraq, which

pooled about $1 billion from the former UN oil-for-food program and

another $1 billion from previously frozen Iraqi assets. The Fund was

made available to CPA for humanitarian needs, subject to audits by the

International Advisory and Monitoring Board, also set up by the resolu-

tion. Controversies emerged from the CPA’s use of the funds, however.

On June 2, 2003, Sergio de Mello arrived in Baghdad as UN Secretary-

General Kofi Annan’s Special Representative for Iraq. His assignment

was to assist the CPA’s efforts to establish a transitional Iraqi government

while promoting humanitarian assistance, including the resumption of the

UN food rationing scheme that began when sanctions were imposed on

the regime of Saddam Hussein after the Gulf War of 1991. On August 19,

de Mello died from an insurgent bomb outside his headquarters. Most of

the UN staff left Iraq shortly thereafter, leaving Bremer with full authority

as the civilian occupying viceroy.
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With or without obtaining approval from Washington, Bremer pro-

claimed rules of various sorts to govern the country while American

military commanders exercised independent control, sometimes at odds

with Bremer. CPA Order 1 (May 16, 2003) disallowed most members

of the Ba’ath Party from working for the government, the country’s

largest employer. CPA Order 2 (May 23, 2003) disbanded the entire

Iraq army, a decision that Bremer hoped would serve in part to allay

Shi‘ite fears that Sunni death squads might continue to haunt them.

Whereas the Americans and British felt reasonably safe throughout the

country in the earliest days, journalists and scholars agree that the first

two CPA decisions gradually brought about an insurgency by putting

hundreds of thousands of Iraqis out of work, who therefore became

enraged by the occupation. Limited insurgent attacks then began.

On July 13, 2003, dissatisfied with the Leadership Council, Bremer

appointed members of a Governing Council, whose twenty-five members

were somewhat more broadly representative of ethnosectarian and other

interests than the Leadership Council. Instead of selecting technocrats

who could handle matters competently, his selection of politicians served

to exacerbate rivalries between Shi‘ites and Sunnis as well as between

returning exiles and those who had remained in Iraq during the rule of

Saddam Hussein. When Bremer soon judged the larger body to be inef-

fectual, he proposed a three-year transition to involve an interim constitu-

tion and elections. But Iraqis then took exception to his plan for a

lengthy occupation, and the insurgency became increasingly unrelenting.

In October 2003, when the insurgency was clearly out of control, UN

Security Council Resolution 1511 recognized the legitimacy of the CPA

and the Iraqi Governing Council. The White House agreed with the Se-

curity Council that June 30, 2004, would be a deadline for the end of

CPA operations, thereby countermanding Bremer’s lengthy timetable.

Military forces of Britain, the United States, and a few allies formed

what 1511 recognized as the Multinational Force-Iraq (MNF-I), which

has remained since the mid-2004 transfer of civilian authority. The UN

assigned the MNF-I responsibility “to contribute to the maintenance of

security and stability…including by preventing and deterring terrorism”

as an occupying military force after the end of the CPA in accordance

with an exchange of letters between the American and Iraqi governments,

as later noted in Resolution 1546 on June 8. One of the letters, written by

Secretary of State Colin Powell, indicated that American forces would

abide by “the law of armed conflict, including the Geneva Conventions.”

But Rumsfeld, not Powell, gave orders to MNF-I.
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In March 2004, Bremer proclaimed a Transitional Administrative Law

to provide a temporary legal framework until adoption of a constitution.

On June 1, the Governing Council dissolved itself, having chosen Iyad

Allawi as Prime Minister of the Interim Government. In Resolution 1546

of June 8, the UN Security Council recognized the transfer of sovereignty

to take place at the end of June. On June 28, when Bremer departed and

the CPA was abolished, the American Embassy in Baghdad absorbed

most of CPA’s operations and staff. The Interim Government immedi-

ately took over all government functions except those involving the

MNF-I, which has continued to control American reconstruction funds and

therefore has served as the liaison between policymakers in Washington

and personnel in the Iraqi ministries.

Due to mortal threats from insurgents, many Sunnis boycotted elections

held by the Interim Government at the end of January 2005 to select

members of a temporary National Assembly. The newly elected legisla-

ture selected Ibrahim al-Ja’afari as interim Prime Minister in April 2005

and then drafted a constitution for the Republic of Iraq, which in turn

was approved in a referendum on October 15. Following elections for a

permanent Council of Representatives at the end of 2005, the current

Prime Minister, Nuri al-Maliki, was chosen on May 20, 2006.

The Security Council extended the MNF-I mandate each year, most

recently in Resolution 1790 of December 18, 2007, with the under-

standing that the occupation would end on December 31, 2008, unless

Iraq’s government wanted an earlier termination. Until then, MNF-I

could still act without the permission of the Baghdad government.

In mid-2008, negotiations for a status-of-forces agreement were under

way, based on terms of reference in an exchange of letters between Presi-

dent Bush and Prime Minister al-Maliki during December 2007. One

effect of the agreement might be to exempt American troops not only

from Iraqi national law but also from being subject to the International

Criminal Court if Iraq were later to join that body. MNF-I, principally

commanded by American forces, is expected to leave Iraq’s cities in

mid-2009 and fully leave the country by 2011. Until then, ISAF-I pre-

sumably would retain law and order functions, but under the authority of

the Iraqi government and subject to international legal requirements.

EVIDENCE OF WAR CRIMES

Self-serving accounts of the occupation of Iraq by Americans directly

involved provide some information about the various events. However,
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three of the most eloquent and comprehensive statements appear in jour-

nalist Rajiv Chandrasekaran’s Imperial Life in the Emerald City: Inside
Iraq’s Green Zone (2006), the scholarly Iraq in Fragments: The Occu-
pation and Its Legacy (2006) by Professors Eric Herring and Glen Rang-

wala, and The Occupation of Iraq: Winning the War, Losing the Peace
(2007) by Ali A. Allawi, onetime Minister of Finance in the Transitional

Government whose brother was Prime Minister of the Transitional Gov-

ernment. In addition, interview material for Charles Ferguson’s docu-

mentary No End in Sight (2007) was released in book form in 2008. No

authoritative accounts have yet been published on the occupation in

Afghanistan. However, United Nations agencies and other organizations

have issued human rights reports for both countries.

To evaluate war crimes in the American occupations of Afghanistan

and Iraq, the main sources are two of the Hague Conventions and the

Fourth Geneva Convention of 1949 (Appendix 5.1). In addition, Proto-

col 1 to the Geneva Conventions, as adopted in 1977, covers situations

where an occupied people are resisting the occupying power.

War crimes of the multinational military forces have been identified

in Chapters 3 and 4. In an interview with Charles Ferguson, Gerald

Burke, onetime senior adviser to the Baghdad police chief, character-

ized the American occupation as engaging in “military operations,” not

“police operations.”

The present chapter identifies several problem areas—public and po-

litical order, criminal justice, the economy, problems of discrimination,

social and cultural issues, public health, and relations with outside

organizations. Fifty-two war crimes are delineated below.

RE-ESTABLISHING PUBLIC ORDER

The primary responsibility of an occupying power is to stop all hostil-

ities so that a country can return to normal. Although a semblance of

normality existed in the early months, both in Afghanistan and Iraq,

violence returned. Occupation authorities have had to cope with criminal

elements, ethnosectarian and tribal rivalries, and insurgents determined

to drive out the occupiers.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 43. The authority of the legitimate power having
actually passed into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all steps
in his power to re-establish and insure, as far as possible, public order and
safety . . .
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War Crime #218. Failure to Re-Establish Public Order and

Safety. In Afghanistan, Kabul was seized relatively quickly, and the

Taliban and al-Qaeda fled toward Pakistan. But American forces largely

left much of the country under the control of the warlords, some of

whom were not entirely prepared to accept rule from Kabul and whose

harsh methods apparently provoked sympathy for the return of the

Taliban. Some 100,000 troops commanded by warlords to maintain

their fiefdoms are three times the total number of American forces in

Afghanistan and more than twelve times the number of ISAF troops.

Although warlords have received at least $70 million in cash pay-

ments from the United States, some have collected road tolls, kid-

napped, raped, and robbed those under their control. Warlord Hazrat

Ali, for example, reportedly forced Karzai’s representative in Nangrahar

Province to leave and declared himself governor. Warlord Mohammed

Atta placed Karzai’s police chief in Balkh Province under house arrest.

After Bush reassigned many American forces to Iraq in 2003, the

Taliban was able to regroup. They regained strength at a time when

ISAF was unprepared. Blaming Washington for the resurgence of the

Taliban, President Karzai points to the failure to create a trained police

force and to seal the border with Pakistan. He also believes that Ameri-

can soldiers who have killed innocent civilians and mistreated prisoners

are partly responsible for the re-emergence of the Taliban.

In Iraq, Defense Secretary Rumsfeld wanted the military to seize con-

trol of Baghdad as soon as possible, but he approved sending a small

contingent and refused to allow the First Cavalry Division to enter the

city despite contrary advice from military commanders. Although Sad-

dam Hussein had maintained order in Baghdad with 250,000 troops,

only 7,000 soldiers marched into Baghdad. Local firefighters and police

were not on duty when looting began one hour later.

Lieutenant General David McKiernan, who arrived later in Baghdad,

issued an order to the population to stop the chaos, including children

dropping grenades from building tops, but his order was never posted

on the streets or enforced because of fundamental disagreements in

the field and in Washington over who was in charge of the city. Bush

preferred a smaller footprint than the generals who were fighting the

enemy every day. The Oil Ministry, already being looted when troops

first appeared, was then the only place secured by force from the

looting.

Initially, the U.S. military asked Iraqi armed forces to guard the Ira-

nian border. After L. Paul Bremer III arrived to head the CPA and
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Lieutenant General Ricardo Sanchez was assigned as the top com-

mander over the operation in early May 2003, proposals for border con-

trol were turned down. Since borders of Iraq were left unguarded, new

militias entered, and looted goods were smuggled out.

Before Saddam Hussein went into hiding, he formulated a plan to

launch an insurgency against whatever authority sought to assert sover-

eignty. Taking note of the small number of troops in the occupation

army, the insurgency soon emerged. However, there was no immediate

plan in Washington to deal with the unrest. American forces instead

secured themselves in base compounds, under orders to withdraw by

the end of June, while a search for hidden weapons of mass destruction

drained intelligence officers away from gathering information about the

insurgency.

The Iraqi population was expecting Americans to stabilize the situa-

tion. The Iraqi army went home from the barracks and never surren-

dered. Flyers during the war promised fair treatment for those who did

so. Indeed, Garner’s assistant, Colonel Paul Hughes, had by May 9

obtained the cooperation of 100,000 Iraqi military personnel to be paid

to assist in order maintenance and postwar reconstruction, and more

were continuing to sign up every day.

The Iraqi police disappeared when the Americans entered Baghdad.

Many of their facilities were looted and burned, unavailable for occu-

pancy. Nevertheless, 40 percent of them reported for work soon after

the war ended. Then came CPA Order 1 (May 16, 2003), which stripped

them of leadership, leaving only the lower ranks, notorious for brutality

and corruption. Mostly untrained, they were accustomed to sitting in their

compounds until residents requested assistance. Although Garner pro-

posed reconstituting the police force, National Security Adviser Condo-

leezza Rice turned down his request to do so. Bremer decided to build a

new police force, but Bush gave that task little priority in terms of fund-

ing and training personnel.

CPA Order 2 (May 23) disbanded the Iraqi military despite vehement

objections from Garner and others. The order had been drafted before

Bremer arrived in Baghdad. He was unaware that nominal members

and nonmembers of the Ba’ath Party in the Iraqi army, many of whom

hated the Saddam Hussein regime, were awaiting an order from San-

chez to stop the disorder. As a result of the CPA Orders 1 and 2,

400,000 persons were thrown out of work, and the insurgency mounted

attacks within three days. Bremer’s plan was to organize a new Iraqi

army, but those assigned to the task then estimated that a new military

force would not be completed until 2006 or 2008.
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After street protests by members of the former Iraqi armed forces,

Bremer relented and agreed in June to pay stipends to those fired, monthly

for 50,000 officers and onetime measly $50 payments for 200,000 con-

scripts. But that did not restore public order, as payments were not made

until July 2003 or later, if at all. Those same men needed remunerative

work, so as paid insurgents they were able to use the weapons that they

had taken home before the invasion.

When American troops tried to deal with the insurgency and other

forms of unrest, they lacked the personnel to restore order, a task that

was not fully achieved until 2008. Over the years, more than 250 Iraqi

interpreters on the American military payroll have been killed, further

frustrating the effectiveness of the CPA and the MNF. From 2003 to

2005, only 6 percent of the “pacification operations” were designed to

create a secure environment for Iraq. The main objective was instead

to prevent American casualties.

When Bremer left at the end of June 2003, only 30 percent of the

new police force had received CPA-funded training. Infiltrated by mem-

bers of criminal elements and rival militias, some were already engaged

in extortion, kidnapping, murder, and other crimes. There were no

investigations of the crimes in most cases. When more affluent Iraqis

pleaded for help from the Americans to stop family members from

being kidnapped for ransom, they were told that Iraqi-on-Iraqi issues

were not an American responsibility.

Meanwhile, Bremer constituted a Governing Council on the basis of

ethnosectarian, gender, and other divisions, a dramatic change in how

Iraq had been governed for centuries. As a result, there was an

enhanced struggle for power among elite elements, and militias loyal to

some of the elites emerged. Bremer even refused to provide security to

members of the Governing Council, one of whose members was assas-

sinated on September 2, 2003.

Soon, Iraqi government officials moved into the Green Zone with the

CPA to gain greater security. That left the rest of the country in the Red

Zone. The CPA, in short, operated without daily contact with the increas-

ing chaos outside while basking in six cocktail lounges, a discotheque, a

shopping arcade, a large garden, two Chinese restaurants, a fancy caf�e,
and a twenty-four-hour cafeteria.

After the CPA dissolved on June 28, 2003, the American military

remained but was unable to find a formula to stop criminal activities,

insurgents, ethnic cleansing, and terrorists. The Americans largely

ignored complaints about the lawlessness of military contractors until

several Iraqi civilians were murdered on September 16, 2007.
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In 2007, after years of preemptive killings of innocent Iraqi drivers

by American soldiers at checkpoints, the military decided to pay local

groups up to $300 per month in order to maintain checkpoints. They

also hired Sunni warlords to fight al-Qaeda. Tens of thousands were

placed on the payroll. While the checkpoints were often operated by

local militias with their own agenda, sometimes engaging in extortion

and gangland murders, al-Qaeda troublemakers went elsewhere in the

country to cause unrest.

Scholar Thomas Smith has made a convincing case that Americans

did not use their troops to full benefit. To minimize G.I. casualties, half

the troops were assigned to force protection roles rather than combat. In

other words, resources for Iraqi security were equal to those deployed

for the security of American soldiers. But MNF-I’s main assignment

was Iraqi security.

Although an escalation in American troops in early 2007, known as

the “surge,” arrested mini–civil wars in Baghdad, Basra, and Kirkuk,

General David Petraeus admitted in mid-2008 that civil wars could eas-

ily heat up again, especially when American troops were reduced in

number. Violent incidents declined, but Iraqis continued to be killed on

a daily basis and Iraqi merchants have been forced to submit to shake-

downs by Iraqi militias as well as corrupt police. In sum, Bush pursued

a military policy rather than brokering a diplomatic solution to conflicts

that were fundamentally rooted in political disagreements.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 47. Pillage is formally prohibited.

War Crime #219. Complicity with Pillage. Failure to stop the initial

looting in Baghdad made the United States complicit in the massive

theft of artifacts, computers, desks, food, gold, silver, weapons, and

other marketable goods. Some American soldiers even cheered on the

looters; others watched, lacking orders to react.

Even after the initial looting of property by criminal elements, some

former government workers entered unimpeded to destroy government

documents and records. Baghdad’s zoo was unguarded, so residents

killed animals for dinner. Such weapons as AK-47s, lying unattended in

the zoo and other public places, were hauled away gratis, sometimes

under the noses of the American military to be used against them later.

According to several sources, CPA officials and contractors were cor-

rupt and mismanaged funds. Some of the Iraqis hired were criminals
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whom Saddam Hussein had released from prisons before the invasion.

For example, the MNF looked the other way while Iraqi Defense Minis-

try officials purchased shoddy equipment for the Iraqi army and then

fled the country, depositing at least $1 billion in offshore banks. Later,

some of the funds apparently leaked back to the insurgent and ethnosec-

tarian violence.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 56. The property of the communes, that of religious,
charitable, and educational institutions, and those of arts and science,
even when State property, shall be treated as private property. All seizure
of, and destruction, or intentional damage done to such institutions, to his-
torical monuments, works of art or science, is prohibited, and should be
made the subject of proceedings.

War Crime #220. Failure to Apprehend and Prosecute Looters.

In December 2002, Saddam Hussein released 100,000 criminals from

custody, so some started looting as the Americans entered the country.

Since commanders gave the order not to intervene, the pillage contin-

ued in each city as the American military marched north to Baghdad.

The initial commander in charge of Baghdad, Lieutenant General James

Conway, did not request or exercise authority to stop the looting, which

continued for more than a month, even involving industrial cranes to

haul away parts of power plants. Among the items looted were nuclear

materials that might be used for radiological weapons.

When looting arose, Rumsfeld dismissively remarked, “Stuff hap-

pens,” and the MNF never cracked down even though stolen goods

were for sale at open markets in Baghdad. Bremer briefly considered

giving a shoot-to-kill order to stop looters, but there was an insufficient

number of American troops in Baghdad to round up the lawbreakers.

Among the places from which property was absconded were electric

plants, food depots, hospitals, industrial plants, libraries, museums,

schools, and universities.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 20. Persons regularly and solely engaged in the
operation and administration of civilian hospitals, including the personnel
engaged in the search for, removal and transporting of and caring for
wounded and sick civilians, the infirm and maternity cases, shall be
respected and protected.
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War Crime #221. Failure to Provide Security for Hospitals.

Looters in Baghdad hauled away beds, medical equipment, and medi-

cines. Only one of the forty hospitals for the five million residents was

open after the bombing and looting. As a result, sick Iraqis were often

denied access to treatment. An investigation of public health by a

Belgian nongovernmental organization reported that hospital person-

nel feared reprisals if they answered questions about conditions.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 33. No protected person may be punished for an
offence he or she has not personally committed. . . . [L]ikewise all meas-
ures of intimidation or of terrorism are prohibited.

War Crime #222. Intimidation of Civilians from Living Ordinary

Lives. On April 28, 2003, American troops opened fire and killed about

a dozen teenage demonstrators at a school in Falluja. That single act

turned the city into the first hotbed of the insurgency.

Iraqis were intimidated not just in Falluja but in general. Civilian

homes were destroyed only to demonstrate the power of the soldiers.

Journalist Michael Massing reports an incident in which a squad of sol-

diers entered a schoolyard unannounced: When a student hit one with a

stone, three in the squad displayed their guns, kicked the child for a

few minutes, and threatened next time to use their weapons.

More indignities occurred on the highways. While Iraqis traveled along

a road, they were often stopped by American soldiers, who pointed their

guns at them and yelled in a language they could not understand, making

ordinary life seem perilous. American contractors frequently ran Iraqis

off the roads while going 100 miles per hour. In 2006, Prime Minister

al-Maliki complained that such tactics had been a “daily occurrence” by

troops who “do not respect the Iraqi people.”

During 2007, a plan was formulated to establish walled communities

inside Baghdad to restrict the flow of firearms and explosive materials.

Entry and exit from the walled communities, necessary to maintain se-

curity, then restricted residents from enjoying their formerly free if dan-

gerous city.

In April 2008, President Karzai complained that American forces had

produced fear in the population by arresting too many civilians and mis-

treating them while confined. He also criticized the Americans for kill-

ing too many civilians in the ground campaign against the Taliban.
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Cultural Property Convention, 1954, Art. 4(3). Each High Contracting
Party undertakes to prevent the exportation, from a territory occupied by
it during an armed conflict, of cultural property . . . Art. 19(1). In the event
of an armed conflict not of an international character occurring within the
territory of one of the High Contracting Parties, each party to the conflict
shall be bound to apply, as a minimum, the provisions of the present Con-
vention which relate to respect for cultural property.

War Crime #223. Failure to Stop the Theft of Cultural Property.

The National Museum was looted while American soldiers witnessed

from their Humvees. Ambassador Barbara Bodine asked the military to

protect world heritage sites, but they refused, particularly after Defense

Secretary Rumsfeld pooh-poohed concern over the loss of vases on

April 11, 2003. Richard Armitage, in an interview with journalist

Charles Ferguson, implied that the decision not to intervene came from

Bush.

The pillage occurred not just at the National Museum but in the Mod-

ern Art Museum and the provincial museums of Babylon, Kufa, Mosul,

Nasiriya, and Tikrit. The National Theater was looted and burned three

weeks after Baghdad was under American control. Later, the military

was ordered to protect the National Museum.

However, looting at 12,000 unprotected sites continued into 2008,

possibly resulting in the loss of more artifacts than those taken from the

National Museum and smuggled out of the country. Of 15,000 ancient

artifacts stolen from the National Museum and archaeological sites in

2003, some 8,500 have been thus far recovered.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 79. Journalists engaged in dangerous professional
missions in areas of armed conflict . . . shall be protected as such under
the Conventions and this Protocol, provided that they take no action
adversely affecting their status as civilians . . .

War Crime #223. Failure to Protect Journalists. News media tend

to highlight sensational events, much to the chagrin of policymakers.

Al-Jazeera, a television network in Arabic-speaking countries, has pro-

vided information about the excesses of the American occupation,

though balanced with news favorable to the White House. Its offices in

Afghanistan and Iraq have been bombed by American warplanes, as
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noted in Chapter 3. Indeed, on April 16, 2004, Bush shared his quixotic

craving to wipe out the Arab-language network’s headquarters with

Prime Minister Tony Blair, who reportedly talked him out of the plan.

Nevertheless, the Al-Jazeera office in Baghdad has been wiretapped,

and the Al-Jazeera website has been hacked.

In Afghanistan, individual journalists have been either harassed or

insufficiently protected from the wars. In December 2001, Sami al-Hajj,

an Al-Jazeera journalist, was arrested in Afghanistan and sent to

Bagram and later to Kandahar and Guant�anamo. Although he was at

first determined to be an enemy combatant, he was never prosecuted,

and he was released to go home to Sudan on May 1, 2008. Jawed

Ahmad, an employee of a Canadian television network, was arrested in

Afghanistan on October 26, 2008, was beaten, and had his teeth broken,

but he was not accused of any crime.

Iraq has the worst record of unsolved murders of journalists in the

world, with a total of seventy-nine compared to eight for Afghanistan

as of early 2008. Among the journalists killed in Iraq since the begin-

ning of the American occupation, Tareq Ayyoub died because of the

bombing of the Al-Jazeera office in Baghdad. Wisam Ali Udah was

gunned down by an American sniper as he walked home in Baghdad at

the end of May 2008.

An international incident involving Italy resulted on March 4, 2005,

when infantry personnel opened fire on the car of Italian journalist

Giuliana Sgrena, who died. She had encountered a roadblock that had

no warning signs or lights. Eleven shots were fired three seconds after

soldiers gave arm signals in the dark.

Several journalists have been arrested in Iraq. From 2005 to 2007,

writer Kamal Said Qadir was detained by Kurdish security forces.

Pulitzer Price winner Bilal Huseein was arrested on April 12, 2006,

as a “terrorist media operative” because he appeared quickly at scenes

of insurgent attacks, but he was released two years and four days

later.

The American military also planted about a thousand news stories in

Arabic-language and Iraqi news media, paying from $40 to $2,000 for

each article. While the CPA media tried to spread favorable news,

Bremer ordered the shutdown of Al-Hawza, the press of Muqtada al-

Sadr, for sixty days from March 28, 2004. CPA Order 14 (June 10,

2003) banned unfavorable news and Order 19 (July 10) restricted the

right to protest. Two other newspapers were also shut down as well as

Radio Baghdad and the Baghdad office of Al-Jazeera.
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CIVIL AND POLITICAL CONDITIONS

The Geneva Conventions assume that occupations will be short and

self-rule will quickly return to the defeated country. Yet occupation

armies remain in Afghanistan and in Iraq after more than five years,

limiting the ability of both governments to act autonomously.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 43. The authority of the legitimate power having
actually passed into the hands of the occupant, the latter shall take all
steps in his power to . . . respect . . . unless absolutely prevented, the laws
in force in the country.

War Crime #225. Failure to Respect the Legal Framework. On

taking office, President Hamid Karzai sought to bring peace as soon as

possible by offering amnesty to former Taliban government workers,

but the Bush administration refused to allow him to exercise the right

of pardon. During 2008, ISAF and the government were also at odds

regarding tactics, with Karzai objecting that Afghans were being

arrested unnecessarily.

The United States has continued to collect prisoners through warrant-

less house searches, sending some of those captured to a prison system

inside the country but outside Afghan government control. For example,

two persons seized at their homes without a warrant during February

2003, Abdul Ghafour and Mohibullah, opened their doors after American

helicopters made a menacing show of force. Similar searches and arrests

without legal warrants occurred to thousands of Iraqis who were detained

at Abu Ghraib.

The Iraqi legal framework was technically in place as American

troops asserted control over Baghdad. But the civilian justice system

was immediately overridden by martial law. After his arrival in Bagh-

dad, Bremer issued 100 orders and innumerable decisions, many of

which had the effect of canceling previous laws. Order 10 (June 5,

2003) transferred all prisons to CPA control.

UN Security Council Resolution 1483 allowed Bremer to supersede

undemocratic laws, having directed him to pave the way for represen-

tative government. But he ignored legal arrangements unrelated to

that goal. For example, CPA Order 39(3) of December 20, 2003,

asserts, “This order replaces all existing foreign investment law,” a

clear violation.
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Perhaps the most insidious was CPA Order 17 (September 18, 2003),

which immunized MNF-I as well as civilian and military contractor per-

sonnel from Iraqi law; in other words, they could not be sued by Iraqis

for war crimes. Contractor personnel, drawn as they have been from

many countries, were also immune at the time from prosecution under

American civil, military, and penal law. On June 26, 2004, Bremer

revised Order 17 to extend the immunity beyond the end of the CPA as

a condition of transfer of sovereignty, evidently asserting that the occu-

pation recognized by Resolution 1483 would continue to trump Iraqi

law so long as MNF-I remained in Iraq.

When top ranks of the Saddam Hussein regime were arrested, they

were held in American-run prisons. Under Security Council Resolution

1546, some 14,000 prisoners were supposed to have been turned over to

the Ministry of Justice when the CPA expired. But they were not.

UN Charter, 1945, Art. 1. The purposes of the United Nations are: (1) To
maintain international peace and security . . . (2) To develop friendly rela-
tions among nations based on respect for the principle of equal rights and
self-determination of peoples . . .

War Crime #226. Failure to Allow Self-Government. Sovereignty

was quickly restored in Kabul, Afghanistan, though the United States

has supported warlords in the provinces who prevent the Kabul govern-

ment from extending control beyond the capital. Financial contributions

from Washington went to elect President Hamid Karzai but not to his

fifteen opponents, while gun-toting thugs forced voters to support him.

When Iraqi communities began to organize politically as the American

army marched toward Baghdad, Washington did not take notice. More-

over, Garner arrested Mohammed Mohsen al-Zubaidi, who proclaimed

himself major of Baghdad.

Rumsfeld arranged to fly Ahmed Chalabi to Iraq to take over, but he

was rejected by the people, leaving Washington stunned, without an

immediate backup plan. Soon, Ayatollah Muhammad Baqir al-Hakim,

who had entered Iraq from Iran with a contingent of 10,000 supporters,

called on May 12 for an end to the military occupation and rapid transfer

of power to the Iraqis.

Instead of transferring sovereignty, the United States requested Secu-

rity Council authorization to legalize Bremer’s occupation government.

When Resolution 1483 was adopted on May 22, Bremer gained control

of the UN oil-for-food fund and was able to claim legitimacy for American

military bases throughout the country without Iraqi approval.
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Former Finance Minister Ali Allawi and others have made a strong

case that there was an alternative to the CPA—rapid reestablishment of

an Iraqi government. But the idea of a provisional government had been

rejected in the White House as early as December 14, 2002.

When a Leadership Council of seven exile leaders met with Bremer,

requesting a provisional government, he turned down their proposal.

Instead, he created a twenty-five-member Governing Council, again

mostly of returning exiles, in order to marginalize the seven.

Bremer famously said, “I am the law.” Tribal leaders whom he

appointed at the local level clashed with better-known Iraqis who were

planning elections for councils in several cities. The effect was to

weaken opposition to the CPA from those with national stature, includ-

ing leaders of political parties. Rebuffed and lacking funds for the elec-

tions, local administrative structures then disbanded.

Bremer appointed “advisers,” many of whom were entirely unquali-

fied, to run the various ministries alongside Iraqi technocrats. Since he

allocated funds to his advisers, they were in fact running government

functions, including hospitals, schools, and utilities, while many Iraqi

ministry officials thought that they had been reduced to errand boys.

When the UN asked the Governing Council to take the Iraq seat in

the General Assembly, the Iraqis thus had no sovereign control of their

own government. Bremer refused to sign some decisions by the Gov-

erning Council, would not allow Iraqi input into key economic deci-

sions, and disallowed Iraq ministry officials from seeking independent

funds to restore the infrastructure. Bremer demanded a transition plan

from the Governing Council, which in turn insisted that he transfer sov-

ereignty to them as the interim government.

When Bremer intimated that he alone would be in charge of the proc-

ess of writing the new constitution, Grand Ayatollah Ali al-Sistani had

had enough: He issued a fatwa on July 1, 2003, demanding elections

before a constitution. Although Bremer appeared to back down, he

nevertheless issued the Transitional Administrative Law after imposing

some clauses to a provisional draft approved by the Governing Council,

which wanted more time to hammer out differences in the wording.

Bremer issued various CPA orders with little or no input from the

Governing Council or the government ministers. For example, the

newspaper Al-Hawza was shut down without consulting the Minister of

Communications.

Because the CPA frustrated Iraqi efforts to achieve self-government,

Muqtada al-Sadr revealed the existence of his Mahdi Army on July

2003 and declared on October 11, 2003, that he headed an “independent

government.” He continued to operate on that basis until 2008.
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In the selection of an interim prime minister to serve when the

CPA’s term was to expire on June 30, 2004, several nominees were

proposed by UN Special Representative Lakhdar Brahimi. Rather than

agreeing to a list containing two popular politicians, Washington

vetoed them and chose Iyad Allawi as Prime Minister, who then filled

the Interim Government cabinet. On April 8, 2004, Bremer fired Inte-

rior Minister Nuri al-Badram and vetoed Prime Minister Allawi’s

choice for national security adviser, Qassim Da’ud. Journalists report

that Washington eventually dumped Allawi and later his successor,

Ibrahim al-Ja’afari.

Partial sovereignty returned to an Iraqi government when Bremer left

Baghdad on June 28, 2004. Government buildings were then returned

from the CPA to the provisional Iraqi government. When Allawi pro-

posed an amnesty for insurgents after Bremer left town, however,

Washington nixed his proposal.

One year later, when the Allawi government was deliberating over

the text of a new constitution, Bush imposed an artificial deadline for

completion of August 15, 2005, thereby ensuring that many loose ends

would remain, as they have to the present. Most Sunnis then boycotted

the referendum on the constitution.

In June 2007, Iraq’s parliament demanded the right to vote on any

further extension of the American occupation. At the end of the year,

however, President Bush exchanged letters with Prime Minister al-

Maliki that established principles for the continuation of American

troops in Iraq beyond January 1, 2009. The Pentagon reportedly hoped

to establish fifty-eight long-term military bases in Iraq. In June 2008,

after widespread demonstrations in Iraq on the pending negotiations, a

majority of the parliament petitioned Congress to have all American

forces leave as soon as possible—and before any security agreement

would be signed between the two countries. Although al-Maliki agreed

to submit the text to parliament, the weak government of Iraq is in no

position to stand up to the United States.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 3. . . .The following acts are and shall remain pro-
hibited at any time and in any place whatsoever: . . . (d) The passing of
sentences and the carrying out of executions without previous judgment
pronounced by a regularly constituted court, affording all the judicial guar-
antees which are recognized as indispensable by civilized peoples.
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War Crime #227. Failure to Recognize Local Courts. Although there

was a functioning judiciary under Saddam Hussein, CPA Order 1 devas-

tated the personnel running the courts; in particular, the Council of Judges

was abolished. CPA Order 3 (June 18, 2003), which was to have imported

sixty-four judges in ninety days, was never implemented, though Order 13

(June 18) created the Central Criminal Court and Order 35 (September 18)

reinstated the Council of Judges. At the local level, Bremer authorized

tribal leaders to fill in the void through Order 58 (February 10, 2004).

In April 2003, an Iraqi judge ordered the arrest of Shi‘ite cleric Muq-

tada al-Sadr and eight cohorts for the murder of a pro-Western cleric,

Sayyid Abdul Majid al-Khoei. The American military, presumably

under orders that came from Rumsfeld, ignored the order and later

regretted the decision.

The Iraqi criminal justice system was also ignored when the MNF

shoehorned thousands of Iraqis suspected of having information about

insurgents into Abu Ghraib, the facility once used to hold those impris-

oned in accordance with sentences established by Iraqi courts. Once at

Abu Ghraib, Iraqis were denied access to their own courts.

Whereas CPA Order 7 (June 9, 2003) immunized American troops

from prosecution in Iraqi courts for violations of the Geneva Conven-

tions, including those committed at Abu Ghraib, Bush’s Executive

Order 13303 of May 22, 2003, immunized American contractors in Iraq

from prosecution in American courts. In 2006, an amendment to the

Defense Authorization Act placed defense contractors under the Uni-

form Code of Military Justice. When Blackwater was charged with

responsibility for the deaths of about a dozen Iraq civilians in Septem-

ber 2007, however, the Department of Defense refused to court-martial

those responsible, especially since the State Department offered them

immunity before recording their statements for the record.

Saddam Hussein and several cohorts were tried in the Special Court,

established by Order 48 (December 10, 2003), not the regular court. In

the eyes of some Iraqis and others, the proceedings were illegitimate.

After his conviction, he was retained inside an American-controlled

prison until the day of his execution.

Others have been held in confinement by American authorities without

processing by Iraqi courts. In June 2004, after Iyad Akmush Kanum was

acquitted in an Iraqi court of attempted murder of American soldiers, he

was sent to Abu Ghraib rather than being released. In March 2008, two

prominent Iraqis were acquitted by the Supreme Judicial Council, but they

were not released from American military confinement in accordance with
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the court’s judgment. American officials claimed that the UN mandate

allowed them to detain anyone they thought was a “security risk,” even

when an Iraqi judicial body believed otherwise, while refusing to hand

over Sons of Iraq members accused of murder in Iraqi courts.

The American military has also been reluctant to turn prisoners over

to a special court in Afghanistan that might place them on trial for ter-

rorist-related offenses. The reported reason is a fear that they are dan-

gerous and might be released.

CRIMINAL JUSTICE PROBLEMS

The International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights recognizes that

the maintenance of law and order trumps most civil and political rights.

However, the following rights cannot be denied, even in time of disor-

der: right to life, right to executive pardon, and freedom of conscience,

religion, and thought. The Covenant also bans under all circumstances

cruel and inhuman punishment, involuntary human experimentation,

and slavery or forced labor.

Occupation armies have remained in Afghanistan and Iraq because of

continuing violence. Much of the conflict, however, has required a police

response. Whereas improper treatment while in prison has been identified

in Chapter 4, the present section deals with misconduct by military or

police before imprisonment as well as juridical aspects after confinement.

Hague IV, 1907, Art. 44. A belligerent is forbidden to force the inhabitants
of territory occupied by it to furnish information about the army of the
other belligerent, or about its means of defense.

War Crime #228. Unwarranted Interrogation of Civilians. Due to

the insurgency in Iraq, the American military arrested some 43,000 Ira-

qis to obtain intelligence information. Prisoners of war are only allowed

to provide names, ranks, and serial numbers in accordance with the

Third Geneva Convention, and civilians are similarly protected under

the Fourth Geneva Convention. But their rights were ignored when they

were questioned about the insurgency by the American military, often

on insubstantial pretexts. Many abuses have been reported.

Hague IV, 1907, Art. 50. No general penalty, pecuniary or otherwise,
shall be inflicted upon the population on account of the acts of individuals
for which they cannot be regarded as jointly and severally responsible.
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War Crime #229. Collective Punishment. The initial mass roundup

of those in Afghanistan who had committed no anti-American acts may

be regarded as a form of collective retaliation for the 9/11 attacks, as

authorized by Bush. The mass firings of members of the Iraqi armed

forces by CPA Order 2 (May 23, 2003) may be considered collective

punishment of the vanquished by the victors. To counter the Iraq insur-

gency, American military engaged in mass arrests and nighttime raids,

often smashing in doors—that is, other forms of collective punishment.

For example, in November 2003, after an attack on American troops, the

entire town of Abu Hishma, Iraq, was surrounded with razor wire, and

residents were required to have American-issued identification cards to

enter and leave.

Geneva IV. 1949, Art. 3. . . .The following acts are and shall remain pro-
hibited at any time and in any place whatsoever . . . : (a) violence to life
and person, in particular murder of all kinds, mutilation, cruel treatment
and torture; (b) taking of hostages; (c) outrages upon personal dignity, in
particular humiliating and degrading treatment . . .

War Crime #230. Cruel Treatment of Civilians. Afghan warlords

backed by the United States have captured innocent people and tortured

them to obtain ransom money. Various forms of abuse occur “right

under the mustaches of the Americans,” according to a resident of a

province under the control of warlord Ismail Khan.

One evening during the early Iraqi occupation, military police

arrested two Baghdad residents for violating a curfew. Rather than tak-

ing them to a place of detention, they pushed them into the Tigris

River. One, who could not swim, drowned.

At checkpoints, American military personnel have been abusive and

crass when Iraqis have been unable to understand their commands in

English. Soldiers have repeatedly entered homes peremptorily, without

giving residents a chance to evacuate before searches, and then zip-

cuffed the men and shocked the women. The Governing Council con-

demned occupation forces for “cruelty and violence used against

citizens whose homes were being searched.”

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 24. The Parties to the conflict shall take the neces-
sary measures to ensure that children under fifteen, who are orphaned or
are separated from their families as a result of the war, are not left to their
own resources . . .
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War Crime #231. Unjustified Arrest of Children. Mass arrests of

Afghans and Iraqis to obtain intelligence have yielded children as

young as twelve years old. More recently, troops of warlord Hazrat Ali,

who is supported by the United States, have been accused of seizing

teenage boys to serve as sex slaves.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 42. The internment or placing in assigned resi-
dence of protected persons may be ordered only if the security of the
Detaining Power makes it absolutely necessary. . . .

War Crime #232. Unjustified Internment. Both in Afghanistan and

Iraq, large numbers of persons were arrested and incarcerated in American-

run prisons based on a mere suspicion that they were enemies of the United

States. In fact, bounty hunters in Afghanistan, Iraq, and Pakistan were paid

sums of money to collect as many as they could, few of whom were imme-

diate security threats. At least three persons picked up in Afghanistan had

actually been fighting alongside American forces.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 45. Protected persons shall not be transferred to a
Power which is not a party to the Convention. Protected persons may be
transferred by the Detaining Power only to a Power which is a party to
the present Convention and after the Detaining Power has satisfied itself
of the willingness and ability of such transferee Power to apply the pres-
ent Convention. . . . In no circumstances shall a protected person be trans-
ferred to a country where he or she may have reason to fear persecution
for his or her political opinions or religious beliefs.

War Crime #233. Transfer to Countries That Persecute Political

Opinions. More than 100 persons have been shipped from occupied

Afghanistan to secret prisons on the pretext that they shared the political

opinions of al-Qaeda. In 2003, suspected terrorist Hiwa Abdul Rahman

Rashul was shipped from Iraq to Afghanistan then back to Iraq, where

his presence was hidden from the Red Cross on orders from Rumsfeld.

The form of persecution was torture.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 64. The penal laws of the occupied territory shall
remain in force, with the exception that they may be repealed or sus-
pended by the Occupying Power in cases where they constitute a threat to
its security or an obstacle to the application of the present Convention. . . .
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War Crime #234. Failure to Observe Existing Penal Laws. CPA

Order 31 (September 10, 2003) revised Iraq’s Penal Code by increasing

penalties for certain crimes. Even minutiae of Baghdad traffic laws were

revised in Order 86 (May 26, 2004), but enforcement of the traffic code

was lax. For example, Blackwater escort vehicles violated the law with im-

punity by driving in the following manner: “careen around corners, jump

road dividers, reach speeds in excess of 100 mph and often cross over to

the wrong side of the road [while]…honking at, cutting off, pelting with

water bottles (a favorite tactic) and menacing with weapons anyone in

their way.” In one situation described by former American official Janessa

Gans, “The lead Suburban in our convoy loomed up behind an old, peter-

ing sedan driven by an older man with a young woman and three children

[and]…smashed heedlessly into the car, pushing it into the barrier.”

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 64. The penal provisions enacted by the Occupy-
ing Power . . .shall not be retroactive.

War Crime #235. Penalties Imposed for Past Acts. CPA Order 1

banned the top echelons of Ba’ath Party members from future govern-

ment employment without a hearing or trial. Many physicians, school-

teachers, university professors, and others were declared to have

committed a punishable offense by being members of the Ba’ath Party,

which was legal before the occupation. They lost their jobs due to

Bremer’s ex post facto order.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 68. Protected persons who commit an offence
which is solely intended to harm the Occupying Power, but which does
not constitute an attempt on the life or limb of members of the occupying
forces or administration, nor a grave collective danger, nor seriously dam-
age the property of the occupying forces or administration or the installa-
tions used by them, shall be liable to internment or simple imprisonment,
provided the duration of such internment or imprisonment is proportionate
to the offence committed. . . .

War Crime #236. Disproportionate Penal Servitude. Many persons

have been confined in American-run prisons in Afghanistan and Iraq

without committing any offenses. Lengthy detainment before interroga-

tion is, as at Abu Ghraib, a form of disproportionate penal servitude.
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Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 84. Internees shall be accommodated and admin-
istered separately from prisoners of war and from persons deprived of lib-
erty for any other reason.

War Crime #237. Interned Persons, Prisoners of War, and Com-

mon Criminals Accommodated and Administered Together. Ameri-

can-run prisons in Afghanistan and Iraq, notably Abu Ghraib, have

mixed different types of prisoners together without first properly sorting

them out. In Iraq, criminals (looters) were housed along with persons

merely suspected of withholding information about the insurgency.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 33(1). As soon as circumstances permit, and at
the latest from the end of active hostilities, each Party to the conflict shall
search for the persons who have been reported missing by an adverse
Party. Such adverse Party shall transmit all relevant information concern-
ing such persons in order to facilitate such searches.

War Crime #238. Failure to Account for Missing Persons. In

research for his book The Guant�anamo Files, historian Andy Worthing-

ton took extraordinary measures to account for every prisoner arrested

in Afghanistan and later imprisoned at the American naval base on

Cuban soil. Nevertheless, some remain unaccounted for—deliberately

so. The American government has not filled in the gaps for him.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 75(4). No sentence may be passed and no penalty
may be executed on a person found guilty of a penal offence related to
the armed conflict except pursuant to a conviction pronounced by an
impartial and regularly constituted court respecting the generally recog-
nized principles of regular judicial procedure . . .

War Crime #239. Failure to Ensure Fair Trials of Repatriated

Prisoners. For several years, the United States held Afghans accused of

war crimes at Bagram Air Force Base, from which some were sent to

Guant�anamo. In 2008, about two hundred of those detained at Bagram

were turned over to the Afghan government for trials based on “terse

summaries of allegations…by the United States military.” Although

seventeen had been acquitted by early April, sixty-five were convicted.
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By providing such skimpy evidence, the United States is violating its

fiduciary responsibility to ensure that repatriated prisoners of war have

fair trials.

ECONOMIC AND FINANCIAL CONDITIONS

Wars wreak economic disaster. The occupying power is not supposed

to add to the economic and financial problems of the defeated country.

In Afghanistan, where poppy fields have reemerged, they have been

herbicided by American airplanes without a program for alternative ag-

ricultural production. In Iraq, the CPA tried to transform a socialist

economy into a market economy, thereby administering an additional

shock treatment.

Accounting records for billions of dollars of CPA spending as well as

for contracts signed by the CPA are incomplete. Some $12 billion

derived from Iraqi assets that were shipped to the CPA in hundred dollar

bills have never been accounted for. The BBC claims to have tracked

down $23 billion that was lost or stolen, but the Bush administration has

prevented courts from releasing relevant records. Expenses of American

contractors were inflated far beyond the amounts needed or spent for spe-

cific purposes, and some contractors even billed the Iraqi government for

overhead costs. The United States officially sought to rebuild Iraq after

the war, spending $118 billion by mid–2008, of which private contractors

account for $100 billion. Iraqis expected a lot more.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 46. . . .Private property . . .must be respected.

War Crime #240. Confiscation of Private Property. In Afghani-

stan, American-supported members of the government in Kabul as well

as the police seized some of the choice real estate in the city for their

homes after achieving military victory alongside the American troops.

Those living in the properties were summarily evicted.

Bush’s Executive Order 13290 of March 20, 2003, confiscated Iraqi

property in the United States and Iraqi funds in American banks. The

money was later forwarded to the CPA.

CPA Order 1 confiscated all Ba’ath Party assets and took over its busi-

nesses. Houses and villas of former senior officials were taken over by the

American military shortly after the fall of Baghdad. Ba’ath Party buildings

were seized in accordance with CPA Order 4 (June 27, 2003). According
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to journalist Thomas Ricks, American military at checkpoints in Baghdad

stole thousands of dollars from Iraqis, including their vehicles.

The $1.3 billion American embassy, located on choice riverfront real

estate, consists of 104 acres that were sequestered by the CPA for a

staff of 4,000, mostly military personnel. The plan for the compound

includes apartments, a cinema, a clubhouse, office buildings, a power

station, schools, sewage and water treatment facilities, and swimming

pools. American military bases have squatted on Iraqi land.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 48. If, in the territory occupied, the occupant collects
the taxes, dues, and tolls imposed for the benefit of the State, he shall do
it, as far as possible, in accordance with the rules in existence and the
assessment in force, and will in consequence be bound to defray the
expenses of the administration of the occupied territory on the same scale
as that by which the legitimate Government was bound.

War Crime #241. Lowering Tax Revenues. CPA Order 37 (Septem-

ber 19, 2003) suspended all tax payments for the rest of the year while

instituting a flat tax rate of 15 percent on individuals and corporations,

effective 2004, thereby reducing state revenues on the wealthiest busi-

nesses and individuals. Exempt from taxes (and tariffs, according to

Order 38 on September 19) were the CPA, MNF-I, contractors, and sub-

contractors. CPA Order 39 (September 19) permitted all capital in the

country to be transferred out tax free. In reaping huge profits, Bechtel,

Halliburton, and their subcontractors decapitalized the Iraq government.

War Crime #242. Secret Contract Awards. Rather than allowing

Iraqi businesses to bid on contracts, Halliburton and other American

corporations were awarded large reconstruction contracts without com-

petitive bidding. In some cases, the contracts were awarded in principle

even before the war began. Exact amounts were unavailable for audit-

ing when the CPA was abolished. In 2004, a civilian Pentagon official

balked at releasing funds to Halliburton subsidiary KBR because of a

lack of documented expenses. As a result, he was fired.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 53. An army of occupation can only take possession of
the cash, funds, and property liable to requisition belonging strictly to the
State, depots of arms, means of transport, stores and supplies, and, generally,
all movable property of the State which may be used for military operations.
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War Crime #243. Diversion of State Property for Nonmilitary

Operations. When Bremer first arrived, the presidential palaces had been

state property. Soon, the CPA appropriated the Republican Palace as its

headquarters and cordoned off a section of the city as the Green Zone.

During the first year of occupation, $20 billion in oil sales went into

the Development Fund for Iraq, which the CPA then used to pay private

contractors (some of which contributed $500,000 to Bush’s 2004 cam-

paign for re-election). Halliburton, for example, was awarded $1.6 billion.

When Bremer left Iraq, account books were incomplete. The audit

completed on July 15, 2004, revealed many violations of Security

Council Resolution 1483 because of major gaps in reporting. For

example, the audit established that Development Fund for Iraq expen-

ditures were mostly siphoned off to food rations, fuel subsidies,

wages, and other costs of government, but comparatively little to de-

velopment. Eric Herring and Glen Rangwala in Iraq in Fragments
characterize what happened as follows: “fraud, theft, cost mischarging,

product substitution, bribery, kickbacks, gratuities, bid rigging, con-

flicts of interest, public corruption, computer crime, embezzlement,

and false claims.”

Hague II, 1899, Art. 55. The occupying State shall only be regarded as
administrator and usufructuary of the public buildings, real property, for-
ests, and agricultural works belonging to the hostile State, and situated in
the occupied country. It must protect the capital of these properties, and
administer it according to the rules of usufruct.

War Crime #244. Privatizing State Assets. The CPA seized all gov-

ernment assets during the initial occupation and utilized oil revenues to

defray administrative costs. Firing of Ba’ath Party members left build-

ings and ministries almost unattended, so many were restaffed by

American civilian personnel.

CPA Order 20 (July 17, 2003) set up the Trade Bank of Iraq, giving

Bremer the power to monitor all capital going in and out of the country.

Although CPA Order 39 (September 19, 2003) declared all state enter-

prises but the oil industry privatized, privatization proved impractical.

Order 40 (September 19, 2003) gave JP Morgan considerable control of

some of the banking sector, which was previously run by the state. Only

six foreign banks were allowed initially, but Order 94 (June 9, 2004)

abolished that limit.
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When the Governing Council condemned the privatization decrees as

contrary to the Geneva Conventions, one of Bremer’s staff said, “I

don’t give a shit about international law. I made a commitment to the

president that I’d privatize Iraq’s businesses.”

Shortly before Bremer left Baghdad, six international oil companies

reportedly signed forty-year agreements to develop, rehabilitate, pro-

duce, and market the oil from the State Oil Marketing Organization.

Herring and Rangwala characterize the lengthy contracts as “back

door privatization.” Since CPA Order 39 allowed 100 percent repatria-

tion of profits by foreign-owned businesses, the effect of mortgaging

the oil industry to foreign corporations would be to further decapital-

ize Iraq. The Oil Ministry estimated in 2008 that foreign companies

controlled 87 percent of Iraqi oil. Since the oil industry is the chief

source of income for Iraq, the effect is to hamstring Iraq’s state finan-

ces for the next four decades. Similar arrangements were made in

Afghanistan.

War Crime #245. Failure to Maintain Material Conditions of

State Property. After the looting, many government buildings were set

on fire. Indeed, the destruction from looting in Baghdad exceeded that

from bombing.

Vital services, from electricity to transportation to water, were not

available to the population at prewar levels while the CPA was in

charge. CPA’s response lagged behind need while many unqualified

Americans in charge of ministries negotiated contracts with American

firms, which in turn often failed to restore services or delayed doing so.

Instead of repairing existing facilities at a reasonable cost, the American

contractors were awarded $5 billion but spent little on the ground. In

2008, for example, power lines downed during the siege of the city in

2004 still awaited attention. Because much of Baghdad had only two

hours of electricity per day, street lamps did not work. The National

Council of Churches and related organizations in nearly two dozen

countries have called for billions of dollars in reparations to the Iraq

government.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 51. Every such person shall, so far as possible, be
kept in his usual place of employment. Workers shall be paid a fair wage
and the work shall be proportionate to their physical and intellectual
capacities. The legislation in force in the occupied country concerning
working conditions, and safeguards as regards, in particular, such matters

continued
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as wages, hours of work, equipment, preliminary training and compensa-
tion for occupational accidents and diseases, shall be applicable . . . Art. 52.
All measures aiming at creating unemployment or at restricting the opportu-
nities offered to workers in an occupied territory, in order to induce them to
work for the Occupying Power, are prohibited.

War Crime #246. Mass Unemployment. CPA Orders 1 and 2 fired

more than half the workforce. Technocrats who initially showed up for

work in the ministries to keep government functioning were suddenly

fired with no prospect of re-employment. Under Bremer, subsidies of

fertilizers and pesticides were eliminated, resulting in unemployment in

the agricultural sector as well. The CPA estimated that unemployment

in Iraq one year after the war fell only to 35 percent. Meanwhile, unem-

ployment in Afghanistan remains high because of a lack of reconstruc-

tion of the infrastructure damaged during the war.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 39. Protected persons who, as a result of the war,
have lost their gainful employment, shall be granted the opportunity to
find paid employment.

War Crime #247. Failure to Provide Re-Employment Opportuni-

ties. After CPA Orders 1 and 2 served to fire an estimated 400,000 Iraqi

government employees, Bremer not only failed to set up an agency to

re-employ them but also dissolved the Union of the Unemployed, arrested

their leaders, and enforced the pre-CPA law banning trade unions.

Although funds were available to create jobs for Iraqis, Bremer’s assis-

tants failed to do so on a timely basis.

Civilian contractors brought personnel from outside Iraq. Only

77,000 Iraqis were hired for reconstruction work during Bremer’s man-

agement; many qualified engineers and technocrats who applied outside

the gates of the Green Zone were turned away without ever having their

applications considered. The insurgency, meanwhile, found jobs for

unemployed Iraqis who were willing to take up arms.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 53. Any destruction by the Occupying Power of
real or personal property belonging individually or collectively to private
persons, or to the State, or to other public authorities, or to social or coop-
erative organizations, is prohibited, except where such destruction is ren-
dered absolutely necessary by military operations.
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War Crime #248. Unnecessary Destruction of Private Property.

Based on CPA Order 4 (May 25, 2003), Ba’ath Party buildings were

destroyed. During the high point of the insurgency, a brigade com-

mander blew up a house that an Iraqi was building as a “demonstration

of force,” even though the man building the house had been helping a

military police battalion. During military raids to arrest possible insur-

gents, property inside houses was sometimes broken or destroyed.

War Crime #249. Unnecessary Destruction of State Property.

Defense Department contractor Halliburton lost one-third ($18.6 mil-

lion) of its assigned government property in Iraq, including trucks, com-

puters, and office furniture. Auditors failed to account for 6,975 of

20,531 items on the ledgers of Halliburton’s KBR unit, according to

Stuart Bowen, Jr., Special Inspector General for Iraqi Reconstruction.

For example, trucks with flat tires were destroyed rather than repaired.

Protocol 1, 1977, Art. 69(1). . . .The Occupying Power shall, to the fullest
extent of the means available to it and without any adverse distinction,
also ensure the provision of clothing, bedding, means of shelter, other
supplies essential to the survival of the civilian population of the occupied
territory and objects necessary for religious worship.

War Crime #250. Failure to Provide Necessities of Daily Living.

After the Afghan War, there was little reconstruction outside Kabul,

since warlords reasserted control in the provinces. The failure to rebuild

the damaged infrastructure was not immediately noticed amid the new

freedom of movement, especially the sound of music, and the return to

normality after repressive Taliban rule. Although the United States con-

tributed $1 billion monthly for its military forces, and about the same

amount from 2001 to 2003 for reconstruction, only $110 million in

projects were completed to serve as examples of American support for

Afghan development. Some 70 percent of the aid went to Kabul,

whereas most of the country is rural. That the postwar period was cor-

rupt and Kabul-oriented meant that the poppy fields blossomed due to a

neglect of Afghan agricultural aid despite fertile soil and a hardworking

farming tradition. The Taliban eventually saw that neglect as an oppor-

tunity to regain strength.

Food, fuel, power, telephones, and water were in short supply after

the invasion of Iraq. Efforts to restore them to prewar levels were insuf-

ficient, though they were soon in abundance in the Green Zone.
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From 2003, Congress appropriated about $42 billion for reconstruc-

tion in Iraq. During March 2008, nearly 900 contracts out of 47,321

were terminated due to poor performance and other considerations.

However, from 2003 to 2008 the United States used more of Iraqi

money ($50.6 billion) than American money ($47.5 billion) in the coun-

try. From the viewpoint of ordinary Iraqis, necessities of daily living

were ignored amid the accounting fiasco and contractor bonanza.

Contractors, hired for repairs on a no-bid basis so that their arrival

would not be delayed by paperwork requirements, did not show up until

July and August, two to three months after the shortage was acute. By

then, insurgents had targeted some of the infrastructure and proceeded

to intimidate repair personnel. Of approximately $18 billion appropri-

ated for initial civilian reconstruction, the CPA allocated only $1 bil-

lion, much of which was never spent or was incompetently managed.

Funds for public works restoration from Iraqi oil revenues were also

diverted to security needs, resulting in the cancellation of projects for

electricity, sanitation, and water. Electric generation of 4,400 megawatts

before the war compared with only 3,900 by October 2003. New power

plants required natural gas, which had to be imported.

As ethnic cleansing proceeded in 2006, some one million Sunni refu-

gees fled internally within Iraq and two million to neighboring coun-

tries. However, the United States refused to provide refugee assistance.

Because UN and American agencies have provided so little aid to Ira-

qis, and the Iraq government is extraordinarily corrupt and inefficient,

the Mahdi Army of Muqtada al-Sadr moved into the breach as a reliable

source of economic assistance to the less affluent Shi‘ite population.

Electricity and water remained scarce commodities even by 2008. A

tank of gas cost $80 on the black market for those who could not endure

long lines at government pumps. Because of curfews and the building of

walls associated with the “surge” of 2007–2008, traffic was banned in

and out of Baghdad enclaves, so food and medicines were in increasingly

short supply. Travel bans have been imposed in other cities as well.

DISCRIMINATION

An occupying power will, of course, try to root out remnants of the polit-

ical leaders and armies of the vanquished power. Otherwise, the Geneva

Conventions require occupation authorities to be evenhanded to all. Dis-

crimination on the basis of ethnicity, gender, political opinions, religion,

and other conditions can only serve to delegitimize the occupying power.
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Hague II, 1899, Art. 46. . . . Religious convictions and liberty . . .must be
respected.

War Crime #251. Failure to Respect Religious Convictions. The

CPA purged school textbooks of references to Islam and quotations

from the Qur’an.

Geneva IV. 1949, Art. 3(1). Persons taking no active part in the hostil-
ities, including members of armed forces who have laid down their arms
and those placed hors de combat by sickness, wounds, detention, or any
other cause, shall in all circumstances be treated humanely, without any
adverse distinction founded on race, color, religion or faith, sex, birth or
wealth, or any other similar criteria.

War Crime #252. Ethnosectarian Discrimination. Bremer made

efforts to include Kurds, Shi‘ites, Sunnis, and other categories of Iraqis

in advisory roles. CPA resources were allocated on the basis of those

very divisions. The result was resentment, particularly among Sunnis.

The Kurds, meanwhile, enjoyed favorable treatment, as they were

allowed to maintain their own militias while the Americans sought to

dismantle Shi‘ite and Sunni militias.

Along with the “surge” in American military forces that began in 2007,

walls were built around ethnically pure neighborhoods in Baghdad, a city

that had already changed from a 50:50 division between Shi‘ites and Sunnis

to a 80:20 division favoring Shi‘ites. In effect, U.S. policy ratified ethnosec-

tarian segregation of the city and the country, perhaps the most fundamen-

tal social transformation of Iraq wrought by the American occupation.

War Crime #253. Discrimination in Awarding Contracts. After

the war, Iraqi companies were on the scene and knowledgeable about

how to fix many infrastructure problems. Instead of paying them for the

work or allowing former German and Italian contractors to resume

operations, initial restoration primarily awaited negotiation with Ameri-

can contractors. Countries that did not contribute troops for the invasion

and occupation were excluded from bidding until June 2004.

During 2004, forty-eight of the fifty-nine prime contracts were

awarded to American corporations, for which the Defense Department

later found inadequate accounting in the millions. Rather than providing

funds directly to upgrade Iraqis universities, which had to rebuild
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libraries after the looting, some $25 million was awarded to American

university personnel to provide technical assistance.

Despite the CPA goal of turning the socialist economy of Iraq into free-

market capitalism, seeds from patented genetically modified organisms

had been introduced into the country. Order 81 (April 26, 2004) banned

selling the seeds or using the seeds in the following year, thus locking

Iraqi agriculture into dependence on American agricultural corporations

that market the seeds.

War Crime #254. Gender Discrimination. American-backed war-

lords in Afghanistan have neglected women’s rights. Warlord Ismail

Khan, a favorite of Rumsfeld, reportedly has forced girls to study in

sex-segregated schools. Mujahideen leader Abdul Rabb al-Rasul Sayyaf

allegedly requires women to stay at home. Dr. Masouda Jalal received

no funds from Washington when she ran for parliament, whereas mil-

lions from the United States were contributed to the presidential cam-

paign of Hamid Karzai. Mandatory headscarf wearing has resumed.

Although women had some freedom in the secular society of Saddam

Hussein, the rise of ayatollah-centered Shi‘ite power in Iraq has meant

pressure for women to manifest various signs of subordination. Bremer’s

Transitional Administrative Law provided protections for women, but

enforcement machinery was not established. Today, Iraqi militias require

the wearing of headscarves.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 27. Protected persons are entitled, in all circumstan-
ces, to respect for their persons, their honor, their family rights, their reli-
gious convictions and practices, and their manners and customs. They shall
at all times be humanely treated, and shall be protected especially against
all acts of violence or threats thereof and against insults and public curiosity.
Women shall be especially protected against any attack on their honor, in
particular against rape, enforced prostitution, or any form of indecent
assault. Without prejudice to the provisions relating to their state of health,
age and sex, all protected persons shall be treated with the same consider-
ation by the Party to the conflict in whose power they are, without any
adverse distinction based, in particular, on race, religion or political opinion.

War Crime #255. Dishonoring Women. Beyond merely discrimi-

nating against women, Afghan warlord Ismail Khan apparently subjects

females to virginity tests. Warlord Hazrat Ali’s troops have allegedly

engaged in sexual violence against women. Troops of warlord Abdul
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Rabb al-Rasul Sayyaf reportedly enter homes at night to rape women.

American commanders, who support the warlords, have not openly

raised objections.

Although Bremer was eager to provide greater freedom for women,

the society slipped from a secular to a more sectarian façade during his

watch. Iraqi gangsters, meanwhile, forced women into the sex industry

and shipped them out of the country. The MNF, responsible for mainte-

nance of security, has not stopped the flow.

The United States has paid Iraqis to operate checkpoints at various

locations throughout the country. Women, however, have been hassled

on some occasions. Suhair Shakir reports that, in spring 2007, a young

man at a checkpoint, spinning his pistol on his finger, asked her the

whereabouts of her headscarf. A few months later, he told her that she

could not drive unescorted after 5 P.M.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 13. The provisions . . . cover the whole of the popula-
tions of the countries in conflict, without any adverse distinction based, in
particular, on race, nationality, religion or political opinion, and are intended
to alleviate the sufferings caused by war.

War Crime #256. Discrimination Against Nominal Members of a

Political Party. CPA’s Order 1 dissolved the Ba’ath political party. As

a result at least 50,000 from the top layers of the party, including 300

academics and 5,000 high school teachers, were unemployed. Workers

had been paid extra amounts if they joined the Ba’ath Party, so many

did, including museum workers, schoolteachers, and university profes-

sors, though they did not subscribe to the policies of the government.

Order 1 was designed by Douglas Feith, Undersecretary of Defense for

Policy, and presented to Bremer before he flew to Iraq.

After Bremer arrived, he appointed various officials at local levels,

excluding members of political parties that expressed opposition to

his rule. As a result, local government was disconnected from national

government.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 70. Protected persons shall not be arrested, prose-
cuted or convicted by the Occupying Power for acts committed or for opin-
ions expressed before the occupation, or during a temporary interruption
thereof, with the exception of breaches of the laws and customs of war.
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War Crime #257. Arrest of Persons for Pre-Occupation Political

Opinions. Whereas President Karzai offered an amnesty to members of

the Taliban who laid down their arms, ISAF under NATO command

has pursued a different course. For example, a former member of the

Taliban who accepted amnesty was arrested and released three times by

American security personnel while trying to run a printshop in Kabul.

Similarly, Bremer ordered the arrest of members of the Ba’ath Party,

including technocrats.

SOCIAL AND CULTURAL PROBLEMS

The cultures and societies of Afghanistan and Iraq are quite different

from American culture and society. Many artifacts from their cultural

heritage date back thousands of years. Whereas the Taliban destroyed

important cultural artifacts, the treasure trove in Iraq was well preserved

under Saddam Hussein. The American occupation, however, miscalcu-

lated regarding tribal and ethnosectarian loyalties and has been insensi-

tive to the severe loss of cultural property.

Hague II, 1899, Art. 46. Family honors and rights . . .must be respected.

War Crime #258. Failure to Respect Family Honors. When sol-

diers have approached homes to question residents in order to obtain in-

formation about insurgents, Afghan and Iraqi family customs have been

ignored. Women have been interrogated, and house searches have been

conducted without the presence of male heads of households. The

elderly have been publicly humiliated. Abusive language has been used.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 25. All persons in the territory of a Party to the
conflict, or in a territory occupied by it, shall be enabled to give news of a
strictly personal nature to members of their families, wherever they may
be, and to receive news from them. This correspondence shall be for-
warded speedily and without undue delay. Art. 26. Each Party to the con-
flict shall facilitate enquiries made by members of families dispersed
owing to the war, with the object of renewing contact with one another
and of meeting, if possible. It shall encourage, in particular, the work of
organizations engaged on this task provided they are acceptable to it and
conform to its security regulations.
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War Crime #259. Withholding News from Family Members.

There are many accounts of family members seeking those suddenly

missing from their homes in Baghdad when suspected insurgents were

arrested. Officials at Abu Ghraib and the Green Zone refused to disclose

their whereabouts.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 47. Protected persons who are in occupied terri-
tory shall not be deprived, in any case or in any manner whatsoever, of
the benefits of the present Convention by any change introduced, as the
result of the occupation of a territory, into the institutions or government
of the said territory . . .

War Crime #260. Charging for Formerly Free Government Serv-

ices. One service provided by the regime of Saddam Hussein was free

medical care. When James Haveman, Jr., arrived in Baghdad to run the

health ministry, he immediately imposed co-pays for physician visits.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 50. The Occupying Power shall, with the coopera-
tion of the national and local authorities, facilitate the proper working of all
institutions devoted to the care and education of children.

War Crime #261. Failure to Reopen Schools. Because the CPA pro-

hibited members of the Ba’ath Party from working for the government,

many teachers were thrown out of work, and some schools closed. Other

schools had been bombed, but reconstruction was slow. Before its depar-

ture, nevertheless, the CPA repaired 100 out of 270 schools in Sadr City.

Muqtada al-Sadr’s organization repaired some of the rest.

Cultural Property Convention, 1954, Art. 5(2). Should it prove neces-
sary to take measures to preserve cultural property situated in occupied
territory and damaged by military operations, and should the competent
national authorities be unable to take such measures, the Occupying
Power shall, as far as possible, and in close co-operation with such
authorities, take the most necessary measures of preservation.

War Crime #262. Failure to Restore Cultural Property Damaged

by Military Operations. Instead of providing finances to restore militarily
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damaged and criminally looted cultural property, an international confer-

ence was convened to raise needed funds. The American contribution was

only part of the pledged amount.

HEALTH CONDITIONS

Disease often spreads due to the dislocations produced by war, so occu-

pation powers are responsible to restore public health. In Iraq, medi-

cines were already in short supply before the war. The desire to

privatize all sectors of the economy, including the health industry, com-

plicated the return to normality.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 55. To the fullest extent of the means available
to it the Occupying Power has the duty of ensuring the food and medi-
cal supplies of the population; it should, in particular, bring in the nec-
essary foodstuffs, medical stores and other articles if the resources of
the occupied territory are inadequate. Art. 60. Relief consignments
shall in no way relieve the Occupying Power of any of its responsibil-
ities under Articles 55, 56 and 59. The Occupying Power shall in no
way whatsoever divert relief consignments from the purpose for which
they are intended, except in cases of urgent necessity, in the interests
of the population of the occupied territory and with the consent of the
Protecting Power.

War Crime #263. Providing Insufficient Food. CPA Order 1 fired

the Iraqi administrator of the UN oil-for-food program and food distri-

bution program at a time when there was an urgent food shortage.

Although the UN oil-for-food program was transferred to CPA control,

its funds were diverted to other uses. Rice, for example, was unavail-

able in March 2004. The CPA refused to import food from Iran to

relieve the crisis. Meanwhile, there was more than enough food for

Americans in the Green Zone.

War Crime #264. Providing Insufficient Medical Supplies. After

looters stripped hospitals bare, there was a shortage of drugs, gauze,

gloves, medicines, oxygen, syringes, and other medical supplies. Just

before the war, contracts for some $500 million in medical supplies

had been signed, to be drawn from the UN’s oil-for-food account. Af-

ter the war, American and British vetoes in the Security Council

blocked the release of funds. Instead, the money was diverted to the

CPA, which failed to purchase needed supplies. Bremer’s medical
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administrator, James K. Haveman, Jr., reportedly reduced the number

of prescription drugs for use in the country. Tylenol, for example, is

unavailable today.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 56. To the fullest extent of the means available to
it, the Occupying Power has the duty of ensuring and maintaining, with
the cooperation of national and local authorities, the medical and hospital
establishments and services, public health and hygiene in the occupied
territory, with particular reference to the adoption and application of the
prophylactic and preventive measures necessary to combat the spread of
contagious diseases and epidemics. Medical personnel of all categories
shall be allowed to carry out their duties. If new hospitals are set up in
occupied territory and if the competent organs of the occupied State are
not operating there, the occupying authorities shall, if necessary, grant
them the recognition provided for in Article 18. In similar circumstances,
the occupying authorities shall also grant recognition to hospital personnel
and transport vehicles under the provisions of Articles 20 and 21. In
adopting measures of health and hygiene and in their implementation, the
Occupying Power shall take into consideration the moral and ethical sus-
ceptibilities of the population of the occupied territory.

War Crime #265. Reduction in the Quality of Medical Care. On

May 23, 2003, the CPA fired top-level employees of the Iraqi govern-

ment, including medical personnel, many of whom left the country for

employment elsewhere. The best hospital in Baghdad was converted

into an American military hospital. Yarmouk Maternity Hospital, mean-

while, lacked basic sanitation, equipment, and supplies.

Although the U.S. Agency for International Development sent

Dr. Frederick Burkle, a well-qualified health administrator, immediately

after the war, he was fired one week later because he lacked political

connections. Haveman, his replacement, reportedly failed to authorize

funds for emergency rooms to treat victims of the insurgency, the most

important medical problem at the time.

Hospitals operated without meeting minimum standards of sanitation.

A report by a Belgian physician in April 2004, after visiting twenty-five

clinics, hospitals, and pharmacies, is particularly stark:

Nowhere had any new medical material arrived since the end of the war.

The medical material, already outdated, broken down or malfunctioning

after twelve years of embargo, had further deteriorated over the past
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year. In places where looting had taken place, there is now less material

than before, as in Baghdad’s rehabilitation centre, which is supposed to

provide the entire country with prostheses. Or as in the burns section of

the Al Nour Hospital, where there is no possibility of sterile treatment,

as a result of which all patients with major burns are doomed to die. Or

as in the intensive care unit of the Kadhemya Hospital—which has 8 of

the 16 high intensive care beds for Baghdad—where only three respira-

tion machines are functioning.

Subsequently, due to insurgent attacks on educated Iraqis, more

physicians fled the country to avoid being assassinated, as some already

had been. The insurgency operated in a manner similar to the Khmer

Rouge in Cambodia, seeking to eliminate those with college degrees

who might provide leadership for post-Saddam Iraq.

War Crime #266. Reduction in the Quality of Public Health. In

Iraq, the World Health Organization reported a tripling in cases of

severe diarrhea. Other waterborne diseases, notably cholera and hepati-

tis, became endemic. Infant mortality increased as did the incidence of

contagious disease, such as tuberculosis.

The population, particularly children, suffered from chronic malnutri-

tion. The main reason, according to UN Special Rapporteur on Right to

Food Jean Ziegler, was the food shortage. A similar problem plagues

Afghanistan.

Clean drinking water was unavailable to one-third of Baghdadians as

late as one year after the war. Although chlorine is used to make drinking

water safe, the American military refused to allow chlorine shipments, as

the chemical can be used in bombmaking. Dirty water collected in the

streets, a breeding ground for the insects that forced Green Zone residents

to use mosquito netting until they obtained air conditioning.

The Rustamiya sewage treatment plant for Baghdad was broken.

Bechtel Corporation, which had a contract to fix the problem, did not

do so. Some 1.5 tons of raw sewage were dumped daily into the Tigris

River. Streets with raw sewage in Sadr City were not cleared until April

4, 2004, when Muqtada al-Sadr took credit for the effort. Yet in 2008,

as the American military footprint increased in Sadr City and else-

where, garbage and raw sewage was spotted on the streets.

During the war, some of the ammunition contained depleted ura-

nium, a carcinogen. Some Iraqi military equipment was destroyed with

the use of depleted uranium, but the American military refused to cor-

don off those areas, where children frequently played, vegetables were
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planted, and citizens went to obtain metals for recycling. Radioactive

materials at Iraq’s nuclear facilities were also looted, including con-

tainers later used for milk and water. As a result, several children

developed leukemia.

Looters attacked an important public health facility, stealing live HIV

viruses and black fever bacteria. Marines observed the looting but were

not ordered to stop the potential for later bioterrorism.

The flight of physicians due to lack of security is a major factor in

the decline of public health. The Baghdad psychiatric hospital uses old

equipment and has only two psychiatrists on its staff.

OUTSIDE ORGANIZATIONS

Opponents of the American occupations in Afghanistan and Iraq could

easily persuade residents that they were suffering from brazen attempts

by Crusaders to take over their countries. Accordingly, the United

States asked the United Nations Security Council for official approval.

Nevertheless, American officials have often been uncooperative with

UN and nongovernmental agencies that have sought to assist the peo-

ples of the two countries.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 12. . . . In cases of disagreement between the Parties
to the conflict as to the application or interpretation of the provisions of the
present Convention, the Protecting Powers shall lend their good offices with
a view to settling the disagreement. For this purpose, each of the Protecting
Powers may, either at the invitation of one Party or on its own initiative, pro-
pose to the Parties to the conflict a meeting of their representatives, and in
particular of the authorities responsible for protected persons, possibly on
neutral territory suitably chosen. The Parties to the conflict shall be bound
to give effect to the proposals made to them for this purpose.

War Crime #267. Flouting UN Recommendations. In fall 2003,

some members of the Iraq insurgency asked the UN to mediate in set-

ting up negotiations with Bremer, but he refused any contact. Instead,

the UN was the place where Iraqis brought complaints about the occu-

pation, which in turn were relayed to the CPA.

Bremer repeatedly refused to listen to UN Secretary-General Kofi

Annan as well as his representatives in Iraq, Sergio de Mello and Lakh-

dar Brahimi. The most important disagreement was over how soon to

transfer sovereignty and to whom.
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As the Protecting Power, the United Nations issued regular reports on

human rights abuses that the United States was responsible to correct.

Washington for the most ignored the recommendations. For example,

rather than listening to requests from the World Health Organization for

improvements in public health, Bremer fired UN personnel who were

trying to restore clean water and instead awarded a contract for the

work to Bechtel, which reportedly did nothing. The World Health Orga-

nization, a UN Specialized Agency, asked the CPA and American mili-

tary for a map of locations where ammunition with uranium traces was

stored or used, but the request was denied.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 59. If the whole or part of the population of an occu-
pied territory is inadequately supplied, the Occupying Power shall agree to
relief schemes on behalf of the said population, and shall facilitate them by
all the means at its disposal. Such schemes, which may be undertaken ei-
ther by States or by impartial humanitarian organizations such as the Inter-
national Committee of the Red Cross, shall consist, in particular, of the
provision of consignments of foodstuffs, medical supplies and clothing.

War Crime #268. Failure to Accept Relief Organizations. When-

ever there is an inadequate supply of food and medicines, the occupying

power is supposed to seek assistance from other agencies. The United

States failed to do so on a timely basis and even held up the arrival of

UN and international aid agencies.

Geneva IV, 1949, Art. 144. The High Contracting Parties undertake, in
time of peace as in time of war, to disseminate the text of the present
Convention as widely as possible in their respective countries, and, in
particular, to include the study thereof in their programs of military and, if
possible, civil instruction, so that the principles thereof may become
known to the entire population. Any civilian, military, police or other
authorities, who in time of war assume responsibilities in respect of pro-
tected persons, must possess the text of the Convention and be specially
instructed as to its provisions.

War Crime #269. Failure to Disseminate the Fourth Geneva

Convention Text to Occupation Personnel. The official debunking of

the Geneva Conventions by President Bush and others in his administra-

tion is a matter of record. Given the extraordinary number of violations,
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a reasonable inference is that occupation personnel were not apprised of

their responsibilities under international law.

Nevertheless, CPA Order 48 (December 10, 2003) cited thirty-five

war crimes offenses drawn from the Geneva Conventions to instruct the

Iraqi Special Court that tried Saddam Hussein and high-ranking mem-

bers of his government. CPA Order 100 (June 28, 2004), issued on the

day Bremer departed from Baghdad, asked the successor government to

consider what Iraqi leaders had long requested—abiding by the Interna-

tional Covenant on Civil and Political Rights.

CONCLUSION

President Bush’s goal of turning totalitarian Afghanistan and Iraq

almost overnight into exemplary capitalist democracies was, in retro-

spect, rather naı̈ve, conceived in geopolitical rather than humanitarian

priorities. After many years, both Afghanistan and Iraq still have occu-

pation armies that are trying to establish order. Both have had elections

but are illiberal democracies, that is, they have an outward appearance

of elections and parliaments but lack procedural guarantees of civil lib-

erties and vibrant civil societies. Their economies appear capitalist but

retain large government and black market sectors.

The Iraq situation was worsened by a conundrum identified by schol-

ars Eric Herring and Glen Rangwala—that Iraq could not achieve secu-

rity without development, whereas without security there could be no

development. The same applies to Afghanistan. Similarly, many Afghans

and Iraqis want the occupation to end, but they fear that violence will

skyrocket into chaos after the Americans leave. In Afghanistan, Gen-

eral Dan McNeill lamented in 2008 that 400,000 troops were needed

to cope with the rise of al-Qaeda and the Taliban, yet NATO had only

about 50,000 troops under his command. However, insofar as the aim

of entering Afghanistan in 2001 was to ensure that the country would

no longer harbor al-Qaeda, that goal has long since been achieved.

Now that Osama Bin Laden’s base of operations is in Pakistan, the

original rationale for an American role has evaporated. Thus, ISAF is

interfering in a civil war, and the American occupation has lost legiti-

macy in the eyes of many Afghans. In the opinion of former Finance

Minister Ali Allawi, the Americans brought about the worst social

calamity upon Iraq since the Mongol invasion of 1258, having

descended on the country like a “plague of locusts.” One cannot
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minimize the extent of national humiliation felt in Afghanistan and

Iraq due to foreign occupation.

In a foreword to a report on war crimes by Physicians for Human

Rights, former retired Major General Antonio Taguba asserted, “There

is no longer any doubt as to whether the current administration has

committed war crimes. The only question that remains to be answered

is whether [they] will be held to account.” That question is taken up in

Part III of the present volume.
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Part III

PROSECUTION OF WAR
CRIMES

Any trial of members of George W. Bush’s administration for war

crimes will impose a grave responsibility. Some of the wrongs to be

condemned and punished have been calculated, some inadvertent. But

they have been so devastating to those affected that civilization cannot

tolerate their being ignored, because civilization cannot survive their

being repeated over and over again. That George W. Bush may submit

to the judgment of the law would be one of the most significant tributes

that power could pay to reason.

What makes such a trial significant is that the defendants have been

living symbols of the arrogance and cruelty of power. They are symbols

of fierce nationalisms and of militarism, of intrigue and war-making that

have embroiled the people of Afghanistan and Iraq, crushing their man-

hood, destroying their homes, and impoverishing their lives. They have

so identified themselves with the policies in which they believe and with

the forces they directed that any tenderness to them is a victory and an

encouragement to all the injustices that are attached to their names. Civi-

lization can afford no compromise with the political forces that would

gain renewed strength if we deal ambiguously or indecisively.

The real complaining party is Civilization. International law, a strug-

gling and imperfect force, points to the sequence of aggressions and war

crimes and to the greater potentialities for destruction elsewhere in the

days to come. It is not necessary to argue the proposition that to start or

wage an aggressive war has the moral qualities of the worst of crimes.

The refuge of the defendants can be only their hope that international

law will lag so far behind the moral sense of mankind that conduct that

is crime in the moral sense must be regarded as innocent in law.



Civilization asks whether law is so laggard as to be utterly helpless to

deal with crimes by criminals of this order of importance. It does not

expect that war can be made impossible. It does expect that juridical

action will put the forces of international law, its precepts, its prohibi-

tions, and, most of all, its sanctions, on the side of peace, so that men

and women of good will, in all countries, may have “leave to live by no

one’s leave, underneath the law.”

Civilization itself is on trial when major war criminals go about their

business with impunity. That was the sentiment expressed by Justice

Robert Jackson at Nuremberg, and that is the thesis of the current vol-

ume. The final chapters identify where and why lawsuits may be filed

against members of the Bush administration and against George W.

Bush himself.
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Chapter 6

TRIBUNALS FOR WAR CRIMES
PROSECUTION

Prosecutions at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials after World War II

would be different from those that might be pursued against the Bush

administration. At Nuremberg, the offenses involved millions of vic-

tims. George W. Bush is charged with engaging in retail, not wholesale,

violations of war crimes.

The Nuremberg trials were a form of justice imposed on those who

lost in war, whereas Bush and his cohorts are not under arrest pending

trial. However, the potential for allowing a superpower to perpetrate

war crimes with impunity would not only bury the concept of war

crimes and trivialize Nuremberg but might usher in a new era of inter-

national barbarism wherein a lone superpower could operate unchecked

as a world tyrant. In that sense, prosecution of the war crimes of Bush

and others may compare with the historical significance of Nuremberg.

Before World War II, the international law of war crimes was primar-

ily about state behavior. During the Nuremberg and Tokyo war crimes

trials, the defendants were considered as individuals who gave improper

orders to subordinates. The law of warfare, thus, became transformed

into international criminal law.

Defenders may claim that some of the 269 war crimes were commit-

ted without George W. Bush’s approval or even knowledge. The princi-

ple of command responsibility, in which the commander-in-chief is

responsible for all actions of those who follow his orders, is one effec-

tive way to determine culpability. The Nuremberg Charter is extremely

clear in stating that principle:



Nuremberg Charter, 1945, Art. 6. . . . Leaders, organizers, instigators and
accomplices participating in the formulation or execution of a common plan
or conspiracy to commit any of the foregoing crimes [namely, Crimes
Against Peace, War Crimes, and Crimes Against Humanity] are responsi-
ble for all acts performed by any persons in execution of such plan. Art. 7.
The official position of defendants, whether as Heads of State or responsi-
ble officials in Government Departments, shall not be considered as freeing
them from responsibility or mitigating punishment.

Insofar as the Bush administration has engaged in war crimes, justice

requires that those responsible be brought before a tribunal to answer

for their deeds. Indeed, Bush has already been a defendant in several

lawsuits, and he has repeatedly lost on procedural grounds (Table 1.2).

American courts, international courts, European courts, and people’s

courts are possible venues for trial. Legislative institutions may also

play a role. Internet bloggers and journalists are the primary sources for

information below, as cited in the appended References, because few

relevant prosecutions have emerged thus far.

AMERICAN TRIBUNALS

Congress, of course, could have impeached Bush and his cohorts and

removed them from office because of war crimes, but time ran out in

2008. Instead, Congress held hearings, placing the administration of

George W. Bush on the defensive. Constrained by executive privilege

and the state secrets doctrine, Congressional hearings have yielded few

facts. Congress could have voted to censure Bush, a procedure followed

only once—in the case of President Andrew Jackson. But that would

have served to exonerate other members of the Bush administration.

Congress could decide to establish a “truth commission” modeled on

such bodies as the Argentine or South African truth commissions to deter-

mine the facts and recommend prosecutions based on sworn evidence. In

2008, Congress set up a similar body, the bipartisan Wartime Contracting

Commission, to investigate improprieties of corporations doing business in

Afghanistan and Iraq in order to recommend criminal prosecutions. Some

900 whistleblower cases alleging contractor fraud were proceeding at a

snail’s pace at the Justice Department in mid-2008. In June 2008, sixty

members of Congress called for a special prosecutor to handle investiga-

tions and prosecutions regarding the sole issue of interrogation policies.
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Alternatively, the matter of war crimes could be handled entirely by

courts on a case-by-case basis. Relevant causes of judicial action are

found in the Constitution, congressional laws, and various international

agreements ratified by the Senate. Some planks in the Bush Doctrine

have already been rejected by the courts on the basis of domestic law

(Table 1.2), though in Demore v Kim (2003), the Supreme Court has

allowed him to establish different rules for aliens than for citizens.

Those in the armed forces can be prosecuted for war crimes in mili-

tary tribunals. Indeed, some courts-martial already have been held. The

highest-ranking officer held liable thus far, Brigadier General Janis Kar-

pinski, appears to have been a scapegoat for interrogation techniques

used at Abu Ghraib, since as prison administrator she had no authority

over questioning by the CIA, FBI, and military police. Those in the

Bush administration who objected to war crimes have been reassigned

or forced to resign.

Several high-profile review panels have exonerated the military top

brass. A civilian panel, whose members were selected by Secretary of

Defense Donald Rumsfeld and chaired by James Schlesinger, replicated

findings of the military panels.

First Lieutenant Ehren Watada, the first U.S. commissioned officer to

refuse to serve in Iraq, cited the UN Charter as a principal reason for

his action. Hoping to test his belief, he remained in the service so that

he would be court-martialed. The tribunal, however, refused to accept

his “war crime” defense and declared a mistrial on procedural grounds.

Civilians, such as Bush after January 20, 2009, can be tried in federal

district courts. Penalties either are provided in the text of the laws or

are at the discretion of federal judges.

The Senate has ratified most of the international agreements listed in

previous chapters. Not ratified are the conventions on children’s rights,

cultural property protection, enforced disappearances, incendiary weap-

ons, and Protocol 1 to the Geneva Conventions of 1949, though various

administrations have indicated a desire to observe the provisions. Sev-

eral laws have sought either to implement the treaties or to establish

war crimes without reference to treaties (Table 6.1).

The Neutrality Act of 1794, which has been amended over time, bans

individual Americans from participating in wars in which the United

States is not a party. Those found guilty can be assessed a $10,000 fine,

two-year imprisonment, or both. The bombings of supposed terrorists in

Somalia, engulfed as it is in civil war, might be grounds to prosecute

those who commanded the airplanes.
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Table 6.1
American Laws Banning War Crimes

Name Passed Issue Addressed

Neutrality Act 1794 American residents cannot take part

militarily in a foreign war unless the

United States is a party

Alien Tort Claims Act 1798 Aliens can sue torturers

Genocide Convention

Implementation Act

1988 Criminalizes those who commit or

incite genocide

Torture Victim Protection

Act

1992 Enables a victim of torture to sue a

torturer

Anti-Terrorism and Effec-

tive Death Penalty Act

1996 Authorizes civil damages against for-

eign states complicit in injury due to

torture, extrajudicial execution, air-

craft hijacking, and hostage taking

War Crimes Act 1996 Criminalizes major Hague Convention

and Geneva Convention war crimes

Expanded War Crimes Act 1997 Criminalizes violations of common

Article 3 to the Geneva Conventions

Civil Liability for State

Sponsors of Terrorism

Act (Flatlow

Amendment)

1997 Authorizes civil damages against

personal acts of officials, employees,

or agents of terrorist states

Foreign Affairs Reform

and Restructuring Acta
1998 Bans extradition to countries that

practice torture

Torture Victims Relief Act 1998 Provides compensation to torture victims

Military Extraterritorial

Jurisdiction Act

2000 Authorizes trials in the United States

of defense personnel committing

felonies outside the United States

Victims of Trafficking and

Violence Protection Act

2000 Authorizes freezing foreign state assets

to compensate victims of terrorism

USA Patriot Actb 2001 Criminalizes terrorism and permits

prosecution of contractors for

federal crimes on bases abroad

Terrorism Risk Insurance

Act

2002 Authorizes freezing private assets of

terrorists to compensate victims

Detainee Treatment Act 2005 Criminalizes torturers of detainees but

exempts those who believe legal

opinions that their acts did not

constitute torture

Military Commissions Act 2006 Establishes procedures for trials of

terrorists

a The full title is United States Policy with Respect to the Involuntary Return of Persons in Danger of

Subjection to Torture, which is a provision in the Foreign Affairs Reform and Restructuring Act.
b The full name is the Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing Appropriate Tools

Required to Intercept and Obstruct Terrorism Act.
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The Alien Tort Claims Act of 1798 permits aliens residing in the

United States to sue for injuries inflicted on them abroad. Thus far, rele-

vant cases have been filed, but they have been dismissed. Al-Odah v
United States (2003) and Ali v Rumsfeld (2007) were filed on behalf of

several persons who claimed that they were mistreated in Afghanistan,

Guant�anamo, or Iraq, but the cases were dismissed at the district court

level under the sovereign immunity doctrine, that is, because the defend-

ants were then in office. Once out of office, the cases could be revived.

Other defendants in Ali were Colonel Thomas Pappas, Brigadier General

Janis Karpinski, and Lieutenant General Ricardo Sanchez.

In Arar v Ashcroft (2006) and El-Masri v Tenet (2006), foreign nation-

als sued under the Alien Tort Claims Act because they were tortured af-

ter being subjected to extraordinary rendition. Similar cases have been

filed by several former Guant�anamo prisoners, including Salim Mahmud

Adam and Adel Hassan Hamad. The cases of the Tipton Three, who sued

for $10 million each in damages, have also been unsuccessful. The cases

have been dismissed primarily because judges have accepted the state

secrets doctrine, which allows the government to claim immunity from

prosecution whenever national security considerations prevent introduc-

tion of vital evidence in court. A new administration in Washington

might waive the state secrets doctrine to allow prosecutions to go for-

ward, as presidential candidate Barack Obama hinted in 2008. Others

have told reporters that they plan to sue in the future.

Implementing legislation for the Convention Against Torture, the Tor-

ture Victim Protection Act, passed in 1992. The law, later supplemented

with funds for compensation of victims, applies to any public official

who tortures or attempts to torture someone outside the United States.

The maximum penalty is life imprisonment if death results; otherwise,

the maximum penalty is twenty years. The statute applies to the treatment

of prisoners in Afghanistan, Iraq, and in the various secret prisons.

(Those at Guant�anamo have a cause of action in the War Crimes Act of

1996, as explained below.) In early 2008, more than 250 Iraqis filed suit

in federal court against CACI, a federal contractor, for its role in their

torture at Abu Ghraib. The door to sue Bush appears to have opened

when he admitted his approval of torture techniques on April 11, 2008.

President Bush realized that his orders to torture prisoners in Afghani-

stan, Guant�anamo, Iraq, or in secret prisons might implicate him or mem-

bers of his administration. Accordingly, a compliant Congress gave him a

lollipop within a provision of the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005 that

immunizes those who have tortured but at the time believed legal opinions
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that assured them that their actions were lawful. The Military Commissions

Act of 2006 also excludes claims arising from collateral (unintended) dam-

age. The ex post facto provision of the Detainee Treatment Act, which has

not been tested in court, in effect gives license to bad legal advice.

An interesting legal test was filed in January 2008 by Jos�e Padilla,

the American citizen who was held at the Navy Brig in Charleston as

an “enemy combatant” and later found guilty of lesser offenses. The de-

fendant is former Justice Department official John Yoo. Padilla alleges

that Yoo’s memo, later adopted by Rumsfeld and Bush, led to his mis-

treatment as a prisoner, including some of the same cruelties inflicted

upon prisoners at Guant�anamo.

Under the Religious Freedom Restoration Act of 1993, the pending

case, Rasul v. Myers, sues for the defiling of religious beliefs at Guanta-

namo. Plantiffs also claim that their torture while confined is contrary to

the constitutional ban on “cruel and unusual punishment.” In late October

2008, the Supreme Court was expected to decide whether to hear the case.

The War Crimes Act of 1996 criminalizes key provisions of the

Fourth Geneva Convention, including illegal seizure and wanton prop-

erty destruction. The death penalty may apply if a war crime results in

death. Otherwise, fines and prison terms may be imposed by judges

against offenders. Knowledge of a pattern of abuse without efforts to

stop the abuse is considered a crime under the law.

One provision of the War Crimes Act of 1996 criminalizes “grave

breaches” of the Geneva Conventions. Among the “grave breaches” are

willful killing, torture, cruel and inhumane treatment, biological experiments,

deliberately causing great suffering or serious injury to body or health, out-

rages upon personal dignity, taking hostages, unlawful deportation, unlawful

detention, and denial of the rights of fair and regular trial to prisoners of

war. In 1997, the law was broadened to cover any offense contained in Arti-

cle 3 common to the four Geneva Conventions, the very provision that the

Supreme Court ruled had been violated in Hamdan v Rumsfeld (2006).

On procedural grounds, Bush and Rumsfeld have already lost several

but not all relevant cases, though courts have backed them up in other

instances. When appellate judges find procedural errors at trial, they

usually order retrials, but in Hamdan the error was a denial of “the

rights of fair and regular trial” at Guant�anamo, thus a violation of the

War Crimes Act of 1996. But no plaintiff then sought to enforce the

law on Rumsfeld for carrying out Bush’s executive order, as both Bush

and Rumsfeld were still in office and therefore temporarily immune

from prosecution.
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In Rasul v Bush (2004) and Boumediene v Bush (2008), the Supreme

Court ruled that Guant�anamo is within the jurisdiction of federal courts

and that prisoners there can challenge grounds for being held indefi-

nitely without being charged with an offense. A lower court in Bismul-
lah v Gates (2007) gave an attorney representing a Guant�anamo client

the right to inspect all the prosecutor’s evidence, but the ruling has not

been faithfully observed in other cases.

The Foreign Affairs Reform and Restructuring Act of 1998 prohibits

extradition of an alien in the United States to a country that might tor-

ture that person on arrival. Maher Arar, who was sent from JFK airport

to Syria, presumably has a cause of action based on the law.

At his trial in 2007, civilian contractor David Passaro sought to call

as witnesses Vice President Cheney, Attorney General Gonzales, and

former CIA Director Tenet to verify that the interrogation methods that

he used in Afghanistan were formally approved. He also tried to intro-

duce statements by President Bush into the record. The federal judge

denied his requests. He was found in violation of a provision of the

USA Patriot Act of 2001 for assaulting a prisoner who later died, and

he was sentenced to eight years and four months in prison.

Some provisions of the Detainee Treatment Act of 2005 and the Mili-

tary Commissions Act of 2006 diluted the War Crimes Act. The Article

3 prohibition was reinterpreted to consist only of specified grave

breaches, from which several provisions were deleted—outrages upon

personal dignity, unlawful deportation, unlawful detention, wanton

property damage, and illegal seizure. The 1996 provision that suffering

had to be serious was diluted to “severe” harm. A provision deleting

unlawful deportation as an offense repealed a key provision of the For-

eign Affairs Reform and Restructuring Act of 1998, which banned

transferring prisoners to countries that might torture them.

The Military Commissions Act of 2006 prohibits the use of any other

Geneva Convention provisions as causes of action in American courts. Con-

gress also infringed on the independence of courts by instructing judges not

to accept interpretations of the law based on legal reasoning used abroad.

American citizen Cyrus Kar and longtime American resident Numan

Adnan Al-Kaby, who were held at Abu Ghraib, sued Bush to obtain

their release. Rather than defending the decisions in court to hold them

arbitrarily, they were released in 2005 just before trials were scheduled.

Subsequently, Kar sued for the torture that he received while in confine-

ment, a case that cannot go forward until Bush leaves office, since sit-

ting presidents are immune from criminal prosecution.
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There has been much quibbling over what constitutes “torture.”

Nevertheless, there is ample legal precedent to disallow a variety of

techniques (Appendix 6.1). International lawyer Philippe Sands has sug-

gested that those who collaborated to raise the bar on acceptable torture

(Table 1.1) might be charged with conspiracy to promote war crimes. If

so, the Racketeer Influenced and Corrupt Organizations Act of 1990

would apply with regard to such offenses as kidnapping, murder, tor-

ture, and threats to commit violence. Depending on the severity of the

crimes, penalties can range from a fine, three or more years’ imprison-

ment, or capital punishment.

In The Prosecution of George W. Bush for Murder (2008), Los

Angeles attorney Vincent Bugliosi makes a strong case for prosecution

of Bush for murder. His argument, based on the legal theories of aiding

and abetting as well as vicarious liability, is that the stated reasons for

going to war in Iraq were lies. He devotes much attention to the fact

that Bush ignored an explicit CIA judgment that Saddam Hussein’s Iraq

did not constitute an imminent threat to the security of the United

States—and yet he asserted just the opposite one week after receiving

that assessment. As a consequence of his order for military action, more

than 4,000 young American soldiers went to battlefields under false pre-

tences and died, so Bugliosi argues that under the law Bush is culpable.

Accordingly, he asserts, Bush can be prosecuted for conspiring to com-

mit murder by the Attorney-General of the United States or by state

attorneys-general or county district attorneys for the murder of any sol-

dier from their jurisdiction who died while fighting Bush’s war in Iraq.

Since there is no statute of limitations for murder, Bush may thus live

out his life under a Damoclean sword.

Bugliosi persuasively suggests a line of questioning that would trap

Bush on the witness stand into infuriating a hypothetical normal jury. If

Bush were convicted of murder, it would be up to the jury to determine

the proper punishment, including the death penalty. Vermont senatorial

candidate Charlotte Dennett promised to retain Bugliosi as Special

Prosecutor to sue Bush if she were elected.

Bush’s subordinates might also be implicated. Those involved might

welcome a plea bargain for immunity to testify against Bush, provided

that a prosecutor made such an offer, though they might receive presi-

dential pardons, though acceptance of a pardon is conditional on admis-

sion of guilt. Bugliosi also points out that Congress is not guilty of the

murders of American soldiers in Iraq because its consent to military

action in Iraq was premised on the fraudulent case presented by Bush.
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A lesser offense under the law, though not suggested by Bugliosi,

might involve prosecution for reckless endangerment of all soldiers, liv-

ing or otherwise, due to Bush’s anemic response to requests for body

armor and vehicles that could survive bomb attacks as a proximate

cause of thousands of American casualties. In civil actions, cases might

be filed to obtain monetary compensation on behalf of Americans who

have died or been injured in Bush’s wars.

A basic principle of international law is that international courts can-

not act until domestic remedies have been exhausted. If there are no

war crimes prosecutions, or American courts dismiss war crimes law-

suits, then international courts and the courts of other countries can

assume jurisdiction after Bush leaves office.

INTERNATIONAL TRIBUNALS

The United Nations was founded on the basis of the need to stop illegal

warmaking. The UN Charter expects the Security Council alone to have

the power to approve the use of force. Indeed, the Security Council

authorized international troops in Korea in 1950 and the Congo in

1960. Specific war crimes offenses are monitored by various UN-

assisted committees, which issue reports.

General Assembly Resolution 57/219 (2002) and Security Council

Resolution 1456 (2003) by implication condemned the American failure

to follow international law in combating terrorism. According to Secre-

tary-General Kofi Annan in 2004, the Iraq War was illegal, but that was

his personal opinion.

The International Court of Justice (ICJ) at The Hague, a Specialized

Agency of the UN, can accept war crimes complaints, but enforce-

ment of the court’s rulings are left to the Security Council. In 1999,

Serbia filed an ICJ case that accused the American-led campaign of

North Atlantic Treaty Organization (NATO) countries of committing

genocide through indiscriminate bombing of Serbia. The case was dis-

missed because the United States had filed reservations to the Con-

vention on the Prevention and Punishment of the Crime of Genocide.

Later, the International Court for the Former Yugoslavia contemplated

handling the indiscriminate aerial bombing of Serbia by the United

States on behalf of NATO during the Kosovo War but eventually

demurred.

ICJ accepts complaints by states against states and does not handle

cases involving individuals. Countries that might file cases against the
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United States at some time in the future are Afghanistan, Iran, Iraq,

Pakistan, Somalia, and Turkey.

Protocol 1 to the Geneva Conventions of 1949 provides for a perma-

nent body known as the International Humanitarian Fact-Finding Com-

mission. Located in Berne, the body is responsible for investigating and

reporting on grave breaches of the Geneva Conventions when so asked

by countries ratifying the protocol. However, the body has not received

a petition from any state. Its first petition, filed April 1, 2003, by the

organization Reporters Without Borders, related to attacks during the Iraq

War on press centers and television studios, but no action was taken.

On viewing a documentary about the disappearance of up to 3,000

Taliban prisoners at the hands of American captors during 2008, Euro-

pean Parliamentarian Andr�e Brie called for an international commission

to investigate. The European Parliament did investigate the use of Euro-

pean airports for extraordinary renditions by the United States, and the

practice apparently stopped. Anne-Marie Lizin, the Organization for

Security and Cooperation in Europe’s special envoy on Guant�anamo,

has called for a deadline for closing the prison.

Britain originally recommended making the Nuremberg tribunal a per-

manent court. The proposal came to fruition in 1998, when the Interna-

tional Criminal Court (ICC) was established specifically to handle major

international crimes, particularly war crimes. Although provisions of its

statute are much leaner than those in the Hague and Geneva Conventions,

the United States does not accept the court’s jurisdiction and has been

trying to undermine its existence. Nevertheless, the Athens Bar Associa-

tion filed a complaint in July 2003 with the ICC against Bush in connec-

tion with the Iraq War, though the court has no jurisdiction over

nonmembers. Luis Moreno-Ocampo, ICC Chief Prosecutor, predicts that

Iraq may one day file war crimes claims against Tony Blair and George

W. Bush before the court, which is located at The Hague.

Because Guant�anamo is located on the island of Cuba, Inter-American

regional organizations may act. In 2002, the New York–based Center for

Constitutional Rights testified at a proceeding of the Inter-American

Commission on Human Rights. The commission in 2005 condemned pro-

cedures at Guant�anamo and called for an end to extraordinary renditions,

torture, and using torture-derived evidence. The body also recommended

the establishment of a competent tribunal that would respect the rights of

those accused.

In 2008, Guant�anamo detainee Djamel Ameziane filed a complaint

against the United States over his imprisonment with the Inter-American
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Commission on Human Rights. The complaint alleges solitary confinement

for more than six years, arbitrary detainment, torture, denial of medical

care, and denial of his right to practice his religion without insult.

The Inter-American Court of Human Rights, a regional ICJ equiva-

lent, might also become involved. An injured person or a member state

must first request action from the Commission before the case can be

referred to the Court. If a state fails to respond to the Commission’s

judgment, such as the Commission’s condemnation of the treatment of

prisoners at Guant�anamo in 2005, the Commission can ask the Court to

proceed. Since the United States does not accept the applicability of the

American Convention on Human Rights, the Court would have to apply

principles from the American Declaration of the Rights and Duties of

Man, which has provisions similar to those of the Geneva Conventions

without mentioning the context of war. Economic sanctions are the only

enforcement tool.

Guant�anamo has also held prisoners from Ethiopia, North Africa, and

Sudan, so the African Court on Human and Peoples’ Rights might be

approached to assume jurisdiction. The procedure is similar to that fol-

lowed in the Inter-American system.

The European Court of Human Rights, which can serve as an appeals

court for the national courts of members of the Council of Europe,

might become involved, since nationals of several European countries

have been held at Guant�anamo. They or their home countries could file

complaints based on provisions in the European Convention for the Pro-

tection of Human Rights and Fundamental Freedoms that are similar to

the Geneva Conventions.

According to Article 89 of Protocol 1 to the Geneva Conventions, se-

rious violations of the Conventions or the Protocol are supposed to

prompt ratifying states to act individually or collectively in conformity

with the UN Charter. Although the United States has not ratified the

Protocol, other states have pledged to take appropriate action. Any

country in the world could convene a special war crimes court or initi-

ate a trial in its own domestic courts.

NATIONAL TRIBUNALS OUTSIDE THE

UNITED STATES

Within Europe and elsewhere, increasing approbation has been given to

the concept of “universal jurisdiction,” that is, the legal principle that

some crimes are so outrageous that every court in the world has the
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authority to prosecute the offenders. From 1980, when the Vienna Con-

vention on the Law of Treaties went into effect, a consensus based on

international custom has recognized that about a dozen crimes have uni-

versal jurisdiction in the contemporary world, where criminals can eas-

ily cross borders to seek refuge from liability.

Perhaps at the top of the list of crimes with universal jurisdiction

are those identified at the Nuremberg War Crimes Trials. Piracy (ter-

rorism), slavery and the slave trade, and suppression of the right of

self-determination of peoples have been well-established international

or universal crimes for a century or more.

Crimes against humanity, an innovation at Nuremberg, are now

understood to cover widespread attacks inside a country that include

murder, extermination, sexual or nonsexual enslavement, mass deporta-

tions or population transfers, mass arrests, torture, rape, enforced preg-

nancy or sterilization, group persecution, enforced disappearances, and

apartheid. Genocide, a related offense, was not identified until after

Nuremberg.

Two newly recognized universal crimes are the conduct of the drug

trade and the conduct of the sex trade. A current candidate for the status

of a universal crime is arbitrary, prolonged detention. Collectively,

crimes with universal jurisdiction are known by the Latin term jus
cogens (compelling law).

The significance of jus cogens is that legislation about universal

crimes trumps all domestic and international laws throughout the world.

Countries that pass “universal jurisdiction” laws can proceed to try indi-

viduals for offenses committed on their own citizens or perhaps even

on the citizens of other countries. There is no possible refuge in the

world for those who conspire to commit universal crimes except to be

the head of a government, who necessarily will be vilified for perpetrat-

ing those offenses.

In 1998, when Chile’s Augusto Pinochet was served a warrant in

England from a Spanish judge for offenses committed while he was

president of Chile from 1973 to 1990, the world suddenly awoke to the

principle of universal crimes. Although Pinochet eventually returned to

Chile for trial and died before he was convicted, the case alerted the

world to a new era in world justice.

Former Secretary of State Henry Kissinger rarely travels out of the

United States nowadays, as authorities in France and elsewhere want

him for questioning in regard to the coups that brought Pinochet and

other dictators to power in Latin America. Baltazar Garz�on, the judge
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who asked Britain to extradite Pinochet to Spain, now publicly accuses

Bush of war crimes and apparently is preparing such a case.

Today, the domestic courts of some European countries have already

entertained war crimes prosecutions of members of the Bush adminis-

tration, based on the principle of universal jurisdiction (Table 6.2).

Although most cases have been dismissed, evidently because Bush is

still in office, more lawsuits are expected after January 20, 2009. Mass

arrests, transfers of suspected terrorists to secret prisons, and mistreat-

ment of prisoners have risen to the level of universal crimes from the

perspective of judges in European countries. Some of those returning

from American detention facilities to countries of their citizenship and

residence have filed lawsuits against Bush, Rumsfeld, and others.

In Belgium, where the identity of complainants can be kept confiden-

tial, three lawsuits were filed in 2003 against members of the Bush

administration. One accused Bush, Secretary of State Colin Powell,

Defense Secretary Donald Rumsfeld, and General Tommy Franks of

crimes regarding the Afghan and Iraq wars. The second lawsuit also

Table 6.2
Lawsuits Filed against the Bush Administration Abroad

Venue Date Defendants Offenses

Belgium* 2003 Bush, Franks, Powell,

Rumsfeld

Afghan and Iraq wars

Belgium* 2003 Franks Injuries from cluster

bombs in Iraq

Belgium* 2003 Ashcroft, Bush, Rice,

Rumsfeld, Wolfowitz

Crimes against human-

ity in Afghanistan and

Iraq

Germany* 2004 Rumsfeld, Tenet Torture in Iraq

Britain 2004 Dunlavey, Miller, Myers,

Rumsfeld

Torture in Guant�anamo

Germany* 2006 Addington, Bybee, Cam-

bone, Gonzales, Haynes,

Miller, Pappas, Rumsfeld,

Sanchez, Wojdakowski,

Yoo

Torture in Guant�anamo

and Iraq

France 2007 Rumsfeld Torture in Iraq and

Guant�anamo

*Cases dismissed
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cited Franks; seventeen Iraqis and two Jordanians accused him of inju-

ries resulting from cluster bombs that he authorized for use in the Iraq

war. The third case was against Bush, Rumsfeld, Attorney General John

Ashcroft, National Security Adviser Condoleezza Rice, and Deputy

Defense Secretary Paul Wolfowitz for crimes committed in Afghanistan

and Iraq.

Furious over the filings, Rumsfeld blustered that NATO headquarters

could be moved from Belgium. The government in Brussels then

amended the law to provide that only lawsuits involving Belgian nation-

als or residents could be entertained in court, and the Court of Cassation

dismissed the complaints. However, copies of the lawsuits were dis-

patched to Washington.

Four German residents filed suit against Defense Secretary Rumsfeld

and CIA Director George Tenet in 2004 for their torture while in Amer-

ican confinement. Since Rumsfeld was about to attend a NATO meeting

in Germany, he pressured the government to drop the complaint. In

2006, the court dismissed the lawsuit because the complaint had not

first been handled by the United States, which of course has original ju-

risdiction over its own citizens. Rumsfeld then attended the conference.

Rumsfeld, cited by the Supreme Court in June 2006 for violating

common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions, resigned in November.

The complaint was then filed again in Germany, since an American

court had indeed exercised its responsibility to process the complaint.

In addition to twelve plaintiffs who were tortured, including

Mohammed al-Qahtani, co-plaintiffs included nongovernmental organi-

zations located in Argentina, Bahrain, Canada, Chad, Colombia, Congo,

Egypt, France, Germany, Jordan, M�exico, Nicaragua, S�en�egal, and the

United States. However, the case was dismissed in 2007.

Those involved in extraordinary renditions have also been sued. In

2005, Italy issued arrest warrants for CIA agents who abducted Abu

Omar and flew him to Egypt. In 2007, German prosecutors issued arrest

warrants for CIA agents involved in the rendition of Khalid el-Masri in

2004.

Former Defense Secretary Rumsfeld received a shock while giving a

talk in Paris during October 2007. As soon as he arrived on French soil,

a complaint was filed on the basis of the Convention Against Torture.

The complaint noted that the French government was obligated to pursue

the case because neither the American government nor the International

Criminal Court had taken up the matter despite a well-documented paper

trail and testimony from former Brigadier General Janis Karpinski
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implicating Rumsfeld with command responsibility for torture. Rumsfeld

reportedly sneaked out after his talk to avoid arrest and returned to the

United States.

Jean-Pierre Dubois, president of La F�ed�eration Internationale des Lig-

ues des Droits de l’Homme, filed the complaint, possibly on behalf of

Brahim Yadel, a former Guant�anamo prisoner who is a French citizen.

Dubois asserted, “Because the USA is the super power of the beginning

of this century and, above all, because it is a democracy, the impunity of

Donald Rumsfeld is even more insufferable than that of a Hiss�ene Habr�e
or a Radovan Karad�zi�c.” Wolfgang Kaleck, head of the European Court

of Human Rights who filed the case in Germany earlier during 2007,

issued a statement approving the French action. The irony is that judicial

action against Rumsfeld had occurred in Europe before any of the prison-

ers once under his control had been put on trial at Guant�anamo.

The British government is also liable for war crimes lawsuits. In 2007,

the House of Lords ruled that the government was liable for the death of

Baha Mousa in 2003 from torture during his detention by British military

officials in Basra. The Tipton Three and five other former British detainees

at Guant�anamo sued their own government in April 2008, though three

weeks earlier the House of Lords refused to rule on the legality of British

entry into the Iraq War. A lawsuit filed on behalf of Binyam Mohamed

demanded in 2008 that London turn over documents that might serve to

exonerate him in pending proceedings at Guant�anamo.

In 2008, the Supreme Court of Canada referred to the operation of

Guant�anamo as “illegal under both U.S. and international law.” Later,

Canadian Prime Minister Stephen Harper was sued for failing to secure

the release of Omar Khadr, a Canadian citizen held at Guant�anamo.

Courts in Afghanistan and Iraq have already been busy processing

defendants supplied to them by the United States. Were American mili-

tary personnel to leave both countries, residents might no longer be

intimidated from pressing cases against Bush before their own courts.

Thousands of innocent Afghans and Iraqis have been killed, wounded,

and subjected to false arrest, and most property damage remains uncom-

pensated. Nevertheless, Washington may bully both countries in order

to stop future legal action.

PEOPLE’S TRIBUNALS

Many citizens around the world want the offenses of the Bush administra-

tion to stop as soon as possible. Apart from efforts of Amnesty
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International, the Center for Constitutional Rights, Human Rights First,

Human Rights Watch, and other nongovernmental organizations that now

plan to set up a truth commission, more than twenty ad hoc people’s tribu-

nals have emerged on four continents (Table 6.3). Most have focused on

Iraq, primarily on the legality of thewar.

The silent tribunals are the public opinion polls. The court of public

opinion in the United States is profoundly ambivalent. According to

Who Speaks for Islam? (2008), 24 percent of Americans in a Gallup

Table 6.3
People’s Tribunals

Title Venue Date

International Criminal Tribunal for

Afghanistan Tokyo 12/2002

World Tribunal on Iraq Barcelona 5/2003

(unknown) Costa Rica 9/2003

World Tribunal on Iraq London 11/2003

World Court of Women on US War

Crimes Mumbai 1/2004

Peoples’ Inquiry London 2/2004

World Tribunal on Iraq Copenhagen 3/2004

Brussels Tribunal Brussels 4/2004

World Tribunal on Iraq New York 5/2005

World Tribunal on Iraq Istanbul 6/2004, 3/2005, 6/2005

World Tribunal on Iraq Germany 6/2004

International Criminal Tribunal

on Iraq Japan 7/2004, 12/2004

World Tribunal on Iraq New York 8/2004

Iraq War Crimes Tribunal New York 9/2004

International War Crimes Tribunal Hiroshima 10/2004

World Tribunal on Iraq Lisbon Fall 2004

World Tribunal on Iraq Stockholm 11/2004

Arab Court on Iraq Beirut 12/2004

World Tribunal on Iraq Rome 12/2004

Session on Media and Disinformation Genoa 1/2005

Session on Media Wrongs Against

Truth and Humanity Rome 2/2005

International Commission of Inquiry

on Crimes Against Humanity Com-

mitted by the Bush Administration New York 9/2006

People’s Anti-War Tribunal Los Angeles 10/2008
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Poll accept American killing of innocent civilians in the “war on terror”

as often or sometimes justified and 6 percent believe such killings are

completely justifiable. Although some of the propaganda from the Bush

administration may account for the support for such an obvious war

crime, most of the remaining 76 percent are opposed. Support for the

Iraq War, similarly, was less than a majority in the United States in

2006, when voters elected a Democratic Party majority to Congress.

A Pew Research Center survey of ten countries in 2001 found that 58

percent of the people viewed America favorably. By 2007, that number

had slipped to 39 percent. Only 15 percent in Pakistan and 9 percent in

Turkey, respectively, had a positive view of the United States.

CONCLUSION

George W. Bush probably expects to be prosecuted for war crimes. The

long list of Justice Department memoranda and executive orders were

written because he suspected that he may have violated the most palpa-

ble interpretations of the law. He sought clever legal opinions that

would release him from obvious legal constraints, but not from the best

legal minds. He has heard condemnations of war crime violations by

many Americans and Europeans as well as by the Red Cross and UN

officials. On leaving office, he doubtless expects that various legal opin-

ions will have their say in court, and he may seek to issue blanket par-

dons for hundreds of persons involved in the skulduggery.

One thread runs through what has been presented thus far. Components

of the Bush Doctrine (aggression without UN authorization, flouting the

law regarding the conduct of war, disdain for the Geneva Conventions,

and the arbitrary actions of the Coalition Provisional Authority without

any legal basis) have one thing in common. They typify the concept of a

government run by men, not laws. But when Bush leaves office, he will

no longer be immune from prosecution.

Should Bush and his administration be held accountable under

domestic or international law? The final chapter poses that question.
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Chapter 7

THE BUSH ADMINISTRATION’S
WAR CRIMES LIABILITY

Aware that many of his decisions may violate the Geneva Conventions,

George W. Bush has been playing a game of chicken regarding war

crimes. Congress has held hearings about war crimes, but stopped short

of impeaching him. At the international level, no world court has exer-

cised jurisdiction. Some national courts have admitted cases for consid-

eration. Thousands of private citizens have branded him a war criminal.

But he is not the first head of state to be so accused.

FAMOUS WAR CRIMINALS

The first person tried as a war criminal was Scottish national hero Sir

William Wallace. He was executed in London during 1304 or 1305 for

the murder of civilians in war, having allegedly spared “neither age nor

sex, monk nor nun,” including the burning of the town of Lanark in

1297 and the murder of its sheriff. He had been fighting for Scotland’s

independence from England, which also accused him of treason. The

film Braveheart (1995) is very loosely based on his life.

The first war crimes trial, which convened in 1474, sentenced Peter

von Hagenbach to death. The Duke of Burgundy, who aspired to

become the king of France, had placed von Hagenbach as the ruler of

the fortified city of Breisach on the Upper Rhine, whereupon he confis-

cated private property and imposed new taxes and his troops murdered

and raped those in town and the surrounding communities. He also

interfered with merchants going past Breisach on the route from

Switzerland to Frankfurt. After a coalition of countries successfully laid

siege to the city, capturing von Hagenbach, the Archduke of Austria



assembled a court of twenty-eight judges from each of the countries in

the coalition. To defend himself against the charges of murder, rape,

and killing residents in houses where his soldiers were quartered, von

Hagenbach invoked the headquarters doctrine—that he was following

orders from the Duke of Burgundy. The court did not accept his argu-

ment, thereby affirming the principle of command responsibility.

Napol�eon Bonaparte, following his capture in 1814, was accused at

the Congress of Vienna by the victorious allies that defeated him of vio-

lating a customary law of warfare. His crime was to violate the terms of

a treaty of peace, the Treaty of Tilsit, when he attacked Russia.

Although he was not put on trial, he was exiled, the first time that a

head of state or government had been punished for an identifiable war

crime.

Based on the Lieber Code, Captain Henry Wirz, who commanded a

Confederate prison camp, was tried for “conspiracy to destroy prison-

ers’ lives in violation of the laws and customs of war” and “murder in

violation of the laws and customs of war.” He was convicted in a court-

martial at Washington during 1865.

Kaiser Wilhelm of Germany was accused in 1919 under the terms of

the Treaty of Versailles of violating the laws of warfare by launching

the aggression that started World War I. A special tribunal, with one

judge to be appointed by each of the principal Allied and Associated

Powers, was authorized to try him for a “supreme offense against inter-

national morality and the sanctity of treaties.” However, he fled to the

Netherlands, which refused to surrender him.

During World War II, the Allied Powers agreed that individuals

should be held accountable for war crimes. Meanwhile, Nazi Germany

treated many American, British, and other Allied prisoners of war

according to the terms of the Geneva Convention in order to ensure that

Allied forces would treat captured German soldiers in an equivalent

manner. Japan, however, observed no such scruples.

In 1945, the Charter of the International Military Tribunal was

drafted for trials at Nuremberg, Germany. Adolf Hitler was dead, but

his immediate subordinates, ministers in the Nazi government, were

among those charged before four judges, one appointed by each of the

Allied powers, in November 1945. Guilty verdicts for some but not all

were rendered. Death sentences were carried out for ten defendants two

weeks later, Reichsmarschall Hermann G€oring having committed sui-

cide just before. Many others, including Nazi judicial officials and

physicians, were also tried and convicted, some at trials outside
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Nuremberg. Benjamin Ferencz was Chief Prosecutor at the trial in

which leaders of mobile SS Einsatzgruppen units were found guilty of

murdering in cold blood at least one million Jews and others resisting

Nazi occupation as well as causing the deaths of about three million

Russian POWs.

Even before the trials of the Nazis, General Tomoyuki Yamashita

was hastily placed on trial by an American Military Commission at

Manila in 1945 for violations of the law of warfare. Charged with offenses

of soldiers under his command, who murdered, plundered, raped, mis-

treated prisoners of war, and engaged in summary executions in the

Philippines, he was executed in February 1946, a verdict upheld by the

Supreme Court of the United States.

The first heads of government placed on trial were Kiichir�o Hira-

numa, K�oki Hirota, Kuniaki Koiso, and Hideki Tojo, who served as

prime ministers of Japan during World War II. Their trials began in

May 1946, and they were found guilty and executed during 1948 in

Tokyo under terms of an agreement similar to that governing the Nur-

emberg trials. Their offenses were mistreating POWs of war and civil-

ian internees, plundering and destroying public and private property of

foreign countries, and “other barbaric cruelties upon the helpless civil-

ian population.” Some subordinates were subsequently tried, both in To-

kyo and in the liberated countries. The Tokyo court consisted of judges

drawn from the victorious powers.

Slobodan Milosovi�c was the next head of government put on trial for

war crimes. He was indicted during 1999 while still President of

Yugoslavia by a special international court set up by the UN Security

Council. Turned over to the court in 2001, he faced sixty-six counts of

war crimes while president of Serbia, notably complicity in the geno-

cide of Bosnian Muslims from 1992 to 1995. However, he died in 2006

just before his trial was to conclude.

In November 2006, the judge of a French court issued an arrest war-

rant for Paul Kagame for conspiracy to shoot down the airplane on

which Rwandan President Juv�enal Habyarimana was flying. That act

provoked genocide in Rwanda during 1994. As current president of

Rwanda, however, Kagame is immune from prosecution under interna-

tional law. When he leaves office, the court may prosecute the case. In

May 2008, a Spanish court issued arrest warrants for forty Rwandan

military officers for participation in the genocide.

In immediate response to action by the French magistrate to indict

President Kagame of Rwanda, his government set up an independent
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commission of inquiry during 2006 regarding France’s role in the geno-

cide. On August 6, 2008, a 500-page report identified France’s Opera-

tion Turquoise of abetting hate, ethnic killings, and other related

genocide crimes perpetrated by the extremist Interahamwe Hutu militia

in June and August 1994. Specifically identified in the report as culpa-

ble for the operation are the late French president François Mitterrand,

former Prime Minister Edouard Balladur, thirteen other French politi-

cians, and more than twenty senior military officers for their active

involvement in the massacre. Indictments seem likely.

On December 30, 2006, Saddam Hussein became the latest head of

state to be tried, convicted, and executed for crimes against humanity.

The specific charge in the trial, which began one year after his cap-

ture in 2003, was the murder of 148 Shi‘ites and torture of women

and children in Dujail, a town where assassins allegedly plotted to

kill him during 1982—an instance of retaliation against innocent

civilians. The court, an Iraqi tribunal designed specifically for war

crimes, has placed some of his associates on trial. Those convicted

await execution.

Charles Taylor, former president of Liberia, is currently on trial for

war crimes. Originally indicted on war crimes charges in 2003 by the

Special Court for Sierra Leone, the case was transferred to the Interna-

tional Criminal Court at The Hague in 2006. The trial on eleven counts

began in January 2007.

In July 2008, Radovan Karad�zi�c, onetime President of Republika

Srpska, was arrested in Serbia for the Srebrenica Massacre of 1995. He

was transferred to The Hague for trial before the International Criminal

Court for the Former Yugoslavia.

Also in July 2008, ICC Prosecutor Luis Moreno-Ocampo recom-

mended the indictment of Sudan’s President Omar Hassan al-Bashir for

ongoing genocide and war crimes in Darfur. The latter case, involving a

sitting head of state, may cause Bush to wonder whether he will be held

to account before or after leaving office.

Reflecting on the fact that heads of government and heads of state

have been tried on a variety of charges over the years, one fact is

obvious: Only those defeated have been prosecuted for war crimes.

However, the types of offenses for which they have been tried are not

significantly different from those committed by George W. Bush and

his subordinates in the “war on terror.” And the Supreme Court has al-

ready found Bush and Rumsfeld to have flouted procedural rules clearly

established by the Geneva Conventions.
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BUSH’S LIABILITY

Although some of the evidence against Bush is found in documents that

he signed, most of the incriminating facts are hearsay, that is, reported

second- or third-hand, and would have to be presented and corroborated

in a court where sworn witnesses could be challenged. Based on what

has been identified in the pages above, the assignment of culpability

may be placed in five categories within the table in Appendix 7.1,

which is admittedly impressionist, relying mainly as it does on second-

ary and incomplete information.

First of all, Bush (coded GWB in Appendix 7.1) has been linked to

specific war crimes. When Bush’s policies were understood by subordi-

nates, those in the other four categories might fall in line, but they may

have been blameless by not consciously implementing his directives.

Cabinet-level officials (coded CL), mostly former Defense Secretary

Donald Rumsfeld, have translated policies into verbal or written instruc-

tions. L. Paul Bremer III, Coalition Provisional Administrator in Iraq,

operated as if he were a Cabinet-level official and is so classified.

At the apex of the military chain of command are the admirals and

generals with command responsibility. Sometimes the top brass (coded

TB) received direct orders from the Secretary of Defense, but on other

occasions they exercised their own judgment. In the former case, they

are part of a conspiracy to commit war crimes. They are individually

liable when they act independently of civilian authority. They will

undoubtedly be faulted for decisions by Machiavellian politicians.

Field personnel (coded FP) are those at the bottom of the chain of

command. Most have been trained to abide by the Geneva Conventions

yet were told by some immediate field commanders (coded FC) not to

do so. Although some low-ranking soldiers have been called “rotten

apples in the barrel,” and have been appropriately prosecuted for vari-

ous offenses, others merely obeyed orders coming from those above

them in the chain of command.

Appendix 7.1, in sum, finds fault at several levels. Bush is associated

with 103 of the 269 war crimes. Bremer, Rumsfeld, and perhaps other

Cabinet-level officials account for 144 war crimes. Bush repeatedly said

that he had “full confidence” in Rumsfeld, who appears to have acted

on his own in making several important decisions.

Top military officials may lack exculpatory evidence for 177 war

crimes that might be lodged against them. Poor judgment by field

commanders is associated with 107 war crimes. Very little information
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about both levels has come to light, so the ratings are mostly

inferences.

The so-called rotten apples among field personnel appear to be re-

sponsible for at most 56 types of war crimes. But most received unlaw-

ful orders, tried to navigate conflicting guidelines, or were left in the

lurch with no clear standard operating procedures to follow.

Were the culpability of senior officials to eviscerate responsibility from

those down the chain of command, the count would remain at 103 for

Bush, but the burden would be lifted from others. Bremer and Rumsfeld,

who consulted with Bush on important decisions, would be left holding the

bag for perhaps 49 crimes. Top brass would be relieved of all but 87 war

crimes. Field commanders would be charged with 26 offenses. That leaves

field personnel, many of whom have been court-martialed or otherwise dis-

ciplined, with responsibility for only five unique types of war crimes. But,

of course, the judgments are based on a variety of sources, some of which

may not hold up in court provided that prosecutions ever occur.

WHY BUSH AND COMPANY SHOULD NOT

BE PROSECUTED

Although there is little doubt that Bush has committed war crimes,

many observers feel that his misconduct should not be brought before

the bar of justice. The reasoning, much of which has been presented on

talk-show programs, deserves serious consideration:

1. Bush’s main argument appears to be that the “war on terror” is a

special case, unprecedented in international law. His attorneys per-

suaded him that the Geneva Conventions were outmoded.

2. A similar view is based on the presumption that a war is ongoing and

Bush was acting as a war president. In other words, actions by a head

of state in the self-defense of a country may be claimed to trump all

other considerations, including domestic and international law.

3. Although the Supreme Court has chastised Bush on procedures, he

has responded by conforming to legal rulings. Given his good faith

in compliance, it may be difficult to prove that he acted maliciously.

4. Bush accepts history as the proper court. Even if he mistakenly went

outside the framework of international law, posterity may judge that

he did his best to protect the American people by rooting out terro-

rists. He may not finish the job, but he expects one day to be credited

with embarking on the path to eventual success.
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5. Some dispute the authority of international law, which tends to be

obeyed by countries only when in their self-interest. National laws

and policies prevail over vague provisions of international law. Law is

meaningless without enforcement, so in a world with only one super-

power and a toothless United Nations, there is no objective enforce-

ment mechanism. In a world of sovereign states, other countries have

no right to impose international rules on American citizens. Military

commanders need flexibility rather than being lawyer’d to death with

restrictions on their ability to do their jobs.

6. Some members of the judiciary, including Justices of the Supreme

Court, do not allow international law principles to guide their judg-

ment unless they have been explicitly incorporated into Congres-

sional laws. Even when the United States has ratified treaties,

reservations have been attached to limit their scope under American

law. Accordingly, members of the Bush administration may never be

convicted of war crimes, particularly by judges whom Bush has

appointed to the bench.

7. Trials of Bremer, Bush, Rumsfeld, and others conducted outside the

United States would raise an outcry in the United States as forms of

mischief that might unite the American public in calling for retalia-

tion. Defendants from the former White House and Cabinet would

never submit to judgments abroad and would not accept rulings

made in their absence.

8. Some believe that prosecution of Bush and his cohorts will air dirty

linen that will serve to recruit more terrorists. The assumption is that

few in the world know about international law and war crimes, so

putting Bush on trial would open a Pandora’s box.

9. Members of Bush’s political party, aware that the Republican Party

may have reached a nadir in public popularity, fear that trials might

serve the interests of the Democratic Party. Bob Barr, a former

Republican member of Congress, has indeed joined the Libertarian

Party, which might grow as the Republican Party wanes. Therefore,

Republicans will try to block trials of members of the Bush adminis-

tration by legislative maneuvers, such as ceasing cooperation with

Democrats, thereby paralyzing lawmaking.

10. If prosecutions were to emerge in the United States during 2009, the

agency to do so would ordinarily be the Department of Justice,

which is headed by an attorney general. If that person is a Republi-

can, no cases will be allowed. Prosecution by an attorney general

appointed by a Democratic president will be seen as a divisive

“witch hunt.”
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11. Objectivity is impossible. The dispute, after all, is over a matter of

policy. Rather than a serious war crimes investigation, a hatchet job will

emerge. Bitterness will result, and recriminations will last for decades.

12. Prosecutions might drag on for years. Public opinion, some may

argue, will not abide lengthy prosecutions of Bush and his associates.

Accordingly, voters may defeat moralistic, sanctimonious officehold-

ers who agree to prosecute.

13. Courts handle legal questions, not political questions. According to

the political question doctrine, courts do not interfere with the execu-

tive branch in such matters.

14. Prosecution may accomplish nothing. Documents and evidence may

be lost, as has already occurred. Some witnesses may have lapses of

memory. Plaintiffs may lack the means or credibility to sue. Future

presidents might pardon those who are convicted.

WHY BUSH AND COMPANY SHOULD

BE PROSECUTED

Although the case against prosecuting Bush as a war criminal is elo-

quent, the fact is that he has been sued and he already has lost in court

on procedural matters. Several parallel arguments may serve to refute

the considerations advanced by those who prefer to give a pass to the

Bush administration:

1. The “terrorism is a special case” argument is incorrect in legal terms.

Some 9/11 conspirators were tried and convicted in Spain under

existing national and international laws. If Bush did not believe that

existing international treaties cover the subject, he should have con-

vened an international conference to rewrite international law when

world public opinion was on his side after 9/11.

2. The view that wartime presidents have unchecked powers has al-

ready lost in the Supreme Court, which told him that he does not

have a “blank check” or impunity from prosecution. In Marbury v
Madison (1803), the Supreme Court established the principle that

courts can review the legality of executive actions. As columnist

Maureen Dowd suggests, the time has come to take Bush’s “black

hood” off the Constitution.

3. Bush has acted maliciously, not in good faith. Improvements in

Guant�anamo have not gone far enough, particularly in regard to what

at least one former prosecutor has called “kangaroo court” procedures.
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After Bush tried to authorize torture secretly, Congress found out and

sought to ban torture. Yet Bush’s signing statement attached to the

Detainee Treatment Act of 2005 indicated that he would ignore the

law if he so chose, and a secret Justice Department ruling backed him

up. In 2008, he vetoed a Congressional law that explicitly banned

waterboarding.

4. The “history will vindicate me” argument is perhaps the most absurd.

The effect of Abu Ghraib, Guant�anamo, public statements denouncing

“Islamists,” and killing of innocents has made Bush the world’s best

recruiter for al-Qaeda. Terrorists, which have increased in number,

have cited Bush’s war crimes as the reason for their sacrifices.

5. The belief that international law is pass�e is perhaps the most danger-

ous and even un-American argument. If international law has ques-

tionable norms, they can be clarified in court as is the case with

domestic law. The danger is that without international standards

countries are free to violate human rights with impunity and cannot

be morally constrained. Some countries have already cited the Bush

Doctrine to justify conduct that has been condemned by the Depart-

ment of State as violations of human rights. From the text of the

Constitution to the formation of the United Nations, the United

States has been the principal advocate of international law. For Bush

to turn his back on the heritage of the country borders on treason.

Making up his own rules in the name of flexibility to achieve widely

shared goals should be called what it is—tyranny.

6. The expectation that Bush-appointed judges will exonerate him from

war crimes out of skepticism about international law is a prediction

and therefore not easy to refute. Nevertheless, the Supreme Court

has already informed Bush that he has exceeded his authority. In the

case of Kar v Bush, where the Bush administration was likely to

lose, the American authorities in Iraq released Cyrus Kar from Abu

Ghraib in 2007 rather than trying in court to justify the incarceration

of an American citizen because his taxi driver was carrying materials

for explosives. The case was then moot.

7. Bush and associates may not submit to the judgment of foreign

courts that convict them of war crimes. But that is not really an argu-

ment against their prosecution. They can just shred their passports

and live the rest of their lives in infamy.

8. The Pandora’s box argument is articulated by those who believe that

the rest of the world is unaware of Bush’s war crimes. The opposite

is true. Bush’s actions, known throughout the world as blatant war

crimes, have served to increase support for anti-American attacks as

evidenced in part by the establishment of safe havens for al-Qaeda
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in Pakistan. Americans who blindly trust Bush are the ones who are

uninformed.

9. If Republicans want to lift the cloud that already hangs over their

party, they could best do so by weeding out the “rotten apples” who

allowed such disgraceful behavior to proceed.

10. The expectation that war crimes prosecutions will divide Republicans

from Democrats to the point of disrupting normal legislation has merit.

Current deep partisan divisions can be traced in part to the unsuccess-

ful impeachment of President Bill Clinton. The country needs a trans-

formative leader who can bring the nation together to turn over a new

leaf. An end to partisan bickering is a noble goal. Accordingly, both

parties should unite by drawing the line at Bush’s barbarism.

11. Courts uphold standards of objectivity. Those who object to unfavor-

able rulings can always appeal. High-profile lawbreakers often expe-

rience redemptive contrition when they lose.

12. The spectacle of a long trial of former leaders can indeed have an

adverse impact on public opinion. When the public no longer respects its

leaders, voters may either stop voting or vote for leaders of new,

untainted political parties. It is difficult to advocate placing an entire po-

litical system in turmoil for the sake of catching a few notorious crimi-

nals. Nevertheless, such trials will doubtless take place in other countries.

Under the principle of exhaustion of local remedies, lawsuits elsewhere

can only be stopped by bringing Bush to justice in Washington.

13. The political question doctrine applies to policy judgments when there

is ambiguity in the law. The law of warfare is clear. Prosecution will

clarify the meaning of what is prohibited to those who are uninformed.

14. Sufficient documents and other evidence exist for prosecutions. Con-

gressional hearings have already obtained relevant sworn testimony.

Credible and responsible witnesses and plaintiffs have already filed

suit. Even if future presidents might pardon those who are convicted,

what is most important is the education of the leaders and the public

about war crimes. When more persons are aware of prohibitions

against improper conduct of war, fewer future offenses will occur.

Although the arguments for and against prosecution may cancel

out one another, there are other possible reasons for desiring prosecu-

tion. Whether war crimes trials occur in the United States or else-

where, larger issues are at stake. In the arguments below, rebuttals

follow each of the additional reasons for prosecution:

15. The United States cathartically needs to exorcise the specter of war

crimes in order to regain world leadership and respect. BUT if there is
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no broad consensus within the United States on a desire to prosecute, tri-

als inside the country will project a fluctuating, politicized foreign policy.

16. The world will be in chaos if the United States decides to abandon inter-

national law. Convictions in American courts on specific war crimes,

such as indefinite detention and torture, are more likely to end that prac-

tice worldwide by showing that the lone superpower will no longer play

the role of bully, maintaining an international double standard. Cur-

rently, the world is at a crossroads between rule by law or rule by the

United States. BUT some will argue that the stakes are exaggerated.

17. The effort of a president of the United States to violate American

law, both secretly and openly, has dire consequences for the future

of the republic. Future presidents may cite precedents from the Bush

administration and go beyond them in tearing up constitutional

checks and balances that are at the core of American democracy. If

one president is not accountable for war crimes, then another will

feel free to operate an imperial presidency wherein the role of Con-

gress is reduced to rubberstamping proposals from the White House,

thereby informing the American people that the Constitution is a

mere piece of paper. BUT opponents may respond that impeachment

is the proper response, and thus Congressional Democrats are to

blame if they have not acted constitutionally.

18. Deep within American culture today there is what the French call

incivisme, that is, disrespect for government and the law. The Water-

gate, Iran-Contra, Enron, and Abu Ghraib scandals communicate to

the public that the rich and well connected can break laws with im-

punity while ordinary Americans have to put up with arrogant

bureaucrats, shyster lawyers, and crooked businesses. The public has

revolted quietly by nonvoting, running red lights, computer mendac-

ity, steroid use in sports, running up unsupportable credit card debts,

and other examples of a breakdown of civility and sagacity. Indeed,

a recent Gallup Poll report by John Esposito and Dalia Mogahed

revealed that 30 percent of Americans today believe that it is justifi-

able to kill innocent civilians in the “war on terror.” BUT the con-

trary argument was articulated by Democratic Representative

Howard Berman, who opposed President Bill Clinton’s impeach-

ment. Quoting former First Lady Barbara Bush, Berman said that the

American people are too wise to be fooled by politicians.

19. If notorious lawbreakers in the Bush administration go unpunished

for horrendous offenses, those very offenses may be replicated by

the police, by parents and spouses, and by schoolyard bullies in a so-

ciety that will become increasingly nasty and brutish. As Louis Bran-

deis said in Olmstead v United States (1928), “If the government
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becomes a lawbreaker, it breeds contempt for law; it invites every

man to become a law unto himself; it invites anarchy.” The integrity

of the law demands that lawbreakers must be brought to justice.

BUT the rebuttal is that the American legal system will doubtless

survive without hysterical war crimes prosecution.

20. Fighting terror by using terrorist tactics, from indiscriminate bomb-

ing to torture in secret prisons, makes no sense and justifies more

anti-American terrorism. American soldiers and tourists abroad are

imperiled as a result. The best way to end the belief that Washington

condones terror tactics is to have a court declare those tactics illegal.

BUT case-by-case adjudication, opponents will argue, is better than

overdramatic war crimes prosecution, and military courts-martial

have indeed already punished some of those who misbehaved.

21. Terrorists have reasons for their actions, most of which are misguided.

On policy matters, they differ fundamentally from American views of

the world in an ideological struggle that is unlikely to end in a decade

or two. The Cold War, a recent era when there was an ideological

conflict in the world, was won in part by emphasizing human rights.

Terrorists will continue indefinitely to attract support as long as the

United States decides to violate human rights and assume the moral

low ground. According to the National Intelligence Estimate for 2006,

the American conduct of war in Iraq is an important reason for the

increase in terrorism. BUT a new leader elected in 2008 may provide

moral and sensible leadership and embark upon a more successful path

through positive action from which war crimes trials would detract.

22. Much more difficult to rebut is the argument, presented by former

Admiral Alberto Mora to Congress on June 17, 2008, that Bush has

impeded the campaign to end terrorism. Expanding on his thesis, the

following considerations should be kept in mind: (a) Bush’s excesses

have lost the struggle for “hearts and minds.” (b) Leaders of coun-

tries that cooperated with the United States have been discredited or

voted out of office. (c) Many of the same allied countries have with-

drawn their troops from Iraq and are reluctant to send military sup-

port to Afghanistan. (d) Moderates throughout the Islamic world

have been marginalized as radical elements, portraying Bush’s “war”

as anti-Islamic, have sold a more compelling anti-American case to

ordinary Muslims. (e) Some persons formerly held at American-run

prisons recall bitter experiences that serve to recruit anti-American

volunteers. (f) Innocent persons who were frivolously captured and

transferred to and mistreated at Abu Ghraib, Guant�anamo, and else-

where have come under the influence of hardened terrorists. When

they are released, they may join terrorist networks with new
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determination. (g) Nonaligned countries have been reluctant to coop-

erate in the worldwide crackdown on terrorists. (h) Because of the

use of torture, British intelligence has ceased cooperation with the

United States in the “war on terror.” (i) According to the April 2006

National Intelligence Estimate, “jihadists” have increased numeri-

cally and have been dispersed globally.

CONCLUSION

The reasons for prosecuting Bush and top members of his adminis-

tration are questionable or compelling, depending on one’s point of

view. More extensive debate on each point could occupy an entire

book. Nevertheless, the facts and issues presented in this volume are

indisputably important.

Although some lawyers in the Bush administration criticized the rele-

vance of the Geneva Conventions during 2001–2003, the highly publi-

cized abuses at Abu Ghraib and Guant�anamo have served to swing the

pendulum back to increased respect for the international law of warfare.

As John McCain once said, the measures used to combat terrorists are

more “about us” than “about them.” The belief that war crimes have

been committed will never fade way.

There are two concepts of the defense of the country called the

United States of America. The one that the Bush administration has had

in mind consists of some 300 million–plus persons within fifty states,

several territories, various land and sea borders, the ground below, and

the airspace above. The second concept is of a country founded on the

basis of democratic ideals embedded in the Declaration of Independ-

ence, the Constitution, the Bill of Rights, the Gettysburg Address, and

the “I Have a Dream” speech.

Perhaps Langston Hughes said it most eloquently seventy years ago:

Let America be the dream the dreamers dreamed—

Let it be that great strong land of love

Where never kings connive nor tyrants scheme

That any man be crushed by one above.

The Bush administration lost sight of the latter conception and

thereby endangered the American way of life. Discrediting the Bush

Doctrine may thus be a precondition for successful counterterrorism.

Some may pigeonhole the present volume into a “blame America

first” category of leftist academics. On the contrary, my International
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Human Rights: A Comprehensive Introduction (2008), identifies human

rights issues around the world, including those of Saddam Hussein and

the Taliban. Those who equate criticism of the Bush administration

with criticism of America obviously confuse the part for the whole. The

criticism herein is leveled in light of America’s long tradition of human

rights leadership, which has sadly been flushed down a Potomac toilet.

The United States, from the beginning, has been in the forefront of

efforts to promote civilized rules of conduct by forging international

law. Bush has repudiated a long line of leadership that began when

George Washington ordered humane treatment of the Hessians. The

Lieber Code, as promulgated by Abraham Lincoln during the Civil

War, established the very foundation of the modern law of warfare.

Instead, the Bush administration, without remorse, trashed fundamental

documents of American government and major international initiatives

championed by presidents George Washington, Thomas Jefferson,

James Madison, Abraham Lincoln, William McKinley, Theodore Roo-

sevelt, Calvin Coolidge, Herbert Hoover, Harry Truman, Lyndon John-

son, Gerald Ford, and Ronald Reagan. Surely these distinguished

presidents have been turning in their graves as Bush has spat upon their

legacies.

For far too long, the world has lived at the mercy of the Faustian pact

between George W. Bush and Osama Bin Laden. Bush’s outrageous

actions have aided Osama Bin Laden by providing fertile grounds for

attracting anti-Western recruits from around the world. Osama Bin

Laden’s surreal statements, in turn, have been seized upon by Bush and

others to support an ill-conceived militarized “war on terror” that has

ignored the struggle for hearts and minds. Instead, that “war” has been

fought by hearts hardened to the cruelty and, in the words of Ted Sor-

ensen, has been waged by minds that are sick. When Bush leaves office,

the pact will be passed on to Bush’s successor.

However, Bush need not suffer punishment for war crimes. After all,

Bush’s policies have rid the world of Saddam Hussein and, temporar-

ily, Taliban rule over Afghanistan. The “surge” did quiet violence in

Iraq. And there have been no terrorist attacks in the United States since

9/11. Nevertheless, a fair hearing appears necessary to determine the

facts. The minimum goal should be to stop more war crimes by expos-

ing and confronting them, not to exact revenge.

A sustained campaign to embark on war crimes trials has yet to be

launched. Sadly, there is no Eleanor Roosevelt with the political cour-

age and energy for that effort today. Nevertheless, a large number of
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dedicated attorneys have already come forward to defend those in

Guant�anamo whose rights have been unmercifully trashed. Among the

most prominent are Northwestern University Professor of Law Joseph

Margulies; Michael Ratner, President of the New York–based Center

for Constitutional Rights; and Clive Stafford Smith, Legal Director of

the British organization Reprieve.

As a scholar, not a political leader or crusading lawyer, I can only

say that the purpose of this book is to inform that campaign of the enor-

mity of injustices that need to be addressed. If the very concept of “war

crimes” has any meaning, they must be identified now so that a line can

be drawn that no American president will ever cross again. At the top

of the list of my recommendations is that Congress should organize a

“truth commission” to gather sworn evidence in order to corroborate

statements by investigative reporters and others cited herein. Consistent

with several proposals before Congress in 2007–2008, elements of the

Bush Doctrine should be criminalized so that the Constitution will once

again be the revered basis for American law and presidential action.

Something must be done to deter future presidents from trying to hijack

the Constitution, stack the courts, ignore Congress, cow the media, and

manufacture public consent for unwise policies.

Bush has accomplished what Osama Bin Laden never thought possi-

ble—a transformed United States where leaders have abandoned demo-

cratic principles and loyal citizens are profoundly ashamed of how the

ideals of the country they love so much have been abandoned. Some-

thing must be done or Americans will believe that whatever Bush has

done was right. Bringing George W. Bush and his administration to jus-

tice for war crimes is the most compelling way in which to dispel the

fiction that what has been done was necessary and proper. Otherwise,

the specter of war crimes will continue to haunt the world, and civiliza-

tion itself will unravel helplessly.
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APPENDICES

Appendix 1.1
Legal Opinions and Executive Orders of Questionable Legality

Date Author Title or Document Conduct Authorized

9/17/2001 George W. Bush Secret presidential

findings

CIA can arrest,

capture, detain

secretly, torture,

and kill any

member of

al-Qaeda

9/25/2001* John Yoo The President’s
Constitutional
Authority to
Conduct Military
Operations Against
Terrorists and
Nations Supporting
Them

“Any means,

anywhere, against

any enemy”

regardless of the

War Powers

Resolution

9/25/2001 Alberto Gonzales Decision re:
Application of the
Geneva Convention
on Prisoners of
War to the Conflict
with Al Qaeda and
the Taliban

Geneva Conventions

are “obsolete”

and “quaint”

(continued )



Appendix 1.1 (continued )

Date Author Title or Document Conduct Authorized

9/28/2001* Patrick Philbin and

John Yoo

Possible Habeas
Corpus Jurisdiction
over Aliens Held in
Guant�anamo Bay,
Cuba [the

Jurisdiction Memo]

Denial of habeas

corpus to

Guant�anamo

detainees

11/13/2001* George W. Bush Detention, Treatment,
and Trial of
Certain Non-
Citizens in the War
Against Terrorism

Detention procedures

1/9/2002* John Yoo and

Robert Delahunty

Application of
Treaties and Laws
to Al Qaeda and
Taliban Detainees
[the Geneva

Memo]

CIA free to ignore

Geneva

Conventions

1/18/2002 George W. Bush Directive (classified) OK’d the 1/9/2002

memo

1/19/2002* Donald Rumsfeld Memorandum for
Chairman of the
Joint Chiefs of
Staff, re: Status of
Taliban and Al
Qaeda

OK’d 1/9/2002 memo

1/22/2002* Jay S. Bybee Application of
Treaties and Laws
to al Qaeda and
Taliban Detainees

Armed forces may

ignore Geneva

Conventions

1/25/2002* Alberto Gonzales Decision re:
Application of the
Geneva Convention
on Prisoners of
War to the Conflict
with Al Qaeda and
the Taliban

OK’d 1/22/2002

memo

2/7/2002* George W. Bush Humane Treatment
of al Qaeda and
Taliban Detainees

OK’d Bybee memo

(continued )
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Appendix 1.1 (continued )

Date Author Title or Document Conduct Authorized

2/7/2002* Jay S. Bybee Status of Taliban
Forces Under
Article IV of the
Third Geneva
Convention of 1949

Taliban militia not

protected by

Geneva Convention

2/26/2002* Jay S. Bybee Potential Legal
Constraints
Applicable to
Interrogations of
Persons Captured
by U.S. Armed
Forces in
Afghanistan

Detainees lack legal

protections

(Miranda warning,

attorney-client

privilege, etc.)

8/1/2002* Jay S. Bybee Standards of Conduct
for Interrogation
Under 18USC
§§2340-2340A [the

Torture Memo]

Torture OK unless

intended to cause

organ failure/death

8/1/2002* John Yoo The Views of Our
Office Concerning
the Legality, Under
International Law,
of Interrogation
Methods to Be
Used on Captured
Al Qaeda
Operatives

Torture OK unless

intended to cause

organ failure/death

10/1/2002 Lieutenant Colonel

Diane Beaver

Legal Review of
Aggressive
Interrogation
Techniques

18 forms of abuse

OK

10/11/2002 Lieutenant Colonel

Jerald Phifer

Memorandum for
Commander, Joint
Task Force 150

Categories I–IV

proposed

10/25/2002* General James

T. Hill

Counter-Resistance
Strategies

Categories I and II

OK

11/27/2002* William J.

Haynes II

Counter-Resistance
Strategies

Categories I and II

OK

12/2/2002 Donald Rumsfeld Detainee
Interrogations

Categories I and II

OK

(continued )
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Appendix 1.1 (continued )

Date Author Title or Document Conduct Authorized

1/15/2003* Donald Rumsfeld Counter-Resistance
Techniques

Rescinded 12/2

memo

3/27/2003 Major General

Geoffrey

D. Miller

Approval of Camp
Delta Operating
Procedures
(revised in 2004)

OK’d use of extreme

psychological dis-

tress and avoiding

Red Cross visits

4/4/2003* Donald Rumsfeld Working Group
Report on Detainee
Interrogations in
the Global War on
Terrorism

OK’d 35

interrogation

techniques

4/16/2003* Donald Rumsfeld Counter-Resistance
Techniques in the
War on Terrorism

OK’d 35

interrogation

techniques

9/14/2003 Lieutenant General

Ricardo Sanchez

Interrogation and
Counter-Resistance
Policy

OK’d 29

interrogation

techniques

3/28/2004 Major General

Geoffrey Miller

Standard Operating
Procedures
(manual to guide

interrogation of

prisoners)

OK’d interrogation

techniques outside

the Army field

manual

10/12/2004 Lieutenant General

Ricardo Sanchez

Interrogation and
Counter-Resistance
Policy

OK’d 17

interrogation

techniques

3/19/2004* Jack Goldsmith III Draft of an Opinion
Concerning the
Meaning of Article
49 of the Fourth
Geneva Convention
as It Applies in
Occupied Iraq

OK to transfer

persons from Iraq

to Guant�anamo

5/11/2004 Paul Wolfowitz Administrative
Review Procedures
for Enemy Combat-
ants in the Control
of the Department
of Defense at
Guant�anamo Naval
Base, Cuba

Article 3 of

Geneva III may be

violated

(continued )
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Appendix 1.1 (continued )

Date Author Title or Document Conduct Authorized

7/7/2004 Paul Wolfowitz Order Establishing
Combatant Status
Review Tribunal

Article 5 of

Geneva III may be

violated

12/30/2004 Daniel Levin Legal Standards
Applicable Under
18USC§§2340-
2340A

Slightly revised

Torture Memo

2/5/2005 Alberto Gonzales (secret) Torture OK

5/10/2005 Alberto Gonzales (secret) Torture OK

5/30/2005 Alberto Gonzales (secret) Torture OK

12/30/2005 George W. Bush Signing statement

accompanying the

Detainee Treatment

Act of 2005

Torture OK if

required by

national security

considerations

July 2006 George W. Bush (secret) Enhanced

interrogation

techniques OK

9/6/2006 George W. Bush President Discusses
Creation of
Military
Commissions to
Try Suspected
Terrorists

Immunity from

prosecution for

those committing

acts construed as

torture

7/20/2007 George W. Bush Interpretation of
the Geneva
Conventions
Common Article 3
as Applied to a
Program of
Detention and
Interrogation
Operated by the
Central Intelligence
Agency

Requires adequate

food, clothing,

shelter, water,

medical care; bans

religious and sexual

abuse

7/20/2007 George W. Bush (secret) OK’d various

interrogation

techniques

3/5/2008 Deputy Assistant

Attorney General

Brian

Benczkowski

Letter to Senator Ron

Wyden

Nonintentional

outrages upon

personal dignity

*Reprinted in Greenberg and Dratel (eds.), The Torture Papers
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Appendix 2.1
International Agreements Outlawing Aggressive War

International Agreement Adopted

Final Act of the Congress of Vienna 1815

Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes

(Hague II) 1899

Convention for the Pacific Settlement of International Disputes

(Hague IV) 1907

General Act for the Renunciation of War 1928

Convention on Duties and Rights of States in the Event of Civil

Strife 1928

Charter of the United Nations 1945

Charter of the International Military Tribunal (Nuremberg) 1945

Charter of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East 1946

Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court 1998
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Appendix 3.1
International Agreements Governing the Conduct of War

International Agreement Adopted

Strasbourg Declaration 1675

Declaration of Paris 1856

Convention on the Amelioration of the Conditions of the

Wounded on the Field of Battle (Red Cross Convention) 1864

Additional Articles Relating to the Condition of the Wounded

in War 1868

St. Petersburg Declaration 1868

Brussels Declaration 1874

Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War on

Land (Hague II) 1899

Convention for the Adaptation to Maritime Warfare of the

Principles of the Geneva Convention of 1864 (Hague III) 1899

Convention Relative to the Opening of Hostilities (Hague III) 1907

Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on Land

(Hague IV) 1907

Convention Respecting the Rights and Duties of Neutral

Powers and Persons in Case of War on Land (Hague V) 1907

Convention Relating to the Status of Enemy Merchant Ships at

the Outbreak of Hostilities (Hague VI) 1907

Convention Relating to the Conversion of Merchant Ships into

War-Ships (Hague VII) 1907

Convention Relative to the Laying of Automatic Submarine

Contact Mines (Hague VIII) 1907

Convention Concerning Bombardment by Naval Forces in

Time of War (Hague IX) 1907

Convention for the Adaptation to Maritime War of the

Principles of the Geneva Convention (Hague X) 1907

Convention Relative to Certain Restrictions with Regard to the

Exercise of the Right of Capture in Naval War (Hague XI) 1907

Convention Concerning the Rights and Duties of Neutral

Powers in Naval War (Hague XII) 1907

Protocol for the Prohibition of the Use in War of Asphyxiating,

Poisonous or Other Gases, and of Bacteriological Methods of

Warfare 1925

Convention on Duties and Rights of States in the Event of Civil

Strife 1928

Convention on Maritime Neutrality 1928

(continued )
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Appendix 3.1 (continued )

International Agreement Adopted

Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the

Wounded and Sick in Armies in the Field 1929

Charter of the International Military Tribunal (Nuremberg

Charter) 1945

Charter of the International Military Tribunal for the Far East 1946

Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the

Wounded in Armies in the Field (Geneva I) 1949

Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of Wounded,

Sick and Shipwrecked Members of Armed Forces at Sea

(Geneva II) 1949

Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the Event

of Armed Conflict 1954

Protocol to the Convention for the Protection of Cultural

Property in the Event of Armed Conflict 1954

Convention on the Prohibition of Military or Any Hostile Use

of Environmental Modification Techniques 1976

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August

1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of

International Armed Conflicts (Protocol 1) 1977

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August

1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of

Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol 2) 1977

Convention on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of

Certain Conventional Weapons Which May Be Deemed to

Be Excessively Injurious or to Have Indiscriminate Effects 1977

• Protocol on Non-Detectable Fragments (Protocol I) 1980

• Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of

Mines, Booby-Traps and Other Devices (Protocol II) 1980

• Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of

Incendiary Weapons (Protocol III) 1980

• Protocol on Blinding Laser Weapons (Protocol IV) 1989

International Convention Against the Recruitment, Use,

Financing and Training of Mercenaries 1990

Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines,

Booby-Traps and Other Devices, as Amended 1996

Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel Management and

on the Safety of Radioactive Waste Management 1997

(continued )
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Appendix 3.1 (continued )

International Agreement Adopted

Convention on the Prohibition of the Development, Production,

Stockpiling and Use of Chemical Weapons and on Their

Destruction 1997

Convention on the Prohibition of the Use, Stockpiling,

Production and Transfer of Anti-Personnel Mines and on

Their Destruction 1997

Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court 1998

Second Protocol to the Hague Convention of 1954 for the

Protection of Cultural Property in the Event of Armed

Conflict 1999

Optional Protocol to the Convention on the Rights of the Child

on the Involvement of Children in Armed Conflict 2000
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Appendix 4.1
International Agreements Concerning Treatment of Prisoners

International Agreement Adopted

Convention for the Amelioration of the Condition of the

Wounded in Armies in the Field (Red Cross Convention) 1864

Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War

on Land (Hague II) 1899

Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs of War on

Land (Hague IV) 1907

Geneva Convention of 27 July 1929 Relative to the Treat-

ment of Prisoners of War 1929

Geneva Convention Relative to the Treatment of Prisoners

of War (Geneva III) 1949

International Covenant on Civil and Political Rights 1967

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August

1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of

International Armed Conflicts (Protocol 1) 1977

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August

1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of

Non-International Armed Conflicts (Protocol 2) 1977

Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel, Inhuman or

Degrading Treatment or Punishment 1985

Convention on the Rights of the Child 1989

International Convention for the Protection of All Persons

from Enforced Disappearance 2005

Appendix 4.2
Interrogation Techniques Permitted by the Army Field Manual

Abbreviation Interrogation Technique

Direct Asking straightforward questions

Incentive/Removal of

Incentive

Providing a reward or removing a privilege, above

and beyond those that are required by the

Geneva Convention, from detainees

Emotional Love Playing on the love a detainee has for an

individual or group

Emotional Hate Playing on the hatred a detainee has for an

individual or group

(continued )
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Appendix 4.2 (continued )

Abbreviation Interrogation Technique

Fear Up Harsh Significantly increasing the fear level in a detainee

Fear Up Mild Moderately increasing the fear level in a detainee

Reduced Fear Reducing the fear level in a detainee

Pride and Ego Up Boosting the ego of a detainee

Pride and Ego Down Attacking or insulting the ego of a detainee, not

beyond the limits that would apply to a POW

Futility Invoking the feeling of futility of a detainee

We Know All Convincing the detainee that the interrogator

knows the answer to questions he asks the

detainee

Establish Your

Identity

Convincing the detainee that the interrogator has

mistaken the detainee for someone else

Repetition Approach Continuously repeating the same question to the

detainee within interrogation periods of normal

duration

File & Dossier Convincing the detainee that the interrogator has a

damning and inaccurate file, which must be

fixed

Mutt & Jeff A team consisting of a friendly and harsh

interrogator; the harsh interrogator might employ

the Pride and Ego Down technique

Rapid Fire Questioning in rapid succession without allowing

detainee to answer

Silence Staring at the detainee to encourage discomfort

Change of Scenery

Up

Removing the detainee from the standard

interrogation setting (generally to a more

pleasant location, but no worse)

Change of Scenery

Down

Removing the detainee from the standard

interrogation setting and placing him in a setting

that may be less comfortable; would not

constitute a substantial change in environmental

quality

Hooding Questioning the detainee with a blindfold in place;

for interrogation purposes, the blindfold is not

on other than during interrogation

Mild Physical

Contact

Lightly touching a detainee or lightly poking the

detainee in a completely non-injurious manner;

includes softly grabbing of shoulders to

get the detainee’s attention or to comfort the

detainee

(continued )
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Appendix 4.2 (continued )

Abbreviation Interrogation Technique

Dietary Manipulation Changing the diet of a detainee; no intended

deprivation of food or water; no adverse medical

or cultural effect and without intent to deprive

subject of food or water, e.g., hot rations to

MREs

Environmental

Manipulation

Altering the environment to create moderate

discomfort (e.g., adjusting temperature or

introducing an unpleasant smell), conditions

would not be such that they would injure the

detainee; detainee would be accompanied by

interrogator at all times

Sleep Adjustment Adjusting the sleeping times of the detainee (e.g.,

reversing sleep cycles from night to day), this

technique is NOT sleep deprivation

False Flag Convincing the detainee that individuals from a

country other than the United States are

interrogating him

Threat of Transfer Threatening to transfer the subject to a third

country that subject is likely to fear would

subject him to torture or death; the threat would

not be acted upon, nor would the threat include

any information beyond the naming of the

receiving country

Isolation Isolating the detainee from other detainees

while still complying with basic standards of

treatment

Use of Prolonged

Interrogations

The continued use of a series of approaches that

extend over a long period of time (e.g., 20 hours

per day per interrogation)

Forced Grooming Forcing a detainee to shave hair or beard; force

applied with intention to avoid injury; Would

not use force that would cause serious injury

Prolonged Standing Lengthy standing in a “normal” position

(non-stress); this has been successful, but should

never make the detainee exhausted to the point

of weakness or collapse; not enforced by

physical restraints; not to exceed four hours in a

24-hour period

(continued )
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Appendix 4.2 (continued )

Abbreviation Interrogation Technique

Sleep Deprivation Keeping the detainee awake for an extended period

of time; allowing individual to rest briefly and

then awakening him, repeatedly; not to exceed

four days in succession

Physical Training Requiring detainees to exercise (perform ordinary

physical exercises actions, e.g., running, jumping

jacks); not to exceed 15 minutes in a two-hour

period; not more than two cycles per 24-hour

period; assists in generating compliance and

fatiguing the detainees; no enforced compliance

Face Slap/Stomach

Slap

A quick glancing slap to the fleshy part of the

cheek or stomach; these techniques are used

strictly as shock measures and do not cause pain

or injury; they are only effective if used once or

twice together; after the second time on a

detainee, it will lose the shock effect; limited to

two slaps per application; no more than two

applications per interrogation

Removal of Clothing Potential removal of all clothing; removal to be

done by military police if not agreed to by the

subject; creating a feeling of helplessness and

dependence; this technique must be monitored to

ensure the environmental conditions are such

that this technique does not injure the detainee

Increasing Anxiety

by Use of

Aversions

Introducing factors that of themselves create

anxiety but do not create terror or mental trauma

(e.g., simple presence of dog without directly

threatening action); this technique requires the

commander to develop specific and detailed

safeguards to insure detainee’s safety

Source: Working Group Report, Detainee Interrogations in the Global War on Terrorism: Assess-

ment of Legal, Historical, Policy, and Operational Considerations (April 4, 2004)
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Appendix 4.3
Forms of Abuse at American-Run Prisons Outside the United States

Type Example

Death Excesses associated with interrogation

Homicides from beatings; punishment for

disobeying an order resulting in death

Deprivation:

Property

Cutting off clothes from bodyb

Nude confinement

Stealing possessions

Deprivation:

Health-Related

Denial of medical care, denial of medicines

Denial of toilet access

Food and water deprivationa,b

Sleep deprivation (four hours maximum per day)a,b

Deprivation:

Sensory

Auditory (72 hours)

Blindfolding and hooding (up to 16 days)b

Lengthy isolation (longer than 30 days)a,b

Months without seeing the sun

Packing a detainee naked, bound with duct tape,

in a shipping container

Sleeping bag technique (place prisoner in

sleeping bag with movement impossible)

Deprivation:

Shaving

“Accidental” eyebrow shaving

Forced shaving of head, including beardb

Deprivation:

Shelter

Caging

Exposure to excessive cold (placed in icy

room)b, heat, and humidity

Overcrowding in cells

Overexposure “Bitch in a box” (confining prisoner to car trunk on

hot day)

Excessive cold (air conditioning, dousing with

cold water, exposure to freezing temperatures

without protection)

Excessive heat (under blazing hot sun for

hours)b

Placing scorpions on body

Spraying mace in eyes

Spraying with fire extinguisher

Pain: Asphyxiation Chest compression

Choking and gagging

Pouring water down nose or throat (inc.

waterboarding)

(continued )
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Appendix 4.3 (continued )

Type Example

Pain: Beating and

Excessive

Physical Pressure

Beating with a baton, broom handle, chairc

Bending back thumbs

Breaking limbs and ribs

Emergency Response Force (EFR), that is,

forced cell extraction

Forced stress positions for hours

Kicking, punching (with fist to chest, etc.),

slamming (against wall, etc.), stomping on body

Lying on top of a prone prisoner with a knee

pressed to prisoner’s back

Shaking, slapping more than twice in an

interrogation

Standing on prisoner’s body, including neck

Tight handcuffing and shackling (causing

numbness or bleeding)

Whipping

Pain: Bondage Chaining (to a harness, the floor, the ceiling)

Handcuffing (to bed, door of cell, etc.)

Short shackling (hands and feet bound together,

bolted to the floor, resulting in a fetal or squat

position for up to eight hours at a time)

Spreadeagling, inc. while handcuffed

Straightjacketing of arms and legs

Tied to the top of a vehicle as if a slain deer

Pain: Burning Chemical (pouring phosphoric liquid on bodies)c

Electric burns

Thermal (strapping bound prisoners to hoods of

vehicles, causing severe burns)c

Pain: Electrical Electric shocks to genitals and other sensitive

external body partsc

Pain: Exhaustion Forced exercises beyond point of exhaustion

(on stomach, jumping up and down)b

Forced standing for more than four hours (until

hypothermia sets in)b

Stress positions for long periods of timea,b

Pain: Medical

Procedure

Denial of access to painkillers

Forced administration of drugs

Forced administration of enemas and

suppositories

(continued )
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Appendix 4.3 (continued )

Type Example

Pain: Mutilation Biting by dogs and humans

Cutting into flesh

Psychological:

Degradation

Displaying a nude person who has been strapped

to a board

Eating without table implements

Forced to crawl on stomach

Forced crossdressing (wearing female

underclothes, sometimes on the head)

Forced nudity for days at a time

Forced nudity in front of opposite sex, including

relatives

Forced to find objects in excrement

Forced to wear vomit-covered jumpsuit

Placing a dog on a naked body

Questioning a man’s masculinity or sexual

orientation

Smearing excrement on prisoner’s body or

prison garment

Smearing fake menstrual blood on prisoner

Spitting, urination on prisoner

Wiping hair and clothes in feces and urine

Writing on forehead or other body parts

Psychological:

Disorientation

Administering mind-altering drugs, such as

“truth serums”b

Aversion therapy (exposing prisoner to sources

of phobias, such as cockroaches)b

False flag (pretending that the interrogator is

from another country)

Psychological:

Religious

Abuse of Qur’an

Disrupting prayer

Forced renunciation of faith

Psychological:

Self-Degradation

Forced accusation or confession (in response to

pain or threat)

Forced to bark like a dog and do dog tricks

Forced masturbation, including simulated fellatio

Forced self-urination (denial of access to toilet)

Left lying in feces

(continued )
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Appendix 4.3 (continued )

Type Example

Psychological:

Threatened

Actions

Death threatc, mock executionc

Forced presence during torture of othersc

Threatened electrocution (standing hooded on a

box with wires to fingers, penis, toes and a

sandbag on the head)

Threat to inflict painb

Threat to the person’s family, including rape

Threat to rape or other sexual actsc

Use of unmuzzled dogs to threatena

Psychological:

Perceptual

Monopolization

Blindfolding (hooding for three days)b

Bombardment by loud music and meowing of a

cat food commercial

Confinement (in small windowless cell)

Exposure to excessively bright lights

Immobilization

Interrogation up to 20 hours without stopping,

on 48 of 54 consecutive days

Psychological:

Verbal Abuse

Denigration of the person’s religion

Insults (calling the person “gay,” etc.)

Sexual Anus insertions and inspections

“Dominatrix” posing with chained male

Female straddling prisoner on floor and gyrating

above

Fondling of the genitals of bound prisoners

Forced sexual acts, including masturbation

Kicking groin

Naked pyramid of bodies with top guy’s penis

touching bottom guy’s butt

Penis bondage, including attaching wires

Photographing/videotaping chained detainees,

nude bodies, and sexual acts

Raping womenc

Sodomizing, including children, using

broomstick, dildo, or chemicalc

aPermitted by Abu Ghraib poster
bPermitted by the CIA
cDisallowed by the Torture Memo dated August 1, 2002

Principal sources: Hersh, Chain of Command; Red Cross Report; Margulies, Guant�anamo and the

Abuse of Presidential Power; Miles, Oath Betrayed; Physicians for Human Rights, Break Them
Down: Systematic Use of Psychological Torture by U.S. Forces; Schmidt Report; Taguba Report
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Appendix 5.1
International Agreements Concerning Postwar Occupation

International Agreement Adopted

Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War

on Land (Hague II) 1899

Convention with Respect to the Laws and Customs of War

on Land (Hague IV) 1907

Charter of the United Nations 1945

Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian Persons in

Time of War (Geneva IV) 1949

Convention for the Protection of Cultural Property in the

Event of Armed Conflict 1954

Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions of 12 August

1949, and Relating to the Protection of Victims of Interna-

tional Armed Conflicts (Protocol 1) 1977
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Appendix 6.1
Guidelines for Defining “Torture” Under American Law

Legal Basis Prohibited Conduct

Constitution, Article 8, 1791 “Cruel and unusual punishments”

Brown v Mississippi (287 US

278), 1936

Mock execution

Severe whipping

Watts v Indiana (338 US 49),

1949

6 days of repeated questioning in solitary

confinement without advice of counsel or

friends

Rochin v California (342 US

165), 1953

Pumping a stomach

Trop v Dulls (356 US 86), 1958 Bathroom deprivation

Spano v New York (360 US 315),

1959

8 hours of continuous questioning

Wright v McMann (387 F.2d

519), 1967

Prolonged nude solitary confinement in bit-

ter cold without soap and toilet paper

Knecht v Gillman (488 F.2d

1136), 1973

Involuntary injection that produces vomit-

ing for 15 minutes

United States v Toscanino (500

F.2d 267), 1974

Police kidnapping involving beating, sleep

and food deprivation, alcohol flushed into

eyes and nose, forced enemas, electric

shocks (to earlobes, genitals, toes)

Estelle v Gamble (429 US 97),

1976

Failure to provide medical attention to an

injured prisoner

Hutto v Finner (437 US 678),

1978

Solitary confinement beyond 30 days

Maxwell v Mason (668 F.2d 361),

1981

Lack of bedding and clothing

Youngberg v Romeo (457 US

678), 1982

Bodily restraints

United States v Lee (744 F.2d

1124), 1984

Waterboarding

Burton v Livingston (791 F.2d

97), 1986

Baiting to justify shooting

Tillery v Owens (907 F.2d 418),

1990

Overcrowded, unsanitary conditions

Torture Victim Protection Act,

1992

Severe pain or suffering, mental or physi-

cal/mental torture (prolonged mental

harm caused or resulting from (1) inten-

tional infliction or threatened infliction of

severe physical pain and suffering;

(continued )
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Appendix 6.1 (continued )

Legal Basis Prohibited Conduct

(2) administration of mind-altering sub-

stances or procedures to disrupt the vic-

tim’s senses; (3) threat of imminent death;

or (4) severe physical suffering, or applica-

tion of mind-altering substances to another

Congressional discussion during

the debate to ratify the Conven-

tion Against Torture, 1994

Electric shocks to sensitive parts of the

body

Sustained systematic beating

Tying up or hanging in positions that cause

extreme pain

Eason v Thaler (14 F.3d 8), 1996 26 days of confinement in cell except for

occasional showers

War Crimes Act, 1996 Willfully causing serious injury to persons

Hilao v. Estate of Marcos (103
F.3d 789), 1996

7 months of confinement in a “suffocatingly

hot” and cramped cell

8 years of solitary or near-solitary

confinement

Extended shackling to a cot

Repeated threats of death and electric shock

Severe beatings

Sleep deprivation

Waterboarding

Lucien v Peters (107 F.3d 873),

1997

Noise bombardment

Foreign Affairs Reform and

Restructuring Act, 1998

Expelling or extraditing a foreign national

to a country where torture is highly likely

Torture Victims Relief Act, 1998 Deliberate mental and physical damage

caused by governments to individuals to

destroy individual personality

Rape and sexual assault

Threat to torture

JAMA v INS (22F.2d 353), 1998 24 hours of bright light in cell

Filthy conditions (smell of human

excrement)

Verbal humiliation

Cicippio v Islamic Republic of
Iran (18 F. Supp. 2d 62), 1998

Electric shocks

Frequent beatings

(continued )
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Appendix 6.1 (continued )

Legal Basis Prohibited Conduct

Pistol whipping

Russian roulette

Threats of imminent death

Tachiona v Mugabe (2234 F.2d

401), 2002

Beating with bars, rocks, rods

Electric shocks

Whipping

Daliberti v Republic of Iraq (146

F. Supp. 2d 91), 2001

Threats of physical torture, such as cutting

off fingers or pulling out fingernails

Electric shock to testicles

Mehinovic v Vuckovic (198 F.

Supp. 2d 1322), 2002

Severe beatings to the genitals, head, and

other parts of the body with metal pipes,

brass knuckles, batons, a baseball bat,

and various other items

Removal of teeth with pliers

Kicking in the face and ribs

Breaking of bones and ribs

Dislocation of fingers

Drawing on the victim’s forehead

Hanging the victim and beating him

Extreme limitations of food and water

Russian roulette

Prolonged mental harm caused by or result-

ing from intentional infliction or threat-

ened infliction of severe physical pain or

suffering and the threat of imminent

death

Sackie v Ashcroft (270 F. Supp.

2d 596), 2003

Forced drug use

Threats of imminent death over 3 to 4 years

Kidnapping and forcing a child to be a

soldier

Hawkins v Holloway (316 F.3d

777), 2003

Threat of deadly force

Lhanzom v Gonzales (430 F.3d

833), 2005

Excessive cold
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Appendix 7.1
War Crimes Culpability of the Bush Administration

TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

Legality of the War

#1 Waging Aggressive War X X X

#2 Aiding Rebels in a Civil War X

#3 Threatening Aggressive War X

#4 Planning and Preparing for a War of Aggression X X X

#5 Conspiracy to Wage War X X

#6 Propaganda for War X X

Conduct of War: Prohibited Targets

#7 Failure to Observe the Neutrality of a Hospital X X

#8 Destruction of Undefended Targets X

#9 Bombing of Edifices Devoted to Art, Charity, Religion, and Science X X X

#10 Failure to Compensate X

#11 Naval Bombardment of Undefended Buildings, Dwellings, Towns,

and Villages X X X

#12 Bombing of Neutral Countries X X X

#13 Failure to Observe the Neutrality of Hospital Employees X X

#14 Failure to Respect the Neutrality of a Voluntary Aid Society X X X

#15 Hostile Acts on the Ground Directed at a Museum X X

#16 Indiscriminate Attacks against Civilians X X X X X

#17 Failure to Protect Cultural Property X X X X

(continued )
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TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

Conduct of War: Prohibited Weapons

#18 Use of Arms and Projectiles to Cause Superfluous Injury X

#19 Use of Napalm X

#20 Use of White Phosphorous X

#21 Use of Depleted Uranium Weapons X

Conduct of War: Misconduct by Soldiers

#22 Killing or Wounding Civilians Treacherously X

#23 Failure to Accept the Surrender of Combatants X X X X

#24 Pillage X X X

#25 Failure to Attend to the Wounded X X

#26 Failure to Provide Proper Burials to Enemy Soldiers Killed in

Combat X X

#27 Excessive Targeting of Civilians X X X X

Conduct of War: Misconduct by Commanders

#28 Failure to Notify Authorities of Bombardments X

#29 Indiscriminate Naval Bombardments X X X

#30 Naval Bombardments Without Warning X X

#31 Extrajudicial Executions X X X X X

#32 Reprisals against Innocent Civilians X X X X X

#33 Depriving Civilians of Food and Drinking Water X

#34 Excessive Military Force X X X X X

(continued )
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Appendix 7.1 (continued )

TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

#35 Failure to Provide Battlefield Officers with Appropriate Legal

Advice X X

#36 Failure to Prosecute Commanding Officers for Failure to Stop

Battlefield Offenses X

#37 Failure of Commanding Officers to Report Battlefield Offenses to

Their Superiors X

#38 Failure of Commanding Officers to Ensure That Subordinates

Understand Geneva Convention Obligations Regarding the

Conduct of Warfare X X X X

#39 Failure of Commanding Officers to Prevent Subordinates from

Plotting War Crimes on the Battlefield X

#40 Failure of Commanding Officers to Discipline or Prosecute

Subordinates Who Commit War Crimes on the Battlefield X X

Conduct of War: Prohibited Combatants

#41 Funding War Mercenaries X X

#42 Mercenaries Have Engaged in Combat X

Treatment of Prisoners: Violating Standards of Decency

#43 Inhumane Treatment X X X X

#44 Depriving Prisoners of Their Property X X

#45 Religious Mistreatment X X

#46 Displaying Prisoners X X X X

(continued )
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TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

#47 Denial of Decent Burial of Prisoners X X

#48 Cruel Treatment X X X X

#49 Outrages upon Personal Dignity X X X X X

Treatment of Prisoners: Interrogation Methods

#50 Reprisals Against Prisoners X X

#51 Interrogation Beyond Name, Rank, and Serial Number X X X X

#52 Coercive Techniques X X X X X

#53 Threats and Unpleasant Treatment X X X X X

#54 Systematic Insults X

#55 Torture X X X X X

#56 Taking Hostages X X

#57 Failure to Prevent Torture X X X X

#58 Complicity or Participation in Torture X X X X X

#59 Failure to Protect Prisoners from Intimidation X X X X

#60 Use of Weapons Against Prisoners X

Treatment of Prisoners: Unacceptable Living Conditions

#61 Inadequate Food X X X

#62 Inadequate Clothing X X

#63 Inadequate Shelter X

#64 Cramped Housing X

#65 Close Confinement X

(continued )
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Appendix 7.1 (continued )

TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

#66 Internment on Ships at Sea X X

#67 Internment in Penitentiaries X X

#68 Inadequate Heating X

#69 Inadequate Lighting X

#70 Habitual Diet Ignored X

#71 Prisoners Disallowed from Food Preparation X

#72 Solitary Confinement X X

#73 Prisoners Not Allowed to Eat Together X X

#74 Lack of Prison Canteens X X X

#75 Prisoners Not Allowed to Receive Funds to Purchase Personal Items X X X

Treatment of Prisoners: Health Aspects

#76 Mistreatment of Wounded Prisoners X X

#77 Killing and Wounding Prisoners Treacherously X X

#78 Unhygienic Housing X

#79 Water Deprivation X X

#80 Unhealthful Incarceration X

#81 Murder X X X X X

#82 Mutilation X

#83 Reckless Endangerment of Health in Prison X X

#84 Involuntary Experimentation X X X X X

#85 Reckless Endangerment of Health during Transfers X X X

(continued )
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TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

#86 Denial of Medical Care X X X X

#87 Failure to Provide Treatment for Medically Incompetent Prisoners X X X

#88 Locating a Prison in a Combat Zone X

#89 Inadequate Nutrition X

#90 Inadequate Infirmary, Surgical, and Hospital Care X X X

#91 Failure to Provide Care for the Disabled X X

#92 Failure to Keep Proper Medical Records X X

#93 Failure to Weigh Prisoners X

#94 Failure to Detect or Treat Contagious Diseases Properly X X

#95 Failure to Provide Appropriate Medical Records upon Release X

#96 Failure to Properly Annotate Death Certificates X

#97 Failure to Properly Investigate Causes of Prisoner Deaths X X

#98 Violating Medical Ethics X X X

#99 Failure to Rehabilitate Victims of Torture X X

Treatment of Prisoners: Activities Disallowed

#100 Tobacco Deprivation X X X

#101 Exercise Deprivation X X

#102 Inadequate Recreational Opportunities X

Treatment of Prisoners: Transfers

#103 Prisoners Transferred to Countries Practicing Torture X X

#104 Failure to Recall Prisoners Who Have Been Tortured after Their

Transfer to Other Countries X X

(continued )
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Appendix 7.1 (continued )

TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

#105 Inhumane Transfer of Prisoners X X

#106 Failure to Notify Prisoners in Advance of Transfers X

Treatment of Prisoners: Complaints, Representatives, and Discipline X X X

#107 Failure to Allow Prisoners to Complain About Captivity Conditions X X X X

#108 Failure to Respond to Complaints of Prisoners Alleging Torture X

#109 Failure to Allow Prisoners to Elect Representatives X X X

#110 Repeated Punishment X X X

#111 Punishment for Offenses Not Applied to American Soldiers X X X

#112 Corporal Punishment X X

#113 Confinement Without Daylight X X

#114 Unequal Treatment of Disciplined Prisoners X X

#115 Punishment Exceeding Thirty Days X X

#116 Discipline Without Following Procedures X X

Treatment of Prisoners: Juridical Aspects

#117 Failure to Treat Captured Belligerents as Prisoners of War X X X

#118 Secret Detainees X X X

#119 Failure to Advise Prisoners of Their Right to Counsel X X X

#120 Denial of Right to Counsel X X X

#121 Failure to Try Accused Prisoners in a Regularly Constituted Court X X

#122 Sentencing Without Having a Regularly Constituted Court X X

#123 Failure to Use a Competent Tribunal to Determine Whether to

Detain Prisoners X X

(continued )
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TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

#124 Prisoners Have Been Forced to Renounce Their Rights X

#125 Depriving Prisoners of Identity Documents X X

#126 Failure to Disseminate Geneva Convention Provisions X X X X

#127 Failure to Post the Geneva Conventions X

#128 Failure to Translate the Geneva Conventions for Prisoners X

#129 Failure to Publicly State How Prisoners Are to Be Handled X X X

#130 Failure to Transmit Legal Documents to or from Prisoners X

#131 Failure to Allow Visits between Lawyers and Prisoners X

#132 Failure to Put Prisoners on Trial in Impartial Tribunals X X X

#133 Forced Self-Incrimination X X X

#134 Failure to Provide Speedy Trials X X

#135 Denial of the Right to Call Witnesses X X X X

#136 Failure to Advise Prisoners of Geneva Convention Rights X X X X

#137 Failure to Facilitate Selection by Prisoners of

Their Attorneys X X

#138 Failure to Allow the United Nations to Provide Attorneys for

Prisoners X X X

#139 Failure to Provide Attorneys Free Access to Prisoners X

#140 Failure to Provide Privacy During Visits Between Attorneys and

Prisoners X

#141 Failure to Translate Legal Documents

for Prisoners X

#142 No Right of Appeal X X X
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Appendix 7.1 (continued )

TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

#143 Failure to Inform Prisoners Promptly of Charges Against Them X X X

#144 Failure to Inform Prisoners’ Attorneys of Charges Against

Prisoners Whom They Represent X

#145 Secrecy in Judicial Proceedings X X X

#146 Failure to Prosecute Those Responsible for Prisoner Deaths X X

#147 Absolving Liability for Redress X

#148 Refusal to Allow Cross-Examinations X X X

#149 Failure to Provide Appropriate Legal Advice to Military

Commanders Regarding Prisoners X X X

#150 Failure to Prosecute Commanding Officers for Taking No Action to

Stop Abuse against Prisoners X

#151 Failure of Commanding Officers to Report Offenses against

Prisoners to Superiors X X

#152 Failure of Commanding Officers to Ensure That Subordinates

Understand Geneva Convention Obligations Regarding Prisoners X X X X

#153 Failure of Commanding Officers to Prevent or Stop Subordinates

from Mistreating Prisoners X X

#154 Failure of Commanding Officers to Discipline or Prosecute

Subordinates Who Mistreat Prisoners X X

#155 Attempting to Justify Torture X X

#156 Failure to Arrest and Prosecute Torturers X X X

(continued )
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#157 Failure to Investigate Allegations of Torture X X

#158 Refusal to Cooperate in Investigations and Prosecutions of

Torturers X X X X

#159 Failure to Compensate Victims of Torture X X

#160 Admission of Statements Resulting from Torture into Evidence X X X

Treatment of Prisoners: Relations Between Prisoners and Outside

Groups

#161 Refusal to Allow the Red Cross Access to Prisoners X X

#162 Failure to Establish a Central Prisoner of War Agency X X

#163 Failure to Request Assistance from a Humanitarian Organization X X

#164 Prisoners Prevented from Contacting the Red Cross and the Red

Crescent Society X

#165 Parcels to Prisoners Disallowed X

#166 Failure to Allow Prisoners to Complain to UN Bodies X

#167 Failure to Share Inquest Investigations with the UN X

#168 Failure to Provide Opportunities for Nongovernmental Organizations

to Assist the Religious and Other Needs of Prisoners X X

#169 Denial of Access of UN Agencies to Places of Departure, Passage,

Arrival, and Incarceration X X

#170 Failure to Allow UN Officials to Attend Arraignments X X

Treatment of Prisoners: Repatriation

#171 Failure to Repatriate Prisoners Promptly X X X

#172 Failure to Repatriate Seriously Ill or Wounded Prisoners X X X
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TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

Treatment of Prisoners: Contact with Families

#173 Denial and Delay of Correspondence Between Prisoners and Their

Families

X X X

#174 Prisoners Have Not Been Allowed to Send Telegrams X

#175 Failure to Compensate Dependents of Fatal Victims of Torture X X

Treatment of Prisoners: Discrimination

#176 Sexual Abuse of Females X

#177 Women Confined in Same Prison Facility as Men X

#178 Women Internees Searched by Men X X

#179 Discrimination Based on Nationality, Race, or Religion X X X X X

#180 Elder Abuse X X

Treatment of Prisoners: Children

#181 Transfer of Children from Their Home Countries X X

#182 Failure to Obtain Permission from Parents or Guardians for

Transfer of Their Children X

#183 Incarceration of Children in the Same Quarters as Adults X

#184 Failure to Provide Education for Imprisoned Children X

#185 Withholding Parental Contact from Child Detainees X

#186 Failure to Inform Parents of the Whereabouts of Detained Children X

#187 Refusal to Allow Child Detainees to Receive Information X

#188 Failure to Protect Child Detainees from Abuse X X
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TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

#189 Failure to Provide Social Programs for Child Detainees to Deal

with Prison Abuse X

#190 Failure to Establish Programs to Prevent Prison Abuse of Child

Detainees X

#191 Failure to Investigate Abuse of Child Prisoners X X

#192 Failure to Prosecute Prison Personnel Who Abuse Child Detainees X

#193 Failure to Provide Recreational Activities for Child Prisoners X

#194 Inhumane Treatment of Child Detainees X X X X X

#195 Indefinite Detainment of Children X X

#196 Failure to Allow Parents to Visit Child Detainees X X

#197 Failure to Allow Child Prisoners to Have Legal Counsel X X X

#198 Failure to Provide an Impartial Tribunal for Child Prisoners X X

#199 Failure to Provide Speedy Trials for Child Prisoners X X

#200 Failure to Provide Post-Confinement Social Programs for Abused

Child Prisoners X X

#201 Presumption of the Guilt of Child Prisoners Before Trials X X X

#202 Failure to Promptly Inform Child Prisoners of Charges against

Them X X X

#203 Forcing a Child Prisoner to Incriminate Himself X X X

#204 Failure to Allow Witnesses to Testify on Behalf of

Child Prisoners X X X

#205 Failure to Allow Appeals from Legal Proceedings of Child

Prisoners X
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Appendix 7.1 (continued )

TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

Treatment of Prisoners: Disappearances

#206 Extraordinary Renditions X X

#207 Issuance of Executive Orders Authorizing Enforced

Disappearances X

#208 Failure to Prosecute Those Responsible for Enforced

Disappearances X X

#209 Sending Prisoners to Countries Where Enforced Disappearance Is

Likely X X

#210 Failure to Disclose Basic Information About Victims of Enforced

Disappearance to Appropriate Authorities X

#211 Failure to Disclose Basic Information about Victims of Enforced

Disappearance to Family and Legal Representatives X X

#212 Failure to Provide Verification of Release of Disappeared Detainees X X X

#213 Failure to Inform Rendered Persons of the Reasons for Their

Disappearance, Investigation of Their Disappearance,

Investigation of Their Case, and Plans for Their Future X X X X

#214 Failure to Release Disappeared Persons X

#215 Failure to Return the Bodies of Those Who Die While Disappeared

to Next of Kin X X

#216 Failure to Provide Reparation and Compensation to Victims of

Enforced Disappearance X X

#217 Failure to Cooperate with NGOs Seeking to Rescue Victims of

Enforced Disappearance X

(continued )
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TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

Occupation: Re-Establishing Public Order

#218 Failure to Re-Establish Public Order and Safety X X X X X

#219 Complicity with Pillage X X X

#220 Failure to Apprehend and Prosecute Looters X X X

#221 Failure to Provide Security for Hospitals X X X

#222 Intimidation of Civilians from Living Ordinary Lives X X X

#223 Failure to Stop the Theft of Cultural Property X X X

#224 Failure to Protect Journalists X X X X

Occupation: Civil and Political Conditions

#225 Failure to Respect the Legal Framework X X X X

#226 Failure to Allow Self-Government X X

#227 Failure to Recognize Local Courts X

Occupation: Criminal Justice Problems

#228 Unwarranted Interrogation of Civilians X X X

#229 Collective Punishment X X X X

#230 Cruel Treatment of Civilians X X

#231 Unjustified Arrest of Children X X X

#232 Unjustified Internment X X X

#233 Transfer to Countries That Persecute Political Opinions X

#234 Failure to Observe Existing Penal Laws X

#235 Penalties Imposed for Past Acts X

#236 Disproportionate Penal Servitude X X
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Appendix 7.1 (continued )

TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

#237 Interned Persons, Prisoners of War, and Common Criminals

Accommodated and Administered Together X

#238 Failure to Account for Missing Persons X

#239 Failure to Ensure Fair Trials of Repatriated Prisoners X X X

Occupation: Economic and Financial Conditions

#240 Confiscation of Private Property X X

#241 Lowering Tax Revenues X

#242 Secret Contract Awards X

#243 Diversion of State Property for Nonmilitary Operations X

#244 Privatizing State Assets X

#245 Failure to Maintain Material Conditions of

State Property X

#246 Mass Unemployment X

#247 Failure to Provide Re-Employment Opportunities X

#248 Unnecessary Destruction of Private Property X

#249 Unnecessary Destruction of State Property X X

#250 Failure to Provide Necessities of Daily Living X

(continued )
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TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

Occupation: Discrimination

#251 Failure to Respect Religious Convictions X

#252 Ethnosectarian Discrimination X X

#253 Discrimination in Awarding Contracts X

#254 Gender Discrimination X

#255 Dishonoring Women X X

#256 Discrimination Against Nominal Members of a Political Party X

#257 Arrest of Persons for Pre-Occupation Political Opinions X X

Occupation: Social and Cultural Problems

#258 Failure to Respect Family Honor X X

#259 Withholding News from Family Members X X

#260 Charging for Formerly Free Government Services X

#261 Failure to Reopen Schools X

#262 Failure to Restore Cultural Property Damaged by Military

Operations

X

Occupation: Health Conditions

#263 Providing Insufficient Food X X

#264 Providing Insufficient Medical Supplies X X

#265 Reduction in the Quality of Medical Care X X

#266 Reduction in the Quality of Public Health X X
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Appendix 7.1 (continued )

TYPE OF WAR CRIME GWB CL TB FC FP

Occupation: The Role of Outside Organizations

#267 Flouting UN Recommendations X X X

#268 Failure to Accept Relief Organizations X

#269 Failure to Disseminate the Fourth Geneva Convention Text to

Occupation Personnel X X X

Key: GWB ¼ decision by George W. Bush

CL ¼ decision by Cabinet-level officials

TB ¼ order by top military brass

FC ¼ order by a military commander in the field

PC ¼ action by lower-ranking military personnel in the field



ABBREVIATIONS

ABC American Broadcasting Corporation

ACLU American Civil Liberties Union

AFP Agence France Press

AIDS acquired immune deficiency syndrome

AK-47 Avtomat Kalashnikova-47

AP Associated Press

ARB Administrative Review Board

Art. Article

AWOL absent without leave

BBC British Broadcasting Corporation

C$ Canadian dollars

CBC Canadian Broadcasting Corporation

CIA Central Intelligence Agency

Civil & Political

Rights Covenant

International Covenant on Civil and Political

Rights

CNN Cable News Network

CPA Coalition Provisional Authority

CRC Convention on the Rights of the Child

CRRB Combined Review and Release Board

CSRT Combatant Status Review Tribunal

Cultural Property

Convention

Convention for the Protection of Cultural

Property in the Event of Armed Conflict

DC District of Columbia

DIA Defense Intelligence Agency

DOD U.S. Department of Defense



ECRB Enemy Combatant Status Board

EKG electrocardiogram

Enforced

Disappearances

Convention

International Convention for the Protection of

All Persons from Enforced Disappearance

ERF emergency response force

FBI Federal Bureau of Investigation

Geneva

Convention, 1929

Convention for the Amelioration of the

Conditions of the Wounded and Sick in

Armies in the Field

Geneva I Convention for the Amelioration of the

Condition of the Wounded and Sick in Armed

Forces in the Field

Geneva II Convention for the Amelioration of the condi-

tions of Wounded, Sick, and Shipwrecked

Members of the Armed Forces at Sea

Geneva III Convention Relative to the Treatment of

Prisoners of War

Geneva IV Convention Relative to the Protection of Civilian

Persons in Time of War

Hague II Convention with Respect to the Laws and

Customs of War on Land

Hague IV Convention Respecting the Laws and Customs

of War on Land and Its Annex: Regulations

Concerning the Laws and Customs of War on

Land

Hague V Convention Respecting the Rights and Duties of

Neutral Powers and Persons in Case of War

on Land

Hague IX Convention Concerning Bombardment by Naval

Forces in Time of War

HIV human immunodeficiency virus

ICC International Criminal Court

ICJ International Court of Justice

Incendiary Weapons

Protocol

Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the

Use of Incendiary Weapons

IRA Irish Republican Army

IRF immediate response force

ISAF International Security Assistance Force

Kellogg-Briand Pact General Act for the Renunciation of War

LAT Los Angeles Times
Mercenaries

Convention, 1993

International Convention against the

Recruitment, Use, Financing and Training of

Mercenaries
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MNF-I Multinational Force-Iraq

MRE meal ready to eat

NATO North Atlantic Treaty Organization

NGO nongovernmental organization

Nuremberg Charter Charter of the International Military Tribunal

NYT New York Times
OEF Operation Enduring Freedom

ORHA Office of Reconstruction and Humanitarian

Assistance

POW prisoner of war

POW Convention Geneva Convention of 27 July 1929 Relative to

the Treatment of Prisoners of War

Protocol 1 Protocol Additional to the Geneva Conventions

of 12 August 1949, and Relating to the

Protection of Victims of International Armed

Conflicts

Radioactive Waste

Convention

Joint Convention on the Safety of Spent Fuel

Management and on the Safety of Radioactive

Waste Management

Red Crescent Red Crescent Society

Red Cross International Committee of the Red Cross

Red Cross Convention Convention for the Amelioration of the

Condition of the Wounded in Armies in the

Field

Torture Convention Convention Against Torture and Other Cruel,

Inhuman or Degrading Treatment or

Punishment

UN United Nations

U.S. United States

USA United States of America

USA Patriot Act Uniting and Strengthening America by Providing

Appropriate Tools Required to Intercept and

Obstruct Terrorism Act

U.S.S. United States Steamship

WP Washington Post
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